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▸ Document: bag of words and image features (BoVW) together 

▸ Goal: enhance word meaning through visual information 

▸ Use β as word representation to measure word similarity and 
word association 

▸ Data: BBC news articles with images 

▸ Result: Visual information improvement over pure text model 

▸ Limitation: No correlation between words and images
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▸ Document: Image w/ words generated by image regions 

▸ Goal: Caption generation & text-based image retrieval 

▸ Data: 7000 image-caption pairs from Corel database
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Figure 5: (Left) Caption perplexity on the test set for the ML estimates of the models (lower numbers are
better). Note the serious overfitting problem in GM-Mixture (values for K greater than five are off the graph)
and the slight overfitting problem in Corr-LDA. (Right) Caption perplexity for the empirical Bayes smoothed
estimates of the models. The overfitting problems in GM-Mixture and Corr-LDA have been corrected.
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Figure 6: Example images from the test set and their automatic annotations under different models.
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Figure 8: Three examples of text-based image retrieval. (Top) Precision/recall curves for three queries on a
200-factor Corr-LDA model. The horizontal lines are the mean precision for each model. (Bottom) The top
five returned images for the same three queries.
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▸ Limitation:  Images represented by feature clusters; 
semantically unrelated components can be combined

Most Probable Words Translations Prototypical Images
Wasser water
Schiff ship
See lake
Meer sea
Meter meter
Fluß river
@card@ (number)
Uhr clock
Freitag Friday
Sonntag Sunday
Samstag Saturday
Montag Monday

Figure 1: Example topics with prototypical images for the Text + GIST Cluster modality. The first topic shows water-
related words, as well scenes which often appear with water. The second shows clock-like objects, but not clocks.

ture sets were directly compatible with multimodal
LDA and provided significant gains in their ability to
predict association norms over traditional text-only
LDA. SURF features also provided significant gains
over text-only LDA in predicting the compositional-
ity of noun compounds.

We also showed that words may be represented
in terms of membership of image clusters based on
the low-level image features. Image clusters based
on GIST features were qualitatively interesting, and
were able to give improvements over the text-only
model.

Finally, we showed two methods for extending
multimodal LDA to three or more modalities: the
first as a 3D model with a shared latent structure
between all modalities, and the second where latent
structures were inferred separately for each modal-
ity and joined together into a hybrid model. Al-
though the 3D model was unable to compete with
its bimodal components, we found the hybrid model
consistently improved performance over its compo-
nent modalities. We conclude that the combination
of many modalities provides the best representation
of word meaning, and that each nontextual modal-
ity is discovering disjoint information about word
meaning that cannot be forced into a global latent
structure.
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Mao et al., 2014; Socher et al., 2014). These meth-
ods rely on necessarily limited collections of cap-
tioned images as sources of multimodal evidence,
whereas we automatically enrich a very large corpus
with images to induce general-purpose multimodal
word representations, that could be used as input
embeddings in systems specifically tuned to caption
processing. Thus, our work is complementary to this
line of research.

3 Multimodal Skip-gram Architecture

3.1 Skip-gram Model

We start by reviewing the standard SKIP-GRAM
model of Mikolov et al. (2013a), in the version
we use. Given a text corpus, SKIP-GRAM aims
at inducing word representations that are good at
predicting the context words surrounding a target

word. Mathematically, it maximizes the objective
function:

1
T

TX

t=1

0

@
X

�cjc,j 6=0

log p(wt+j |wt)

1

A (1)

where w1, w2, ..., wT are words in the training
corpus and c is the size of the window around
target wt, determining the set of context words to
be predicted by the induced representation of wt.
Following Mikolov et al., we implement a subsam-
pling option randomly discarding context words as
an inverse function of their frequency, controlled by
hyperparameter t. The probability p(wt+j |wt), the
core part of the objective in Equation 1, is given by
softmax:

p(wt+j |wt) =
e
u0

wt+j
T uwt

PW
w0=1 e

u0
w0

T uwt

(2)

where uw and u
0
w are the context and target vector

representations of word w respectively, and W is
the size of the vocabulary. Due to the normaliza-
tion term, Equation 2 requires O(|W |) time com-
plexity. A considerable speedup to O(log |W |), is
achieved by using the hierarchical version of Equa-
tion 2 (Morin and Bengio, 2005), adopted here.

3.2 Injecting visual knowledge

We now assume that word learning takes place in a
situated context, in which, for a subset of the target
words, the corpus contexts are accompanied by a

the cute

cat

sat on the matlittle CAT

+=

maximize context prediction maximize similarity

map to visual space

Figure 1: “Cartoon” of MMSKIP-GRAM-B. Lin-
guistic context vectors are actually associated to
classes of words in a tree, not single words. SKIP-
GRAM is obtained by ignoring the visual objective,
MMSKIP-GRAM-A by fixing M

u!v to the identity
matrix.

visual representation of the concepts they denote
(just like in a conversation, where a linguistic
utterance will often be produced in a visual scene
including some of the word referents). The visual
representation is also encoded in a vector (we
describe in Section 4 below how we construct
it). We thus make the skip-gram “multimodal” by
adding a second, visual term to the original linguis-

tic objective, that is, we extend Equation 1 as follow:

1
T

TX

t=1

(Lling(wt) + Lvision(wt)) (3)

where Lling(wt) is the text-based skip-gram ob-
jective

P
�cjc,j 6=0 log p(wt+j |wt), whereas the

Lvision(wt) term forces word representations to take
visual information into account. Note that if a word
wt is not associated to visual information, as is
systematically the case, e.g., for determiners and
non-imageable nouns, but also more generally for
any word for which no visual data are available,
Lvision(wt) is set to 0.

We now propose two variants of the visual objec-
tive, resulting in two distinguished multi-modal ver-
sions of the skip-gram model.

3.3 Multi-modal Skip-gram Model A

One way to force word embeddings to take visual
representations into account is to try to directly
increase the similarity (expressed, for example,
by the cosine) between linguistic and visual rep-
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Mao et al., 2014; Socher et al., 2014). These meth-
ods rely on necessarily limited collections of cap-
tioned images as sources of multimodal evidence,
whereas we automatically enrich a very large corpus
with images to induce general-purpose multimodal
word representations, that could be used as input
embeddings in systems specifically tuned to caption
processing. Thus, our work is complementary to this
line of research.

3 Multimodal Skip-gram Architecture

3.1 Skip-gram Model

We start by reviewing the standard SKIP-GRAM
model of Mikolov et al. (2013a), in the version
we use. Given a text corpus, SKIP-GRAM aims
at inducing word representations that are good at
predicting the context words surrounding a target

word. Mathematically, it maximizes the objective
function:
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where w1, w2, ..., wT are words in the training
corpus and c is the size of the window around
target wt, determining the set of context words to
be predicted by the induced representation of wt.
Following Mikolov et al., we implement a subsam-
pling option randomly discarding context words as
an inverse function of their frequency, controlled by
hyperparameter t. The probability p(wt+j |wt), the
core part of the objective in Equation 1, is given by
softmax:
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where uw and u
0
w are the context and target vector

representations of word w respectively, and W is
the size of the vocabulary. Due to the normaliza-
tion term, Equation 2 requires O(|W |) time com-
plexity. A considerable speedup to O(log |W |), is
achieved by using the hierarchical version of Equa-
tion 2 (Morin and Bengio, 2005), adopted here.

3.2 Injecting visual knowledge

We now assume that word learning takes place in a
situated context, in which, for a subset of the target
words, the corpus contexts are accompanied by a
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Figure 1: “Cartoon” of MMSKIP-GRAM-B. Lin-
guistic context vectors are actually associated to
classes of words in a tree, not single words. SKIP-
GRAM is obtained by ignoring the visual objective,
MMSKIP-GRAM-A by fixing M

u!v to the identity
matrix.

visual representation of the concepts they denote
(just like in a conversation, where a linguistic
utterance will often be produced in a visual scene
including some of the word referents). The visual
representation is also encoded in a vector (we
describe in Section 4 below how we construct
it). We thus make the skip-gram “multimodal” by
adding a second, visual term to the original linguis-

tic objective, that is, we extend Equation 1 as follow:

1
T

TX

t=1

(Lling(wt) + Lvision(wt)) (3)

where Lling(wt) is the text-based skip-gram ob-
jective

P
�cjc,j 6=0 log p(wt+j |wt), whereas the

Lvision(wt) term forces word representations to take
visual information into account. Note that if a word
wt is not associated to visual information, as is
systematically the case, e.g., for determiners and
non-imageable nouns, but also more generally for
any word for which no visual data are available,
Lvision(wt) is set to 0.

We now propose two variants of the visual objec-
tive, resulting in two distinguished multi-modal ver-
sions of the skip-gram model.

3.3 Multi-modal Skip-gram Model A

One way to force word embeddings to take visual
representations into account is to try to directly
increase the similarity (expressed, for example,
by the cosine) between linguistic and visual rep-
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▸ Limitations: 
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Model
MEN Simlex-999 SemSim VisSim

100% 42% 100% 29% 100% 85% 100% 85%
KIELA AND BOTTOU - 0.74 - 0.33 - 0.60 - 0.50
BRUNI ET AL. - 0.77 - 0.44 - 0.69 - 0.56
SILBERER AND LAPATA - - - - 0.70 - 0.64 -
CNN FEATURES - 0.62 - 0.54 - 0.55 - 0.56
SKIP-GRAM 0.70 0.68 0.33 0.29 0.62 0.62 0.48 0.48
CONCATENATION - 0.74 - 0.46 - 0.68 - 0.60
SVD 0.61 0.74 0.28 0.46 0.65 0.68 0.58 0.60
MMSKIP-GRAM-A 0.75 0.74 0.37 0.50 0.72 0.72 0.63 0.63
MMSKIP-GRAM-B 0.74 0.76 0.40 0.53 0.66 0.68 0.60 0.60

Table 1: Spearman correlation between model-generated similarities and human judgments. Right columns
report correlation on visual-coverage subsets (percentage of original benchmark covered by subsets on first
row of respective columns). First block reports results for out-of-the-box models; second block for visual
and textual representations alone; third block for our implementation of multimodal models.

Target SKIP-GRAM MMSKIP-GRAM-A MMSKIP-GRAM-B
donut fridge, diner, candy pizza, sushi, sandwich pizza, sushi, sandwich
owl pheasant, woodpecker, squirrel eagle, woodpecker, falcon eagle, falcon, hawk
mural sculpture, painting, portrait painting, portrait, sculpture painting, portrait, sculpture
tobacco coffee, cigarette, corn cigarette, cigar, corn cigarette, cigar, smoking
depth size, bottom, meter sea, underwater, level sea, size, underwater
chaos anarchy, despair, demon demon, anarchy, destruction demon, anarchy, shadow

Table 2: Ordered top 3 neighbours of example words in purely textual and multimodal spaces. Only donut

and owl were trained with direct visual information.

models pick taxonomically closer neighbours of
concrete objects, since often closely related things
also look similar (Bruni et al., 2014). In particular,
both multimodal models get rid of squirrels and
offer other birds of prey as nearest neighbours.
No direct visual evidence was used to induce the
embeddings of the remaining words in the table, that
are thus influenced by vision only by propagation.
The subtler but systematic changes we observe in
such cases suggest that this indirect propagation
is not only non-damaging with respect to purely
linguistic representations, but actually beneficial.
For the concrete mural concept, both multimodal
models rank paintings and portraits above less
closely related sculptures (they are not a form of
painting). For tobacco, both models rank cigarettes
and cigar over coffee, and MMSKIP-GRAM-B
avoids the arguably less common “crop” sense
cued by corn. The last two examples show how the
multimodal models turn up the embodiment level
in their representation of abstract words. For depth,
their neighbours suggest a concrete marine setup

over the more abstract measurement sense picked
by the MMSKIP-GRAM neighbours. For chaos,
they rank a demon, that is, a concrete agent of chaos
at the top, and replace the more abstract notion of
despair with equally gloomy but more imageable
shadows and destruction (more on abstract words
below).

5.2 Zero-shot image labeling and retrieval

The multimodal representations induced by our
models should be better suited than purely text-
based vectors to label or retrieve images. In particu-
lar, given that the quantitative and qualitative results
collected so far suggest that the models propagate
visual information across words, we apply them to
image labeling and retrieval in the challenging zero-
shot setup (see Section 2 above).3

3We will refer here, for conciseness’ sake, to image label-
ing/retrieval, but, as our visual vectors are aggregated represen-
tations of images, the tasks we’re modeling consist, more pre-
cisely, in labeling a set of pictures denoting the same object and
retrieving the corresponding set given the name of the object.
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same <word-dependency relation> pair 
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exposure to object in a context 

▸ Data: QMR & AD (quantified attr. datasets) 
Text-only approach 

▸ Result: 

▸ Limitations: Visual properties score lowest
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Figure 1: Plate diagram for the Bimodal Topic

Model (bi-TM)

ticular, we build on Andrews et al. (2009) in us-

ing a bimodal topic model, in which a single topic

simultaneously generates both a context item and

a property. We further build on Dinu and Lapata

(2010) in having a “pseudo-document” for each

concept c to represent its observed occurrences.

In our case, this pseudo-document contains pairs

of a context item w ∈ V and a property q ∈ Q,

meaning that w has been observed to occur with

an instance of c that had q.

The generative story is as follows. For each

known concept c, draw a multinomial θc over top-

ics. For each topic z, draw a multinomial φz over

context items w ∈ V , and a multinomial ψz over

properties q ∈ Q. To generate an entry for c’s
pseudo-document, draw a topic z ∼ Mult(θc).
Then, from z, simultaneously draw a context item

from φz and a property from ψz . Figure 1 shows

the plate diagram for this model.

To infer properties for an unknown concept u,

we create a pseudo-document for u containing just

the observed context items, no properties, as those

are not observed. From this pseudo-document du
we infer the topic distribution θu. Then the proba-

bility of a property q given du is

P (q|du) =
!

z

P (z|θu)P (q|ψz) (2)

For the one-shot condition, where we only observe

a single context item w with u, this simplifies to

P (q|w) =
!

z

P (z|w)P (q|ψz) (3)

We refer to this model as bi-TM below. The

topics of this model implement our hypothesis

H1 by grouping context items that tend to occur

with the same concepts and the same properties.

The topics also implement our hypothesis H2 by

grouping properties that tend to occur with the

same concepts and the same context items. By

using multinomials ψz it makes the simplifying

assumption that all properties compete, like the

Count Multinomial model above.

3.3 Bernoulli Mixtures

With the Count models, we investigate word learn-

ing without any overarching structures. With the

bi-TMs, we investigate word learning with both

types of overarching structures at once. In order

to evaluate each of the two hypotheses separately,

we use clustering with Bernoulli Mixture models

of either the context items or the properties.

A Bernoulli Mixture model (Juan and Vidal,

2004) assumes that a population of m-dimensional

binary vectors x has been generated by a set of

mixture components K , each of which is a vector

of m Bernoulli probabilities:

p(x) =

|K|!

k=1

p(k)p(x|k) (4)

A Bernoulli Mixture can represent co-occurrence

patterns between the m random variables it mod-

els without assuming competition between them.

To test the effect of modeling cross-predicate

selectional constraints, we estimate a Bernoulli

Mixture model from n instances w for each w ∈
V , sampled from wInd (which is learned as in

the Count Independent model). Given a Bernoulli

Mixture model of |K| components, we then assign

each context item w to its closest mixture compo-

nent as follows. Say the instances of w used to es-

timate the Bernoulli Mixture were {w1, . . . ,wn},

then we assign w to the component

kw = argmaxk

n!

j=1

p(k|wj) (5)

We then re-train the representations of context

items in the Count Multinomial condition, treating

each occurrence of c with context w as an occur-

rence of c with kw. This yields a Count Multino-

mial model called Count BernMix H1.

To test the effect of modeling property

co-occurrences, we estimate a |K|-component

Bernoulli Mixture model from n instances of each

known concept c ∈ C , sampled from cInd. We

P (q|du) =
X

z

P (z|✓u)P (q| z)
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P (q|w) =
X

z

P (z|w)P (q| z)
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zero-shot:

one-shot:

Models
oracle AvgCos

all top20 top20

Q
M

R

Count Mult. 0.16 0.37 0.28
BernMix H1 0.14 0.33 0.21
BernMix H2 0.15 0.31 0.22

bi-TM plain 0.21 0.47 0.35
BernMix H2 0.18 0.45 0.34

A
n
im

al

Count Mult. 0.58 0.77 0.61
BernMix H1 0.60 0.80 0.57
BernMix H2 0.59 0.81 0.59

bi-TM plain 0.64 0.88 0.63
BernMix H2 0.65 0.89 0.66

Table 2: MAP scores, one-shot learning on the

QMR and Animal datasets

negatives (properties that apply but were not men-

tioned), while Animal does not. The Count In-

dependent model shows similar performance here

and throughout all later experiments to the Count

Multinomial (even though it matches the construc-

tion of the QMR and Animal datasets better), so to

avoid clutter we do not report on it further below.

One-shot learning. Table 2 shows the perfor-

mance of our models on the one-shot learning task.

We cannot evaluate the benchmark PLS as it is not

suitable for one-shot learning. The baseline is the

same as in Table 1. The numbers shown are Av-

erage Precision (AP) values for learning from a

single occurrence. Column all averages over all

occurrences of a target in the BNC (using only

context items that appeared at least 5 times in the

BNC), and column oracle top-20 averages over the

20 context items that have the highest AP for the

given target. As can be seen, AP varies widely

across sentences: When we average over all oc-

currences of a target in the BNC, performance is

close to baseline level.7 But the most informa-

tive instances yield excellent information about an

unknown concept, and lead to MAP values that

are much higher than those achieved in multi-shot

learning (Table 1). We explore this more below.

Comparing our models, we see that the bi-TM

does much better throughout than any of the count-

based models. Since the bi-TM model imple-

ments both cross-predicate selectional constraints

(H1) and property co-occurrence (H2), we find

both of our hypotheses confirmed by these re-

sults. The Bernoulli mixtures improved perfor-

mance on the Animal dataset, with no clear pattern

of which one improved performance more. On

7Context items with few occurrences in the corpus per-
form considerably worse than baseline, as their property dis-
tributions are dominated by the small number of concepts
with which they appear.

Count
Mult.

clothing, made of metal, differ-
ent colours, an animal, is long

bi-TM clothing, made of material, has -
sleeves, different colours,
worn by women

bi-TM
one-shot

clothing, is long, made of -
material, different colours,
has sleeves

Table 3: QMR: top 5 properties of gown. Top 2

entries: multi-shot. Last entry: one-shot, context

undo-dobj

QMR, adding a Bernoulli mixture model harms

performance across both the count-based and bi-

TM models. We suspect that this is because of

the false negative entries in QMR; an inspection

of Bernoulli mixture H2 components supports this

intuition, as the QMR ones were found to be of

poorer quality than those for the Animal data.

Comparing Tables 1 and 2 we see that they show

the same patterns of performance: Models that do

better on the multi-shot task also do better on the

one-shot task. This is encouraging in that it sug-

gests that it should be possible to build incremen-

tal models that do well both in a low-data and an

abundant-data setting.

Table 3 looks in more detail at what it is that the

models are learning by showing the five highest-

probability properties they are predicting for the

concept gown. The top two entries are multi-

shot models, the third shows the one-shot re-

sult from the context item with the highest AP.

The bi-TM results are very good in both the

multi-shot and the one-shot setting, giving high

probability to some quite specific properties like

has sleeves. The count-based model shows

a clear frequency bias in erroneously giving high

probabilities to the two overall most frequent

properties, made of metal and an animal.

This is due to the additive nature of the Count

model: In updating unknown concepts from con-

text items, frequent properties are more likely

to be sampled, and their effect accumulates as

the model does not take into account interactions

among context items. The bi-TM, which models

these interactions, is much more robust to the ef-

fect of property frequency.

Informativity. In Table 2 we saw that one-shot

performance averaged over all context items in the

whole corpus was quite bad, but that good, infor-

mative context items can yield high-quality prop-

erty information. Table 4 illustrates this point fur-

Top 5 properties for ‘gown’; context undo-dobj



METHODOLOGY: FROM LDA TO SKIPGRAM

VISUAL INFORMATION

▸ Document: collection of objects & visual representations which 
share the same property 

▸ Goal: Use visual information to corroborate properties 
▸ Data: McRae attributes, Wikipedia extracted word-attribute pairs 
▸ Results: 

▸ Physically grounding text adds meaning 

▸ Limitations: 
▸ No correlation between image features and individual attributes
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Silberer et al (2014)

has 2 pieces, has pointed end, has strap, has thumb, has buckles, has heels
has shoe laces, has soles, is black, is brown, is white, made of leather, made of rubber

climbs, climbs trees, crawls, hops, jumps, eats, eats nuts, is small, has bushy tail
has 4 legs, has head, has neck, has nose, has snout, has tail, has claws
has eyes, has feet, has toes,

diff colours, has 2 legs, has 2 wheels, has windshield, has floorboard, has stand, has tank
has mudguard, has seat, has exhaust pipe, has frame, has handlebar, has lights, has mirror
has step-through frame, is black, is blue, is red, is white, made of aluminum, made of steel

Table 3: Attribute predictions for sandals, squirrel, and motorcycle.

ing the annotation process, we normalized syn-
onymous attributes (e.g., has pit and has stone)
and attributes that exhibited negligible variations
in meaning (e.g., has stem and has stalk). Finally,
our aim was to collect an exhaustive list of vi-
sual attributes for each concept which is consis-
tent across all members of a category. This is un-
fortunately not the case in McRae et al.’s norms.
Participants were asked to list up to 14 different
properties that describe a concept. As a result, the
attributes of a concept denote the set of properties
humans consider most salient. For example, both,
lemons and oranges have pulp. But the norms pro-
vide this attribute only for the second concept.

On average, each concept was annotated with
19 attributes; approximately 14.5 of these were
not part of the semantic representation created by
McRae et al.’s (2005) participants for that con-
cept even though they figured in the representa-
tions of other concepts. Furthermore, on average
two McRae et al. attributes per concept were dis-
carded. Examples of concepts and their attributes
from our database2 are shown in Table 2.

4 Attribute-based Classification

Following previous work (Farhadi et al., 2009;
Lampert et al., 2009) we learned one classifier per
attribute (i.e., 350 classifiers in total).3 The train-
ing set consisted of 91,980 images (with a maxi-
mum of 350 images per concept). We used an L2-
regularized L2-loss linear SVM (Fan et al., 2008)
to learn the attribute predictions. We adopted the
training procedure of Farhadi al. (2009).4 To learn
a classifier for a particular attribute, we used all

2Available from http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/
mlap/index.php?page=resources.

3We only trained classifiers for attributes corroborated by
the images and excluded those labeled with <no evidence>.

4http://vision.cs.uiuc.edu/attributes/

images in the training data. Images of concepts
annotated with the attribute were used as positive
examples, and the rest as negative examples. The
data was randomly split into a training and valida-
tion set of equal size in order to find the optimal
cost parameter C. The final SVM for the attribute
was trained on the entire training data, i.e., on all
positive and negative examples.

The SVM learners used the four different fea-
ture types proposed in Farhadi et al. (2009),
namely color, texture, visual words, and edges.
Texture descriptors were computed for each pixel
and quantized to the nearest 256 k-means centers.
Visual words were constructed with a HOG spa-
tial pyramid. HOG descriptors were quantized
into 1000 k-means centers. Edges were detected
using a standard Canny detector and their orien-
tations were quantized into eight bins. Color de-
scriptors were sampled for each pixel and quan-
tized to the nearest 128 k-means centers. Shapes
and locations were represented by generating his-
tograms for each feature type for each cell in a grid
of three vertical and horizontal blocks. Our clas-
sifiers used 9,688 features in total. Table 3 shows
their predictions for three test images.

Note that attributes are predicted on an image-
by-image basis; our task, however, is to describe a
concept w by its visual attributes. Since concepts
are represented by many images we must some-
how aggregate their attributes into a single repre-
sentation. For each image iw 2 Iw of concept w,
we output an F-dimensional vector containing pre-
diction scores scorea(iw) for attributes a = 1, ...,F.
We transform these attribute vectors into a single
vector pw 2 [0,1]1⇥F , by computing the centroid
of all vectors for concept w. The vector is nor-
malized to obtain a probability distribution over



Document Contribution Limitation

Feng & Lapata 
(2010)

Unordered collection of 
text and image words

Images enhance word 
distributions in LDA

No correlation between 
text and images

Blei & Jordan 
(2003)

Image region —> caption 
word

Can name multiple objects 
in image

Linguistic and visual 
context lost

Roller & Walde 
(2013)

Image, name, association 
norms, feature norms

Images and textual context 
best governed by separate 

latent factors

Correlations in the 
spaces do not map

Lazaridou et al 
(2016)

Skip-Gram: full text + 
some images

Visual information informs 
entire space

Assume single 
meaning

Wang et al 
(2017)

Dependency parse relation 
(text only)

Object properties can be 
learned from context

Without images, visual 
properties hardest

Silberer et al 
(2014)

Property (object + image) Images inform property 
understanding

No mapping between 
visual properties and 

property words
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Document Contribution Limitation
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Unordered collection of 
text and image words

Images enhance word 
distributions in LDA

No correlation between 
text and images
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word
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in image
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(2016)

Skip-Gram: full text + 
some images

Visual information informs 
entire space

Assume single 
meaning
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(text only)
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Without images, visual 
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understanding

No mapping between 
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property words

“BIRD”

TAIL

WINGS BEAK
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▸ Name: ?? 

▸ Properties: 
▸ Dog-like 
▸ Striped 
▸ Black tail
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Image Credit: arkive.org

http://arkive.org
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Image Credits: arkive.org, wikipedia.org, wildlife-photographs.blogspot.com

▸ Attribute: ‘human-nameable mid-level semantic property’ 

▸ Object: co-occurring correlated bundles of attributes

ATTRIBUTE-BASED LEARNING

▸ Dog-like 
▸ Striped 
▸ Black tail

http://arkive.org
http://wikipedia.org
http://wildlife-photographs.blogspot.com
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Image Credits: arkive.org, wikipedia.org, wildlife-photographs.blogspot.com
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▸ Fast-mapping: people immediately learn new object from limited info 

▸ “Aardwolf cubs often share the den with their mother”             mammal, fur 

▸ Distributional representations bring words of similar context together 

▸ Objects with the same properties have similar image features 

▸
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Mapping ‘Hyena’
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▸ Fast-mapping: people immediately learn new object from limited info 

▸ “Aardwolf cubs often share the den with their mother”             mammal, fur 

▸ Distributional representations bring words of similar context together 

▸ Objects with the same properties have similar image features 

▸ Data: Wikipedia articles, CIFAR-10 & ESP images
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‘Aardwolf’ ⍰‘dog-like’

‘Aardwolf’

‘Hyena’
‘Mongoose’

fprojv!w
= ⇥v!w
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CROSS-MODAL MAPPING

▸ Results: Categorization induced by hidden layer of neural network

�38

Lazaridou et al (2014)

spoke, wheel, brake, tyre, motorcycle

potatodishwasher

Seen Concepts Unseen Concept Rank of Correct CIFAR-100 Category
Unseen Concept

Unit 1 sunflower, tulip, pear butterfly 2 (rose) flowers
Unit 2 cattle, camel, bear squirrel 2 (elephant) large omnivores and herbivores
Unit 3 castle, bridge, house bus 4 (skyscraper) large man-made outdoor things
Unit 4 man, girl, baby boy 1 people
Unit 5 motorcycle, bicycle, tractor streetcar 2 (bus) vehicles 1
Unit 6 sea, plain, cloud forest 1 large natural outdoor scenes
Unit 7 chair, couch, table bed 1 household furniture
Unit 8 plate, bowl, can clock 3 (cup) food containers
Unit 9 apple, pear, mushroom orange 1 fruit and vegetables

Table 3: Categorization induced by the hidden layer of the NN; concepts belonging in the same CIFAR-
100 categories, reported in the last column, are marked in bold. Example: Unit 1 receives the highest
activation during training by the category flowers and at test time by butterfly, belonging to insects. The
same unit receives the second highest activation by the “correct” test concept, the flower rose.

PPPPPPModel
k 1 2 5 10 50

Chance 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.5
NN 0.8 1.9 5.6 9.7 30.9

Table 5: Percentage accuracy among top k nearest
neighbors on ESP.

5.3 Fast Mapping in ESP

In this section, we aim at simulating a fast map-
ping scenario in which the learner has been just
exposed to a new concept, and thus has limited lin-
guistic evidence for that concept. We operational-
ize this by considering the 34 concrete concepts
introduced by Frassinelli and Keller (2012), and
deriving their text-based representations from just
a few sentences randomly picked from the corpus.
Concretely, we implement 5 models: context 1, con-
text 5, context 10, context 20 and context full, where
the name of the model denotes the number of sen-
tences used to construct the text-based representa-
tions. The derived vectors were reduced with the
same SVD projection induced from the complete
corpus. Cross-modal mapping is done via NN.

The zero-shot framework leads us to frame fast
mapping as the task of projecting visual represen-
tations of new objects onto language space for re-
trieving their word labels (v ! w). This mapping
from visual to textual representations is arguably
a more plausible task than vice versa. If we think
about how linguistic reference is acquired, a sce-
nario in which a learner first encounters a new ob-
ject and then seeks its reference in the language of
the surrounding environment (e.g., adults having a
conversation, the text of a book with an illustration
of an unknown object) is very natural. Further-
more, since not all new concepts in the linguistic

environment refer to new objects (they might de-
note abstract concepts or out-of-scene objects), it
seems more reasonable for the learner to be more
alerted to linguistic cues about a recently-spotted
new object than vice versa. Moreover, once the
learner observes a new object, she can easily con-
struct a full visual representation for it (and the
acquisition literature has shown that humans are
wired for good object segmentation and recogni-
tion (Spelke, 1994)) – the more challenging task is
to scan the ongoing and very ambiguous linguistic
communication for contexts that might be relevant
and informative about the new object. However,
fast mapping is often described in the psycholog-
ical literature as the opposite task: The learner
is exposed to a new word in context and has to
search for the right object referring to it. We im-
plement this second setup (w ! v) by training the
projection function fprojw!v which maps linguis-
tic vectors to visual ones. The adaptation of NN is
straightforward; the new objective function is de-
rived as

J(⇥w!v) =
1
2
(1� sim(Vs, V̂s)) (6)

where V̂s = �(2)(�(1)(Ws✓
(1))✓(2)), ✓(1) 2

Rdw⇥h and ✓(2) 2 Rh⇥dv .
Table 7 presents the results. Not surprisingly,

performance increases with the number of sen-
tences that are used to construct the textual repre-
sentations. Furthermore, all models perform bet-
ter than Chance, including those that are based on
just 1 or 5 sentences. This suggests that the system
can make reasonable inferences about object-word
connections even when linguistic evidence is very
scarce.

Regarding the sources of error, a qualitative
analysis of predicted word labels and objects as

1410

▸ Limitation: Similarity in the spaces do not always correspond

‣ Neighbors of mapped vectors reveal information
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UNIFIED SEMANTIC EMBEDDING

▸ ‘Dog-like’ 
▸ Inherent, indescribable properties → posture, head shape 
▸ Attributes → four legs, tail, ears, snout… 

▸ Class = ‘super-class’ + unique attributes 

�39

 Hwang & Sigal (2014)

Figure 1: Concept: We regularize each category
to be represented by its supercategory + a sparse
combination of attributes, where the regularization
parameters are learned. The resulting embedding
model improves the generalization ability by the
specific relations between the semantic entities, and
also is able to compactly represent a novel category
in this manner. For example, given a novel category
tiger, our model can describe it as a striped feline.

The observation we make to draw the relation between the categories and attributes, is that a category
can be represented as the sum of its supercategory + the category-specific modifier, which in many
cases can be represented by a combination of attributes. Further, we want the representation to be
compact. Instead of describing a dalmatian as a domestic animal with a lean body, four legs, a
long tail, and spots, it is more efficient to say it is a spotted dog (Figure 1). It is also more exact
since the higher-level category dog contains all general properties of different dog breeds, including
indescribable dog-specific properties, such as the shape of the head, and its posture.

This exemplifies how a human would describe an object, to efficiently communicate and understand
the concept. Such decomposition of a category into attributes+supercategory can hold for categories
at any level. For example, supercategory feline can be described as a stalking carnivore.

With the addition of this new generative objective, our goal is to learn a discriminative model that
can be compactly represented as a combination of semantic entities, which helps learn a model that is
semantically more reasonable. We want to balance between these two discriminative and generative
objectives when learning a model for each object category. For object categories that have scarce
training examples, we can put more weight on the generative part of the model.

Contributions: Our contributions are threefold: (1) We show a multitask learning formulation for
object categorization that learns a unified semantic space for supercategories and attributes, while
drawing relations between them. (2) We propose a novel sparse-coding based regularization that
enforces the object category representation to be reconstructed as the sum of a supercategory and a
sparse combination of attributes. (3) We show from the experiments that the generative learning with
the sparse-coding based regularization helps improve object categorization performance, especially
in the one or few-shot learning case, by generating semantically plausible predictions.

2 Related Work
Semantic methods for object recognition. For many years, vision researchers have sought to
exploit external semantic knowledge about the object to incorporate semantics into learning of the
model. Taxonomies, or class hierarchies were the first to be explored by vision researchers [5, 6], and
were mostly used to efficiently rule out irrelevant category hypotheses leveraging class hierarchical
structure [8, 10]. Attributes are visual or semantic properties of an object that are common across
multiple categories, mostly regarded as describable mid-level representations. They have been used
to directly infer categories [1, 2], or as additional supervision to aid the main categorization problem
in the multitask learning framework [3]. While many methods have been proposed to leverage either
of these two popular types of semantic knowledge, little work has been done to relate the two, which
our paper aims to address.

Discriminative embedding for object categorization. Since the conventional kernel-based mul-
ticlass SVM does not scale due to its memory and computational requirements for today’s large-scale
classification tasks, embedding-based methods have gained recent popularity. Embedding-based
methods perform classification on a low dimensional shared space optimized for class discrimina-
tion. Most methods learn two linear projections, for data instances and class labels, to a common
lower-dimensional space optimized by ranking loss. Bengio et al. [10] solves the problem using
stochastic gradient, and also provides a way to learn a tree structure which enables one to efficiently
predict the class label at the test time. Mensink et al. [11] eliminated the need of class embedding by
replacing them with the class mean, which enabled generalization to new classes at near zero cost.

There are also efforts in incorporating semantic information into the learned embedding space.
Weinberger et al. [7] used the taxonomies to preserve the inter-class similarities in the learned space,

2

▸ Dog-like 
▸ Striped 
▸ Black tail
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UNIFIED SEMANTIC EMBEDDING

▸ Mapping to joint space: 

1. Image representation close to class vector (and farther from others) 

2. Class vector closer to its super-class than to the other classes 

3. Attribute vectors maximize correlation with respective images 

‣ ‘Relationship regularization’ in joint space: 

4. Class = superclass + attributes  

7.

�40
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R(U,B) =
CX

c

||uc � up � UA�c||22 + �2||�c + �o||22
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METHODOLOGY: ATTRIBUTE-BASED LEARNING

UNIFIED SEMANTIC EMBEDDING

▸ Mapping to joint space: 

1. Image representation close to class vector (and farther from others) 

2. Class vector closer to its super-class than to the other classes 

3. Attribute vectors maximize correlation with respective images 

‣ ‘Relationship regularization’ in joint space: 

4. Class = superclass + attributes  

5.              Describe objects with the attributes they have 

6.
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METHODOLOGY: ATTRIBUTE-BASED LEARNING

UNIFIED SEMANTIC EMBEDDING

▸ Mapping to joint space: 

1. Image representation close to class vector (and farther from others) 

2. Class vector closer to its super-class than to the other classes 

3. Attribute vectors maximize correlation with respective images 

‣ ‘Relationship regularization’ in joint space: 

4. Class = superclass + attributes  

5.              Describe objects with the attributes they have 

6. ‘exclusive’ regularization - ensures unique decomposition per class
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METHODOLOGY: ATTRIBUTE-BASED LEARNING

UNIFIED SEMANTIC EMBEDDING

▸ Data: Animals with Attributes, super-classes from WordNet hierarchy 

▸ Limitations: 
▸ Strict hierarchy not applicable to all domains 
▸ Cannot handle recognition through lack of attribute
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Flat hit @ k (%) Hierarchical precision @ k (%)
Method 1 2 5 2 5

No
semantics

Ridge Regression 38.39 ± 1.48 48.61 ± 1.29 62.12 ± 1.20 38.51 ± 0.61 41.73 ± 0.54
NCM [11] 43.49 ± 1.23 57.45 ± 0.91 75.48 ± 0.58 45.25 ± 0.52 50.32 ± 0.47

LME 44.76 ± 1.77 58.08 ± 2.05 75.11 ± 1.48 44.84 ± 0.98 49.87 ± 0.39

Implicit
semantics

LMTE [7] 38.92 ± 1.12 49.97 ± 1.16 63.35 ± 1.38 38.67 ± 0.46 41.72 ± 0.45
ALE [4] 36.40 ± 1.03 50.43 ± 1.92 70.25 ± 1.97 42.52 ± 1.17 52.46 ± 0.37
HLE [4] 33.56 ± 1.64 45.93 ± 2.56 64.66 ± 1.77 46.11 ± 2.65 56.79 ± 2.05

AHLE [4] 38.01 ± 1.69 52.07 ± 1.19 71.53 ± 1.41 44.43 ± 0.66 54.39 ± 0.55
Explicit
semantics

LME-MTL-S 45.03 ± 1.32 57.73 ± 1.75 74.43 ± 1.26 46.05 ± 0.89 51.08 ± 0.36
LME-MTL-A 45.55 ± 1.71 58.60 ± 1.76 74.97 ± 1.15 44.23 ± 0.95 48.52 ± 0.29

USE USE-No Reg. 45.93 ± 1.76 59.37 ± 1.32 74.97 ± 1.15 47.13 ± 0.62 51.04 ± 0.46
USE-Reg. 46.42 ± 1.33 59.54 ± 0.73 76.62 ± 1.45 47.39 ± 0.82 53.35 ± 0.30

Table 2: Multiclass classification performance on AWA-DeCAF dataset (4096-D DeCAF features).

baseline with regard to the top-1 classification accuracy 5, while they improve upon the top-2 recog-
nition accuracy and hierarchical precision. This shows that hard-encoding structures in the label
space do not necessarily improve the discrimination performance, while it helps to learn a more
semantic space. LMTE makes substantial improvement on 300-D features, but not on DeCAF fea-
tures.

Explicit embedding of semantic entities using our method improved both the top-1 accuracy and
the hierarchical precision, with USE variants achieving the best performance in both. Specifically,
adding superclass embeddings as auxiliary entities improves the hierarchical precision, while using
attributes improves the flat top-k classification accuracy. USE-Reg, especially, made substantial
improvements on flat hit and hierarchical precision @ 5, which shows the proposed regularization’s
effectiveness in learning a semantic space that also discriminates well.

Category Ground-truth attributes Supercategory + learned attributes

Otter

An animal that swims, fish, water, new world, small, flippers,
furry, black, brown, tail, . . .

A musteline mammal that is quadrapedal, flippers, furry,
ocean

Skunk

An animal that is smelly, black, stripes, white, tail, furry,
ground, quadrapedal, new world, walks, . . . A musteline mammal that has stripes

Deer

An animal that is brown, fast, horns, grazer, forest,
quadrapedal, vegetation, timid, hooves, walks, . . . A deer that has spots, nestspot, longneck, yellow, hooves

Moose

An animal that has horns, brown, big, quadrapedal, new
world, vegetation, grazer, hooves, strong, ground,. . . A deer that is arctic, stripes, black

Equine N/A An odd-toed ungulate, that is lean and active
Primate N/A An animal, that has hands and bipedal

Table 3: Semantic description generated using ground truth attributes labels and learned semantic decomposi-
tion of each categorys. For ground truth labels, we show top-10 ranked by their human-ranked relevance. For
our method, we rank the attributes by their learned weights. Incorrect attributes are colored in red.

4.3.1 Qualitative analysis

Besides learning a space that is both discriminative and generalizes well, our method’s main ad-
vantage, over existing methods, is its ability to generate compact, semantic descriptions for each
category it has learned. This is a great caveat, since in most models, including the state-of-the
art deep convolutional networks, humans cannot understand what has been learned; by generating
human-understandable explanation, our model can communicate with the human, allowing under-
standing of the rationale behind the categorization decisions, and to possibly allow feedback for
correction.

To show the effectiveness of using supercategory+attributes in the description, we report the learned
reconstruction for our model, compared against the description generated by its ground-truth at-
tributes in Table 3. The results show that our method generates compact description of each cat-
egory, focusing on its discriminative attributes. For example, our method select attributes such as
flippers for otter, and stripes for skunk, instead of attributes common and nondescriminative such as
tail. Note that some attributes that are ranked less relevant by humans were selected for their dis-
criminativity, e.g., yellow for dear and black for moose, both of which human annotators regarded

5We did extensive parameter search for the ALE variants.
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Divide, Share, and Conquer: Multi-task Attribute Learning with Selective Sharing 3

depiction of this problem. We contend that this oversharing approach ignores inter-
category and inter-attribute distinctions during attribute learning and thus does not
optimally exploit training data.

Features shared 
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Problem: 
From training data with correlated attributes 

“brown” and “fluffy”,  should a model use color 
features and learn "brown", or texture features 

and learn "fluffy"? 

Problem:  
Is the definition of “fluffy” the same across 
categories? Does “fluffy” indicate different 

visual properties in different categories? 

Attribute: fluffy  

Fig. 1: Two problems caused by oversharing the features and attribute modes in attribute learning
framework. (i) On the one hand, when attribute models overshare feature supports, it is hard to
disambiguate correlated attributes that are semantically very different, such as “brown” and ‘fluffy”
in the example depicted on the horizontal axis. (ii) On the other hand, when attribute classifiers are
overshared across object categories, we ignore the fact that the same semantic attribute could have
very different visual appearances in different categories.

We propose methods to actively account for the semantic information presented
by these distinctions, which allow the learning of better attribute classifiers using
the same attribute-labeled training data. Our key idea for improving upon existing
attribute learning methods is to make the system “learn the right thing” by avoiding
oversharing, using semantic knowledge to decide what to share and what not to share
during learning. We implement this general idea in two separate multi-task learning

(MTL) schemes to address each of the two problems enumerated above. Multi-task
learning methods aim to jointly learn multiple tasks. Whereas typically a multi-task



▸ Selective Sharing 

▸ Limitation: Features must match attribute groups
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the individual classifiers must only select features that also are helpful to other clas-
sifiers. That is, W should tend to have rows that are either all-zero or all-nonzero.

We now define our objective, which is a semantics-informed intermediate ap-
proach that lies between the extremes in Equation (2) and 3 above. Our minimization
objective retains the competition-inducing `1 norm of the conventional lasso across
groups, while also applying the `21-type sharing regularizer within every semantic
group:

W
⇤ = arg min

W

L(X,Y;W)+l
D

Â
d=1

L

Â
l=1

kw
Sl

d
k2, (4)

where w
Sl

d
is a row vector containing a subset of the entries in row wd , namely,

those specified by the indices in semantic group Sl . This regularizer restricts the
column-collapsing effect of the `2 norm to within the semantic groups, so that V is
no longer a single column vector but a matrix with L columns, one corresponding to
each group. Figure 4 visualizes the idea. Note how sparsity on this V corresponds
to promoting feature competition across unrelated attributes, while allowing sharing
among semantically grouped attributes.

attribute groups

fe
at
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Fig. 4: “Collapsing” of grouped columns of the feature selection matrix W prior to applying the
lasso penalty Âl kv

lk1. Non-zero entries in W and V are shaded. Darkness of shading in V repre-
sents how many attributes in that group selected that feature.

Our model unifies the previous formulations and represents an intermediate point
between them. With only one group S1 = {1,2, . . . ,M} containing all attributes,
Equation (4) simplifies to Equation (3). Similarly, setting each attribute to belong to
its own singleton group Sm = {m} produces the lasso formulation of Equation (2).
Figure 5 illustrates their respective differences in structured sparsity. While stan-
dard lasso aims to drop as many features as possible across all tasks, standard “all-
sharing” aims to use only features that can be shared by multiple tasks. In contrast,
the proposed method seeks features shareable among related attributes, while it re-
sists feature sharing among less related attributes.

As we will show in results, this mitigates the impact of incidentally correlated
attributes. Pushing attribute group supports away from one another helps decorre-
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▸ Category-Sensitive Attributes

▸ Train SVM for each class-
specific attribute 

▸ Use all attribute instances 

▸ In-class penalty is higher 

▸ Represent models as tensor 

▸ Use tensor completion to 
‘hypothesize’ missing 
classifiers
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Fig. 11: Having learned a sparse set of object-specific attribute classifiers, our approach infers
analogous attribute classifiers. The inferred models are object-sensitive, despite having no object-
specific labeled images of that attribute during training.

ples of that category exhibiting that attribute. Given a sparse set of category-sensitive
attribute classifiers, our approach first discovers the latent structure that connects
them, by factorizing a tensor indexed by categories, attributes, and classifier dimen-
sions. Then, we use the resulting latent factors to complete the tensor, inferring the
“missing” classifier parameters for any object+attribute pairings unobserved during
training. As a result, we can create category-sensitive attributes with only partial
category-sensitive labeled data. Our solution offers a middle ground between com-
pletely category-independent training (the norm today [9, 23, 25, 32, 33, 36]) and
completely category-sensitive training. We do not need to observe all attributes iso-
lated on each category, and we capitalize on the fact that some categories and some
of their attributes share common parameters.

Analogous attributes can be seen as a form of transfer learning. Existing trans-
fer learning approaches for object recognition [2, 4, 10, 27, 30, 34, 44, 50, 53] aim to
learn a new object category with few labeled instances by exploiting its similarity to
previously learned class(es). While often the source and target classes must be man-
ually specified [2, 4, 50], some techniques automatically determine which classes
will benefit from transfer [16, 27, 44]. [30] uses class co-occurrence statistics to
infer classifier weights for a given concept from those of related visual concepts.
Different from them, our goal is to reduce labeled data requirements. More impor-
tantly, our idea for transfer learning jointly in two label spaces is new, and, unlike
the prior work, we can infer new classifiers without training examples. See Section 4
for further discussion of related work.
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▸ Limitation: Correlation of attributes can be useful
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Fig. 8: Contributions of bird parts (shown as highlights) to the correct detection of specific at-
tributes. Our method looks in the right places more often than the standard single-task baseline.
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Fig. 9: (a) Success cases: Annotations shown are our method’s attribute predictions, which match
ground truth. The logistic regression baseline (“standard”) fails on all these cases. (b) Failure

cases: Cases where our predictions (shown) are incorrect and the “standard” baseline succeeds.

“3D boxy” and the bird in the muck (row 2, end) is correctly marked as not hav-
ing “brown underparts” because of the black grime sticking to it. In contrast, the
baseline predicts the attribute based on correlated cues (e.g., city scenes are usually
boxy, not wedge-shaped) and fails on these images.
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“3D boxy” and the bird in the muck (row 2, end) is correctly marked as not hav-
ing “brown underparts” because of the black grime sticking to it. In contrast, the
baseline predicts the attribute based on correlated cues (e.g., city scenes are usually
boxy, not wedge-shaped) and fails on these images.



METHODOLOGY: ATTRIBUTE-BASED LEARNING

VISUALLY GROUNDED IMAGINATION

▸ Attribute: Interaction between adjective and noun 

▸ Three aspects: Coverage, Correctness, Compositionality 

▸ Goal: How do we handle cases of missing information?
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striped ? 
(independent of 
other aspects)

“striped” ✔    “dog-like” ✔  → “striped” + ”dog-like” = ?

→



METHODOLOGY: ATTRIBUTE-BASED LEARNING

VISUALLY GROUNDED IMAGINATION

▸ Data: MNist images and attributes 
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Table 1: Summary of VAE variants. x represents some form of image, and y represents some form of annotation.
For notational simplicity, we omit scaling factors for the ELBO terms. The objective in (Pandey and Dukkipati,
2017) cannot be expressed using our notation, since it does not correspond to a log likelihood of their model,
even after rescaling.

Name Ref Model Objective

VAE (Kingma et al., 2014) p(z)p(x|z) elbo(x|z; z|x)

triple ELBO This p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z) elbo(x, y|z; z|x, y)
+elbo(x|z; z|x) + elbo(y|z; z|y)

JMVAE (Suzuki et al., 2017) p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z) elbo(x, y|z; z|x, y)
�↵KL(q(z|x, y), q(z|x))
�↵KL(q(z|x, y), q(z|y))

bi-VCCA (Wang et al., 2016) p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z) µ elbo(x, y|z; z|x)
+(1� µ)elbo(x, y|z; z|y)

JVAE-Pu (Pu et al., 2016) p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z) elbo(x, y|z; z|x) + elbo(x|z; z|x)

JVAE-Kingma (Kingma et al., 2014) p(z)p(y)p(x|z, y) elbo(x|y, z; z|x, y) + log p(y)

CVAE-Yan (Yan et al., 2016) p(z)p(x|y, z) elbo(x|y, z; z|x, y)
CVAE-Sohn (Sohn et al., 2015) p(z|x)p(y|x, z) elbo(y|x, z; z|x, y; z|x)
CMMA (Pandey et al., 2017) p(z|y)p(x|z) See text.

z

x

y z

x y

z

x y

z

x y

VAE JVAE-Kingma JVAE-Pu bi-VCCA JMVAE/	triple	ELBO

Figure 2: Summary of different (joint) VAEs. Circles are random variables, downward pointing arrows represent
the generative (decoding) process, upnward pointing arrows (with dotted lines) represent the inference (encoding)
process, and black squares represent “inference factors”. Method names are defined in Table 1.

4 Related Work

The most closely related work is (Higgins et al., 2017), which came out 2 months after our paper
was posted to arxiv. In their paper, they also fit a joint VAE to images and attribute vectors, but their
objective function is slightly different. In particular, they replace the first term in our triple ELBO
objective (Equation 5), Eq(z|x,y)[log p(x, y|z)]�KL(q(z|x, y), p(z)), with KL(q(z|x), q(z|y)), thus
avoiding the need to fit a q(z|x, y) inference network. (They still need aligned pairs from Dxy for
training, but they generate y by sampling from q(z|x) using an inference network q(z|x) which was
"pretrained" in an unsupervised way on Dx.) Their reverse KL term., KL(q(z|x), q(z|y)), encourages
the q(z|y) posterior to "cover" the posterior induced by the corresponding images q(z|x).

We do not need the reverse KL term, due to our need to generate aligned Dxy data. In particular, we
must use the same latent point z ⇠ q(z|x, y) when generating an image x and an attribute vector y;
let us denote the part of latent space that is sampled from (i.e., the support of q(z|x, y)) by Zxy . Now
consider what happens when we fit the single modality datasets, Dx and Dy. When generating x,
we sample from Zx, and when generating y, we sample from Zy. Since we use the same decoder
in both the paired and unpaired settings, we find that Zx ⇡ Zy ⇡ Zxy. Furthermore, the KL terms
KL(q(z|y), p(z)), KL(q(z|x), p(z)) and KL(q(z|x, y), p(z)) encourage the posteriors to be broad,
so that Zxy does not collapse to a single shared point.

(In addition to the above, rather technical, difference, (Higgins et al., 2017) consider learning logical
combinations of two concepts, and learning mappings between different textual synonyms, which is
something we cannot yet do with our model.)

In the sections below, we briefly summarize a variety of other papers that are also related, albeit not
as closely as (Higgins et al., 2017).

7

‣ Partial attributes: “striped  [no color]  bird”any color

▸ Product of Experts: Latent space only 
adjusted by attributes when specified

q(z|yO) / p(z)
Y

k2O

q(z|yk)
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3-bit	concept
small,	counter-clockwise,	bottom-right

(Digit unspecified)

2-bit	concept
3,	big

(location,	orientation unspecified)

1-bit	concept
bottom-left

(digit,	scale,	orientation unspecified)

Figure 8: Samples of 3 abstract concepts using the triple ELBO model. More precisely, for each concept, we
draw 10 samples from the posterior, zi ⇠ q(z|y), convert each one to a mean image, µi = E[x|zi], and then
manually pick the 6 most diverse ones to show here.

Concept:	0,	big,	upright,	top-right	
JMVAE bi-VCCAtriple	ELBO

Concept:	2,	big,	clockwise,	bottom-left	
JMVAE bi-VCCAtriple	ELBO

Figure 9: Samples of 2 compositionally novel concrete concepts using 3 different models. For each concept,
we draw 4 samples from the posterior, zi ⇠ q(z|y), convert each one to a mean image, µi = E[x|zi], and then
show the results. The color coding is the same as Figure 7, namely red border means one or more attributes are
incorrect (according to the observation classifier), black border means all attributes are correct.

bottom row, they are of very poor quality, with a lot of ghosting; these artefacts are correctly detected
by the observation classifier.

5.2.8 Semantic interpolation with compositionally novel concepts.

The inference network q(z|y) lets us imagine concepts specified by previously unseen descriptions
y, as we discussed in Section 5.2.7. But we can also imagine novel concepts at a finer level of
granularity than obtainable by changing discrete attributes, by moving through the continuous latent
space. Following (White, 2016), we perform spherical interpolation between two “anchor” points,
z1 and z2. However, instead of computing these anchors by embedding two images, x1 and x2, we
can compute these anchors by embedding two descriptions, y1 and y2, which lets us interpolate
between concepts we have never seen before. More precisely, we sample anchors from the posterior,
z1 ⇠ q(z|y1), and z2 ⇠ q(z|y2), and then perform spherical interpolation to create a path of points
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METHODOLOGY: ATTRIBUTE-BASED LEARNING

VISUALLY GROUNDED IMAGINATION

‣ Limitation: Not truly learning proper interpolation of attributes  
                      Not representing the attributes themselves

�50

Vedantam et al (2017)zi. For each point in latent space, we compute the mean image µi = Ep(x|zi)[x]. We show example
results in Figure 10. The model is able to generate plausible hallucinations of novel concepts purely
from symbolic descriptions.

Figure 10: Results of interpolating in latent space between compositionally novel concepts. Each row contains
two concrete concepts, on the left and right side; we then spherically interpolating between these two concepts
in latent space, visualize the resulting mean image generated in pixel space. These results use the triple ELBO
model trained on the comp dataset using the optimal hyperparameters (PoE off, fixed likelihood on, �y

y = 10,
�x
x = 1, �xy

x = 1, �yx
y = 10, d = 10 latent dimensions).

3,	big,	upright,	top-right 9,	big,	clockwise,	bottom-left

1,	big,	counter-clockwise,	top-right 0,	big,	clockwise,	top-right

3,	big,	clockwise,	bottom-left 2,	big,	clockwise,	bottom-left

5,	big,	counter-clockwise,	top-left 0,	big,	clockwise,	top-right

6 Conclusions and future work

We have shown how we can learn to represent the semantic content of images and descriptions using
probability distributions over random vectors in a shared latent space. We use this to “imagine”
compositionally novel concrete and abstract concepts, which we then “ground” into images, which
we can evaluate in a simple, objective way.

In the future we would like to explore richer forms of description, beyond attribute vectors, such as
natural language text. This will require replacing the p(y|z) and q(z|y) models with something more
powerful, such as an RNN. We would also like to apply the technique to real world images, and to
extend it to other tasks, such as image retrieval.

7 Supplementary Material

7.1 Details on the MNIST-a dataset

We created the MNIST-a dataset as follows. Given an image in the original MNIST dataset, we
first sample a discrete scale label (big vs. small), an orientation label (clockwise, upright, and
anti-clockwise), and a location label (top-left, top-right, bottom-left, bottom-right).

Next, we converted this vector of discrete attributes into a vector of continious transformation
parameters, using the procedure described below. We then the following steps. We first take an empty
black canvas of size 64x64, rotate the original 28x28 MNIST image, and then scale and translate
the image and paste it on the canvas. (We use bicubic interpolation for scaling and resizing the
images.) Finally, we use the method of (Salakhutdinov and Murray, 2008) to binarize the images.
See Figure 11 for example images generated in this way.

We convert the discete attributes into a continuous transformation as follows:
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METHODOLOGY

ATTRIBUTE-BASED REPRESENTATION

▸ Attributes are the result of adjectives modifying a noun 

▸ Nouns are abstract: contain all objects which fit under the label 

▸ Adjectives provide concrete picture or example 

▸ How do we model that modification in feature space?  

▸ First, examine the linguistics of modification
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Approach Result Limitation

Lazaridou et al (2014) Cross-modal map Context provides 
information

Context is not always 
appropriate

Hwang & Sigal (2014) Joint hierarchical map Context can be 
structured

But not too structured

Chen et al (2017) Feature & class specific 
classifiers

Dependent on 
components

Have classifier but not 
representation

Vedantam et al (2017) Joint latent space Continuous space 
between attributes

Cannot model space 
between attributes

“orange”

“yellow”

“beak”



GROUNDED FINE-GRAINED CLASSIFICATION

OUTLINE

▸ Methodology 

▸ Modifiers 

▸ Adjectives 

▸ Gradability / Scales 

▸ Comparison 

▸ Quantifiers, Vagueness 

▸ Compositionality in Distributional Semantics
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▸ Modification can occur at varying intensities

MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

GRADABILITY
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▸ Modification can occur at varying intensities 

▸ Can we automatically learn adjective intensity?

MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

GRADABILITY
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▸ Modification can occur at varying intensities 

▸ Can we automatically learn adjective intensity? 

▸ Individual adjectives have ranges they can apply to 

▸ How do we determine these ranges and their cutoffs?

MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

GRADABILITY
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▸ Modification can occur at varying intensities 

▸ Can we automatically learn adjective intensity? 

▸ Individual adjectives have ranges they can apply to 

▸ How do we determine these ranges and their cutoffs?
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GRADABILITY
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MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

GRADABILITY
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▸ Modification can occur at varying intensities 

▸ Can we automatically learn adjective intensity? 

▸ Individual adjectives have ranges they can apply to 

▸ How do we determine these ranges and their cutoffs? 

▸ Information —> word choice



MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

GRADABILITY
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▸ Modification can occur at varying intensities 

▸ Can we automatically learn adjective intensity? 

▸ Individual adjectives have ranges they can apply to 

▸ How do we determine these ranges and their cutoffs? 

▸ Information —> word choice 

▸ Word —> interpretation



MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

INFERRING SEMANTIC INTENSITIES

▸ Goal: Automatically learn adjective scales 

▸ Use known syntactic patterns to collect word pairs 

e.g. ‘★ (,) but not ★‘  ;  ‘not ★ (,) though still ★‘ 

▸ Generate weak-strong scores for each word pair based on 
pattern counts 
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MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

INFERRING SEMANTIC INTENSITIES

▸ Data: WordNet & Web Scraping 
▸ Results: 

▸ Limitations: No sense as to scope of individual words
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de Melo & Bansal (2013)

Method Pairwise Accuracy Avg. ⌧ Avg. |⌧ | Avg. ⇢ Avg. |⇢|
Web Baseline 48.2% N/A N/A N/A N/A
Divide-and-Conquer 50.6% 0.45 0.53 0.52 0.62
Sheinman and Tokunaga (2009) 55.5% N/A N/A N/A N/A
MILP 69.6% 0.57 0.65 0.64 0.73
MILP with synonymy 78.2% 0.57 0.66 0.67 0.80
Inter-Annotator Agreement 78.0% 0.67 0.76 0.75 0.86

Table 3: Main test results

Predicted Class
Weaker Tie Stronger

True Class
Weaker 117 127 15

Tie 5 42 15
Stronger 11 122 115

Table 4: Confusion matrix (Web baseline)

rank correlation measure scores are undefined for
their approach. This is because in some cases their
method placed all words on the same position in the
scale, which these measures cannot handle even in
their tie-corrected versions. Overall, the Sheinman
and Tokunaga approach does not aggregate informa-
tion sufficiently well at the global level and often
fails to make use of transitive inference.

MILP Our MILP exploits the same pairwise
scores to induce significantly more accurate pair-
wise labels with 69.6% accuracy, a 41% relative
error reduction over the Web baseline, 38% over
Divide-and-Conquer, and 32% over Sheinman and
Tokunaga (2009). We further see that our MILP
method is able to exploit external synonymy (equiv-
alence) information (using synonyms marked by the
annotators). The accuracy of the pairwise scores as
well as the quality of the overall ranking increase
even further to 78.2%, approaching the human inter-
annotator agreement. In terms of average correlation
coefficients, we observe similar improvement trends
from the MILP, but of different magnitudes, because
these averages give small clusters the same weight
as larger ones.

4.4 Analysis
Confusion Matrices For a given approach, we
can study the confusion matrix obtained by cross-
tabulating the gold classification with the predicted

Predicted Class
Weaker Tie Stronger

True Class
Weaker 177 29 53

Tie 9 24 29
Stronger 15 38 195

Table 5: Confusion matrix (MILP)

classification of every unique pair of adjectives in
the ground truth data. Table 4 shows the confusion
matrix for the Web baseline. We observe that due to
the sparsity of pairwise intensity order evidence, the
baseline method predicts too many ties.

Table 5 provides the confusion matrix for the
MILP (without external equivalence information)
for comparison. Although the middle column still
shows that the MILP predicts more ties than humans
annotators, we find that a clear majority of all unique
pairs are now correctly placed along the diagonal.
This confirms that our MILP successfully infers new
ordering decisions, although it uses the same input
(corpus evidence) as the baseline. The remaining
ties are mostly just the result of pairs for which there
simply is no evidence at all in the input Web counts.
Note that this problem could for instance be circum-
vented by relying on a crowdsourcing approach: A
few dispersed tie-breakers are enough to allow our
MILP to correct many other predictions.

Predicted Examples Finally, in Table 6, we pro-
vide a selection of real results obtained by our algo-
rithm. For instance, it correctly inferred that terri-

fying is more intense than creepy or scary, although
the Web pattern counts did not provide any explicit
information about these words pairs. In some cases,
however, the Web evidence did not suffice to draw
the right conclusions, or it was misleading due to is-
sues like polysemy (as for the word funny).
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MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

SPEAKER-ORIENTED MODEL

▸ An adjective is used when the property described exceeds a 
threshold 

▸ Ex: A cookie is ‘large’ if its diameter is more than 4 inches 

▸ Depends on ‘comparison class’: large cookie vs. large tree 

▸ Vagueness: threshold is uncertain, even with perfect knowledge 

▸ Goal: Model word usage as probability —> understand vagueness
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Qing & Franke (2014)

Sizes of cookies I’ve baked



MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

SPEAKER-ORIENTED MODEL

▸ “I made a large cookie” 

▸ Word use is [ideally] efficient: minimal effort accurate statement 

▸ Speaker model: 
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Qing & Franke (2014)

�(u1|b0,Pr) = p(✓  b0) =
R b0
�1 Pr(✓)d✓

<latexit sha1_base64="rT96Waks8rCKGQeSDuq++MzdUCM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9yEE+Bnj5DevM0k74OO3eqZQZiw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9yEE+Bnj5DevM0k74OO3eqZQZiw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U4gulrx54IaKlow7qLPFDT//5hc=">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</latexit>
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MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

SPEAKER-ORIENTED MODEL

▸ “I made a large cookie” 

▸ Word use is [ideally] efficient: minimal effort accurate statement 

▸ Speaker model: 
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Qing & Franke (2014)

�(u1|b0,Pr) = p(✓  b0) =
R b0
�1 Pr(✓)d✓
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LITERAL 
LISTENER 

L0

Pr(✓)
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<latexit sha1_base64="9GedIyXvV6ugY5/61M56FlVvKGA=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUWoCCGprU1vRS8eKxhbaEPZbDft0s0HuxuhlP4ILx5UxJv/x5v/xm2qoKIPBh7vzTBvxk84k8qy3o2l5ZXVtfXcRn5za3tnt7C3fyPjVBDqkpjHouNjSTmLqKuY4rSTCIpDn9O2P76Y++1bKiSLo2s1SagX4mHEAkaw0lK7l4xY2T/uF0qWWXOqp04dWeaZVbUzUms4FauObNPKUGoWeycvANDqF956g5ikIY0U4VjKrm0lyptioRjhdJbvpZImmIzxkHY1jXBIpTfN4s7QkVYGKIiFrkihTP0+McWhlJPQ150hViP525uLf3ndVAWON2VRkioakcWiIOVIxWh+OxowQYniE00wEUxnRWSEBSZKfyivn/B1KfqfuBWzYdpXdql5Dgvk4BCKUAYb6tCES2iBCwTGcAcP8Ggkxr3xZDwvWpeMz5kD+AHj9QOYppDG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F51SANlM7F/WwdPa0MnnHwRfUHY=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUS0hqa9Nb0YvHCsYW2lA22027dLNZdjdCCf0RXjyoePX/ePPfuE0rqOiDgcd7M8zMCwWjSjvOh7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4O71SSSkx8nLBEdkOkCKOc+JpqRrpCEhSHjHTCydXc79wTqWjCb/VUkCBGI04jipE2UqcvxrQSng1KZceue7VzrwEd+8KpuTmpN72q04Cu7eQogyXag9J7f5jgNCZcY4aU6rmO0EGGpKaYkVmxnyoiEJ6gEekZylFMVJDl587gqVGGMEqkKa5hrn6fyFCs1DQOTWeM9Fj99ubiX14v1ZEXZJSLVBOOF4uilEGdwPnvcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmoaIJ4etT+D/xq3bTdm/ccutymUYBHIMTUAEuaIAWuAZt4AMMJuABPIFnS1iP1ov1umhdsZYzR+AHrLdPh7CPPQ==</latexit>



MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

SPEAKER-ORIENTED MODEL

▸ “I made a large cookie” 

▸ Word use is [ideally] efficient: minimal effort accurate statement 

▸ Speaker model: 

�64

Qing & Franke (2014)

�(u1|b0,Pr) = p(✓  b0) =
R b0
�1 Pr(✓)d✓

<latexit sha1_base64="rT96Waks8rCKGQeSDuq++MzdUCM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9yEE+Bnj5DevM0k74OO3eqZQZiw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9yEE+Bnj5DevM0k74OO3eqZQZiw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U4gulrx54IaKlow7qLPFDT//5hc=">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</latexit>

�(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="9GedIyXvV6ugY5/61M56FlVvKGA=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUWoCCGprU1vRS8eKxhbaEPZbDft0s0HuxuhlP4ILx5UxJv/x5v/xm2qoKIPBh7vzTBvxk84k8qy3o2l5ZXVtfXcRn5za3tnt7C3fyPjVBDqkpjHouNjSTmLqKuY4rSTCIpDn9O2P76Y++1bKiSLo2s1SagX4mHEAkaw0lK7l4xY2T/uF0qWWXOqp04dWeaZVbUzUms4FauObNPKUGoWeycvANDqF956g5ikIY0U4VjKrm0lyptioRjhdJbvpZImmIzxkHY1jXBIpTfN4s7QkVYGKIiFrkihTP0+McWhlJPQ150hViP525uLf3ndVAWON2VRkioakcWiIOVIxWh+OxowQYniE00wEUxnRWSEBSZKfyivn/B1KfqfuBWzYdpXdql5Dgvk4BCKUAYb6tCES2iBCwTGcAcP8Ggkxr3xZDwvWpeMz5kD+AHj9QOYppDG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F51SANlM7F/WwdPa0MnnHwRfUHY=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUS0hqa9Nb0YvHCsYW2lA22027dLNZdjdCCf0RXjyoePX/ePPfuE0rqOiDgcd7M8zMCwWjSjvOh7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4O71SSSkx8nLBEdkOkCKOc+JpqRrpCEhSHjHTCydXc79wTqWjCb/VUkCBGI04jipE2UqcvxrQSng1KZceue7VzrwEd+8KpuTmpN72q04Cu7eQogyXag9J7f5jgNCZcY4aU6rmO0EGGpKaYkVmxnyoiEJ6gEekZylFMVJDl587gqVGGMEqkKa5hrn6fyFCs1DQOTWeM9Fj99ubiX14v1ZEXZJSLVBOOF4uilEGdwPnvcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmoaIJ4etT+D/xq3bTdm/ccutymUYBHIMTUAEuaIAWuAZt4AMMJuABPIFnS1iP1ov1umhdsZYzR+AHrLdPh7CPPQ==</latexit>

�0(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="St743MgcvWJdG0fkoErAxnsPWII=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+cAPIiwR+Ad6kYi0IM+tpcGJrT8=">AAACFXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmtIgvGGbU2ror6sKNWMFqoVNKJr1tQzOZIckIZehPiAtBv8WVuHXtp7gzfQgqeiDkcM69yb3HjzhT2nHerYnJqemZ2dRcen5hcWk5s7J6rcJYUqjQkIey6hMFnAmoaKY5VCMJJPA53Pjdk4F/cwtSsVBc6V4E9YC0BWsxSrSRql7UYZtb/nYjk3PsfPFgv1jAjn3oHLhDkj8q7jkF7NrOELlS1tu9fy/1yo3Mh9cMaRyA0JQTpWquE+l6QqRmlEM/7cUKIkK7pA01QwUJQNWT4bx9vGGUJm6F0hyh8VD93pGQQKle4JvKgOiO+u0NxL+8WqxbxXrCRBRrEHT0USvmWId4sDxuMglU854hhEpmZsW0QySh2kSU9k7B7CLh3Lx7EYEkOpQ7iUdkO2Cin4zvtMnqKxD8P6ns2Ue2e+nmSsdohBRaR1m0hVxUQCV0hsqogiji6A49oifrwXq2XqzXUemENe5ZQz9gvX0CvvCixQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+cAPIiwR+Ad6kYi0IM+tpcGJrT8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IwnYQ0f/Ltx5roeRFSM44fxdAx8=">AAACFXicdVDLSgMxFM34dnxVXboJFvGxGGa0teNO1IUbUcHaQqdIJr3TBjOZIckIZehPuBL0W1yJW9d+ijvTh6CiB0IO59yb3HvClDOlXffdGhufmJyanpm15+YXFpcKyyvXKskkhSpNeCLrIVHAmYCqZppDPZVA4pBDLbw97vu1O5CKJeJKd1NoxqQtWMQo0UaqB2mHbW6F2zeFouuU/dKeX8Gus++WvAEpH/i7bgV7jjtAEY1wcVP4CFoJzWIQmnKiVMNzU93MidSMcujZQaYgJfSWtKFhqCAxqGY+mLeHN4zSwlEizREaD9TvHTmJlerGoamMie6o315f/MtrZDrymzkTaaZB0OFHUcaxTnB/edxiEqjmXUMIlczMimmHSEK1icgOTsDsIuHMvHuegiQ6kTt5QGQ7ZqKXj27bZPUVCP6fVHedA8e79IqHR6PQZtAaWkdbyEMVdIhO0QWqIoo4ukeP6Ml6sJ6tF+t1WDpmjXpW0Q9Yb58uzZ+2</latexit>

LITERAL 
LISTENER 

L0

‘large’

Pr(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="yAgNa+y9ZOK0w1Y9nwkfmqJ4gdQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x4AnDr/4iTeiMXSWyWdfbpI3OkA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x4AnDr/4iTeiMXSWyWdfbpI3OkA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XAQ98HYvdlT2jAJiyk7rNDM2kWs=">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</latexit>



MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

SPEAKER-ORIENTED MODEL

▸ “I made a large cookie” 

▸ Word use is [ideally] efficient: minimal effort accurate statement 

▸ Speaker model: 

�65

Qing & Franke (2014)

�(u1|b0,Pr) = p(✓  b0) =
R b0
�1 Pr(✓)d✓

<latexit sha1_base64="rT96Waks8rCKGQeSDuq++MzdUCM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9yEE+Bnj5DevM0k74OO3eqZQZiw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9yEE+Bnj5DevM0k74OO3eqZQZiw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U4gulrx54IaKlow7qLPFDT//5hc=">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</latexit>

�(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="9GedIyXvV6ugY5/61M56FlVvKGA=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUWoCCGprU1vRS8eKxhbaEPZbDft0s0HuxuhlP4ILx5UxJv/x5v/xm2qoKIPBh7vzTBvxk84k8qy3o2l5ZXVtfXcRn5za3tnt7C3fyPjVBDqkpjHouNjSTmLqKuY4rSTCIpDn9O2P76Y++1bKiSLo2s1SagX4mHEAkaw0lK7l4xY2T/uF0qWWXOqp04dWeaZVbUzUms4FauObNPKUGoWeycvANDqF956g5ikIY0U4VjKrm0lyptioRjhdJbvpZImmIzxkHY1jXBIpTfN4s7QkVYGKIiFrkihTP0+McWhlJPQ150hViP525uLf3ndVAWON2VRkioakcWiIOVIxWh+OxowQYniE00wEUxnRWSEBSZKfyivn/B1KfqfuBWzYdpXdql5Dgvk4BCKUAYb6tCES2iBCwTGcAcP8Ggkxr3xZDwvWpeMz5kD+AHj9QOYppDG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F51SANlM7F/WwdPa0MnnHwRfUHY=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUS0hqa9Nb0YvHCsYW2lA22027dLNZdjdCCf0RXjyoePX/ePPfuE0rqOiDgcd7M8zMCwWjSjvOh7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4O71SSSkx8nLBEdkOkCKOc+JpqRrpCEhSHjHTCydXc79wTqWjCb/VUkCBGI04jipE2UqcvxrQSng1KZceue7VzrwEd+8KpuTmpN72q04Cu7eQogyXag9J7f5jgNCZcY4aU6rmO0EGGpKaYkVmxnyoiEJ6gEekZylFMVJDl587gqVGGMEqkKa5hrn6fyFCs1DQOTWeM9Fj99ubiX14v1ZEXZJSLVBOOF4uilEGdwPnvcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmoaIJ4etT+D/xq3bTdm/ccutymUYBHIMTUAEuaIAWuAZt4AMMJuABPIFnS1iP1ov1umhdsZYzR+AHrLdPh7CPPQ==</latexit>

�0(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="St743MgcvWJdG0fkoErAxnsPWII=">AAACFXicdVBBSxtBFH6bahujtml79DIkiNbCsmtNk9yC9eBFjGCaQDaE2cnbZHB2dpmZLYQlf6InwR76SzwVr579Kd6cJApV2g+G+fi+92be+8JUcG08784pvFpZff2muFZa39h8+678/sN3nWSKYYclIlG9kGoUXGLHcCOwlyqkcSiwG158m/vdH6g0T+S5maY4iOlY8ogzaqzUC9IJ39kNPw3LVc+tNQ6+NOrEc796B/6C1JqNfa9OfNdboNqqBJ9/A0B7WL4PRgnLYpSGCap13/dSM8ipMpwJnJWCTGNK2QUdY99SSWPUg3wx74xsW2VEokTZIw1ZqH935DTWehqHtjKmZqJfenPxX14/M1FjkHOZZgYlW34UZYKYhMyXJyOukBkxtYQyxe2shE2ooszYiErBEdpdFJ7Yd09TVNQkai8PqBrHXM7yx7tks3oKhPyfdPbdpuuf+dXWISxRhC2owC74UIcWHEMbOsBAwE+4gl/OpXPt/HFulqUF57HnIzyDc/sAe6KhPw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+cAPIiwR+Ad6kYi0IM+tpcGJrT8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+cAPIiwR+Ad6kYi0IM+tpcGJrT8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IwnYQ0f/Ltx5roeRFSM44fxdAx8=">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</latexit>

LITERAL 
LISTENER 

L0

PRAGMATIC 
SPEAKER 

S1

‘large’

Pr(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="yAgNa+y9ZOK0w1Y9nwkfmqJ4gdQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x4AnDr/4iTeiMXSWyWdfbpI3OkA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x4AnDr/4iTeiMXSWyWdfbpI3OkA=">AAACF3icdVBNS1tBFJ1na9WoNa1LN4NB8APCPE2J2QXtohtpCkbFvCD3TW6SIfPmPWbuK4RH/oWrQvtbXBW3Lv0p3TkxClXaA8Mczrl35t4TZ1o5EuI+mHvzdv7dwuJSaXll9f1a+cPHM5fmVmJbpjq1FzE41MpgmxRpvMgsQhJrPI9Hx1P//Dtap1JzSuMMuwkMjOorCeSly5bdjmiIBDtX5YqofmrURL3BRVWIg9phzZMwbNRrgodemaLS3Iz2ru+b49ZV+U/US2WeoCGpwblOKDLqFmBJSY2TUpQ7zECOYIAdTw0k6LrF48QTvuWVHu+n1h9D/FH9u6OAxLlxEvvKBGjoXntT8V9eJ6f+YbdQJssJjZx91M81p5RP1+c9ZVGSHnsC0io/K5dDsCDJh1SKPqPfxeKJf/drhhYotbtFBHaQKDMpnu6Sz+o5EP5/0t6vNqrht7DSPGIzLLINtsm2WcjqrMm+sBZrM8kMu2Y/2a/gR3AT/A5uZ6VzwVPPOnuB4O4BtaKj1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XAQ98HYvdlT2jAJiyk7rNDM2kWs=">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</latexit>

�00(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="sjYTWlO++ym8mVLby85cPbN8Gy4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b/wzqmZTos0sfK2Iu9KTDKSWGYQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b/wzqmZTos0sfK2Iu9KTDKSWGYQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ySsosIL3mAlXxZ78COIM7qZrirI=">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</latexit>



MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

SPEAKER-ORIENTED MODEL

▸ “I made a large cookie” 

▸ Word use is [ideally] efficient: minimal effort accurate statement 

▸ Speaker model: 

�66

Qing & Franke (2014)

�(u1|b0,Pr) = p(✓  b0) =
R b0
�1 Pr(✓)d✓

<latexit sha1_base64="rT96Waks8rCKGQeSDuq++MzdUCM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9yEE+Bnj5DevM0k74OO3eqZQZiw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9yEE+Bnj5DevM0k74OO3eqZQZiw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U4gulrx54IaKlow7qLPFDT//5hc=">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</latexit>

�(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="9GedIyXvV6ugY5/61M56FlVvKGA=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUWoCCGprU1vRS8eKxhbaEPZbDft0s0HuxuhlP4ILx5UxJv/x5v/xm2qoKIPBh7vzTBvxk84k8qy3o2l5ZXVtfXcRn5za3tnt7C3fyPjVBDqkpjHouNjSTmLqKuY4rSTCIpDn9O2P76Y++1bKiSLo2s1SagX4mHEAkaw0lK7l4xY2T/uF0qWWXOqp04dWeaZVbUzUms4FauObNPKUGoWeycvANDqF956g5ikIY0U4VjKrm0lyptioRjhdJbvpZImmIzxkHY1jXBIpTfN4s7QkVYGKIiFrkihTP0+McWhlJPQ150hViP525uLf3ndVAWON2VRkioakcWiIOVIxWh+OxowQYniE00wEUxnRWSEBSZKfyivn/B1KfqfuBWzYdpXdql5Dgvk4BCKUAYb6tCES2iBCwTGcAcP8Ggkxr3xZDwvWpeMz5kD+AHj9QOYppDG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F51SANlM7F/WwdPa0MnnHwRfUHY=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUS0hqa9Nb0YvHCsYW2lA22027dLNZdjdCCf0RXjyoePX/ePPfuE0rqOiDgcd7M8zMCwWjSjvOh7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4O71SSSkx8nLBEdkOkCKOc+JpqRrpCEhSHjHTCydXc79wTqWjCb/VUkCBGI04jipE2UqcvxrQSng1KZceue7VzrwEd+8KpuTmpN72q04Cu7eQogyXag9J7f5jgNCZcY4aU6rmO0EGGpKaYkVmxnyoiEJ6gEekZylFMVJDl587gqVGGMEqkKa5hrn6fyFCs1DQOTWeM9Fj99ubiX14v1ZEXZJSLVBOOF4uilEGdwPnvcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmoaIJ4etT+D/xq3bTdm/ccutymUYBHIMTUAEuaIAWuAZt4AMMJuABPIFnS1iP1ov1umhdsZYzR+AHrLdPh7CPPQ==</latexit>

LITERAL 
LISTENER 

L0

PRAGMATIC 
SPEAKER 

S1

‘large’

Pr(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="yAgNa+y9ZOK0w1Y9nwkfmqJ4gdQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x4AnDr/4iTeiMXSWyWdfbpI3OkA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x4AnDr/4iTeiMXSWyWdfbpI3OkA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XAQ98HYvdlT2jAJiyk7rNDM2kWs=">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</latexit>



MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

SPEAKER-LISTENER INTERACTION

▸ “I made a large cookie”

�67

�(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="9GedIyXvV6ugY5/61M56FlVvKGA=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUWoCCGprU1vRS8eKxhbaEPZbDft0s0HuxuhlP4ILx5UxJv/x5v/xm2qoKIPBh7vzTBvxk84k8qy3o2l5ZXVtfXcRn5za3tnt7C3fyPjVBDqkpjHouNjSTmLqKuY4rSTCIpDn9O2P76Y++1bKiSLo2s1SagX4mHEAkaw0lK7l4xY2T/uF0qWWXOqp04dWeaZVbUzUms4FauObNPKUGoWeycvANDqF956g5ikIY0U4VjKrm0lyptioRjhdJbvpZImmIzxkHY1jXBIpTfN4s7QkVYGKIiFrkihTP0+McWhlJPQ150hViP525uLf3ndVAWON2VRkioakcWiIOVIxWh+OxowQYniE00wEUxnRWSEBSZKfyivn/B1KfqfuBWzYdpXdql5Dgvk4BCKUAYb6tCES2iBCwTGcAcP8Ggkxr3xZDwvWpeMz5kD+AHj9QOYppDG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F51SANlM7F/WwdPa0MnnHwRfUHY=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUS0hqa9Nb0YvHCsYW2lA22027dLNZdjdCCf0RXjyoePX/ePPfuE0rqOiDgcd7M8zMCwWjSjvOh7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4O71SSSkx8nLBEdkOkCKOc+JpqRrpCEhSHjHTCydXc79wTqWjCb/VUkCBGI04jipE2UqcvxrQSng1KZceue7VzrwEd+8KpuTmpN72q04Cu7eQogyXag9J7f5jgNCZcY4aU6rmO0EGGpKaYkVmxnyoiEJ6gEekZylFMVJDl587gqVGGMEqkKa5hrn6fyFCs1DQOTWeM9Fj99ubiX14v1ZEXZJSLVBOOF4uilEGdwPnvcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmoaIJ4etT+D/xq3bTdm/ccutymUYBHIMTUAEuaIAWuAZt4AMMJuABPIFnS1iP1ov1umhdsZYzR+AHrLdPh7CPPQ==</latexit>

Qing & Franke (2014)



MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

SPEAKER-LISTENER INTERACTION

▸ “I made a large cookie” 

▸ Limitation: What happens when the priors are different?

�68

�(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="9GedIyXvV6ugY5/61M56FlVvKGA=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUWoCCGprU1vRS8eKxhbaEPZbDft0s0HuxuhlP4ILx5UxJv/x5v/xm2qoKIPBh7vzTBvxk84k8qy3o2l5ZXVtfXcRn5za3tnt7C3fyPjVBDqkpjHouNjSTmLqKuY4rSTCIpDn9O2P76Y++1bKiSLo2s1SagX4mHEAkaw0lK7l4xY2T/uF0qWWXOqp04dWeaZVbUzUms4FauObNPKUGoWeycvANDqF956g5ikIY0U4VjKrm0lyptioRjhdJbvpZImmIzxkHY1jXBIpTfN4s7QkVYGKIiFrkihTP0+McWhlJPQ150hViP525uLf3ndVAWON2VRkioakcWiIOVIxWh+OxowQYniE00wEUxnRWSEBSZKfyivn/B1KfqfuBWzYdpXdql5Dgvk4BCKUAYb6tCES2iBCwTGcAcP8Ggkxr3xZDwvWpeMz5kD+AHj9QOYppDG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F51SANlM7F/WwdPa0MnnHwRfUHY=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUS0hqa9Nb0YvHCsYW2lA22027dLNZdjdCCf0RXjyoePX/ePPfuE0rqOiDgcd7M8zMCwWjSjvOh7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4O71SSSkx8nLBEdkOkCKOc+JpqRrpCEhSHjHTCydXc79wTqWjCb/VUkCBGI04jipE2UqcvxrQSng1KZceue7VzrwEd+8KpuTmpN72q04Cu7eQogyXag9J7f5jgNCZcY4aU6rmO0EGGpKaYkVmxnyoiEJ6gEekZylFMVJDl587gqVGGMEqkKa5hrn6fyFCs1DQOTWeM9Fj99ubiX14v1ZEXZJSLVBOOF4uilEGdwPnvcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmoaIJ4etT+D/xq3bTdm/ccutymUYBHIMTUAEuaIAWuAZt4AMMJuABPIFnS1iP1ov1umhdsZYzR+AHrLdPh7CPPQ==</latexit>

�1(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="IGG5HwEOnsLqNdlZtVa9fGirQG8=">AAAB73icdVBdSwJBFL1rX2ZfVo+9DEpgBMuuaeqb1EuPBpmGu8jsOOrg7OwyMxuI+Ct66aHC1/5Ob/2bRi2oqAMXDufcyz33BjFnSjvOu5VaWV1b30hvZra2d3b3svsHtypKJKFNEvFItgOsKGeCNjXTnLZjSXEYcNoKRpdzv3VPpWKRuNHjmPohHgjWZwRrI9158ZB13UJw0s3mHbtcLZ1VK8ixz52SuyDlWrXoVJBrOwvk6znvdAYAjW72zetFJAmp0IRjpTquE2t/gqVmhNNpxksUjTEZ4QHtGCpwSJU/WQSeomOj9FA/kqaERgv1+8QEh0qNw8B0hlgP1W9vLv7ldRLdr/oTJuJEU0GWi/oJRzpC8+tRj0lKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0eZHGfOEr0vR/6RZtGu2e+3m6xewRBqOIAcFcKECdbiCBjSBQAgP8ATPlrQerRdrtmxNWZ8zh/AD1usHwY6Rag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0FLXfuW0K+RgI02MXRfbKnGlLZ4=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmaBEqQkhqa9Nd0I3LCsZWmlAm00k7dPJgZiKU0K/QhQsVt/6Ou/6N01RBRQ9cOJxzL/fc6yeMCmkYM21peWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3t34g45Zg4OGYx7/pIEEYj4kgqGekmnKDQZ6Tjjy/mfueOcEHj6FpOEuKFaBjRgGIklXTrJiPaN6v+cb9UMfSGVT+1mtDQz4y6mZNGy6oZTWjqRo6KXXZPHmb2pN0vvbuDGKchiSRmSIieaSTSyxCXFDMyLbqpIAnCYzQkPUUjFBLhZXngKTxSygAGMVcVSZir3ycyFAoxCX3VGSI5Er+9ufiX10tlYHkZjZJUkggvFgUpgzKG8+vhgHKCJZsogjCnKivEI8QRlupHRfWEr0vh/8Sp6S3dvDIr9jlYoAAOQRlUgQmawAaXoA0cgEEI7sETeNa49qi9aK+L1iXtc+YA/ID29gHJcpLw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0FLXfuW0K+RgI02MXRfbKnGlLZ4=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmaBEqQkhqa9Nd0I3LCsZWmlAm00k7dPJgZiKU0K/QhQsVt/6Ou/6N01RBRQ9cOJxzL/fc6yeMCmkYM21peWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3t34g45Zg4OGYx7/pIEEYj4kgqGekmnKDQZ6Tjjy/mfueOcEHj6FpOEuKFaBjRgGIklXTrJiPaN6v+cb9UMfSGVT+1mtDQz4y6mZNGy6oZTWjqRo6KXXZPHmb2pN0vvbuDGKchiSRmSIieaSTSyxCXFDMyLbqpIAnCYzQkPUUjFBLhZXngKTxSygAGMVcVSZir3ycyFAoxCX3VGSI5Er+9ufiX10tlYHkZjZJUkggvFgUpgzKG8+vhgHKCJZsogjCnKivEI8QRlupHRfWEr0vh/8Sp6S3dvDIr9jlYoAAOQRlUgQmawAaXoA0cgEEI7sETeNa49qi9aK+L1iXtc+YA/ID29gHJcpLw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X4VZAWYBQO7kOrOVzF0W0OattXw=">AAAB73icdVBNTwIxEO3iF+IX6tFLIzHBy2YXQeBG9OIRE1cwsCHd0oWGtrtpuyZkw6/w4kGNV/+ON/+NZcFEjb5kkpf3ZjIzL4gZVdpxPqzcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/uFVRIjHxcMQi2Q2QIowK4mmqGenGkiAeMNIJJpdzv3NPpKKRuNHTmPgcjQQNKUbaSHf9eEwHbjk4HRRLjl1rVM8adejY507VzUit2ag4dejaToYSWKI9KL73hxFOOBEaM6RUz3Vi7adIaooZmRX6iSIxwhM0Ij1DBeJE+Wl28AyeGGUIw0iaEhpm6veJFHGlpjwwnRzpsfrtzcW/vF6iw4afUhEnmgi8WBQmDOoIzr+HQyoJ1mxqCMKSmlshHiOJsDYZFUwIX5/C/4lXsZu2e+2WWhfLNPLgCByDMnBBHbTAFWgDD2DAwQN4As+WtB6tF+t10ZqzljOH4Aest0+wmI/h</latexit>

�2(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="rTNWWsNj2M1rSOegdS/qUOcXV5o=">AAAB73icdVBdSwJBFL1rX2ZfVo+9DEpgBMuuaa5vUi89GmQa7iKz46wOzn4wMxuI+Ct66aHC1/5Ob/2bRi2oqAMXDufcyz33+glnUlnWu5FZWV1b38hu5ra2d3b38vsHtzJOBaEtEvNYdHwsKWcRbSmmOO0kguLQ57Ttjy7nfvueCsni6EaNE+qFeBCxgBGstHTnJkPWK5f8k16+aJlVp3Lm1JBlnlsVe0Gqdads1ZBtWgsUGwX3dAYAzV7+ze3HJA1ppAjHUnZtK1HeBAvFCKfTnJtKmmAywgPa1TTCIZXeZBF4io610kdBLHRFCi3U7xMTHEo5Dn3dGWI1lL+9ufiX101V4HgTFiWpohFZLgpSjlSM5tejPhOUKD7WBBPBdFZEhlhgovSPcvoJX5ei/0mrbNZN+9ouNi5giSwcQQFKYEMNGnAFTWgBgRAe4AmeDWE8Gi/GbNmaMT5nDuEHjNcPwxSRaw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6sEhnOIacLv4d1vUhFrxH5JxAKI=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmaBEqQkhqa9Nd0I3LCsZWmlAm00k7dPJgZiKU0K/QhQsVt/6Ou/6N01RBRQ9cOJxzL/fc6yeMCmkYM21peWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3t34g45Zg4OGYx7/pIEEYj4kgqGekmnKDQZ6Tjjy/mfueOcEHj6FpOEuKFaBjRgGIklXTrJiPar1X9436pYugNq35qNaGhnxl1MyeNllUzmtDUjRwVu+yePMzsSbtfencHMU5DEknMkBA900iklyEuKWZkWnRTQRKEx2hIeopGKCTCy/LAU3iklAEMYq4qkjBXv09kKBRiEvqqM0RyJH57c/Evr5fKwPIyGiWpJBFeLApSBmUM59fDAeUESzZRBGFOVVaIR4gjLNWPiuoJX5fC/4lT01u6eWVW7HOwQAEcgjKoAhM0gQ0uQRs4AIMQ3IMn8Kxx7VF70V4XrUva58wB+AHt7QPK+JLx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6sEhnOIacLv4d1vUhFrxH5JxAKI=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmaBEqQkhqa9Nd0I3LCsZWmlAm00k7dPJgZiKU0K/QhQsVt/6Ou/6N01RBRQ9cOJxzL/fc6yeMCmkYM21peWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3t34g45Zg4OGYx7/pIEEYj4kgqGekmnKDQZ6Tjjy/mfueOcEHj6FpOEuKFaBjRgGIklXTrJiPar1X9436pYugNq35qNaGhnxl1MyeNllUzmtDUjRwVu+yePMzsSbtfencHMU5DEknMkBA900iklyEuKWZkWnRTQRKEx2hIeopGKCTCy/LAU3iklAEMYq4qkjBXv09kKBRiEvqqM0RyJH57c/Evr5fKwPIyGiWpJBFeLApSBmUM59fDAeUESzZRBGFOVVaIR4gjLNWPiuoJX5fC/4lT01u6eWVW7HOwQAEcgjKoAhM0gQ0uQRs4AIMQ3IMn8Kxx7VF70V4XrUva58wB+AHt7QPK+JLx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EFoZPrhk37gpKZs1kZNcHs0nyok=">AAAB73icdVBNTwIxEO3iF+IX6tFLIzHBy2YXQZYb0YtHTEQwsCHd0oWGtrtpuyZkw6/w4kGNV/+ON/+NZcFEjb5kkpf3ZjIzL4gZVdpxPqzcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/uFVRIjFp44hFshsgRRgVpK2pZqQbS4J4wEgnmFzO/c49kYpG4kZPY+JzNBI0pBhpI9314zEdVMrB6aBYcuyaVz3z6tCxz52qm5Faw6s4dejaToYSWKI1KL73hxFOOBEaM6RUz3Vi7adIaooZmRX6iSIxwhM0Ij1DBeJE+Wl28AyeGGUIw0iaEhpm6veJFHGlpjwwnRzpsfrtzcW/vF6iQ89PqYgTTQReLAoTBnUE59/DIZUEazY1BGFJza0Qj5FEWJuMCiaEr0/h/6RdsRu2e+2WmhfLNPLgCByDMnBBHTTBFWiBNsCAgwfwBJ4taT1aL9brojVnLWcOwQ9Yb5+yHo/i</latexit>

Qing & Franke (2014)



MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

SPEAKER-LISTENER INTERACTION

▸ “I made a large cookie” 

▸ Limitation: What happens when the priors are different? 

▸ Goal: How do we interpret the use of an adjective?

�69

�(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="9GedIyXvV6ugY5/61M56FlVvKGA=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUWoCCGprU1vRS8eKxhbaEPZbDft0s0HuxuhlP4ILx5UxJv/x5v/xm2qoKIPBh7vzTBvxk84k8qy3o2l5ZXVtfXcRn5za3tnt7C3fyPjVBDqkpjHouNjSTmLqKuY4rSTCIpDn9O2P76Y++1bKiSLo2s1SagX4mHEAkaw0lK7l4xY2T/uF0qWWXOqp04dWeaZVbUzUms4FauObNPKUGoWeycvANDqF956g5ikIY0U4VjKrm0lyptioRjhdJbvpZImmIzxkHY1jXBIpTfN4s7QkVYGKIiFrkihTP0+McWhlJPQ150hViP525uLf3ndVAWON2VRkioakcWiIOVIxWh+OxowQYniE00wEUxnRWSEBSZKfyivn/B1KfqfuBWzYdpXdql5Dgvk4BCKUAYb6tCES2iBCwTGcAcP8Ggkxr3xZDwvWpeMz5kD+AHj9QOYppDG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RRxSrQRnpezrthmmCtIiTR7bdBU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3Q4tQEUJSW5vugm5cVjC20IQymU7boZMHMxMhhH6EIC5U3Po/7vo3TlMFFT1w4XDOvdxzrx8zKqRhzLXCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/uBVRwjFxcMQi3vORIIyGxJFUMtKLOUGBz0jXn14u/O4d4YJG4Y1MY+IFaBzSEcVIKqnrxhNa808G5aqhN63GmdWChn5uNMycNNtW3WhBUzdyVO2Ke/owt9POoPzuDiOcBCSUmCEh+qYRSy9DXFLMyKzkJoLECE/RmPQVDVFAhJflcWfwWClDOIq4qlDCXP0+kaFAiDTwVWeA5ET89hbiX14/kSPLy2gYJ5KEeLlolDAoI7i4HQ4pJ1iyVBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBUHyqpJ3xdCv8nTl1v6+a1WbUvwBJFcAQqoAZM0AI2uAId4AAMpuAePIFnLdYetRftddla0D5nDsEPaG8foIqSTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F51SANlM7F/WwdPa0MnnHwRfUHY=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSLUS0hqa9Nb0YvHCsYW2lA22027dLNZdjdCCf0RXjyoePX/ePPfuE0rqOiDgcd7M8zMCwWjSjvOh7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4O71SSSkx8nLBEdkOkCKOc+JpqRrpCEhSHjHTCydXc79wTqWjCb/VUkCBGI04jipE2UqcvxrQSng1KZceue7VzrwEd+8KpuTmpN72q04Cu7eQogyXag9J7f5jgNCZcY4aU6rmO0EGGpKaYkVmxnyoiEJ6gEekZylFMVJDl587gqVGGMEqkKa5hrn6fyFCs1DQOTWeM9Fj99ubiX14v1ZEXZJSLVBOOF4uilEGdwPnvcEglwZpNDUFYUnMrxGMkEdYmoaIJ4etT+D/xq3bTdm/ccutymUYBHIMTUAEuaIAWuAZt4AMMJuABPIFnS1iP1ov1umhdsZYzR+AHrLdPh7CPPQ==</latexit>

�1(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="IGG5HwEOnsLqNdlZtVa9fGirQG8=">AAAB73icdVBdSwJBFL1rX2ZfVo+9DEpgBMuuaeqb1EuPBpmGu8jsOOrg7OwyMxuI+Ct66aHC1/5Ob/2bRi2oqAMXDufcyz33BjFnSjvOu5VaWV1b30hvZra2d3b3svsHtypKJKFNEvFItgOsKGeCNjXTnLZjSXEYcNoKRpdzv3VPpWKRuNHjmPohHgjWZwRrI9158ZB13UJw0s3mHbtcLZ1VK8ixz52SuyDlWrXoVJBrOwvk6znvdAYAjW72zetFJAmp0IRjpTquE2t/gqVmhNNpxksUjTEZ4QHtGCpwSJU/WQSeomOj9FA/kqaERgv1+8QEh0qNw8B0hlgP1W9vLv7ldRLdr/oTJuJEU0GWi/oJRzpC8+tRj0lKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0eZHGfOEr0vR/6RZtGu2e+3m6xewRBqOIAcFcKECdbiCBjSBQAgP8ATPlrQerRdrtmxNWZ8zh/AD1usHwY6Rag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0FLXfuW0K+RgI02MXRfbKnGlLZ4=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmaBEqQkhqa9Nd0I3LCsZWmlAm00k7dPJgZiKU0K/QhQsVt/6Ou/6N01RBRQ9cOJxzL/fc6yeMCmkYM21peWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3t34g45Zg4OGYx7/pIEEYj4kgqGekmnKDQZ6Tjjy/mfueOcEHj6FpOEuKFaBjRgGIklXTrJiPaN6v+cb9UMfSGVT+1mtDQz4y6mZNGy6oZTWjqRo6KXXZPHmb2pN0vvbuDGKchiSRmSIieaSTSyxCXFDMyLbqpIAnCYzQkPUUjFBLhZXngKTxSygAGMVcVSZir3ycyFAoxCX3VGSI5Er+9ufiX10tlYHkZjZJUkggvFgUpgzKG8+vhgHKCJZsogjCnKivEI8QRlupHRfWEr0vh/8Sp6S3dvDIr9jlYoAAOQRlUgQmawAaXoA0cgEEI7sETeNa49qi9aK+L1iXtc+YA/ID29gHJcpLw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0FLXfuW0K+RgI02MXRfbKnGlLZ4=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmaBEqQkhqa9Nd0I3LCsZWmlAm00k7dPJgZiKU0K/QhQsVt/6Ou/6N01RBRQ9cOJxzL/fc6yeMCmkYM21peWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3t34g45Zg4OGYx7/pIEEYj4kgqGekmnKDQZ6Tjjy/mfueOcEHj6FpOEuKFaBjRgGIklXTrJiPaN6v+cb9UMfSGVT+1mtDQz4y6mZNGy6oZTWjqRo6KXXZPHmb2pN0vvbuDGKchiSRmSIieaSTSyxCXFDMyLbqpIAnCYzQkPUUjFBLhZXngKTxSygAGMVcVSZir3ycyFAoxCX3VGSI5Er+9ufiX10tlYHkZjZJUkggvFgUpgzKG8+vhgHKCJZsogjCnKivEI8QRlupHRfWEr0vh/8Sp6S3dvDIr9jlYoAAOQRlUgQmawAaXoA0cgEEI7sETeNa49qi9aK+L1iXtc+YA/ID29gHJcpLw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X4VZAWYBQO7kOrOVzF0W0OattXw=">AAAB73icdVBNTwIxEO3iF+IX6tFLIzHBy2YXQeBG9OIRE1cwsCHd0oWGtrtpuyZkw6/w4kGNV/+ON/+NZcFEjb5kkpf3ZjIzL4gZVdpxPqzcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/uFVRIjHxcMQi2Q2QIowK4mmqGenGkiAeMNIJJpdzv3NPpKKRuNHTmPgcjQQNKUbaSHf9eEwHbjk4HRRLjl1rVM8adejY507VzUit2ag4dejaToYSWKI9KL73hxFOOBEaM6RUz3Vi7adIaooZmRX6iSIxwhM0Ij1DBeJE+Wl28AyeGGUIw0iaEhpm6veJFHGlpjwwnRzpsfrtzcW/vF6iw4afUhEnmgi8WBQmDOoIzr+HQyoJ1mxqCMKSmlshHiOJsDYZFUwIX5/C/4lXsZu2e+2WWhfLNPLgCByDMnBBHbTAFWgDD2DAwQN4As+WtB6tF+t10ZqzljOH4Aest0+wmI/h</latexit>

�2(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="rTNWWsNj2M1rSOegdS/qUOcXV5o=">AAAB73icdVBdSwJBFL1rX2ZfVo+9DEpgBMuuaa5vUi89GmQa7iKz46wOzn4wMxuI+Ct66aHC1/5Ob/2bRi2oqAMXDufcyz33+glnUlnWu5FZWV1b38hu5ra2d3b38vsHtzJOBaEtEvNYdHwsKWcRbSmmOO0kguLQ57Ttjy7nfvueCsni6EaNE+qFeBCxgBGstHTnJkPWK5f8k16+aJlVp3Lm1JBlnlsVe0Gqdads1ZBtWgsUGwX3dAYAzV7+ze3HJA1ppAjHUnZtK1HeBAvFCKfTnJtKmmAywgPa1TTCIZXeZBF4io610kdBLHRFCi3U7xMTHEo5Dn3dGWI1lL+9ufiX101V4HgTFiWpohFZLgpSjlSM5tejPhOUKD7WBBPBdFZEhlhgovSPcvoJX5ei/0mrbNZN+9ouNi5giSwcQQFKYEMNGnAFTWgBgRAe4AmeDWE8Gi/GbNmaMT5nDuEHjNcPwxSRaw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6sEhnOIacLv4d1vUhFrxH5JxAKI=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmaBEqQkhqa9Nd0I3LCsZWmlAm00k7dPJgZiKU0K/QhQsVt/6Ou/6N01RBRQ9cOJxzL/fc6yeMCmkYM21peWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3t34g45Zg4OGYx7/pIEEYj4kgqGekmnKDQZ6Tjjy/mfueOcEHj6FpOEuKFaBjRgGIklXTrJiPar1X9436pYugNq35qNaGhnxl1MyeNllUzmtDUjRwVu+yePMzsSbtfencHMU5DEknMkBA900iklyEuKWZkWnRTQRKEx2hIeopGKCTCy/LAU3iklAEMYq4qkjBXv09kKBRiEvqqM0RyJH57c/Evr5fKwPIyGiWpJBFeLApSBmUM59fDAeUESzZRBGFOVVaIR4gjLNWPiuoJX5fC/4lT01u6eWVW7HOwQAEcgjKoAhM0gQ0uQRs4AIMQ3IMn8Kxx7VF70V4XrUva58wB+AHt7QPK+JLx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6sEhnOIacLv4d1vUhFrxH5JxAKI=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmaBEqQkhqa9Nd0I3LCsZWmlAm00k7dPJgZiKU0K/QhQsVt/6Ou/6N01RBRQ9cOJxzL/fc6yeMCmkYM21peWV1bb2wUdzc2t7ZLe3t34g45Zg4OGYx7/pIEEYj4kgqGekmnKDQZ6Tjjy/mfueOcEHj6FpOEuKFaBjRgGIklXTrJiPar1X9436pYugNq35qNaGhnxl1MyeNllUzmtDUjRwVu+yePMzsSbtfencHMU5DEknMkBA900iklyEuKWZkWnRTQRKEx2hIeopGKCTCy/LAU3iklAEMYq4qkjBXv09kKBRiEvqqM0RyJH57c/Evr5fKwPIyGiWpJBFeLApSBmUM59fDAeUESzZRBGFOVVaIR4gjLNWPiuoJX5fC/4lT01u6eWVW7HOwQAEcgjKoAhM0gQ0uQRs4AIMQ3IMn8Kxx7VF70V4XrUva58wB+AHt7QPK+JLx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EFoZPrhk37gpKZs1kZNcHs0nyok=">AAAB73icdVBNTwIxEO3iF+IX6tFLIzHBy2YXQZYb0YtHTEQwsCHd0oWGtrtpuyZkw6/w4kGNV/+ON/+NZcFEjb5kkpf3ZjIzL4gZVdpxPqzcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/uFVRIjFp44hFshsgRRgVpK2pZqQbS4J4wEgnmFzO/c49kYpG4kZPY+JzNBI0pBhpI9314zEdVMrB6aBYcuyaVz3z6tCxz52qm5Faw6s4dejaToYSWKI1KL73hxFOOBEaM6RUz3Vi7adIaooZmRX6iSIxwhM0Ij1DBeJE+Wl28AyeGGUIw0iaEhpm6veJFHGlpjwwnRzpsfrtzcW/vF6iQ89PqYgTTQReLAoTBnUE59/DIZUEazY1BGFJza0Qj5FEWJuMCiaEr0/h/6RdsRu2e+2WmhfLNPLgCByDMnBBHTTBFWiBNsCAgwfwBJ4taT1aL9brojVnLWcOwQ9Yb5+yHo/i</latexit>

Lassiter & Goodman (2017)

PL(w|u) / PS(u|w) · PL(w)
<latexit sha1_base64="73DTh8v5NKD6DarVgdAPA7k0gQc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSwkd3kLz8FGma6nWHzNNusNtDA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSwkd3kLz8FGma6nWHzNNusNtDA=">AAACEnicdVDNTgIxGOziH+If6tFLAzEBTTa7CAI3ohcPHjCKkgDZdEuBhu5203YlBHkHD/oqXjyo8erJG29jWTRRo5M0mczMl6/fuAGjUlnWxIjNzS8sLsWXEyura+sbyc2tS8lDgUkNc8ZF3UWSMOqTmqKKkXogCPJcRq7c/vHUv7omQlLuX6hhQFoe6vq0QzFSWnKSe1XnNDOANzDMwmYgeKA4rDrnmVBLAy3hNlcwymSdZNoyC6X8QakILfPQytsRKZRLOasIbdOKkK6kmvt3k8qw6iTfm22OQ4/4CjMkZcO2AtUaIaEoZmScaIaSBAj3UZc0NPWRR2RrFN00hrtaacMOF/r5Ckbq94kR8qQceq5Oekj15G9vKv7lNULVKbVG1A9CRXw8W9QJGdSHTwuCbSoIVmyoCcKC6r9C3EMCYaVrTOgSvi6F/5Naziyb9pmdrhyBGeJgB6RABtigCCrgBFRBDWBwCx7AE3g27o1H48V4nUVjxufMNvgB4+0DtE6eww==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Deq4KB4h1XhkAcrjbRAhFlyWfh4=">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</latexit>

PS(u|w) / PL(w|u) · PS(u)
<latexit sha1_base64="AyvhfnzLswfepd2Rq0KMC/uLk8A=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="siMt9bAtr6LsT+tIWbNxH79kyu8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="siMt9bAtr6LsT+tIWbNxH79kyu8=">AAACEnicdVDNTgIxGOziH+If6tFLAzEBTTa7CAI3ohcPHjCKkgDZdEuBhu5203YlBHkHD/oqXjyo8erJG29jWTRRo5M0mczMl6/fuAGjUlnWxIjNzS8sLsWXEyura+sbyc2tS8lDgUkNc8ZF3UWSMOqTmqKKkXogCPJcRq7c/vHUv7omQlLuX6hhQFoe6vq0QzFSWnKSe1XnPBPCGzjIwmYgeKA4rDqnmYGWQi3hNlcwymSdZNoyC6X8QakILfPQytsRKZRLOasIbdOKkK6kmvt3k8qw6iTfm22OQ4/4CjMkZcO2AtUaIaEoZmScaIaSBAj3UZc0NPWRR2RrFN00hrtaacMOF/r5Ckbq94kR8qQceq5Oekj15G9vKv7lNULVKbVG1A9CRXw8W9QJGdSHTwuCbSoIVmyoCcKC6r9C3EMCYaVrTOgSvi6F/5Naziyb9pmdrhyBGeJgB6RABtigCCrgBFRBDWBwCx7AE3g27o1H48V4nUVjxufMNvgB4+0DvHWeyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5tW8kx4v0MHnm2cagjOmCq1ETIs=">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</latexit>



▸ “I made a large cookie”

MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

LISTENER MODEL

�70

Lassiter & Goodman (2017)

LITERAL 
LISTENER 

L0

PRAGMATIC 
SPEAKER 

S1

{∅, ‘small’, ‘large’}

PL0(A|u, V ) = PL0(A[[u]]V = 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="iLk89f4EyDJOFADWwfwxk5zBeXs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vs05sno46FTb9uBQ4mz5HE2Rf3w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vs05sno46FTb9uBQ4mz5HE2Rf3w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lWAUWomSRfAGeqFJzLVAfzZlE0o=">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</latexit>



▸ “I made a large cookie”

MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

LISTENER MODEL

�71

Lassiter & Goodman (2017)

LITERAL 
LISTENER 

L0

PRAGMATIC 
SPEAKER 

S1

PRAGMATIC 
LISTENER 

L1

Pr(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="yAgNa+y9ZOK0w1Y9nwkfmqJ4gdQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x4AnDr/4iTeiMXSWyWdfbpI3OkA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="x4AnDr/4iTeiMXSWyWdfbpI3OkA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XAQ98HYvdlT2jAJiyk7rNDM2kWs=">AAACF3icdVBNTxsxEPVS2tL0g7Q9crGIKqUcVt52UcgNAQcuiCA1gJpdRbPOJLHwelf2bKVolX/RExL9LZyqXnvkp/RWB1KpoPZJlp/em7FnXlZq5UiIm2Dl0erjJ0/XnjWev3j5ar35+s2pKyorsS8LXdjzDBxqZbBPijSelxYhzzSeZRf7C//sC1qnCvOJZiWmOUyMGisJ5KXPPdtOaIoE74fNlgi3u7HodLkIhfgY78SeRFG3EwseeWWBFluiN2z+SkaFrHI0JDU4N4hESWkNlpTUOG8klcMS5AVMcOCpgRxdWt9OPOfvvDLi48L6Y4jfqn931JA7N8szX5kDTd1DbyH+yxtUNN5Ja2XKitDIu4/GleZU8MX6fKQsStIzT0Ba5WflcgoWJPmQGskB+l0sHvl3j0u0QIXdqhOwk1yZeb28Gz6rP4Hw/5P+h7AbRidRa3dvGdoa22CbrM0i1mG77JD1WJ9JZthXdsW+BZfBdfA9+HFXuhIse96yewh+/gYlf6DH</latexit>

�(b)
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Figure 5
Simulated posterior given utterance “Al is tall”, plotting the marginals of tall-
thresholds and answers (heights) separately. The model predicts several core proper-
ties of relative adjectives: significant information conveyed despite vague meaning,
sensitivity to statistical priors, the existence of borderline cases, and a plausible
account of the sorites.

information transmission using vague expressions in a precise way. In information theory (Shannon
1948), transmission of information is interpreted as modification of a probability distribution. The
interpretation of a vague adjective in our model is a function from priors to posteriors, and clearly
significant information has been gained in the interpretation: the posteriors on Al’s heights in Figures
5 and 6 are shifted substantially away from the prior, and have lower variance. In other words, even
though the meaning of “tall” remains uncertain, a listener can gain significant information about the
world when a speaker uses it to describe something.

Second, the context-sensitivity of vague scalar adjectives is predicted because the interpretation
process is highly sensitive to the form of the input prior. In Figure 5, for example, the inferred
meaning of tall is a distribution centered around 1.3 standard deviations above the prior mean. Since
the scale in these simulations is arbitrary, the model predicts that a normal prior with a different mean
and standard deviation would lead to a qualitatively similar but quantitatively different posterior,
differing in mean and variance. Figure 7 illustrates how interpretation is affected when we interpret
“tall” relative to two prior distributions with equal variance but different means.

This style of interpretation helps us to understand the sense in which the concept “tall” has
a stable meaning, even though its interpretation can vary widely in different contexts (tall boy,
tall tree, tall building, etc.). Assuming that heights are normally distributed in each class but
differ in mean and standard deviation, the posterior on qtall and A will be shifted accordingly,
while maintaining the same shape relative to the prior mean and standard deviation. Background
knowledge, in the form of a statistical prior on answers to the QUD, thus interacts with lexical
meaning and the pragmatic preference for informativity to yield a context-sensitive probabilistic
meaning.

Third, borderline cases of “tall” are individuals whose probability of counting as “tall” is
intermediate. This is itself vague, of course, but that is as it should be given the existence of
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Purpose Result Limitation

de Melo & Bansal  (2013) Ordering by intensity Automatic from syntax Do not know range of 
individual words

Qing & Franke (2014) Modeling word use Model word usage Assumes basic listener 
with same prior

Lassiter & Goodman (2017) Modeling interpretation Model word 
interpretation Model is theoretic

MODIFIERS

GRADABILITY TO COMPARATIVES

▸ How do we grade words in the context of visual information? 

▸ Individual words can have a range of interpretations, i.e. 
their groundings are variable 

▸ Multiple words can refer to the same visual feature 
▸ Need context to disambiguate, i.e. compare
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▸ Data: XKCD online color survey  

▸ Limitations: 

▸ Words with split distributions 
are not modeled well 

▸ Do not handle contextual use
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MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE COMPARATIVES

GROUNDED COLORS IN CONTEXT

▸ Goal: How is color label use affected by other colors present? 

▸ Data: 

▸ Task: describe target color in context of 2 distractors 

▸ Distractors could be close, split, or far 

▸ Model: speaker/listener approach 

▸ Threshold now governed by contextual information
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Abstract

We present a model of pragmatic referring
expression interpretation in a grounded com-
munication task (identifying colors from de-
scriptions) that draws upon predictions from
two recurrent neural network classifiers, a
speaker and a listener, unified by a recur-
sive pragmatic reasoning framework. Exper-
iments show that this combined pragmatic
model interprets color descriptions more ac-
curately than the classifiers from which it is
built, and that much of this improvement re-
sults from combining the speaker and listener
perspectives. We observe that pragmatic rea-
soning helps primarily in the hardest cases:
when the model must distinguish very simi-
lar colors, or when few utterances adequately
express the target color. Our findings make
use of a newly-collected corpus of human ut-
terances in color reference games, which ex-
hibit a variety of pragmatic behaviors. We also
show that the embedded speaker model repro-
duces many of these pragmatic behaviors.

1 Introduction

Human communication is situated. In using lan-
guage, we are sensitive to context and our interlocu-
tors’ expectations, both when choosing our utter-
ances (as speakers) and when interpreting the utter-
ances we hear (as listeners). Visual referring tasks
exercise this complex process of grounding, in the
environment and in our mental models of each other,
and thus provide a valuable test-bed for computa-
tional models of production and comprehension.

Table 1 illustrates the situated nature of reference
understanding with descriptions of colors from a

Context Utterance

1. xxxx xxxx xxxx darker blue

2. xxxx xxxx xxxx Purple

3. xxxx xxxx xxxx blue

4. xxxx xxxx xxxx blue

Table 1: Examples of color reference in context, taken
from our corpus. The target color is boxed. The speaker’s
description is shaped not only by this target, but also by
the other context colors and their relationships.

task-oriented dialogue corpus we introduce in this
paper. In these dialogues, the speaker is trying to
identify their (privately assigned) target color for the
listener. In context 1, the comparative darker implic-
itly refers to both the target (boxed) and one of the
other colors. In contexts 2 and 3, the target color
is the same, but the distractors led the speaker to
choose different basic color terms. In context 4,
blue is a pragmatic choice even though two colors
are shades of blue, because the interlocutors assume
about each other that they find the target color a
more prototypical representative of blue and would
prefer other descriptions (teal, cyan) for the middle
color. The fact that blue appears in three of these
four cases highlights the flexibility and context de-
pendence of color descriptions.

In this paper, we present a scalable, learned model
of pragmatic language understanding. The model is
built around a version of the Rational Speech Acts
(RSA) model (Frank and Goodman, 2012; Good-
man and Frank, 2016), in which agents reason recur-
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<latexit sha1_base64="9X/meVa2VRB5AoA0keXIPGpm8Z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UrUkjSTQgK4tNdS4jvsOVcpjzt4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UrUkjSTQgK4tNdS4jvsOVcpjzt4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n+PrXXuk3vc1GXqScsFVk/OK3Qc=">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</latexit>
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GROUNDED COLORS IN CONTEXT

▸ Results: 
▸ Comparative terms used most often when one 

distractor is similar to the target 

▸ Limitation: 
▸ Do not have representation of comparatives
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L0 xxxx xxxx xxxx

blue 9 91 <1

true blue 11 89 <1
light blue <1 >99 <1
brightest <1 >99 <1
bright blue <1 >99 <1
red <1 1 99

purple <1 2 98

S1 xxxx xxxx xxxx

blue 41 19 <1

true blue 47 19 <1
light blue 5 20 <1
brightest <1 20 <1
bright blue 2 20 <1
red 1 2 50

purple 5 1 50

L2 xxxx xxxx xxxx

blue 68 32 <1

S0 5.71 7.63 0.01
L1 43 57 <1

La 50 50 <1
Lb 68 32 <1
Le 59 41 <1

L0 xxxx xxxx xxxx

drab green not the bluer one <1 <1 >99

gray 96 4 <1
blue dull green 24 76 <1
blue <1 >99 <1
bluish <1 >99 <1
green 4 1 95

yellow <1 <1 >99

S1 xxxx xxxx xxxx

drab green not the bluer one 1 <1 34

gray 58 5 <1
blue dull green 27 28 <1
blue 2 32 <1
bluish 1 32 <1
green 10 3 33
yellow <1 <1 34

L2 xxxx xxxx xxxx

drab green not the bluer one 5 <1 95

S0 (⇥10�9) 5.85 0.38 <0.01
L1 94 6 <1

La 92 6 2
Lb 8 1 91

Le 63 6 32

Figure 5: Conditional probabilities (%) of all agents for two dev set examples. The target color is boxed, and the
human utterances (blue, drab green not the bluer one) are bolded. Boxed cells for alternative utterances indicate the
intended target; largest probabilities are in bold. S0 probabilities (italics) are normalized across all utterances. Sample
sizes are reduced to save space; here, m = 2 and n = 1 (see Section 4.3).

left column of Figure 5 shows one such example: a
context consisting of a somewhat prototypical blue,
a bright cyan, and a purple-tinged brown, with the
utterance blue. The base listener interprets this as
referring to the cyan with 91% probability, perhaps
due to the extreme saturation of the cyan maximally
activating certain parts of the neural network. How-
ever, when the pragmatic model takes samples from
S0 to probe the space of alternative utterances, it
becomes apparent that indicating the more ordinary
blue to the listener is difficult: for the utterances
chosen by S0 intending this referent (true blue, light
blue), the listener also chooses the cyan with >89%

confidence.
Pragmatic reasoning overcomes this difficulty.

Only two utterances in the alternative set (the ac-
tual utterance blue and the sampled alternative true
blue) result in any appreciable probability mass on
the true target, so the pragmatic listener’s model of
the speaker predicts that the speaker would usually
choose one of these two utterances for the prototyp-
ical blue. However, if the target were the cyan, the
speaker would have many good options. Therefore,
the fact that the speaker chose blue is interpreted as
evidence for the true target. This mirrors the back-
and-forth reasoning behind the definition of conver-
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COMPARATIVE SIZES

▸ Goal: Use images to learn about object sizes 
▸ Text absolute but incomplete; image information only relative
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Abstract

Human vision greatly benefits from the information about
sizes of objects. The role of size in several visual reasoning
tasks has been thoroughly explored in human perception and
cognition. However, the impact of the information about sizes
of objects is yet to be determined in AI. We postulate that this
is mainly attributed to the lack of a comprehensive reposi-
tory of size information. In this paper, we introduce a method
to automatically infer object sizes, leveraging visual and tex-
tual information from web. By maximizing the joint likeli-
hood of textual and visual observations, our method learns
reliable relative size estimates, with no explicit human super-
vision. We introduce the relative size dataset and show that
our method outperforms competitive textual and visual base-
lines in reasoning about size comparisons.

1 Introduction
Human visual system has a strong prior knowledge about
physical sizes of objects in the real world (Ittelson 1951)
and can immediately retrieve size information as it recog-
nizes objects (Konkle and Oliva 2012). Humans are often
very sensitive to discrepancies in size estimates (size con-
stancy (Holway and Boring 1941)) and draw or imagine ob-
jects in canonical sizes, despite significant variations due to
a change in viewpoint or distance (Konkle and Oliva 2011).
Considering the importance of size information in human
vision, it is counter-intuitive that most of the current AI sys-
tems are agnostic to object sizes. We postulate that this is
mainly due to the lack of a comprehensive resource that can
provide information about object sizes. In this paper, we in-
troduce a method to automatically provide such information
by representing and inferring object sizes and their relations.
To be comprehensive, our method does not rely on explicit
human supervision and only uses web data.

Identifying numerical properties of objects, such as size,
has been recently studied in Natural Language Processing
and shown to be helpful for question answering and in-
formation extraction (Tandon, de Melo, and Weikum 2014;
Chu-carroll et al. 2003; Davidov and Rappoport 2010). The
core idea of the state-of-the-art methods is to design search
queries in the form of manually defined templates either
looking for absolute size of objects (e.g. “the size of a car is
* unit”) or specific relations (e.g. “wheel of a car”). The re-
sults are promising, but the quality and scale of such extrac-

tree

✓tree is 20 m tall
✓tree is about 6 m tall
✓tree is 4-12 m tall

✓dog is 83 cm tall
✓dog is ~0.5 m tall
✓dog is 70 - 75 cm tall

sofadog

cat

window

Figure 1: In this paper we study the problem of inferring sizes of
objects using visual and textual data available on the web. With no
explicit human supervision, our method achieves reliable (83.5%
accurate) relative size estimates. We use size graph, shown above,
to represent both absolute size information (from textual web data)
and relative ones (from visual web data). The size graph allows us
to leverage the transitive nature of size information by maximizing
the likelihood of both visual and textual observations.

tion has been somewhat limiting. For example, these meth-
ods predict a relatively small size for a ‘car’ because search
queries discover more frequent relations about the size of
a ‘toy car’ rather than a regular ‘car’ (Aramaki et al. 2007).
This is in part because most trivial commonsense knowledge
is rarely stated explicitly in natural language text, e.g., it is
unlikely to find a sentence that says a car is bigger than an
orange. In addition, comparative statements in text, if found,
rarely provide precisely how much one object is bigger than
the other. In this paper, we argue that visual and textual ob-
servations are complementary, and a successful size estima-
tion method will take advantage of both modalities.

In images, estimating the absolute sizes of objects re-
quires information about the camera parameters and accu-
rate depth estimates which are not available at scale. Visual
data, however, can provide informative cues about relative
sizes of objects. For example, consider the ‘cat’ that is sit-
ting by the ‘window’ in Figure 1. The relative size of the
‘cat’ and the ‘window’ can be computed using their detec-
tion boxes, adjusted by their coarse depth. A probability dis-

▸ Data: 41 objects, 486 object pairs ,100 Flickr images per pair



▸ Results: Minimal size information required for high accuracy 

▸ Transitivity: size of chairs mostly affected by the size of cats 

▸ Limitation: Difficult to handle objects with highly variable sizes 
                      Do not use comparative textual information
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Figure 2: The accuracy of models for objects in our dataset. Objects are sorted by the accuracy of our model.

on the initialization of the parameters. The non-convexity is
due to the first summation; the second summation is con-
vex. In practice, we initialize µi and �i with the mean and
the standard deviation of Yi = {y(r)

i
|1  r  ni}, which

maximizes the second summation.

5.3 Inference
After learning the parameters µi and �i for all objects in our
test set, we are able to infer if object Oi is bigger than Oj

from the probability distributions of object sizes.Any linear
combination of normal distributions is also a normal distri-
bution; hence:
P (size(Oi) > size(Oj)) = P (log size(Oi)� log size(Oj) > 0)

= P (gij > 0|gij ⇠ N(µi � µj ,�
2
i + �

2
j )) = 1� �(

µj � µiq
�2
i + �2

j

)

�(x) is the cumulative distribution function of the stan-
dard normal distribution and can be approximated numeri-
cally (Hart 1978; Marsaglia 2004).

6 Experiments
We use Flickr 100M dataset (Thomee et al. 2015) as the
source of tag lists needed to construct the size graph (Sec-
tion 4.1). We model size graph as a 2-edge-connected sub-
graph since it is still sparse, the total cost of edges is small,
and it does not get disconnected with the removal of an
edge. For each edge (Oi, Oj) in the size graph, we retrieve
a maximum of 100 images from Flickr. We collect visual
observations from the retrieved images and prune the out-
liers. To collect textual observations for the nodes, we ex-
ecute our set of patterns on Google Custom Search Engine
(Section 5.1). The code, data, and results can be found in the
project website at http://grail.cs.washington.edu/
projects/size

6.1 Dataset
It is hard, if possible, to evaluate our model with object
categories absolute sizes, since there is no single absolute
size for a category (i.e. the size of car varies from small-
est mini cars to biggest SUVs). Therefore, we compiled a
dataset of size comparisons among different physical ob-
jects. The dataset includes annotations for a set of object
pairs (Oi, Oj) for which people agree that size(Oi) >
size(Oj). The list of objects are selected from the 4869 de-
tectors in LEVAN (Divvala, Farhadi, and Guestrin 2014)

that correspond to 41 physical objects. To annotate the size
comparisons, we deployed a webpage and asked annotators
to answer queries of the form “Which one is bigger, Oi or
Oj?” and possible answers include three choices of Oi, Oj ,
or ‘not obvious’. Annotators selected ‘not obvious’ for non-
trivial comparisons such as “Which one is bigger, bird or
microscope?”.

We generated comparison surveys and asked each anno-
tator 40 unique comparison questions. The annotators have
shown to be consistent with each other on most of the ques-
tions (about 90% agreement). We only kept the pairs of ob-
jects that annotators have agreed and pruned out the com-
parisons with ‘not obvious’ answers. In total, there are 11
batches of comparison surveys and about 350 unique com-
parisons. To complete the list of annotated comparisons,
we created a graph of all the available physical objects and
added a directed edge from Oi to Oj if and only if people
has annotated Oi to be bigger than Oj . We verified that the
generated graph is acyclic. We finally augmented the test set
by adding all pairs of objects (Oi, Oj) where there’s a path
from Oi to Oj in the graph.

Our final dataset includes a total of 486 object pairs be-
tween 41 physical objects. On average, each object appears
in about 24 comparison pairs where ‘window’ with 13 pairs
has the least, and ‘eye’ with 35 pairs has the most number of
pairs in the dataset.

6.2 Comparisons
Language-only baseline: We re-implement (Davidov and
Rappoport 2010; Aramaki et al. 2007) by forming and ex-
ecuting search engine queries with the size patterns men-
tioned in section 5.1. For every query, we record a size value
after scaling the numerical results with respect to their units.
The size of each object is then modeled with a normal dis-
tribution over observations.2

Our model (textual only): This is a variant of our model
that only uses textual observations. This model maximizes
the second production term of log likelihood (equation 2).
Vision-only baseline: This is built on using the relative size
comparisons directly taken from the visual data. For each

2Our experiments have shown that textual observations about
the relative sizes of physical objects are very limited. It is unlikely
to find a sentence that says a car is bigger than an orange. In ad-
dition, comparative statements in text, if found, rarely provide pre-
cisely how much one object is bigger than the other.
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COMPARATIVES

▸ Both useful and limiting that each approach focused on a single 
property, using property-specific representations of the data 

▸ A combination of both global (absolute) information and local (relative) 
details are necessary to properly contextualize descriptions 

▸ As of yet, are not handling comparative adjectives themselves, only 
comparing and contextualizing
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Purpose Result Limitation

McMahan & Stone 
(2015) Vagueness of color Probabilistic color 

labels
Assume single 
cluster of word 

usage
Monroe et al (2017) Contextual color use Contextually based 

color understaning
No explicit 

comparisons

Bagherinezhad (2016)
Automatic size 
understanding

Learn absolute 
sizes from relative 

sizes

Do not use 
comparatives 
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QUANTIFIERS

▸ Adjectives don’t always apply to all instances of an object 
▸ ‘Most field sparrows have a white eye ring’ 
▸ ‘Some dogs are large’ 

1. Can quantifiers be incorporated into representations? 
2. Can quantifiers be grounded?
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QUANTIFIERS IN MODEL-THEORETIC SPACE

▸ Goal: Learn quantifiers through linear map from existing 
distributional spaces to model-theoretic space
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HORSE

a_mammal 1

has_four_legs 0.95

is_brown 0.35

is_scaly 0

…
HORSE

▸ Model Theoretic Space: Objects are vectors where each 
dimension equals the proportion of attribute possession
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QUANTIFIERS IN MODEL-THEORETIC SPACE

▸ Data:  QMR & AD (quantifiers), Wikipedia & Google News 
▸ Results: 

▸ Training and testing on animals yields best mapping 

▸ Limitation: Missing data negatively affects mapping  
No contextual dependency - when/where do differences occur
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Instance Mapped Gold
raven a bird most all
pigeon has hair few no
elephant has eyes most all
crab is blind few few
snail a predator no no
octopus is stout no few
turtle roosts no few
moose is yellow no no
cobra hunted by people some some
snail forages few no
chicken is nocturnal few no
moose has a heart most all
pigeon hunted by people no few
cobra bites few most

Table 9: Examples of mapped concept-predicate pairs

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced an approach to map from
distributional to model-theoretic semantic vectors. Us-
ing traditional distributional representations for a con-
cept, we showed that we are able to generate vecto-
rial representations that encapsulate generalised quan-
tifiers.

We found that with a relatively “cheap” linear func-
tion – cheap in that it is easy to learn and requires mod-
est training data – we can reproduce the quantifiers in
our gold annotation with high correlation, reaching hu-
man performance on a domain-specific test set. In fu-
ture work, we will however explore the effect of more
powerful functions to learn the transformations from
distributional to model-theoretic spaces.

Our qualitative analysis showed that our predicted
model-theoretic vectors sensibly model the concepts
under consideration, even for features which do not
have gold annotations. This is not only a promising
result for our approach, but it provides potential as a
next step to this work: expanding our training data with
non-zero dimensions in an active learning procedure.
We also experimented with generating natural language
quantifiers from the mapped vectorial representations,
producing ‘true’ quantified sentences with a 73% accu-
racy.

We note that our approach gives a systematic way
to disambiguate non-explicitly quantified sentences
such as generics, opening up new possibilities for im-
proved semantic parsing and recognising entailment.
Right now, many parsers give the same broad anal-
ysis to Mosquitoes are insects and Mosquitoes carry
malaria, involving an underspecified/generic quanti-
fier. This prevents inferring, for instance, that Mandie
the mosquito is definitely an insect but may or may
not carry malaria. In contrast, our system would at-
tribute the most plausible quantifiers to those sentences
(all/few), allowing us to produce correct inferences.

The focus of this paper was concept-predicate pairs

out of context. That is, we considered quantified sen-
tences where the restrictor was the entire set denoted
by a lexical item. A natural next step is to inves-
tigate the quantification of statements involving con-
textualised subsets. For instance, we should obtain a
different quantifier for taxis are yellow depending on
whether the sentence starts with In London... or In New
York... In future work, we will test our system on such
context-specific examples, using contextualised vector
representations such as the ones proposed by e.g. Erk
and Padó (2008) and Dinu and Lapata (2010).

We conclude by noting again that the set-theoretic
models produced in this work differ from formal se-
mantics models in important ways. They do not rep-
resent the world per se, but rather some shared beliefs
about the world, induced from an annotated dataset of
feature norms. This calls for a modified version of the
standard denotation function and for the replacement of
the truth function with a ‘plausibility’ function, which
would indicate how likely a stereotypical speaker might
be to agree with a particular sentence. While this would
be a fundamental departure from the core philosophy of
model theory, we feel that it may be a worthwhile en-
deavour, allowing us to preserve the immense benefits
of the set-theoretic apparatus in a cognitively plausible
fashion. Following this aim, we hope to expand the pre-
liminary framework presented here into a more expres-
sive vector-based interpretation of set theory, catering
for aspects not covered in this paper (e.g. cardinality,
non-intersective modification) and refining our notion
of a model, together with its relation to meaning.
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bear housefly plum cottage
an animal an insect a fruit has a roof
a mammal is small grows on trees used for shelter⇤
has eyes flies tastes sweet has doors⇤

is muscular is slender⇤ is edible a house
has a head crawls⇤ is round has windows
has 4 legs stings⇤ is small is small
has a heart has legs has skin a building⇤
is terrestrial is large⇤ is juicy used for living in

has hair a bug⇤ tastes good made of wood⇤
is brown has wings has seeds⇤ made by humans⇤

walks is black is green⇤ worn on feet⇤
is wooly is terrestrial⇤ has peel⇤ has rooms⇤

has a tail⇤ hibernates⇤ is orange⇤ used for storing farm equipment⇤
a carnivore has a heart⇤ is citrus⇤ found on farms⇤

is large has eyes is yellow⇤ found in the country
a predator has antennae⇤ has vitamin C⇤ an appliance⇤
is furry⇤ bites⇤ has leaves⇤ has tenants⇤

roosts jumps⇤ has a pit has a bathroom⇤

is stout has a head⇤ has a stem⇤ requires rent⇤
hunted by people is grey⇤ grows in warm climates⇤ requires a landlord⇤

Table 6: Example of 20 most weighted contexts in the predicted model-theoretic vectors for 4 test concepts, shown
for the DScooc !MTMcRae+AD transformation. Features marked with an asterisk (⇤) are not among the concept’s
features in the gold data.

Gold
no few some most all

M
ap

pe
d

no 0 -0.05 -0.35 -0.95 -1
few -0.05 0 0.2 0.9 0.95
some -0.35 -0.2 0 0.6 0.65
most -0.95 -0.9 -0.6 0 0.05
all -1 -0.95 -0.65 -0.05 0

Table 7: Distance matrix for the evaluation of the natu-
ral language quantifiers generation step.

We set a distance matrix, which we will use for pe-
nalising errors. This matrix, shown in Table 7, is ba-
sically equivalent to the matrix used by Herbelot and
Vecchi (2015) to calculate weighted kappa between
annotators, with the difference that all errors involv-
ing NO cause incorrect inferences and receive special
treatment. Cases where the gold quantifier entails the
mapped quantifier (all cats |= some cats) have posi-
tive distances, while cases where the entailment doesn’t
hold have negative distances. Using the distance ma-
trix, we give a score to each instance in our test data as
follows:

s =

(
1� d if d � 0
d if d < 0

(1)

where d is obtained from the distance matrix.
This has the effect that when the mapped quantifier

equals the gold quantifier, the system scores 1; when
the mapped value deviates from the gold standard but
produces a true sentence (some dogs are mammals), the
system gets a partial score proportional to the distance
between its output and the gold data; when the map-
ping results in a false sentence (all dogs are black), the

Gold
no few some most all

M
ap

pe
d

no 238 66 20 4 2
few 53 45 30 19 12
some 6 1 2 3 2
most 4 6 4 16 56
all 0 0 0 2 3

Table 8: Confusion matrix for the results of the natural
language quantifiers generation.

system is penalised with minus points.

In what follows, we report the average performance
of the system as P =

P
sm

N where sm is the score
assigned to a particular test instance, and N is the
number of test instances. We evaluate on the 648 test
instances of MTAD, as this is the only dataset con-
taining a fair number of negatively quantified concept-
predicate pairs. We perform 5-fold cross-evaluation on
this data, using 4 folds to set the t thresholds, and test-
ing on one fold. We obtain an average P of 0.61. Infer-
ence is preserved in 73% of cases (also averaged over
the 5 folds).

Table 8 shows the confusion matrix for our results.
We note that the system classifies NO-quantified in-
stances with good accuracy (72% – most confusions
being with FEW). Because of the penalty given to
instances that violate proper entailment, the system
is conservative and prefers FEW to SOME, as well as
MOST to ALL. Table 9 shows randomly selected in-
stances, together with their mapped quantifier and the
label from the gold standard.
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bear housefly plum cottage
an animal an insect a fruit has a roof
a mammal is small grows on trees used for shelter⇤
has eyes flies tastes sweet has doors⇤

is muscular is slender⇤ is edible a house
has a head crawls⇤ is round has windows
has 4 legs stings⇤ is small is small
has a heart has legs has skin a building⇤
is terrestrial is large⇤ is juicy used for living in

has hair a bug⇤ tastes good made of wood⇤
is brown has wings has seeds⇤ made by humans⇤
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is wooly is terrestrial⇤ has peel⇤ has rooms⇤
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a predator has antennae⇤ has vitamin C⇤ an appliance⇤
is furry⇤ bites⇤ has leaves⇤ has tenants⇤

roosts jumps⇤ has a pit has a bathroom⇤

is stout has a head⇤ has a stem⇤ requires rent⇤
hunted by people is grey⇤ grows in warm climates⇤ requires a landlord⇤

Table 6: Example of 20 most weighted contexts in the predicted model-theoretic vectors for 4 test concepts, shown
for the DScooc !MTMcRae+AD transformation. Features marked with an asterisk (⇤) are not among the concept’s
features in the gold data.

Gold
no few some most all

M
ap

pe
d

no 0 -0.05 -0.35 -0.95 -1
few -0.05 0 0.2 0.9 0.95
some -0.35 -0.2 0 0.6 0.65
most -0.95 -0.9 -0.6 0 0.05
all -1 -0.95 -0.65 -0.05 0

Table 7: Distance matrix for the evaluation of the natu-
ral language quantifiers generation step.

We set a distance matrix, which we will use for pe-
nalising errors. This matrix, shown in Table 7, is ba-
sically equivalent to the matrix used by Herbelot and
Vecchi (2015) to calculate weighted kappa between
annotators, with the difference that all errors involv-
ing NO cause incorrect inferences and receive special
treatment. Cases where the gold quantifier entails the
mapped quantifier (all cats |= some cats) have posi-
tive distances, while cases where the entailment doesn’t
hold have negative distances. Using the distance ma-
trix, we give a score to each instance in our test data as
follows:

s =

(
1� d if d � 0
d if d < 0

(1)

where d is obtained from the distance matrix.
This has the effect that when the mapped quantifier

equals the gold quantifier, the system scores 1; when
the mapped value deviates from the gold standard but
produces a true sentence (some dogs are mammals), the
system gets a partial score proportional to the distance
between its output and the gold data; when the map-
ping results in a false sentence (all dogs are black), the

Gold
no few some most all

M
ap

pe
d

no 238 66 20 4 2
few 53 45 30 19 12
some 6 1 2 3 2
most 4 6 4 16 56
all 0 0 0 2 3

Table 8: Confusion matrix for the results of the natural
language quantifiers generation.

system is penalised with minus points.

In what follows, we report the average performance
of the system as P =

P
sm

N where sm is the score
assigned to a particular test instance, and N is the
number of test instances. We evaluate on the 648 test
instances of MTAD, as this is the only dataset con-
taining a fair number of negatively quantified concept-
predicate pairs. We perform 5-fold cross-evaluation on
this data, using 4 folds to set the t thresholds, and test-
ing on one fold. We obtain an average P of 0.61. Infer-
ence is preserved in 73% of cases (also averaged over
the 5 folds).

Table 8 shows the confusion matrix for our results.
We note that the system classifies NO-quantified in-
stances with good accuracy (72% – most confusions
being with FEW). Because of the penalty given to
instances that violate proper entailment, the system
is conservative and prefers FEW to SOME, as well as
MOST to ALL. Table 9 shows randomly selected in-
stances, together with their mapped quantifier and the
label from the gold standard.
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axe hatchet
a tool a tool

is sharp is sharp
has a handle has a handle

used for cutting used for cutting
has a metal blade made of metal

a weapon an axe
has a head is small

used for chopping –
has a blade –

is dangerous –
is heavy –

used by lumberjacks –
used for killing –

Table 5: McRae feature norms for axe and hatchet

each concept in our test set, we return its nearest neigh-
bours from the gold dataset, as given by the cosine sim-
ilarity measure, hoping to find that the estimated vector
is close to its ideal representation (see Făgărăşan et al.
(2015) for a similar evaluation on McRae norms). Re-
sults are shown in Table 4. We find that the gold vector
is among the top 5 nearest neighbours to the predicted
equivalent in nearly 20% of concepts, with the percent-
age of gold items in the top neighbours improving as
we increase the size of the neighbourhood. We per-
form a more in-depth analysis of the neighbourhoods
for each concept to gain a better understanding of their
behaviour and quality.

We discover that, in many cases, the mapped vector
is close to a similar concept in the gold standard, but not
to itself. So for instance,

������!
alligatormapped is very close

to
������!
crocodilegold, but not to

������!
alligatorgold. Similar find-

ings are made for church/cathedral, axe/hatchet, dish-
washer/fridge, etc. A further investigation show that in
the gold standard itself, those pairs are not as close to
each other as they should be. Here are some relevant
cosine similarities:

alligator � crocodile 0.47
church� cathedral 0.45
axe� hatchet 0.50
dishwasher � fridge 0.21

Two reasons can be identified for these compara-
tively low11 similarities. First, the McRae norms do not
make for a consistent semantic space because a feature
that – from an extensional point of view – seems rele-
vant to two concepts may only have been produced by
the annotators for one of them. As an example of this,
see Table 5, which shows the feature norms for axe and
hatchet after processing (§3). Although the concepts
share 4 features, they also differ quite strongly, an axe
being seen as a weapon with a blade, while the hatchet
is itself referred to as an axe. Extensionally, of course,
there is no reason to think that a hatchet does not have

11Compare with e.g. ape - monkey, Sim = 0.97.

a blade or might not be dangerous, but those features
do not appear in the norms for the concept. This re-
sults in the two vectors being clearly separated in the
set-theoretic space. This means that the distribution of
axe may well be mapped to a region close to hatchet,
but thereby ends up separated from the gold axe vector.

The second, related issue is that the animal con-
cepts in the McRae norms are annotated along fewer
dimensions than in AD. For example, alligator – which
only appears in the McRae set – has 13 features, while
crocodile (in both sets) has 70. Given that features
which are not mentioned for a concept receive a weight
of 0, this also results in very different vectors.

In Table 6, we provide the top weighted features for
a small set of concepts. As expected, the animal repre-
sentations (bear, housefly) have higher quality than the
other two (plum, cottage). But overall, the ranking of
dimensions is sensible. We see also that these represen-
tations have ‘learnt’ features for which we do not have
values in our gold data – thereby correcting some of the
0 values in the training vectors.

7 Generating natural language

quantifiers

In a last experiment, we attempt to map the set-
theoretic vectors obtained in §5 back to natural lan-
guage quantifiers. This last step completes our
pipeline, giving us a system that produces quantified
statements of the type All dogs are mammals or Some
bears are brown from distributional data.

For each mapped vector F ( ~wk) = ~vk and a set of di-
mensions d1...n corresponding to properties p0

1...n, the
value of ~vk along each dimension is indicative of the
proportion of instances of w0

k having the property sig-
nalled by the dimension. The smaller the value, the
smaller the overlap between the set of instances of w0

k
and the set of things having the property. Deriving
natural language quantifiers from these values involves
setting four thresholds tall, tmost, tsome and tfew so
that for instance, if the value of ~vk along dm is more
than tall, it is the case that all instances of ~wk have
property pm, and similarly for the other quantifiers (no
has a special status as it is not entailed by any of the
other quantifiers under consideration). We set the t-
thresholds by a systematic search on a training set (see
below).

To evaluate this step, we propose a function that cal-
culates precision while taking into account the two fol-
lowing factors: a) some errors are worse than others:
the system shouldn’t be overly penalised for classifying
a property as MOST rather than ALL, but much more for
classifying a gold standard ALL as SOME; b) errors that
are conducive to false inferences should be strongly pe-
nalised, e.g. generating all dogs are black is more seri-
ous than some dogs are mammals, because the former
might lead to incorrect inferences with respect to indi-
vidual dogs while the latter is true, even though it is
pragmatically odd.
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QUANTIFIERS IN IMAGES

▸ Goal: Grounded quantification 

▸ Data: Generated images of colored circles 

▸ Results: Proportion-based method outperforms count-based 
method 

▸ Limitations: Highly controlled images and limited queries
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Figure 2: Quantification Memory Network model

Models familiar unseen unseen

quantities colors

RNN 65.7 62.0 49.7
Counting 86.5 78.4 32.8
qMN 88.8 97.0 54.9

-softmax 85.9 66.6 54.4
-softmax/gist 51.4 51.8 44.4

Table 1: Model accuracies (in %).

10 colors and tested on 5 additional, unseen colors.
We expect that the use of the gist in our model,
which implements global quantification over ob-
jects of a certain property, will allow it to general-
ize well when tested against unseen quantities.

5 Results

As shown in Table 1, having exact number infor-
mation is not necessary for learning to quantify:
The qMN model, which does not explicitly count,
is more accurate than the Counting model in all
test conditions. Even though both models outper-
form the RNN model when tested on unseen num-
ber of objects, only the qMN model truly general-
izes the learnt quantification operation. The per-
formance of all models drops when tested on un-
seen colors, though qMN still performs best and the
decrease in performance in Counting is much
worse than in the qMNmodel (-53.7 vs. -34). Lines
“-softmax” and “-softmax/gist” in Table 1 show
that both the softmax and the “gist” are crucial el-
ements of the model; removing them causes sig-
nificant performance drops in all test conditions.

By looking at the confusion matrices for the
qMN model we observe that there is generally

more confusion between no and some than in pairs
involving all; the gist for some is an average of
potentially several different colors, and thus less
straightforwardly interpretable. In the ‘familiar’
test, most of the errors come from situations in
which the model confused “some” with “no” and

the image contains just 1 or at most 2 occurrences
of the queried color. Hence, the increase in per-
formance from the familiar to the unseen quantity
test (+8.2) is due to the absence of very small car-
dinalities in the image (the lowest is 4 items.) As
for all, in both the ‘familiar’ and the ‘unseen quan-
tities’ conditions it’s nearly always classified cor-
rectly. This is to be expected because in this case,
the “gist” computation produces a vector which
should be cleanly equivalent to the query (minus
the effect of noise). When moving to unseen prop-
erties performance decreases, indicating that the
network might have overfitted to the particular col-
ors in the training set. Although we’ll need to
address this behaviour in further work, we don’t
consider it a weakness of a quantification model
per se: the problem to be solved is one of ob-
ject/property recognition and not of quantification.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that a memory network can learn
to quantify objects of a certain property, given
some visually grounded training data involving
small sets. Given that the number of memory
cells is parametric, the model should in principle
be able to scale to much larger number of cells.
Our future work will focus on modelling the entire
quantifier meaning, varying not only the quantifier
scope but also its restriction.
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▸ A person recognizes both small numbers and proportions 

▸ Goal: Map from text to image learn quantifiers from varying proportions 

▸ Data: ImageNet images constructed into collages 

▸ Result: Quantifiers and cardinals require different similarity measures 
(cos similarity and dot product, respectively) 
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Abstract

People can refer to quantities in a visual scene
by using either exact cardinals (e.g. one, two,
three) or natural language quantifiers (e.g. few,
most, all). In humans, these two processes
underlie fairly different cognitive and neural
mechanisms. Inspired by this evidence, the
present study proposes two models for learn-
ing the objective meaning of cardinals and
quantifiers from visual scenes containing mul-
tiple objects. We show that a model capitaliz-
ing on a ‘fuzzy’ measure of similarity is effec-
tive for learning quantifiers, whereas the learn-
ing of exact cardinals is better accomplished
when information about number is provided.

1 Introduction

In everyday life, people can refer to quantities by
using either cardinals (e.g. one, two, three) or nat-
ural language quantifiers (e.g. few, most, all). Al-
though they share a number of syntactic, semantic
and pragmatic properties (Hurewitz et al., 2006),
and they are both learned in a fairly stable order of
acquisition across languages (Wynn, 1992; Katsos
et al., 2016), these quantity expressions underlie
fairly different cognitive and neural mechanisms.
First, they are handled differently by the language
acquisition system, with children recognizing their
disparate characteristics since early development,
even before becoming ‘full-counters’ (Hurewitz et
al., 2006; Sarnecka and Gelman, 2004; Barner et
al., 2009). Second, while the neural processing
of cardinals relies on the brain region devoted to
the representation of quantities, quantifiers rather
elicit regions for general semantic processing (Wei
et al., 2014). Intuitively, cardinals and quantifiers
refer to quantities in a different way, with the for-
mer representing a mapping between a word and
the exact cardinality of a set, the latter expressing
a ‘fuzzy’ numerical concept denoting set relations

Figure 1: How many are dogs? Three/Most.

or proportions of sets (Barner et al., 2009). As a
consequence, speakers can reliably answer ques-
tions involving quantifiers even in contexts that
preclude counting (Pietroski et al., 2009), as well
as children lacking exact cardinality concepts can
understand and appropriately use quantifiers in
grounded contexts (Halberda et al., 2008; Barner
et al., 2009). That is, knowledge about (large) pre-
cise numbers is neither necessary nor sufficient for
learning the meaning of quantifiers.

Inspired by this evidence, the present study pro-
poses two computational models for learning the
meaning of cardinals and quantifiers from visual
scenes. Our hypothesis is that learning cardinals
requires taking into account the number of in-
stances of the target object in the scene (e.g. num-
ber of dogs in Figure 1). Learning quantifiers, in-
stead, would be better accomplished by a model
capitalizing on a measure evaluating the ‘fuzzy’
amount of target objects in the scene (e.g. pro-
portion of ‘dogness’ in Figure 1). In particular,
we focus on those cases where both quantification
strategies might be used, namely scenes contain-
ing target (dogs) and distractor objects (cats). Our
approach is thus different from salient objects de-
tection, where the distinction targets/distractors is
missing (Borji et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015;
Zhang et al., 2016). With respect to cardinals, our
approach is similar to (Seguí et al., 2015), who
propose a model for counting people in natural
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Figure 3: Left: quantifiers against dot product.
Right: cardinals against cosine distance.

should observe that cosine is more effective than
dot product in distinguishing between different
Qs, while the latter should be better than cosine
for Cs. Moreover, Qs/Cs should lie on an ordered
scale. To test our hypothesis, we compute cosine
distances (i.e. 1�cosine, to avoid negative values)
and dot product similarity for each target-scenario
pair in both Train and Test (e.g. dog vs 2/5 dogs).
Figure 2 reports the distribution of Qs with respect
to cosine (left) and Cs with respect to dot product
(right) in Train. As can be seen from the boxplots,
both Qs and Cs are ordered on a scale. In par-
ticular, cosine distance is highest in no scenarios
(where the target is not present), lowest in all sce-
narios. For Cs, dot product is highest in four sce-
narios, lowest in one scenarios.

Our intuition is further confirmed by the results
of a radial-kernel SVM classifier fed with either
cosine or dot product similarities as predictors.2

Qs are better predicted by cosine than dot product
(78.6% vs 63.8%), whereas dot product is a better
predictor of Cs than cosine (68.7% vs 44.7%). As
shown in Figure 3, the ordered scale is indeed rep-
resented to a much lesser extent when Qs are plot-
ted against dot product (left) and Cs against cosine
(right). A similar pattern of SVM results and sim-
ilar plots emerged when experimenting with Test.

3.2 Cross-modal mapping

Our core proposal is that the meaning of each C/Q
can be learned by means of a cross-modal map-
ping between the linguistic representation of the
target object (e.g. dog, mug, etc.) and a num-
ber of scenarios representing the target object in
a given C/Q setting (e.g. ‘two’/‘few’ dogs). In our
approach, each word (e.g. dog) is represented by

2We experimented with linear, polynomial, and radial ker-
nels. We only report results obtained with default radial ker-
nel, that turned out to be the overall best model.

Figure 4: One learning event of our proposed
cross-modal mapping. Cosine is used for quan-
tifiers (few), dot product for cardinals (two).

a 400-d embedding built with the CBOW architec-
ture of word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and the
best-predictive parameters of Baroni et al. (2014)
on a 2.8B tokens corpus. The original 400-d vec-
tors are further reduced to 100-d via PCA before
being fed into the model.

Figure 4 reports a single learning event of our
proposed model. Each C/Q (e.g. two, few) is
learned as a separate function that maps each
of the 188 words representing our selected con-
cepts to its corresponding 4 scenarios in Train (see
§ 2.2). To illustrate, the meaning of few is learned
by mapping each word into the 4 visual scenes
where the amount of ‘targetness’ is less than 50%
(see § 2), whereas two is learned by mapping each
word to the scenarios where the number of tar-
gets is 2, and so on. This mapping, we conjec-
ture, would mimic the multimodal mechanism by
which children acquire the meaning of both Cs and
Qs (see Halberda et al. (2008)). Once learned, the
function representing each C/Q can be evaluated
against scenarios containing an unseen mixture of
(known) target objects and distractors. If it has
encoded the correct meaning of the quantified ex-
pression, the function will retrieve the unseen sce-
narios containing the correct quantity (either exact
or fuzzy) of target objects.

We experiment with three different models: lin-
ear (lin), cosine neural network (nn-cos), dot-
product neural network (nn-dot). The first model
is a simple linear mapping. The second is a single-
layer neural network (activation function ReLU)
that maximizes the cosine similarity between input
(linguistic) and output vector (visual). The third is
a similar neural network that approximates to 1 the
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Purpose Result Limitation
Herbelot & Vecchi 

(2015)
Use MT to learn 

quantified attributes
Partial attributes 

can be inferred
Assumes global truth 

(not contextual)

Sorodoc et al (2016) Ground quantifiers in 
image data

Proportional 
approach

Count-based 
representation

Pezzelle et al (2017) Ground quantifiers 
and cardinals

Separate metric 
from counting

Restricted data

MODIFIERS

QUANTIFIERS

▸ Quantifiers in images: 
▸ Correspond to proportions 
▸ Can be learned alongside cardinals 

▸ Future work: Applying quantifiers to grounded classification methods 
‘mostly white’ 

‣ How do we put everything together?
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‣ How do we put everything together?
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▸ Adjectives are contextually dependent 

▸ Distributional semantics are contextually based 

▸ Linguistic aspects: 

▸ Composition methods
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between composed vectors, depending on representation
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Adjective
…~u

<latexit sha1_base64="2EBPNMJ7bYhf5DBZyk4WTkn/1GU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxMRsvBrx4jOCaQLKE2ckkGTL7YGY2EJZ8hBcPKl48+Bt+gxfxb5xsFFS0oKGo6qar2485k8qy3o2FxaXlldXcWn59Y3Nru7Czey2jRBDqkohHouVjSTkLqauY4rQVC4oDn9OmPzqf+c0xFZJF4ZWaxNQL8CBkfUaw0lKzM6YkTabdQtEyK0752KkiyzyxynZGKjWnZFWRbVoZimcvT2+g0egWXju9iCQBDRXhWMq2bcXKS7FQjHA6zXcSSWNMRnhA25qGOKDSS7O4U3SolR7qR0JXqFCmfp9IcSDlJPB1Z4DVUP72ZuJfXjtRfcdLWRgnioZkvqifcKQiNLsd9ZigRPGJJpgIprMiMsQCE6U/lNdP+LoU/U/cklkz7Uu7WD+FOXKwDwdwBDZUoQ4X0AAXCIzgBu7g3oiNW+PBeJy3LhifM3vwA8bzB/BakmU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zx9uGgLSAIGwzomoNV7nS0RGg08=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQlJbmwpiwY3LCsYW2lAm02k7dJIMM5NCCf0INy5U3Cj4G36DG/FvnKYKKnrgwuGce7nn3oAzKpVtvxtz8wuLS8u5FXN1bX1jM7+1fSXjRGDi4ZjFohkgSRiNiKeoYqTJBUFhwEgjGJ5N/caICEnj6FKNOfFD1I9oj2KktNRojwhOk0knX7Ctsls6dCvQto7skpORctUt2hXoWHaGwunL45t5wp/qnfxruxvjJCSRwgxJ2XJsrvwUCUUxIxOznUjCER6iPmlpGqGQSD/N4k7gvla6sBcLXZGCmfp9IkWhlOMw0J0hUgP525uKf3mtRPVcP6URTxSJ8GxRL2FQxXB6O+xSQbBiY00QFlRnhXiABMJKf8jUT/i6FP5PvKJVtZwLp1A7BjPkwC7YAwfAARVQA+egDjyAwRBcg1twZ3Djxrg3Hmatc8bnzA74AeP5A75ck8A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zx9uGgLSAIGwzomoNV7nS0RGg08=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQlJbmwpiwY3LCsYW2lAm02k7dJIMM5NCCf0INy5U3Cj4G36DG/FvnKYKKnrgwuGce7nn3oAzKpVtvxtz8wuLS8u5FXN1bX1jM7+1fSXjRGDi4ZjFohkgSRiNiKeoYqTJBUFhwEgjGJ5N/caICEnj6FKNOfFD1I9oj2KktNRojwhOk0knX7Ctsls6dCvQto7skpORctUt2hXoWHaGwunL45t5wp/qnfxruxvjJCSRwgxJ2XJsrvwUCUUxIxOznUjCER6iPmlpGqGQSD/N4k7gvla6sBcLXZGCmfp9IkWhlOMw0J0hUgP525uKf3mtRPVcP6URTxSJ8GxRL2FQxXB6O+xSQbBiY00QFlRnhXiABMJKf8jUT/i6FP5PvKJVtZwLp1A7BjPkwC7YAwfAARVQA+egDjyAwRBcg1twZ3Djxrg3Hmatc8bnzA74AeP5A75ck8A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1n5xepdjBaU81W6F4izl8tBq2HI=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qaeCl48VjC20Iay2W7apZtN2N0USuiP8OJBxav/x5v/xm1aQUUfDDzem2FmXpBwpjRCH1ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8e3as4lYR6JOax7AZYUc4E9TTTnHYTSXEUcNoJJtcLvzOlUrFY3OlZQv0IjwQLGcHaSJ3+lJIsnQ/KFWTX3dqF24DIvkQ1Jyf1pltFDejYKEcFrNAelN/7w5ikERWacKxUz0GJ9jMsNSOczkv9VNEEkwke0Z6hAkdU+Vl+7hyeGWUIw1iaEhrm6veJDEdKzaLAdEZYj9VvbyH+5fVSHbp+xkSSairIclGYcqhjuPgdDpmkRPOZIZhIZm6FZIwlJtokVDIhfH0K/yde1W7azq1TaV2t0iiCE3AKzoEDGqAFbkAbeICACXgAT+DZSqxH68V6XbYWrNXMMfgB6+0TmrWP7A==</latexit>

Noun
…~v

<latexit sha1_base64="/ucgwqevxpGV+PhBThvVFHc1fwY=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxMRsvBrx4jOCaQLKE2ckkGTL7YGY2EJZ8hBcPKl48+Bt+gxfxb5xsFFS0oKGo6qar2485k8qy3o2FxaXlldXcWn59Y3Nru7Czey2jRBDqkohHouVjSTkLqauY4rQVC4oDn9OmPzqf+c0xFZJF4ZWaxNQL8CBkfUaw0lKzM6YkHU+7haJlVpzysVNFlnlile2MVGpOyaoi27QyFM9ent5Ao9EtvHZ6EUkCGirCsZRt24qVl2KhGOF0mu8kksaYjPCAtjUNcUCll2Zxp+hQKz3Uj4SuUKFM/T6R4kDKSeDrzgCrofztzcS/vHai+o6XsjBOFA3JfFE/4UhFaHY76jFBieITTTARTGdFZIgFJkp/KK+f8HUp+p+4JbNm2pd2sX4Kc+RgHw7gCGyoQh0uoAEuEBjBDdzBvREbt8aD8ThvXTA+Z/bgB4znD/HekmY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dPWmSvyKFUCpAtY2wTlj2uQ9jXA=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQlJbmwpiwY3LCsYW2lAm02k7dDIJM5NCCf0INy5U3Cj4G36DG/FvnKYKKnrgwuGce7nn3iBmVCrbfjfm5hcWl5ZzK+bq2vrGZn5r+0pGicDEwxGLRDNAkjDKiaeoYqQZC4LCgJFGMDyb+o0REZJG/FKNY+KHqM9pj2KktNRojwhOR5NOvmBbZbd06FagbR3ZJScj5apbtCvQsewMhdOXxzfzJH6qd/Kv7W6Ek5BwhRmSsuXYsfJTJBTFjEzMdiJJjPAQ9UlLU45CIv00izuB+1rpwl4kdHEFM/X7RIpCKcdhoDtDpAbytzcV//Jaieq5fkp5nCjC8WxRL2FQRXB6O+xSQbBiY00QFlRnhXiABMJKf8jUT/i6FP5PvKJVtZwLp1A7BjPkwC7YAwfAARVQA+egDjyAwRBcg1twZ8TGjXFvPMxa54zPmR3wA8bzB7/gk8E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dPWmSvyKFUCpAtY2wTlj2uQ9jXA=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQlJbmwpiwY3LCsYW2lAm02k7dDIJM5NCCf0INy5U3Cj4G36DG/FvnKYKKnrgwuGce7nn3iBmVCrbfjfm5hcWl5ZzK+bq2vrGZn5r+0pGicDEwxGLRDNAkjDKiaeoYqQZC4LCgJFGMDyb+o0REZJG/FKNY+KHqM9pj2KktNRojwhOR5NOvmBbZbd06FagbR3ZJScj5apbtCvQsewMhdOXxzfzJH6qd/Kv7W6Ek5BwhRmSsuXYsfJTJBTFjEzMdiJJjPAQ9UlLU45CIv00izuB+1rpwl4kdHEFM/X7RIpCKcdhoDtDpAbytzcV//Jaieq5fkp5nCjC8WxRL2FQRXB6O+xSQbBiY00QFlRnhXiABMJKf8jUT/i6FP5PvKJVtZwLp1A7BjPkwC7YAwfAARVQA+egDjyAwRBcg1twZ8TGjXFvPMxa54zPmR3wA8bzB7/gk8E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NatiPebe4BnfiCm3JodgsaAJ5qI=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qaeCl48VjC20Iay2W7apZtN2N0USuiP8OJBxav/x5v/xm1aQUUfDDzem2FmXpBwpjRCH1ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8e3as4lYR6JOax7AZYUc4E9TTTnHYTSXEUcNoJJtcLvzOlUrFY3OlZQv0IjwQLGcHaSJ3+lJJsOh+UK8iuu7ULtwGRfYlqTk7qTbeKGtCxUY4KWKE9KL/3hzFJIyo04VipnoMS7WdYakY4nZf6qaIJJhM8oj1DBY6o8rP83Dk8M8oQhrE0JTTM1e8TGY6UmkWB6YywHqvf3kL8y+ulOnT9jIkk1VSQ5aIw5VDHcPE7HDJJieYzQzCRzNwKyRhLTLRJqGRC+PoU/k+8qt20nVun0rpapVEEJ+AUnAMHNEAL3IA28AABE/AAnsCzlViP1ov1umwtWKuZY/AD1tsnnDmP7Q==</latexit>

Phrase
……~p

<latexit sha1_base64="itXi1bhYcFu0B2YtJG4ROQ+AJj8=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qa3ohePFYwttKFstpt26WYTdjeFEvojvHhQ8er/8ea/cZtWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKY3Qh1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodH9ypOJaEeiXksuwFWlDNBPc00p91EUhwFnHaCyfXC70ypVCwWd3qWUD/CI8FCRrA2Uqc/pSRL5oNyBdl1t3bhNiCyL1HNyUm96VZRAzo2ylEBK7QH5ff+MCZpRIUmHCvVc1Ci/QxLzQin81I/VTTBZIJHtGeowBFVfpafO4dnRhnCMJamhIa5+n0iw5FSsygwnRHWY/XbW4h/eb1Uh66fMZGkmgqyXBSmHOoYLn6HQyYp0XxmCCaSmVshGWOJiTYJlUwIX5/C/4lXtZu2c1urtK5WaRTBCTgF58ABDdACN6ANPEDABDyAJ/BsJdaj9WK9LlsL1mrmGPyA9fYJlnmP8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="itXi1bhYcFu0B2YtJG4ROQ+AJj8=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qa3ohePFYwttKFstpt26WYTdjeFEvojvHhQ8er/8ea/cZtWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKY3Qh1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodH9ypOJaEeiXksuwFWlDNBPc00p91EUhwFnHaCyfXC70ypVCwWd3qWUD/CI8FCRrA2Uqc/pSRL5oNyBdl1t3bhNiCyL1HNyUm96VZRAzo2ylEBK7QH5ff+MCZpRIUmHCvVc1Ci/QxLzQin81I/VTTBZIJHtGeowBFVfpafO4dnRhnCMJamhIa5+n0iw5FSsygwnRHWY/XbW4h/eb1Uh66fMZGkmgqyXBSmHOoYLn6HQyYp0XxmCCaSmVshGWOJiTYJlUwIX5/C/4lXtZu2c1urtK5WaRTBCTgF58ABDdACN6ANPEDABDyAJ/BsJdaj9WK9LlsL1mrmGPyA9fYJlnmP8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="itXi1bhYcFu0B2YtJG4ROQ+AJj8=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qa3ohePFYwttKFstpt26WYTdjeFEvojvHhQ8er/8ea/cZtWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKY3Qh1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodH9ypOJaEeiXksuwFWlDNBPc00p91EUhwFnHaCyfXC70ypVCwWd3qWUD/CI8FCRrA2Uqc/pSRL5oNyBdl1t3bhNiCyL1HNyUm96VZRAzo2ylEBK7QH5ff+MCZpRIUmHCvVc1Ci/QxLzQin81I/VTTBZIJHtGeowBFVfpafO4dnRhnCMJamhIa5+n0iw5FSsygwnRHWY/XbW4h/eb1Uh66fMZGkmgqyXBSmHOoYLn6HQyYp0XxmCCaSmVshGWOJiTYJlUwIX5/C/4lXtZu2c1urtK5WaRTBCTgF58ABDdACN6ANPEDABDyAJ/BsJdaj9WK9LlsL1mrmGPyA9fYJlnmP8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="itXi1bhYcFu0B2YtJG4ROQ+AJj8=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qa3ohePFYwttKFstpt26WYTdjeFEvojvHhQ8er/8ea/cZtWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKY3Qh1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodH9ypOJaEeiXksuwFWlDNBPc00p91EUhwFnHaCyfXC70ypVCwWd3qWUD/CI8FCRrA2Uqc/pSRL5oNyBdl1t3bhNiCyL1HNyUm96VZRAzo2ylEBK7QH5ff+MCZpRIUmHCvVc1Ci/QxLzQin81I/VTTBZIJHtGeowBFVfpafO4dnRhnCMJamhIa5+n0iw5FSsygwnRHWY/XbW4h/eb1Uh66fMZGkmgqyXBSmHOoYLn6HQyYp0XxmCCaSmVshGWOJiTYJlUwIX5/C/4lXtZu2c1urtK5WaRTBCTgF58ABDdACN6ANPEDABDyAJ/BsJdaj9WK9LlsL1mrmGPyA9fYJlnmP8g==</latexit>

=?

Adjective
…~u2

<latexit sha1_base64="3YRh7ICPRakAkA2TRH0vs8exv7g=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkltbXorevFYwdhKG8pmu2mX7m7C7qZQQn+FFw8qXv073vw3btMKKvpg4PHeDDPzwoRRpR3nw1pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHdypOJSY+jlksOyFShFFBfE01I51EEsRDRtrh+GrutydEKhqLWz1NSMDRUNCIYqSNdN+bEJyls36lXyo7ds2rnnt16NgXTtXNSa3hVZw6dG0nRxks0eqX3nuDGKecCI0ZUqrrOokOMiQ1xYzMir1UkQThMRqSrqECcaKCLD94Bk+NMoBRLE0JDXP1+0SGuFJTHppOjvRI/fbm4l9eN9WRF2RUJKkmAi8WRSmDOobz7+GASoI1mxqCsKTmVohHSCKsTUZFE8LXp/B/4lfshu3eVMvNy2UaBXAMTsAZcEEdNME1aAEfYMDBA3gCz5a0Hq0X63XRumItZ47AD1hvn8mckJw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3YRh7ICPRakAkA2TRH0vs8exv7g=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkltbXorevFYwdhKG8pmu2mX7m7C7qZQQn+FFw8qXv073vw3btMKKvpg4PHeDDPzwoRRpR3nw1pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHdypOJSY+jlksOyFShFFBfE01I51EEsRDRtrh+GrutydEKhqLWz1NSMDRUNCIYqSNdN+bEJyls36lXyo7ds2rnnt16NgXTtXNSa3hVZw6dG0nRxks0eqX3nuDGKecCI0ZUqrrOokOMiQ1xYzMir1UkQThMRqSrqECcaKCLD94Bk+NMoBRLE0JDXP1+0SGuFJTHppOjvRI/fbm4l9eN9WRF2RUJKkmAi8WRSmDOobz7+GASoI1mxqCsKTmVohHSCKsTUZFE8LXp/B/4lfshu3eVMvNy2UaBXAMTsAZcEEdNME1aAEfYMDBA3gCz5a0Hq0X63XRumItZ47AD1hvn8mckJw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3YRh7ICPRakAkA2TRH0vs8exv7g=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkltbXorevFYwdhKG8pmu2mX7m7C7qZQQn+FFw8qXv073vw3btMKKvpg4PHeDDPzwoRRpR3nw1pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHdypOJSY+jlksOyFShFFBfE01I51EEsRDRtrh+GrutydEKhqLWz1NSMDRUNCIYqSNdN+bEJyls36lXyo7ds2rnnt16NgXTtXNSa3hVZw6dG0nRxks0eqX3nuDGKecCI0ZUqrrOokOMiQ1xYzMir1UkQThMRqSrqECcaKCLD94Bk+NMoBRLE0JDXP1+0SGuFJTHppOjvRI/fbm4l9eN9WRF2RUJKkmAi8WRSmDOobz7+GASoI1mxqCsKTmVohHSCKsTUZFE8LXp/B/4lfshu3eVMvNy2UaBXAMTsAZcEEdNME1aAEfYMDBA3gCz5a0Hq0X63XRumItZ47AD1hvn8mckJw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3YRh7ICPRakAkA2TRH0vs8exv7g=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkltbXorevFYwdhKG8pmu2mX7m7C7qZQQn+FFw8qXv073vw3btMKKvpg4PHeDDPzwoRRpR3nw1pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHdypOJSY+jlksOyFShFFBfE01I51EEsRDRtrh+GrutydEKhqLWz1NSMDRUNCIYqSNdN+bEJyls36lXyo7ds2rnnt16NgXTtXNSa3hVZw6dG0nRxks0eqX3nuDGKecCI0ZUqrrOokOMiQ1xYzMir1UkQThMRqSrqECcaKCLD94Bk+NMoBRLE0JDXP1+0SGuFJTHppOjvRI/fbm4l9eN9WRF2RUJKkmAi8WRSmDOobz7+GASoI1mxqCsKTmVohHSCKsTUZFE8LXp/B/4lfshu3eVMvNy2UaBXAMTsAZcEEdNME1aAEfYMDBA3gCz5a0Hq0X63XRumItZ47AD1hvn8mckJw=</latexit>

Noun
…~v2

<latexit sha1_base64="xwSiHCBmtiFWQRPPgSUBorBIlU4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4Cpva2vRW9OKxgrGVNpTNdtMu3U3C7qZQQn+FFw8qXv073vw3btMKKvpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpRH6sFZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sHhnYpTSahHYh7LToAV5Syinmaa004iKRYBp+1gfDX32xMqFYujWz1NqC/wMGIhI1gb6b43oSSbzPqVfqmM7JpbPXfrENkXqOrkpNZwK6gOHRvlKIMlWv3Se28Qk1TQSBOOleo6KNF+hqVmhNNZsZcqmmAyxkPaNTTCgio/yw+ewVOjDGAYS1ORhrn6fSLDQqmpCEynwHqkfntz8S+vm+rQ9TMWJammEVksClMOdQzn38MBk5RoPjUEE8nMrZCMsMREm4yKJoSvT+H/xKvYDdu5qZabl8s0CuAYnIAz4IA6aIJr0AIeIECAB/AEni1pPVov1uuidcVazhyBH7DePgHLIpCd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xwSiHCBmtiFWQRPPgSUBorBIlU4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4Cpva2vRW9OKxgrGVNpTNdtMu3U3C7qZQQn+FFw8qXv073vw3btMKKvpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpRH6sFZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sHhnYpTSahHYh7LToAV5Syinmaa004iKRYBp+1gfDX32xMqFYujWz1NqC/wMGIhI1gb6b43oSSbzPqVfqmM7JpbPXfrENkXqOrkpNZwK6gOHRvlKIMlWv3Se28Qk1TQSBOOleo6KNF+hqVmhNNZsZcqmmAyxkPaNTTCgio/yw+ewVOjDGAYS1ORhrn6fSLDQqmpCEynwHqkfntz8S+vm+rQ9TMWJammEVksClMOdQzn38MBk5RoPjUEE8nMrZCMsMREm4yKJoSvT+H/xKvYDdu5qZabl8s0CuAYnIAz4IA6aIJr0AIeIECAB/AEni1pPVov1uuidcVazhyBH7DePgHLIpCd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xwSiHCBmtiFWQRPPgSUBorBIlU4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4Cpva2vRW9OKxgrGVNpTNdtMu3U3C7qZQQn+FFw8qXv073vw3btMKKvpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpRH6sFZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sHhnYpTSahHYh7LToAV5Syinmaa004iKRYBp+1gfDX32xMqFYujWz1NqC/wMGIhI1gb6b43oSSbzPqVfqmM7JpbPXfrENkXqOrkpNZwK6gOHRvlKIMlWv3Se28Qk1TQSBOOleo6KNF+hqVmhNNZsZcqmmAyxkPaNTTCgio/yw+ewVOjDGAYS1ORhrn6fSLDQqmpCEynwHqkfntz8S+vm+rQ9TMWJammEVksClMOdQzn38MBk5RoPjUEE8nMrZCMsMREm4yKJoSvT+H/xKvYDdu5qZabl8s0CuAYnIAz4IA6aIJr0AIeIECAB/AEni1pPVov1uuidcVazhyBH7DePgHLIpCd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xwSiHCBmtiFWQRPPgSUBorBIlU4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4Cpva2vRW9OKxgrGVNpTNdtMu3U3C7qZQQn+FFw8qXv073vw3btMKKvpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpRH6sFZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sHhnYpTSahHYh7LToAV5Syinmaa004iKRYBp+1gfDX32xMqFYujWz1NqC/wMGIhI1gb6b43oSSbzPqVfqmM7JpbPXfrENkXqOrkpNZwK6gOHRvlKIMlWv3Se28Qk1TQSBOOleo6KNF+hqVmhNNZsZcqmmAyxkPaNTTCgio/yw+ewVOjDGAYS1ORhrn6fSLDQqmpCEynwHqkfntz8S+vm+rQ9TMWJammEVksClMOdQzn38MBk5RoPjUEE8nMrZCMsMREm4yKJoSvT+H/xKvYDdu5qZabl8s0CuAYnIAz4IA6aIJr0AIeIECAB/AEni1pPVov1uuidcVazhyBH7DePgHLIpCd</latexit>

Phrase
……~p2
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▸ 2 semantic spaces: 
1. context co-occurence 

2. LDA topic proportions 

‣ Data: BNC corpus  
‣ Results: Multiplication was best for context-based 

vectors, but additive functions are best overall 
‣ Limitation: Only measuring similarity between the 

constructed vectors
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worse (p < .01). The multiplicative model is also significantly better than the additive one
(p < .01). These results are observed across the board, with adjective–noun, noun–noun,
and verb–object combinations. It is worth noting that circular convolution is the worst per-
forming model. The tensor product itself, from which circular convolution is derived, is sig-
nificantly better (p < .01) in all experiments. This indicates that the manner in which
circular convolution projects the tensor product down onto a lower dimensional space does
not preserve any useful information the product may have contained. In addition, the fact
that the tensor product is significantly worse than the simple multiplicative model indicates
that the off-diagonal elements of the product, which are discarded in the simple multiplica-
tive model, are probably not contributing much to the composition.

We next consider the weighted additive and dilation models. Recall that these models are
parametrized; in dilation models the modifier dilates the head by a factor k, whereas the
weighted additive model weights the constituents in the summation differentially. As shown
in Table 6 the two models perform similarly. This is not entirely surprising, as both consist
of a sum of the constituents multiplied by scalar factors (see Eqs. 10 and 24). The perfor-
mance of these models does not differ significantly, except in the case of verb–object combi-
nations where the dilation model performs significantly better (p < .01). We conjecture that
the dilation model is more accurate at capturing selectional restrictions. This model also
fares similar to the multiplicative model. The two models yield correlations that are not sig-
nificantly different, except in the case of noun–noun combinations, where the multiplicative
model is better (p < .01).

The two noncompositional models, target unit and head only, perform worse than multi-
plicative composition, with this difference reaching significance (p < .01) for noun–noun
and verb–object combinations. In general, the target unit model performs better than the
head-only model (it obtains significantly (p < .01) better correlations for noun–noun combi-
nations). This is not surprising; the target unit model may be noncompositional but, never-
theless, represents the semantics of the two words participating in the composition more
faithfully, whereas the head-only model offers a more impoverished representation as it is
based solely on the meaning of the head.

Table 6
Correlation coefficients of model predictions with subject similarity ratings
(Spearman’s q) using a simple semantic space

Model Adjective–Noun Noun–Noun Verb–Object

Additive .36 .39 .30
Kintsch .32 .22 .29
Multiplicative .46 .49 .37
Tensor product .41 .36 .33
Convolution .09 .05 .10
Weighted additive .44 .41 .34
Dilation .44 .41 .38
Target unit .43 .34 .29
Head only .43 .17 .24
Humans .52 .49 .55
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In sum, we find that the multiplicative, weighted additive, and dilation models perform
best overall. The multiplicative model has a slight advantage as it has no parameters (other
than the semantic space representing the individual words) and is conceptually simpler than
the other two models. On the down side, it does not take syntactic information into account,
whereas the other two can modulate the role of syntactic structure by tuning the appropriate
weights. We should also note that in all cases our compositional models fall behind the
human upper bound (see the last row in Table 6). The multiplicative model comes close
when applied to noun–noun combinations.

We now turn our attention to the compositional models which employ the LDA topic
model. As can be seen in Table 7, Kintsch’s model remains worse than the simple additive
model for all constructions considered here (and the differences are statistically significant,
p < .01). Regarding compositional models based on multiplication, we observe that tensor
products and the simple multiplicative model yield comparable performances for noun–
noun and verb–object combinations. They differ for adjective–nouns with the tensor product
being significantly better (p < .01). Circular convolution remains the worst performing
model. Not surprisingly, weighted additive and dilation models obtain almost identical per-
formances. And they are not significantly different from the simple additive model. The
noncompositional model (head only) is significantly worse than these models. Comparing
the spatial and topic-based representations reveals that the multiplicative composition model
on the simple semantic space is significantly (p < .01) better than the dilation model with
LDA, except in the verb–object experiment, where there is no significant difference between
them.

In conclusion, we observe that dilation models perform consistently well across represen-
tations. This is not entirely unexpected as they are more flexible than other compositional
models due to their parametric nature. They can be tuned to model more faithfully specific
syntactic constructions while being sensitive to the underlying semantic representation. Our
results also indicate that additive composition functions work best with the LDA topic
model, whereas a multiplicative composition function produced the most predictive similar-
ity values with a simple semantic space. We attribute the disparity in performance to the
sparsity of the LDA representations. The simple semantic space contains highly distributed

Table 7
Correlation coefficients of model predictions with subject similarity ratings
(Spearman’s q) using the LDA topic model

Model Adjective–Noun Noun–Noun Verb–Object

Additive .37 .45 .40
Kintsch .30 .28 .33
Multiplicative .25 .45 .34
Tensor product .39 .43 .33
Convolution .15 .17 .12
Weighted additive .38 .46 .40
Dilation .38 .45 .41
Head only .35 .27 .17
Humans .52 .49 .55
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Noun
…~v

<latexit sha1_base64="/ucgwqevxpGV+PhBThvVFHc1fwY=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxMRsvBrx4jOCaQLKE2ckkGTL7YGY2EJZ8hBcPKl48+Bt+gxfxb5xsFFS0oKGo6qar2485k8qy3o2FxaXlldXcWn59Y3Nru7Czey2jRBDqkohHouVjSTkLqauY4rQVC4oDn9OmPzqf+c0xFZJF4ZWaxNQL8CBkfUaw0lKzM6YkHU+7haJlVpzysVNFlnlile2MVGpOyaoi27QyFM9ent5Ao9EtvHZ6EUkCGirCsZRt24qVl2KhGOF0mu8kksaYjPCAtjUNcUCll2Zxp+hQKz3Uj4SuUKFM/T6R4kDKSeDrzgCrofztzcS/vHai+o6XsjBOFA3JfFE/4UhFaHY76jFBieITTTARTGdFZIgFJkp/KK+f8HUp+p+4JbNm2pd2sX4Kc+RgHw7gCGyoQh0uoAEuEBjBDdzBvREbt8aD8ThvXTA+Z/bgB4znD/HekmY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dPWmSvyKFUCpAtY2wTlj2uQ9jXA=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQlJbmwpiwY3LCsYW2lAm02k7dDIJM5NCCf0INy5U3Cj4G36DG/FvnKYKKnrgwuGce7nn3iBmVCrbfjfm5hcWl5ZzK+bq2vrGZn5r+0pGicDEwxGLRDNAkjDKiaeoYqQZC4LCgJFGMDyb+o0REZJG/FKNY+KHqM9pj2KktNRojwhOR5NOvmBbZbd06FagbR3ZJScj5apbtCvQsewMhdOXxzfzJH6qd/Kv7W6Ek5BwhRmSsuXYsfJTJBTFjEzMdiJJjPAQ9UlLU45CIv00izuB+1rpwl4kdHEFM/X7RIpCKcdhoDtDpAbytzcV//Jaieq5fkp5nCjC8WxRL2FQRXB6O+xSQbBiY00QFlRnhXiABMJKf8jUT/i6FP5PvKJVtZwLp1A7BjPkwC7YAwfAARVQA+egDjyAwRBcg1twZ8TGjXFvPMxa54zPmR3wA8bzB7/gk8E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dPWmSvyKFUCpAtY2wTlj2uQ9jXA=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQlJbmwpiwY3LCsYW2lAm02k7dDIJM5NCCf0INy5U3Cj4G36DG/FvnKYKKnrgwuGce7nn3iBmVCrbfjfm5hcWl5ZzK+bq2vrGZn5r+0pGicDEwxGLRDNAkjDKiaeoYqQZC4LCgJFGMDyb+o0REZJG/FKNY+KHqM9pj2KktNRojwhOR5NOvmBbZbd06FagbR3ZJScj5apbtCvQsewMhdOXxzfzJH6qd/Kv7W6Ek5BwhRmSsuXYsfJTJBTFjEzMdiJJjPAQ9UlLU45CIv00izuB+1rpwl4kdHEFM/X7RIpCKcdhoDtDpAbytzcV//Jaieq5fkp5nCjC8WxRL2FQRXB6O+xSQbBiY00QFlRnhXiABMJKf8jUT/i6FP5PvKJVtZwLp1A7BjPkwC7YAwfAARVQA+egDjyAwRBcg1twZ8TGjXFvPMxa54zPmR3wA8bzB7/gk8E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NatiPebe4BnfiCm3JodgsaAJ5qI=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qaeCl48VjC20Iay2W7apZtN2N0USuiP8OJBxav/x5v/xm1aQUUfDDzem2FmXpBwpjRCH1ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8e3as4lYR6JOax7AZYUc4E9TTTnHYTSXEUcNoJJtcLvzOlUrFY3OlZQv0IjwQLGcHaSJ3+lJJsOh+UK8iuu7ULtwGRfYlqTk7qTbeKGtCxUY4KWKE9KL/3hzFJIyo04VipnoMS7WdYakY4nZf6qaIJJhM8oj1DBY6o8rP83Dk8M8oQhrE0JTTM1e8TGY6UmkWB6YywHqvf3kL8y+ulOnT9jIkk1VSQ5aIw5VDHcPE7HDJJieYzQzCRzNwKyRhLTLRJqGRC+PoU/k+8qt20nVun0rpapVEEJ+AUnAMHNEAL3IA28AABE/AAnsCzlViP1ov1umwtWKuZY/AD1tsnnDmP7Q==</latexit>

Phrase
……~p

<latexit sha1_base64="itXi1bhYcFu0B2YtJG4ROQ+AJj8=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qa3ohePFYwttKFstpt26WYTdjeFEvojvHhQ8er/8ea/cZtWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKY3Qh1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodH9ypOJaEeiXksuwFWlDNBPc00p91EUhwFnHaCyfXC70ypVCwWd3qWUD/CI8FCRrA2Uqc/pSRL5oNyBdl1t3bhNiCyL1HNyUm96VZRAzo2ylEBK7QH5ff+MCZpRIUmHCvVc1Ci/QxLzQin81I/VTTBZIJHtGeowBFVfpafO4dnRhnCMJamhIa5+n0iw5FSsygwnRHWY/XbW4h/eb1Uh66fMZGkmgqyXBSmHOoYLn6HQyYp0XxmCCaSmVshGWOJiTYJlUwIX5/C/4lXtZu2c1urtK5WaRTBCTgF58ABDdACN6ANPEDABDyAJ/BsJdaj9WK9LlsL1mrmGPyA9fYJlnmP8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="itXi1bhYcFu0B2YtJG4ROQ+AJj8=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qa3ohePFYwttKFstpt26WYTdjeFEvojvHhQ8er/8ea/cZtWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKY3Qh1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodH9ypOJaEeiXksuwFWlDNBPc00p91EUhwFnHaCyfXC70ypVCwWd3qWUD/CI8FCRrA2Uqc/pSRL5oNyBdl1t3bhNiCyL1HNyUm96VZRAzo2ylEBK7QH5ff+MCZpRIUmHCvVc1Ci/QxLzQin81I/VTTBZIJHtGeowBFVfpafO4dnRhnCMJamhIa5+n0iw5FSsygwnRHWY/XbW4h/eb1Uh66fMZGkmgqyXBSmHOoYLn6HQyYp0XxmCCaSmVshGWOJiTYJlUwIX5/C/4lXtZu2c1urtK5WaRTBCTgF58ABDdACN6ANPEDABDyAJ/BsJdaj9WK9LlsL1mrmGPyA9fYJlnmP8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="itXi1bhYcFu0B2YtJG4ROQ+AJj8=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qa3ohePFYwttKFstpt26WYTdjeFEvojvHhQ8er/8ea/cZtWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKY3Qh1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodH9ypOJaEeiXksuwFWlDNBPc00p91EUhwFnHaCyfXC70ypVCwWd3qWUD/CI8FCRrA2Uqc/pSRL5oNyBdl1t3bhNiCyL1HNyUm96VZRAzo2ylEBK7QH5ff+MCZpRIUmHCvVc1Ci/QxLzQin81I/VTTBZIJHtGeowBFVfpafO4dnRhnCMJamhIa5+n0iw5FSsygwnRHWY/XbW4h/eb1Uh66fMZGkmgqyXBSmHOoYLn6HQyYp0XxmCCaSmVshGWOJiTYJlUwIX5/C/4lXtZu2c1urtK5WaRTBCTgF58ABDdACN6ANPEDABDyAJ/BsJdaj9WK9LlsL1mrmGPyA9fYJlnmP8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="itXi1bhYcFu0B2YtJG4ROQ+AJj8=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qa3ohePFYwttKFstpt26WYTdjeFEvojvHhQ8er/8ea/cZtWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKY3Qh1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodH9ypOJaEeiXksuwFWlDNBPc00p91EUhwFnHaCyfXC70ypVCwWd3qWUD/CI8FCRrA2Uqc/pSRL5oNyBdl1t3bhNiCyL1HNyUm96VZRAzo2ylEBK7QH5ff+MCZpRIUmHCvVc1Ci/QxLzQin81I/VTTBZIJHtGeowBFVfpafO4dnRhnCMJamhIa5+n0iw5FSsygwnRHWY/XbW4h/eb1Uh66fMZGkmgqyXBSmHOoYLn6HQyYp0XxmCCaSmVshGWOJiTYJlUwIX5/C/4lXtZu2c1urtK5WaRTBCTgF58ABDdACN6ANPEDABDyAJ/BsJdaj9WK9LlsL1mrmGPyA9fYJlnmP8g==</latexit>

=x

▸ Adjectives transform noun to noun-phrase 

▸ Noun-phrases are corpus-generated vectors 

▸ Goal: Learn adjectives as functions over nouns

AN [Adj-Noun]
……~an

<latexit sha1_base64="B93vlw/gJzr5P9Vi51OlgL0Ll2Q=">AAAB7nicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4Cpva2vRW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3Wzi7qZQQv+EFw8qXv093vw3btMKKvpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpRH6sFZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sHhnYpTSahHYh7LToAV5UxQTzPNaSeRFEcBp+1gfDX32xMqFYvFrZ4m1I/wULCQEayN1OlNKMmwmPVLZWTX3Oq5W4fIvkBVJye1hltBdejYKEcZLNHql957g5ikERWacKxU10GJ9jMsNSOczoq9VNEEkzEe0q6hAkdU+Vl+7wyeGmUAw1iaEhrm6veJDEdKTaPAdEZYj9Rvby7+5XVTHbp+xkSSairIYlGYcqhjOH8eDpikRPOpIZhIZm6FZIQlJtpEVDQhfH0K/ydexW7Yzk213LxcplEAx+AEnAEH1EETXIMW8AABHDyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1umhdsZYzR+AHrLdPTemQWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B93vlw/gJzr5P9Vi51OlgL0Ll2Q=">AAAB7nicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4Cpva2vRW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3Wzi7qZQQv+EFw8qXv093vw3btMKKvpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpRH6sFZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sHhnYpTSahHYh7LToAV5UxQTzPNaSeRFEcBp+1gfDX32xMqFYvFrZ4m1I/wULCQEayN1OlNKMmwmPVLZWTX3Oq5W4fIvkBVJye1hltBdejYKEcZLNHql957g5ikERWacKxU10GJ9jMsNSOczoq9VNEEkzEe0q6hAkdU+Vl+7wyeGmUAw1iaEhrm6veJDEdKTaPAdEZYj9Rvby7+5XVTHbp+xkSSairIYlGYcqhjOH8eDpikRPOpIZhIZm6FZIQlJtpEVDQhfH0K/ydexW7Yzk213LxcplEAx+AEnAEH1EETXIMW8AABHDyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1umhdsZYzR+AHrLdPTemQWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B93vlw/gJzr5P9Vi51OlgL0Ll2Q=">AAAB7nicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4Cpva2vRW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3Wzi7qZQQv+EFw8qXv093vw3btMKKvpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpRH6sFZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sHhnYpTSahHYh7LToAV5UxQTzPNaSeRFEcBp+1gfDX32xMqFYvFrZ4m1I/wULCQEayN1OlNKMmwmPVLZWTX3Oq5W4fIvkBVJye1hltBdejYKEcZLNHql957g5ikERWacKxU10GJ9jMsNSOczoq9VNEEkzEe0q6hAkdU+Vl+7wyeGmUAw1iaEhrm6veJDEdKTaPAdEZYj9Rvby7+5XVTHbp+xkSSairIYlGYcqhjOH8eDpikRPOpIZhIZm6FZIQlJtpEVDQhfH0K/ydexW7Yzk213LxcplEAx+AEnAEH1EETXIMW8AABHDyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1umhdsZYzR+AHrLdPTemQWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B93vlw/gJzr5P9Vi51OlgL0Ll2Q=">AAAB7nicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4Cpva2vRW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3Wzi7qZQQv+EFw8qXv093vw3btMKKvpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpRH6sFZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sHhnYpTSahHYh7LToAV5UxQTzPNaSeRFEcBp+1gfDX32xMqFYvFrZ4m1I/wULCQEayN1OlNKMmwmPVLZWTX3Oq5W4fIvkBVJye1hltBdejYKEcZLNHql957g5ikERWacKxU10GJ9jMsNSOczoq9VNEEkzEe0q6hAkdU+Vl+7wyeGmUAw1iaEhrm6veJDEdKTaPAdEZYj9Rvby7+5XVTHbp+xkSSairIYlGYcqhjOH8eDpikRPOpIZhIZm6FZIQlJtpEVDQhfH0K/ydexW7Yzk213LxcplEAx+AEnAEH1EETXIMW8AABHDyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1umhdsZYzR+AHrLdPTemQWw==</latexit>

Baroni & Zamparelli (2010)



COMPOSITIONALITY IN DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

ADJECTIVE-NOUN PHRASES

▸ Data: Wikipedia + BNC 

▸ Results:  

▸ Composed vectors are semantically related to corpus-
derived phrase vectors 

’young’ * ’man’ —> ‘small son’, ‘small daughter’, ‘mistress’ 

▸ Adjectives cluster well based on property described 

▸ Limitations: Vector space derived from dimensionality 
reduction using only most common words

�102

Baroni & Zamparelli (2010)



COMPOSITIONALITY IN DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

ADJECTIVE-NOUN CLASSES

“hot summer”

�103

Hartung et al (2017)

▸ Property being described depends on noun in phrase 
▸ Properties have names: these are also nouns 
▸ Find correct property through composition

“hot debate”
temperature emotion

=
Adjective

…~u
<latexit sha1_base64="2EBPNMJ7bYhf5DBZyk4WTkn/1GU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxMRsvBrx4jOCaQLKE2ckkGTL7YGY2EJZ8hBcPKl48+Bt+gxfxb5xsFFS0oKGo6qar2485k8qy3o2FxaXlldXcWn59Y3Nru7Czey2jRBDqkohHouVjSTkLqauY4rQVC4oDn9OmPzqf+c0xFZJF4ZWaxNQL8CBkfUaw0lKzM6YkTabdQtEyK0752KkiyzyxynZGKjWnZFWRbVoZimcvT2+g0egWXju9iCQBDRXhWMq2bcXKS7FQjHA6zXcSSWNMRnhA25qGOKDSS7O4U3SolR7qR0JXqFCmfp9IcSDlJPB1Z4DVUP72ZuJfXjtRfcdLWRgnioZkvqifcKQiNLsd9ZigRPGJJpgIprMiMsQCE6U/lNdP+LoU/U/cklkz7Uu7WD+FOXKwDwdwBDZUoQ4X0AAXCIzgBu7g3oiNW+PBeJy3LhifM3vwA8bzB/BakmU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zx9uGgLSAIGwzomoNV7nS0RGg08=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQlJbmwpiwY3LCsYW2lAm02k7dJIMM5NCCf0INy5U3Cj4G36DG/FvnKYKKnrgwuGce7nn3oAzKpVtvxtz8wuLS8u5FXN1bX1jM7+1fSXjRGDi4ZjFohkgSRiNiKeoYqTJBUFhwEgjGJ5N/caICEnj6FKNOfFD1I9oj2KktNRojwhOk0knX7Ctsls6dCvQto7skpORctUt2hXoWHaGwunL45t5wp/qnfxruxvjJCSRwgxJ2XJsrvwUCUUxIxOznUjCER6iPmlpGqGQSD/N4k7gvla6sBcLXZGCmfp9IkWhlOMw0J0hUgP525uKf3mtRPVcP6URTxSJ8GxRL2FQxXB6O+xSQbBiY00QFlRnhXiABMJKf8jUT/i6FP5PvKJVtZwLp1A7BjPkwC7YAwfAARVQA+egDjyAwRBcg1twZ3Djxrg3Hmatc8bnzA74AeP5A75ck8A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zx9uGgLSAIGwzomoNV7nS0RGg08=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQlJbmwpiwY3LCsYW2lAm02k7dJIMM5NCCf0INy5U3Cj4G36DG/FvnKYKKnrgwuGce7nn3oAzKpVtvxtz8wuLS8u5FXN1bX1jM7+1fSXjRGDi4ZjFohkgSRiNiKeoYqTJBUFhwEgjGJ5N/caICEnj6FKNOfFD1I9oj2KktNRojwhOk0knX7Ctsls6dCvQto7skpORctUt2hXoWHaGwunL45t5wp/qnfxruxvjJCSRwgxJ2XJsrvwUCUUxIxOznUjCER6iPmlpGqGQSD/N4k7gvla6sBcLXZGCmfp9IkWhlOMw0J0hUgP525uKf3mtRPVcP6URTxSJ8GxRL2FQxXB6O+xSQbBiY00QFlRnhXiABMJKf8jUT/i6FP5PvKJVtZwLp1A7BjPkwC7YAwfAARVQA+egDjyAwRBcg1twZ3Djxrg3Hmatc8bnzA74AeP5A75ck8A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1n5xepdjBaU81W6F4izl8tBq2HI=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qaeCl48VjC20Iay2W7apZtN2N0USuiP8OJBxav/x5v/xm1aQUUfDDzem2FmXpBwpjRCH1ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8e3as4lYR6JOax7AZYUc4E9TTTnHYTSXEUcNoJJtcLvzOlUrFY3OlZQv0IjwQLGcHaSJ3+lJIsnQ/KFWTX3dqF24DIvkQ1Jyf1pltFDejYKEcFrNAelN/7w5ikERWacKxUz0GJ9jMsNSOczkv9VNEEkwke0Z6hAkdU+Vl+7hyeGWUIw1iaEhrm6veJDEdKzaLAdEZYj9VvbyH+5fVSHbp+xkSSairIclGYcqhjuPgdDpmkRPOZIZhIZm6FZIwlJtokVDIhfH0K/yde1W7azq1TaV2t0iiCE3AKzoEDGqAFbkAbeICACXgAT+DZSqxH68V6XbYWrNXMMfgB6+0TmrWP7A==</latexit>

Noun
…~v

<latexit sha1_base64="/ucgwqevxpGV+PhBThvVFHc1fwY=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbsxMRsvBrx4jOCaQLKE2ckkGTL7YGY2EJZ8hBcPKl48+Bt+gxfxb5xsFFS0oKGo6qar2485k8qy3o2FxaXlldXcWn59Y3Nru7Czey2jRBDqkohHouVjSTkLqauY4rQVC4oDn9OmPzqf+c0xFZJF4ZWaxNQL8CBkfUaw0lKzM6YkHU+7haJlVpzysVNFlnlile2MVGpOyaoi27QyFM9ent5Ao9EtvHZ6EUkCGirCsZRt24qVl2KhGOF0mu8kksaYjPCAtjUNcUCll2Zxp+hQKz3Uj4SuUKFM/T6R4kDKSeDrzgCrofztzcS/vHai+o6XsjBOFA3JfFE/4UhFaHY76jFBieITTTARTGdFZIgFJkp/KK+f8HUp+p+4JbNm2pd2sX4Kc+RgHw7gCGyoQh0uoAEuEBjBDdzBvREbt8aD8ThvXTA+Z/bgB4znD/HekmY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dPWmSvyKFUCpAtY2wTlj2uQ9jXA=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQlJbmwpiwY3LCsYW2lAm02k7dDIJM5NCCf0INy5U3Cj4G36DG/FvnKYKKnrgwuGce7nn3iBmVCrbfjfm5hcWl5ZzK+bq2vrGZn5r+0pGicDEwxGLRDNAkjDKiaeoYqQZC4LCgJFGMDyb+o0REZJG/FKNY+KHqM9pj2KktNRojwhOR5NOvmBbZbd06FagbR3ZJScj5apbtCvQsewMhdOXxzfzJH6qd/Kv7W6Ek5BwhRmSsuXYsfJTJBTFjEzMdiJJjPAQ9UlLU45CIv00izuB+1rpwl4kdHEFM/X7RIpCKcdhoDtDpAbytzcV//Jaieq5fkp5nCjC8WxRL2FQRXB6O+xSQbBiY00QFlRnhXiABMJKf8jUT/i6FP5PvKJVtZwLp1A7BjPkwC7YAwfAARVQA+egDjyAwRBcg1twZ8TGjXFvPMxa54zPmR3wA8bzB7/gk8E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dPWmSvyKFUCpAtY2wTlj2uQ9jXA=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQlJbmwpiwY3LCsYW2lAm02k7dDIJM5NCCf0INy5U3Cj4G36DG/FvnKYKKnrgwuGce7nn3iBmVCrbfjfm5hcWl5ZzK+bq2vrGZn5r+0pGicDEwxGLRDNAkjDKiaeoYqQZC4LCgJFGMDyb+o0REZJG/FKNY+KHqM9pj2KktNRojwhOR5NOvmBbZbd06FagbR3ZJScj5apbtCvQsewMhdOXxzfzJH6qd/Kv7W6Ek5BwhRmSsuXYsfJTJBTFjEzMdiJJjPAQ9UlLU45CIv00izuB+1rpwl4kdHEFM/X7RIpCKcdhoDtDpAbytzcV//Jaieq5fkp5nCjC8WxRL2FQRXB6O+xSQbBiY00QFlRnhXiABMJKf8jUT/i6FP5PvKJVtZwLp1A7BjPkwC7YAwfAARVQA+egDjyAwRBcg1twZ8TGjXFvPMxa54zPmR3wA8bzB7/gk8E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NatiPebe4BnfiCm3JodgsaAJ5qI=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jU1qaeCl48VjC20Iay2W7apZtN2N0USuiP8OJBxav/x5v/xm1aQUUfDDzem2FmXpBwpjRCH1ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8e3as4lYR6JOax7AZYUc4E9TTTnHYTSXEUcNoJJtcLvzOlUrFY3OlZQv0IjwQLGcHaSJ3+lJJsOh+UK8iuu7ULtwGRfYlqTk7qTbeKGtCxUY4KWKE9KL/3hzFJIyo04VipnoMS7WdYakY4nZf6qaIJJhM8oj1DBY6o8rP83Dk8M8oQhrE0JTTM1e8TGY6UmkWB6YywHqvf3kL8y+ulOnT9jIkk1VSQ5aIw5VDHcPE7HDJJieYzQzCRzNwKyRhLTLRJqGRC+PoU/k+8qt20nVun0rpapVEEJ+AUnAMHNEAL3IA28AABE/AAnsCzlViP1ov1umwtWKuZY/AD1tsnnDmP7Q==</latexit>
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COMPOSITIONALITY IN DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

ADJECTIVE-NOUN CLASSES

▸ Data: HeiPLAS adj-property-noun triples (Hartung 2015)  
           Google News word2vec 

▸ Results: 

▸ Weighted addition is best 

▸ Limitations: 

▸ Probability-based spaces 
do not work 

▸ Property can be context-
dependent
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Hartung et al (2017)
Subset

Num. Num.
Example Phrases

Attributes Train. Triples

Core 10 72 silvery hair (COLOR), huge wave (SIZE), longstanding conflict (DURATION)
Selected 23 153 sufficient food (QUANTITY), grave decision (IMPORTANCE), broad river (WIDTH)
Measurable 65 261 heavy load (WEIGHT), short hair (LENGTH), slow walker (SPEED)
Property 73 300 young people (AGE), high mountain (HEIGHT), straight line (SHAPE)
All 254 869 dry paint (WETNESS), scentless wisp (SMELL), vehement defense (STRENGTH)

Table 1: Overview of subsets of attributes contained in HeiPLAS data, together with example phrases

Compositional Model P@1 P@5

pr
ed

ic
tm

od
el

s

Adjective 0.33 0.50
Noun 0.03 0.10
Vector Addition (�) 0.24 0.45
Weighted Vector Addition 0.33 0.51
Vector Multiplication (�) 0.00 0.02
Adj. Dilation (� = 2) 0.06 0.18
Noun Dilation (� = 2) 0.33 0.51

Full Add. Weighted Noun 0.33 0.54
Full Add. Weighted Adjective 0.46 0.71
Full Add. Weighted Adj. and Noun 0.56 0.75

Trained Tensor Product (⌦) 0.44 0.57
co

un
t C-LDA (Hartung, 2015) 0.09 n/a

L-LDA (Hartung, 2015) 0.16 n/a

Table 2: Results of Experiment 1; evaluation on
all phrases from HeiPLAS-Test

In comparison to the best full additive model,
the tensor product underperforms by more than
10 points in P@1 and also falls short of weight-
ing only the adjective. This is in line with a gen-
eral preference of word embeddings for additive
models (Mikolov et al., 2013a), which is also con-
firmed by the non-parametric composition func-
tions. On the other hand, we conjecture that the
relatively small size of the training set used here
is not sufficient for optimally tuning the 3003 pa-
rameters in the learned tensor.

4.3 Experiment 2: Generalization Power

In this experiment, we are interested in assessing
the generalization power of the best-performing
composition function as trained in Experiment 1.
More precisely, we investigate the hypothesis that
a full additive model captures a generalized com-
positional process in the semantics of attribute-
denoting adjective-noun phrases rather than the
lexical meaning of individual attributes (cf. Bride
et al. (2015)).

We evaluate this hypothesis wrt. (i) the fit of the
composition function to different subsets of testing

Figure 1: Attribute selection performance of the
full additive model after training on all attributes,
specific subsets, and in zero-shot learning

attributes, and (ii) its predictive capacity in a zero-
shot learning scenario.

Subsets of Testing Attributes. First, we com-
pare the fit of the composition function that has
been trained on all attributes (cf. Experiment 1)
on the different subsets of attributes in HeiPLAS-
Test, as displayed in Table 1.

The results of this experiment are shown in Fig-
ure 1. As can be seen from the solid bars in the
plot, the attribute selection performance on indi-
vidual subsets is considerably stronger than on
the entire inventory, ranging from P@1=0.82 on
the Core subset to P@1=0.64 on the Property and
Measurable subsets (compared to P@1=0.56 on
all attributes; cf. Table 2). The cross-hatched bars
in the figure indicate the relative differences that
result from re-training a composition function on
the specific subset of interest. The improvements
are consistently small (max. +0.08 on the Selected
and Measurable subsets); in case of the Property
subset, there is no difference at all.

Zero-Shot Learning. As defined by Palatucci et
al. (2009), zero-shot learning is the task of learn-
ing a classifier for predicting novel class labels un-



COMPOSITIONALITY IN DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

INTENSIONALITY

▸ Intersective: 

▸ A “white towel” is both white and a towel 

▸ Subsective: 

▸ A “skilled surgeon” is not necessarily skilled in general 

▸ Intensional: 

▸ An “alleged murderer” is not a murderer (nor ‘alleged’) 

▸ Goal: Determine if compositional methods are affected by 
intensionality of adjective
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INTENSIONALITY
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I alleged former future hypothetical impossible likely mere mock
N loose wide white naive severe hard intelligent ripe
I mecessary past possible potential presumed probable putative theoretical
N modern black free safe vile nasty meagre stable

Model Global Intensional Non-intensional NN=A NN=N

observed - - - 8.2 3.3
lexical function 0.60±0.11 0.60±0.10 0.60±0.10 0.9 0.6
full additive 0.52±0.13 0.52±0.13 0.51±0.12 10.0 4.8
weighted additive 0.48±0.14 0.48±0.14 0.48±0.14 23.2 13.3
dilation 0.42±0.18 0.42±0.17 0.42±0.17 31.0 11.6
multiplicative 0.32±0.21 0.32±0.20 0.32±0.20 29.9 16.6
noun only 0.40±0.18 0.40±0.17 0.40±0.17 - -

Table 2: Predicted-to-observed vector cosines for each model (mean ± standard deviation), globally
and by adjective type. The last two columns show the average % of the 50 nearest neighbors that are
adjectives (NN=A) and nouns (NN=N), as opposed to AN phrases.

The global results show that the matrix-based models (lexical function and full additive) clearly
outperform the models based on a simple combination of the component vectors, and the lexical function
model ranks best, with a high cosine score of 0.6.6 It is also robust, as it exhibits the lowest standard
deviation (0.11). The models that are based on some form of weighted addition7 score in the middle,
above the baseline but clearly below matrix-based models. Contrary to Mitchell and Lapata’s results,
where often multiplicative is the best performing model, multiplication in our experiments performs
worst, and actually below the noun-only baseline. Moreover, the multiplicative model has the highest
standard deviation (0.21), so it is the least robust model. This matches informal qualitative analysis of
the nearest neighbors: The multiplicative model does very well on some phrases, and very poorly on
others. Given the aggressive feature intersection that multiplication performs (zeroing out dimensions
with no shared counts, inflating the values of shared dimensions), our results suggest that it is in general
better to perform a “smoothed” union as in weighted addition. We leave it to further work to compare
our results and task with Mitchell and Lapata’s.

The table (columns Intensional, Non-intensional) also shows that, contrary to expectation, no model
finds intensional modification more difficult, or indeed any difference between the two types of modifi-
cation: The mean predicted-to-observed cosines for the two types of phrases are the same. This holds
for both matrix-based and feature-combination-based models. For further discussion, see Section 5.

The last two columns of Table 2 show the average percentage of adjectives and nouns, respectively,
among the 50 nearest neighbors of the phrase vectors. Observed phrases have few such single word
neighbors (8.2% and 1.6% on average). We observe the same pattern as with the global evaluation:
Matrix-based models also have low proportions of single word neighbors, thus corresponding more
closely to the observed data,8 while the other models exhibit a relatively high proportion of such neigh-
bors. Single word neighbors are not always bad (e.g., the weighted additive model proposes dolphin for
white whale), but their high proportion suggests that feature combination models often produce more
general and therefore less related nearest neighbors. This was confirmed in a small qualitative analysis
of nearest neighbors for the weighted additive model.

To sum up, the superior results of matrix-based models across the board suggest that adjectival mod-
ification is not about switching features on and off, but rather about a more complex type of transforma-
tion. Indeed, our results suggest that this is so not only for intensional adjectives, which have traditionally
already been treated as higher-order predicates, but also for adjectives like white, hard, or ripe, whose
analysis has been more controversial. If this is so, then it is not so surprising that in general the models
do not find intensional adjectives any more difficult to model.

6Despite the large standard deviations, even the smallest difference between the models is highly significant, as is the
smallest difference in the table: dilation vs. baseline (noun only), paired t-test, t = 38.2, df = 1599, p < 2.2e-16, mean of
differences = 0.02.

7That dilation is essentially another way to estimate weighted addition, as discussed in section 2, is empirically confirmed
by the fact that the correlation between the predicted-to-observed cosines for weighted additive and dilation is 0.9.

8In fact, the lexical function model is a bit extreme, producing almost no adjective and noun nearest neighbors.

Predicted-to-observed vector 

Data: Wikipedia + BNC

Limitation: Do not compose multiple adjectives



▸ Syntax makes adjective ordering easy to learn (Dunlop 2010) 
▸ Goal: Understand adjective ordering in distributional space as 

function of adjective modification strength 

▸ Data: Wikipedia + BNC with dimension reduction 
▸ Limitations: Treat flexible ordering as equivalent meaning

COMPOSITIONALITY IN DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

ADJECTIVE ORDERING
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…~n
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<latexit sha1_base64="PA26KuOKg9xOOFAnC6NKct8T0Nk=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm8EiuCqJUpMuxKIblxWMFdpSJtNpO3RyYWZSLKHgK7hxoeLWR3Hvzrdxmiio6A8DH/9/DnPO8WPOpLKsd6MwN7+wuFRcNldW19Y3SptbVzJKBKEeiXgkrn0sKWch9RRTnF7HguLA57Tpj85meXNMhWRReKkmMe0EeBCyPiNYaavZHlOS3ky7pbJVcWzXqbooA7d2lINzWEV2xcpUPnk1j28BoNEtvbV7EUkCGirCsZQt24pVJ8VCMcLp1GwnksaYjPCAtjSGOKCyk2bjTtGednqoHwn9QoUy93tHigMpJ4GvKwOshvJ3NjP/ylqJ6rudlIVxomhI8o/6CUcqQrPdUY8JShSfaMBEMD0rIkMsMFH6QqY+wtem6H/wDiq1in1hleunkKsIO7AL+2CDA3U4hwZ4QGAEd/AAj0Zs3BtPxnNeWjA+e7bhh4yXDyMIkdE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gaIVH7bJaKfTPxpCK8jslO2iZng=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWARXIVEqUkXYtGNywrGFtpQJtNJO3RyYWZSLKEP4caFihsXPop7N+LbOE0UVPSHgY//P4c55/gJo0Ka5rtWmptfWFwqL+srq2vrG5XNrSsRpxwTF8cs5m0fCcJoRFxJJSPthBMU+oy0/NHZLG+NCRc0ji7lJCFeiAYRDShGUlmt7pjg7Hraq1RNw7Ycu+bAHJz6UQH2YQ1ahpmrevKiHydPb3qzV3nt9mOchiSSmCEhOpaZSC9DXFLMyFTvpoIkCI/QgHQURigkwsvycadwTzl9GMRcvUjC3P3ekaFQiEnoq8oQyaH4nc3Mv7JOKgPHy2iUpJJEuPgoSBmUMZztDvuUEyzZRAHCnKpZIR4ijrBUF9LVEb42hf+De2DUDevCrDZOQaEy2AG7YB9YwAYNcA6awAUYjMANuAP3WqLdag/aY1Fa0j57tsEPac8fEyOTRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gaIVH7bJaKfTPxpCK8jslO2iZng=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWARXIVEqUkXYtGNywrGFtpQJtNJO3RyYWZSLKEP4caFihsXPop7N+LbOE0UVPSHgY//P4c55/gJo0Ka5rtWmptfWFwqL+srq2vrG5XNrSsRpxwTF8cs5m0fCcJoRFxJJSPthBMU+oy0/NHZLG+NCRc0ji7lJCFeiAYRDShGUlmt7pjg7Hraq1RNw7Ycu+bAHJz6UQH2YQ1ahpmrevKiHydPb3qzV3nt9mOchiSSmCEhOpaZSC9DXFLMyFTvpoIkCI/QgHQURigkwsvycadwTzl9GMRcvUjC3P3ekaFQiEnoq8oQyaH4nc3Mv7JOKgPHy2iUpJJEuPgoSBmUMZztDvuUEyzZRAHCnKpZIR4ijrBUF9LVEb42hf+De2DUDevCrDZOQaEy2AG7YB9YwAYNcA6awAUYjMANuAP3WqLdag/aY1Fa0j57tsEPac8fEyOTRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="45th9CN5k9x4RJU/0K+1oLCwE8k=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iUmvRW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3XywuymW0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N27SCij4YeLw3w8y8IOVMKsv6MEorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gTiaZINQjCU9EJ8CSchZTTzHFaScVFEcBp+1gfDX32xMqJEviWzVNqR/hYcxCRrDSUrs3oSS/n/WrNct0bNepu6ggbuNiQZzzOrJNq0ANlmj1q++9QUKyiMaKcCxl17ZS5edYKEY4nVV6maQpJmM8pF1NYxxR6efFuTN0opUBChOhK1aoUL9P5DiSchoFujPCaiR/e3PxL6+bqdD1cxanmaIxWSwKM45Ugua/owETlCg+1QQTwfStiIywwETphCo6hK9P0f/EOzMbpn1j1ZqXyzTKcATHcAo2ONCEa2iBBwTG8ABP8GykxqPxYrwuWkvGcuYQfsB4+wS1jpAE</latexit>

Adjective Y
…~y

<latexit sha1_base64="J8vhQyuxyOkPgRR9qYdqIl9qE6Y=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh71sFgETyFRattb0YvHFqwttKFstpt26WYTdjeFEvojvHhQ8epf8Hd48+ZPcdsoqOiDgcd7M8zM82POlHacNyu3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf3blSUSEJbJOKR7PhYUc4EbWmmOe3EkuLQ57Ttjy/nfntCpWKRuNbTmHohHgoWMIK1kdq9CSXpdNYvlhy74lYr5SpakGrtPCOVszJybWeBUv3wpfkOAI1+8bU3iEgSUqEJx0p1XSfWXoqlZoTTWaGXKBpjMsZD2jVU4JAqL12cO0PHRhmgIJKmhEYL9ftEikOlpqFvOkOsR+q3Nxf/8rqJDqpeykScaCpItihIONIRmv+OBkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsISE20SKpgQvj5F/5PWqV2z3aYJ4wIy5OEAjuAEXKhAHa6gAS0gMIZbuIcHK7burEfrKWvNWZ8z+/AD1vMHxMeSSg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yXYKQUX32YHamxSPdi7hha7iqGk=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchUSpSXdFNy5bMLbQhjKZTtqhkwczk0IIXfoBblyouPUX+h3u/AZ/wmmioKIHLhzOuZd77/FiRoU0jDdtYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2q7s7N6IKOGYODhiEe94SBBGQ+JIKhnpxJygwGOk7Y0v5357QrigUXgt05i4ARqG1KcYSSW1exOCs3Tar1QN3TJtq2bDnNj184JYZzVo6kaOauNg1nq/PZw1+5XX3iDCSUBCiRkSomsasXQzxCXFjEzLvUSQGOExGpKuoiEKiHCz/NwpPFbKAPoRVxVKmKvfJzIUCJEGnuoMkByJ395c/MvrJtK33YyGcSJJiItFfsKgjOD8dzignGDJUkUQ5lTdCvEIcYSlSqisQvj6FP5PnFO9rpstFcYFKFAC++AInAATWKABrkATOACDMbgDD+BRi7V77Ul7LloXtM+ZPfAD2ssHoaaTsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yXYKQUX32YHamxSPdi7hha7iqGk=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchUSpSXdFNy5bMLbQhjKZTtqhkwczk0IIXfoBblyouPUX+h3u/AZ/wmmioKIHLhzOuZd77/FiRoU0jDdtYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2q7s7N6IKOGYODhiEe94SBBGQ+JIKhnpxJygwGOk7Y0v5357QrigUXgt05i4ARqG1KcYSSW1exOCs3Tar1QN3TJtq2bDnNj184JYZzVo6kaOauNg1nq/PZw1+5XX3iDCSUBCiRkSomsasXQzxCXFjEzLvUSQGOExGpKuoiEKiHCz/NwpPFbKAPoRVxVKmKvfJzIUCJEGnuoMkByJ395c/MvrJtK33YyGcSJJiItFfsKgjOD8dzignGDJUkUQ5lTdCvEIcYSlSqisQvj6FP5PnFO9rpstFcYFKFAC++AInAATWKABrkATOACDMbgDD+BRi7V77Ul7LloXtM+ZPfAD2ssHoaaTsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HrtNHJW1A3Uema/A9ZzqHRTBPWY=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4ColSk96KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlmw92N4UQ+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9xm1ZQ0QcDj/dmmJkXpJxJZVkfxsrq2vrGZmWrur2zu7dfOzi8l0kmKHg04YnoBkQCZzF4iikO3VQAiQIOnWByPfc7UxCSJfGdylPwIzKKWcgoUVrq9KdAi3w2qNUt07Fdp+HikrjNywVxLhrYNq0SdbREe1B77w8TmkUQK8qJlD3bSpVfEKEY5TCr9jMJKaETMoKepjGJQPpFee4Mn2pliMNE6IoVLtXvEwWJpMyjQHdGRI3lb28u/uX1MhW6fsHiNFMQ08WiMONYJXj+Ox4yAVTxXBNCBdO3YjomglClE6rqEL4+xf8T79xsmvatVW9dLdOooGN0gs6QjRzUQjeojTxE0QQ9oCf0bKTGo/FivC5aV4zlzBH6AePtE7cSkAU=</latexit>

Noun
…~n

<latexit sha1_base64="ofw3/rWaFKLfp9/lkJxZN3vHJXE=">AAAB7XicdZDNSgMxFIXv1L9a/6ou3QSL4GqYUepMF2LRjcsK1hbaUjJppg3NZIYkUyhDwVdw40LFrY/i3p1vY9oqqOiBwMc595J7b5BwprTjvFu5hcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i9c6PiVBJaJzGPZTPAinImaF0zzWkzkRRHAaeNYHgxzRsjKhWLxbUeJ7QT4b5gISNYG6vRHlGSiUm3WHJsz/W9so9m4FdO5uAdl5FrOzOVzl4Lp7cAUOsW39q9mKQRFZpwrFTLdRLdybDUjHA6KbRTRRNMhrhPWwYFjqjqZLNxJ+jAOD0UxtI8odHM/d6R4UipcRSYygjrgfqdTc2/slaqQ7+TMZGkmgoy/yhMOdIxmu6OekxSovnYACaSmVkRGWCJiTYXKpgjfG2K/of6kV2x3SunVD2HufKwB/twCC54UIVLqEEdCAzhDh7g0Uqse+vJep6X5qzPnl34IevlAxPgkcc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LoYF7M5vDwBzv5ZJUBMg22k1zCA=">AAAB7XicdZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Gv6pLN4NFcBUSpSZdiEU3LisYK7ShTKbTduhkEmYmhRL6EG5cqLhx4aO4dyO+jdNEQUUPDHyccy9z7w0TRqWy7XejNDe/sLhUXjZXVtfWNyqbW1cyTgUmPo5ZLK5DJAmjnPiKKkauE0FQFDLSCkdns7w1JkLSmF+qSUKCCA047VOMlLZanTHBGZ92K1Xbch3PrXkwB69+VIB7WIOOZeeqnryYx8nTm9nsVl47vRinEeEKMyRl27ETFWRIKIoZmZqdVJIE4REakLZGjiIigywfdwr3tNOD/VjoxxXM3e8dGYqknEShroyQGsrf2cz8K2unqu8FGeVJqgjHxUf9lEEVw9nusEcFwYpNNCAsqJ4V4iESCCt9IVMf4WtT+D/4B1bdci7sauMUFCqDHbAL9oEDXNAA56AJfIDBCNyAO3BvJMat8WA8FqUl47NnG/yQ8fwBA/uTOw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LoYF7M5vDwBzv5ZJUBMg22k1zCA=">AAAB7XicdZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Gv6pLN4NFcBUSpSZdiEU3LisYK7ShTKbTduhkEmYmhRL6EG5cqLhx4aO4dyO+jdNEQUUPDHyccy9z7w0TRqWy7XejNDe/sLhUXjZXVtfWNyqbW1cyTgUmPo5ZLK5DJAmjnPiKKkauE0FQFDLSCkdns7w1JkLSmF+qSUKCCA047VOMlLZanTHBGZ92K1Xbch3PrXkwB69+VIB7WIOOZeeqnryYx8nTm9nsVl47vRinEeEKMyRl27ETFWRIKIoZmZqdVJIE4REakLZGjiIigywfdwr3tNOD/VjoxxXM3e8dGYqknEShroyQGsrf2cz8K2unqu8FGeVJqgjHxUf9lEEVw9nusEcFwYpNNCAsqJ4V4iESCCt9IVMf4WtT+D/4B1bdci7sauMUFCqDHbAL9oEDXNAA56AJfIDBCNyAO3BvJMat8WA8FqUl47NnG/yQ8fwBA/uTOw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3VthkdO2NWlIFrcvwBFoNC2glk0=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4ColSk96KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtulm03Y3RRK6I/w4kHFq//Hm//GbVpBRR8MPN6bYWZelHKmtON8WCura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwXiWZpBDQhCeyHREFnAkINNMc2qkEEkccWtH4eu63JiAVS8SdnqYQxmQo2IBRoo3U6k6A5mLWq1Qd23N9r+bjgvj1ywXxLmrYtZ0CVbREs1d57/YTmsUgNOVEqY7rpDrMidSMcpiVu5mClNAxGULHUEFiUGFenDvDp0bp40EiTQmNC/X7RE5ipaZxZDpjokfqtzcX//I6mR74Yc5EmmkQdLFokHGsEzz/HfeZBKr51BBCJTO3YjoiklBtEiqbEL4+xf+T4Nyu2+6tU21cLdMooWN0gs6QizzUQDeoiQJE0Rg9oCf0bKXWo/VivS5aV6zlzBH6AevtE6Zmj/o=</latexit>

Adjective X
…~x

<latexit sha1_base64="PA26KuOKg9xOOFAnC6NKct8T0Nk=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm8EiuCqJUpMuxKIblxWMFdpSJtNpO3RyYWZSLKHgK7hxoeLWR3Hvzrdxmiio6A8DH/9/DnPO8WPOpLKsd6MwN7+wuFRcNldW19Y3SptbVzJKBKEeiXgkrn0sKWch9RRTnF7HguLA57Tpj85meXNMhWRReKkmMe0EeBCyPiNYaavZHlOS3ky7pbJVcWzXqbooA7d2lINzWEV2xcpUPnk1j28BoNEtvbV7EUkCGirCsZQt24pVJ8VCMcLp1GwnksaYjPCAtjSGOKCyk2bjTtGednqoHwn9QoUy93tHigMpJ4GvKwOshvJ3NjP/ylqJ6rudlIVxomhI8o/6CUcqQrPdUY8JShSfaMBEMD0rIkMsMFH6QqY+wtem6H/wDiq1in1hleunkKsIO7AL+2CDA3U4hwZ4QGAEd/AAj0Zs3BtPxnNeWjA+e7bhh4yXDyMIkdE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gaIVH7bJaKfTPxpCK8jslO2iZng=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWARXIVEqUkXYtGNywrGFtpQJtNJO3RyYWZSLKEP4caFihsXPop7N+LbOE0UVPSHgY//P4c55/gJo0Ka5rtWmptfWFwqL+srq2vrG5XNrSsRpxwTF8cs5m0fCcJoRFxJJSPthBMU+oy0/NHZLG+NCRc0ji7lJCFeiAYRDShGUlmt7pjg7Hraq1RNw7Ycu+bAHJz6UQH2YQ1ahpmrevKiHydPb3qzV3nt9mOchiSSmCEhOpaZSC9DXFLMyFTvpoIkCI/QgHQURigkwsvycadwTzl9GMRcvUjC3P3ekaFQiEnoq8oQyaH4nc3Mv7JOKgPHy2iUpJJEuPgoSBmUMZztDvuUEyzZRAHCnKpZIR4ijrBUF9LVEb42hf+De2DUDevCrDZOQaEy2AG7YB9YwAYNcA6awAUYjMANuAP3WqLdag/aY1Fa0j57tsEPac8fEyOTRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gaIVH7bJaKfTPxpCK8jslO2iZng=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWARXIVEqUkXYtGNywrGFtpQJtNJO3RyYWZSLKEP4caFihsXPop7N+LbOE0UVPSHgY//P4c55/gJo0Ka5rtWmptfWFwqL+srq2vrG5XNrSsRpxwTF8cs5m0fCcJoRFxJJSPthBMU+oy0/NHZLG+NCRc0ji7lJCFeiAYRDShGUlmt7pjg7Hraq1RNw7Ycu+bAHJz6UQH2YQ1ahpmrevKiHydPb3qzV3nt9mOchiSSmCEhOpaZSC9DXFLMyFTvpoIkCI/QgHQURigkwsvycadwTzl9GMRcvUjC3P3ekaFQiEnoq8oQyaH4nc3Mv7JOKgPHy2iUpJJEuPgoSBmUMZztDvuUEyzZRAHCnKpZIR4ijrBUF9LVEb42hf+De2DUDevCrDZOQaEy2AG7YB9YwAYNcA6awAUYjMANuAP3WqLdag/aY1Fa0j57tsEPac8fEyOTRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="45th9CN5k9x4RJU/0K+1oLCwE8k=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iUmvRW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3XywuymW0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N27SCij4YeLw3w8y8IOVMKsv6MEorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gTiaZINQjCU9EJ8CSchZTTzHFaScVFEcBp+1gfDX32xMqJEviWzVNqR/hYcxCRrDSUrs3oSS/n/WrNct0bNepu6ggbuNiQZzzOrJNq0ANlmj1q++9QUKyiMaKcCxl17ZS5edYKEY4nVV6maQpJmM8pF1NYxxR6efFuTN0opUBChOhK1aoUL9P5DiSchoFujPCaiR/e3PxL6+bqdD1cxanmaIxWSwKM45Ugua/owETlCg+1QQTwfStiIywwETphCo6hK9P0f/EOzMbpn1j1ZqXyzTKcATHcAo2ONCEa2iBBwTG8ABP8GykxqPxYrwuWkvGcuYQfsB4+wS1jpAE</latexit>

Adjective Y
…~y

<latexit sha1_base64="J8vhQyuxyOkPgRR9qYdqIl9qE6Y=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh71sFgETyFRattb0YvHFqwttKFstpt26WYTdjeFEvojvHhQ8epf8Hd48+ZPcdsoqOiDgcd7M8zM82POlHacNyu3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf3blSUSEJbJOKR7PhYUc4EbWmmOe3EkuLQ57Ttjy/nfntCpWKRuNbTmHohHgoWMIK1kdq9CSXpdNYvlhy74lYr5SpakGrtPCOVszJybWeBUv3wpfkOAI1+8bU3iEgSUqEJx0p1XSfWXoqlZoTTWaGXKBpjMsZD2jVU4JAqL12cO0PHRhmgIJKmhEYL9ftEikOlpqFvOkOsR+q3Nxf/8rqJDqpeykScaCpItihIONIRmv+OBkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsISE20SKpgQvj5F/5PWqV2z3aYJ4wIy5OEAjuAEXKhAHa6gAS0gMIZbuIcHK7burEfrKWvNWZ8z+/AD1vMHxMeSSg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yXYKQUX32YHamxSPdi7hha7iqGk=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchUSpSXdFNy5bMLbQhjKZTtqhkwczk0IIXfoBblyouPUX+h3u/AZ/wmmioKIHLhzOuZd77/FiRoU0jDdtYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2q7s7N6IKOGYODhiEe94SBBGQ+JIKhnpxJygwGOk7Y0v5357QrigUXgt05i4ARqG1KcYSSW1exOCs3Tar1QN3TJtq2bDnNj184JYZzVo6kaOauNg1nq/PZw1+5XX3iDCSUBCiRkSomsasXQzxCXFjEzLvUSQGOExGpKuoiEKiHCz/NwpPFbKAPoRVxVKmKvfJzIUCJEGnuoMkByJ395c/MvrJtK33YyGcSJJiItFfsKgjOD8dzignGDJUkUQ5lTdCvEIcYSlSqisQvj6FP5PnFO9rpstFcYFKFAC++AInAATWKABrkATOACDMbgDD+BRi7V77Ul7LloXtM+ZPfAD2ssHoaaTsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yXYKQUX32YHamxSPdi7hha7iqGk=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchUSpSXdFNy5bMLbQhjKZTtqhkwczk0IIXfoBblyouPUX+h3u/AZ/wmmioKIHLhzOuZd77/FiRoU0jDdtYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2q7s7N6IKOGYODhiEe94SBBGQ+JIKhnpxJygwGOk7Y0v5357QrigUXgt05i4ARqG1KcYSSW1exOCs3Tar1QN3TJtq2bDnNj184JYZzVo6kaOauNg1nq/PZw1+5XX3iDCSUBCiRkSomsasXQzxCXFjEzLvUSQGOExGpKuoiEKiHCz/NwpPFbKAPoRVxVKmKvfJzIUCJEGnuoMkByJ395c/MvrJtK33YyGcSJJiItFfsKgjOD8dzignGDJUkUQ5lTdCvEIcYSlSqisQvj6FP5PnFO9rpstFcYFKFAC++AInAATWKABrkATOACDMbgDD+BRi7V77Ul7LloXtM+ZPfAD2ssHoaaTsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HrtNHJW1A3Uema/A9ZzqHRTBPWY=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4ColSk96KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlmw92N4UQ+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9xm1ZQ0QcDj/dmmJkXpJxJZVkfxsrq2vrGZmWrur2zu7dfOzi8l0kmKHg04YnoBkQCZzF4iikO3VQAiQIOnWByPfc7UxCSJfGdylPwIzKKWcgoUVrq9KdAi3w2qNUt07Fdp+HikrjNywVxLhrYNq0SdbREe1B77w8TmkUQK8qJlD3bSpVfEKEY5TCr9jMJKaETMoKepjGJQPpFee4Mn2pliMNE6IoVLtXvEwWJpMyjQHdGRI3lb28u/uX1MhW6fsHiNFMQ08WiMONYJXj+Ox4yAVTxXBNCBdO3YjomglClE6rqEL4+xf8T79xsmvatVW9dLdOooGN0gs6QjRzUQjeojTxE0QQ9oCf0bKTGo/FivC5aV4zlzBH6AePtE7cSkAU=</latexit>

Phrase
……~p1

<latexit sha1_base64="DKuELeYW4hr12EoJNRmwIbcU1Rg=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6lIXg0VwVRKlJt0V3bhswdhKG8pkOm2HTh7MTAol9CvcuFBx6x/4He7c+SlOEwUVPXDhcM693HuPH3MmlWm+GQuLS8srq4W14vrG5tZ2aWf3WkaJINQlEY9E28eSchZSVzHFaTsWFAc+py1/fDH3WxMqJIvCKzWNqRfgYcgGjGClpZvuhJI07lmzXqlsVmzLsasOyohTO8uJfVpFVsXMUK4fvDTfAaDRK712+xFJAhoqwrGUHcuMlZdioRjhdFbsJpLGmIzxkHY0DXFApZdmB8/QkVb6aBAJXaFCmfp9IsWBlNPA150BViP525uLf3mdRA0cL2VhnCgaknzRIOFIRWj+PeozQYniU00wEUzfisgIC0yUzqioQ/j6FP1P3JNKrWI1dRjnkKMA+3AIx2CBDXW4hAa4QCCAW7iHB0MYd8aj8ZS3LhifM3vwA8bzB+C7kuU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xri4XYgoCaeyx8xZk9iiYQouza8=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqktFBovgKiRKTborunHZgrGVNpTJdNIOnTyYmRRK6NIvcONCxa1/0O9w5zf4E04TBRU9cOFwzr3ce48XMyqkYbxphYXFpeWV4mppbX1jc6u8vXMtooRj4uCIRbztIUEYDYkjqWSkHXOCAo+Rlje6mPutMeGCRuGVnMTEDdAgpD7FSCrppjsmOI175rRXrhi6ZdpW1YYZsWtnObFOq9DUjQyV+v6s+X57MGv0yq/dfoSTgIQSMyRExzRi6aaIS4oZmZa6iSAxwiM0IB1FQxQQ4abZwVN4pJQ+9COuKpQwU79PpCgQYhJ4qjNAcih+e3PxL6+TSN92UxrGiSQhzhf5CYMygvPvYZ9ygiWbKIIwp+pWiIeIIyxVRiUVwten8H/inOg13WyqMM5BjiLYA4fgGJjAAnVwCRrAARgE4A48gEeNa/fak/actxa0z5ld8APaywe9mpRL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xri4XYgoCaeyx8xZk9iiYQouza8=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqktFBovgKiRKTborunHZgrGVNpTJdNIOnTyYmRRK6NIvcONCxa1/0O9w5zf4E04TBRU9cOFwzr3ce48XMyqkYbxphYXFpeWV4mppbX1jc6u8vXMtooRj4uCIRbztIUEYDYkjqWSkHXOCAo+Rlje6mPutMeGCRuGVnMTEDdAgpD7FSCrppjsmOI175rRXrhi6ZdpW1YYZsWtnObFOq9DUjQyV+v6s+X57MGv0yq/dfoSTgIQSMyRExzRi6aaIS4oZmZa6iSAxwiM0IB1FQxQQ4abZwVN4pJQ+9COuKpQwU79PpCgQYhJ4qjNAcih+e3PxL6+TSN92UxrGiSQhzhf5CYMygvPvYZ9ygiWbKIIwp+pWiIeIIyxVRiUVwten8H/inOg13WyqMM5BjiLYA4fgGJjAAnVwCRrAARgE4A48gEeNa/fak/actxa0z5ld8APaywe9mpRL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="awp5ze7CrQwdCo+dzZQGdGbx9cg=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iUmvRW9OKxgrGVNpTNdtMu3d2E3U2hhP4KLx5UvPp3vPlv3KYVVPTBwOO9GWbmRSmjSjvOh1VaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHdyrJJCYBTlgiOxFShFFBAk01I51UEsQjRtrR+GrutydEKpqIWz1NScjRUNCYYqSNdN+bEJynfXfWr9Yc23N9r+7DgviNiwXxzuvQtZ0CNbBEq1997w0SnHEiNGZIqa7rpDrMkdQUMzKr9DJFUoTHaEi6hgrEiQrz4uAZPDHKAMaJNCU0LNTvEzniSk15ZDo50iP125uLf3ndTMd+mFORZpoIvFgUZwzqBM6/hwMqCdZsagjCkppbIR4hibA2GVVMCF+fwv9JcGY3bPfGqTUvl2mUwRE4BqfABR5ogmvQAgHAgIMH8ASeLWk9Wi/W66K1ZC1nDsEPWG+f0waQoA==</latexit>

Phrase
……~p2

<latexit sha1_base64="FxovAaoFJ1yd+W1+8Q6EnGLQYkM=">AAAB73icdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY96GAyCp2U3Eje5Bb14TMA1kWQJs5NJMmT2wcxsICz5Ci8eVLz6B36HN29+ipOsgooWNBRV3XR3+TFnUlnWm5FbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt71zJKBKEuiXgk2j6WlLOQuoopTtuxoDjwOW3544u535pQIVkUXqlpTL0AD0M2YAQrLd10J5Skca886xVLlunYVadSRQtSrZ1lxDmtINu0FijVD1+a7wDQ6BVfu/2IJAENFeFYyo5txcpLsVCMcDordBNJY0zGeEg7moY4oNJLFwfP0LFW+mgQCV2hQgv1+0SKAymnga87A6xG8rc3F//yOokaVL2UhXGiaEiyRYOEIxWh+feozwQlik81wUQwfSsiIywwUTqjgg7h61P0P3HLZs20mzqMc8iQhwM4ghOwwYE6XEIDXCAQwC3cw4MhjDvj0XjKWnPG58w+/IDx/AHiP5Lm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0erj0J7ZU0uwSPjjCsw8uLa465M=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchaRSk+6Kbly2YGylDWUynbRDJw9mJoUSuvQL3LhQcesf9Dvc+Q3+hNNEQUUPXDiccy/33uPFjAppGG/awuLS8spqYa24vrG5tV3a2b0WUcIxcXDEIt72kCCMhsSRVDLSjjlBgcdIyxtdzP3WmHBBo/BKTmLiBmgQUp9iJJV00x0TnMa9yrRXKhu6ZdpW1YYZsWtnObFOq9DUjQzl+sGs+X57OGv0Sq/dfoSTgIQSMyRExzRi6aaIS4oZmRa7iSAxwiM0IB1FQxQQ4abZwVN4rJQ+9COuKpQwU79PpCgQYhJ4qjNAcih+e3PxL6+TSN92UxrGiSQhzhf5CYMygvPvYZ9ygiWbKIIwp+pWiIeIIyxVRkUVwten8H/iVPSabjZVGOcgRwHsgyNwAkxggTq4BA3gAAwCcAcewKPGtXvtSXvOWxe0z5k98APaywe/HpRM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0erj0J7ZU0uwSPjjCsw8uLa465M=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchaRSk+6Kbly2YGylDWUynbRDJw9mJoUSuvQL3LhQcesf9Dvc+Q3+hNNEQUUPXDiccy/33uPFjAppGG/awuLS8spqYa24vrG5tV3a2b0WUcIxcXDEIt72kCCMhsSRVDLSjjlBgcdIyxtdzP3WmHBBo/BKTmLiBmgQUp9iJJV00x0TnMa9yrRXKhu6ZdpW1YYZsWtnObFOq9DUjQzl+sGs+X57OGv0Sq/dfoSTgIQSMyRExzRi6aaIS4oZmRa7iSAxwiM0IB1FQxQQ4abZwVN4rJQ+9COuKpQwU79PpCgQYhJ4qjNAcih+e3PxL6+TSN92UxrGiSQhzhf5CYMygvPvYZ9ygiWbKIIwp+pWiIeIIyxVRkUVwten8H/iVPSabjZVGOcgRwHsgyNwAkxggTq4BA3gAAwCcAcewKPGtXvtSXvOWxe0z5k98APaywe/HpRM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V603QF9d/j7w3nzY19/FBtELgJY=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkmlJr0VvXisYGylDWWz3bRLdzdhd1Moob/CiwcVr/4db/4bt2kFFX0w8Hhvhpl5Ucqo0o7zYa2srq1vbJa2yts7u3v7lYPDO5VkEpMAJyyRnQgpwqgggaaakU4qCeIRI+1ofDX32xMiFU3ErZ6mJORoKGhMMdJGuu9NCM7Tfm3Wr1Qd23N9r+7DgviNiwXxzuvQtZ0CVbBEq1957w0SnHEiNGZIqa7rpDrMkdQUMzIr9zJFUoTHaEi6hgrEiQrz4uAZPDXKAMaJNCU0LNTvEzniSk15ZDo50iP125uLf3ndTMd+mFORZpoIvFgUZwzqBM6/hwMqCdZsagjCkppbIR4hibA2GZVNCF+fwv9JULMbtnvjVJuXyzRK4BicgDPgAg80wTVogQBgwMEDeALPlrQerRfrddG6Yi1njsAPWG+f1IqQoQ==</latexit>

=

=

cos\ : ~x, ~y,~n, ~x · ~n, ~y · ~n
<latexit sha1_base64="0V0nlz7olNTRwI3v+UTLGBDZ6ps=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3qc4tYozDVe8hSuPiQOQ21sLoLU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3qc4tYozDVe8hSuPiQOQ21sLoLU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BBcGNCzUZXxDndIxAwIoi/4Qxbc=">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</latexit>



▸ Syntax makes adjective ordering easy to learn (Dunlop 2010) 
▸ Goal: Understand adjective ordering in distributional space as 

function of adjective modification strength 

▸ Data: Wikipedia + BNC with dimension reduction 
▸ Limitations: Treat flexible ordering as equivalent meaning

COMPOSITIONALITY IN DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

ADJECTIVE ORDERING

�108

Vecchi et al (2013)

Noun
…~n

<latexit sha1_base64="ofw3/rWaFKLfp9/lkJxZN3vHJXE=">AAAB7XicdZDNSgMxFIXv1L9a/6ou3QSL4GqYUepMF2LRjcsK1hbaUjJppg3NZIYkUyhDwVdw40LFrY/i3p1vY9oqqOiBwMc595J7b5BwprTjvFu5hcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzq7i9c6PiVBJaJzGPZTPAinImaF0zzWkzkRRHAaeNYHgxzRsjKhWLxbUeJ7QT4b5gISNYG6vRHlGSiUm3WHJsz/W9so9m4FdO5uAdl5FrOzOVzl4Lp7cAUOsW39q9mKQRFZpwrFTLdRLdybDUjHA6KbRTRRNMhrhPWwYFjqjqZLNxJ+jAOD0UxtI8odHM/d6R4UipcRSYygjrgfqdTc2/slaqQ7+TMZGkmgoy/yhMOdIxmu6OekxSovnYACaSmVkRGWCJiTYXKpgjfG2K/of6kV2x3SunVD2HufKwB/twCC54UIVLqEEdCAzhDh7g0Uqse+vJep6X5qzPnl34IevlAxPgkcc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LoYF7M5vDwBzv5ZJUBMg22k1zCA=">AAAB7XicdZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Gv6pLN4NFcBUSpSZdiEU3LisYK7ShTKbTduhkEmYmhRL6EG5cqLhx4aO4dyO+jdNEQUUPDHyccy9z7w0TRqWy7XejNDe/sLhUXjZXVtfWNyqbW1cyTgUmPo5ZLK5DJAmjnPiKKkauE0FQFDLSCkdns7w1JkLSmF+qSUKCCA047VOMlLZanTHBGZ92K1Xbch3PrXkwB69+VIB7WIOOZeeqnryYx8nTm9nsVl47vRinEeEKMyRl27ETFWRIKIoZmZqdVJIE4REakLZGjiIigywfdwr3tNOD/VjoxxXM3e8dGYqknEShroyQGsrf2cz8K2unqu8FGeVJqgjHxUf9lEEVw9nusEcFwYpNNCAsqJ4V4iESCCt9IVMf4WtT+D/4B1bdci7sauMUFCqDHbAL9oEDXNAA56AJfIDBCNyAO3BvJMat8WA8FqUl47NnG/yQ8fwBA/uTOw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LoYF7M5vDwBzv5ZJUBMg22k1zCA=">AAAB7XicdZDNSsNAFIUn9a/Gv6pLN4NFcBUSpSZdiEU3LisYK7ShTKbTduhkEmYmhRL6EG5cqLhx4aO4dyO+jdNEQUUPDHyccy9z7w0TRqWy7XejNDe/sLhUXjZXVtfWNyqbW1cyTgUmPo5ZLK5DJAmjnPiKKkauE0FQFDLSCkdns7w1JkLSmF+qSUKCCA047VOMlLZanTHBGZ92K1Xbch3PrXkwB69+VIB7WIOOZeeqnryYx8nTm9nsVl47vRinEeEKMyRl27ETFWRIKIoZmZqdVJIE4REakLZGjiIigywfdwr3tNOD/VjoxxXM3e8dGYqknEShroyQGsrf2cz8K2unqu8FGeVJqgjHxUf9lEEVw9nusEcFwYpNNCAsqJ4V4iESCCt9IVMf4WtT+D/4B1bdci7sauMUFCqDHbAL9oEDXNAA56AJfIDBCNyAO3BvJMat8WA8FqUl47NnG/yQ8fwBA/uTOw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3VthkdO2NWlIFrcvwBFoNC2glk0=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4ColSk96KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtulm03Y3RRK6I/w4kHFq//Hm//GbVpBRR8MPN6bYWZelHKmtON8WCura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eDwXiWZpBDQhCeyHREFnAkINNMc2qkEEkccWtH4eu63JiAVS8SdnqYQxmQo2IBRoo3U6k6A5mLWq1Qd23N9r+bjgvj1ywXxLmrYtZ0CVbREs1d57/YTmsUgNOVEqY7rpDrMidSMcpiVu5mClNAxGULHUEFiUGFenDvDp0bp40EiTQmNC/X7RE5ipaZxZDpjokfqtzcX//I6mR74Yc5EmmkQdLFokHGsEzz/HfeZBKr51BBCJTO3YjoiklBtEiqbEL4+xf+T4Nyu2+6tU21cLdMooWN0gs6QizzUQDeoiQJE0Rg9oCf0bKXWo/VivS5aV6zlzBH6AevtE6Zmj/o=</latexit>

Adjective X
…~x

<latexit sha1_base64="PA26KuOKg9xOOFAnC6NKct8T0Nk=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm8EiuCqJUpMuxKIblxWMFdpSJtNpO3RyYWZSLKHgK7hxoeLWR3Hvzrdxmiio6A8DH/9/DnPO8WPOpLKsd6MwN7+wuFRcNldW19Y3SptbVzJKBKEeiXgkrn0sKWch9RRTnF7HguLA57Tpj85meXNMhWRReKkmMe0EeBCyPiNYaavZHlOS3ky7pbJVcWzXqbooA7d2lINzWEV2xcpUPnk1j28BoNEtvbV7EUkCGirCsZQt24pVJ8VCMcLp1GwnksaYjPCAtjSGOKCyk2bjTtGednqoHwn9QoUy93tHigMpJ4GvKwOshvJ3NjP/ylqJ6rudlIVxomhI8o/6CUcqQrPdUY8JShSfaMBEMD0rIkMsMFH6QqY+wtem6H/wDiq1in1hleunkKsIO7AL+2CDA3U4hwZ4QGAEd/AAj0Zs3BtPxnNeWjA+e7bhh4yXDyMIkdE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gaIVH7bJaKfTPxpCK8jslO2iZng=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWARXIVEqUkXYtGNywrGFtpQJtNJO3RyYWZSLKEP4caFihsXPop7N+LbOE0UVPSHgY//P4c55/gJo0Ka5rtWmptfWFwqL+srq2vrG5XNrSsRpxwTF8cs5m0fCcJoRFxJJSPthBMU+oy0/NHZLG+NCRc0ji7lJCFeiAYRDShGUlmt7pjg7Hraq1RNw7Ycu+bAHJz6UQH2YQ1ahpmrevKiHydPb3qzV3nt9mOchiSSmCEhOpaZSC9DXFLMyFTvpoIkCI/QgHQURigkwsvycadwTzl9GMRcvUjC3P3ekaFQiEnoq8oQyaH4nc3Mv7JOKgPHy2iUpJJEuPgoSBmUMZztDvuUEyzZRAHCnKpZIR4ijrBUF9LVEb42hf+De2DUDevCrDZOQaEy2AG7YB9YwAYNcA6awAUYjMANuAP3WqLdag/aY1Fa0j57tsEPac8fEyOTRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gaIVH7bJaKfTPxpCK8jslO2iZng=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWARXIVEqUkXYtGNywrGFtpQJtNJO3RyYWZSLKEP4caFihsXPop7N+LbOE0UVPSHgY//P4c55/gJo0Ka5rtWmptfWFwqL+srq2vrG5XNrSsRpxwTF8cs5m0fCcJoRFxJJSPthBMU+oy0/NHZLG+NCRc0ji7lJCFeiAYRDShGUlmt7pjg7Hraq1RNw7Ycu+bAHJz6UQH2YQ1ahpmrevKiHydPb3qzV3nt9mOchiSSmCEhOpaZSC9DXFLMyFTvpoIkCI/QgHQURigkwsvycadwTzl9GMRcvUjC3P3ekaFQiEnoq8oQyaH4nc3Mv7JOKgPHy2iUpJJEuPgoSBmUMZztDvuUEyzZRAHCnKpZIR4ijrBUF9LVEb42hf+De2DUDevCrDZOQaEy2AG7YB9YwAYNcA6awAUYjMANuAP3WqLdag/aY1Fa0j57tsEPac8fEyOTRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="45th9CN5k9x4RJU/0K+1oLCwE8k=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iUmvRW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3XywuymW0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N27SCij4YeLw3w8y8IOVMKsv6MEorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gTiaZINQjCU9EJ8CSchZTTzHFaScVFEcBp+1gfDX32xMqJEviWzVNqR/hYcxCRrDSUrs3oSS/n/WrNct0bNepu6ggbuNiQZzzOrJNq0ANlmj1q++9QUKyiMaKcCxl17ZS5edYKEY4nVV6maQpJmM8pF1NYxxR6efFuTN0opUBChOhK1aoUL9P5DiSchoFujPCaiR/e3PxL6+bqdD1cxanmaIxWSwKM45Ugua/owETlCg+1QQTwfStiIywwETphCo6hK9P0f/EOzMbpn1j1ZqXyzTKcATHcAo2ONCEa2iBBwTG8ABP8GykxqPxYrwuWkvGcuYQfsB4+wS1jpAE</latexit>

Adjective Y
…~y
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controlled for problematic cases – excluding adjec-
tives such as above, less, or very, and nouns such
as cant, mph, or yours – often due to tagging errors.
We generated the set of ANs by crossing the filtered
663 adjectives and 3,910 nouns. We include those
ANs that occur at least 100 times in the corpus in
our vocabulary, which amounted to a total of 128K
ANs.

Finally, we created a set of AAN phrases com-
posed of the adjectives and nouns used to gener-
ate the ANs. Additional preprocessing of the gen-
erated AxAyNs includes: (i) control that both AxN
and AyN are attested in the corpus; (ii) discard any
AxAyN in which AxN or AyN are among the top
200 most frequent ANs in the source corpus (as in
this case, order will be affected by the fact that such
phrases are almost certainly highly lexicalized); and
(iii) discard AANs seen as part of a conjunction in
the source corpus (i.e., where the two adjectives ap-
pear separated by comma, and, or or; this addresses
the objection that a flexible order AAN might be a
hidden A(&)A conjunction: we would expect that
such a conjunction should also appear overtly else-
where). The set of AANs thus generated is then di-
vided into two types of adjective ordering:

1. Flexible Order (FO): phrases where both or-
ders, AxAyN and AyAxN, are attested (f >10
in both orders).

2. Rigid Order (RO): phrases with one order,
AxAyN, attested (20<f <200)2 and AyAxN
unattested.

All AANs that did not meet either condition were
excluded from our semantic space vocabulary. The
preserved set resulted in 1,438 AANs: 621 flexible
order and 817 rigid order. Note that there are almost
as many flexible as rigid order cases; this speaks
against the idea that free order is a marginal phe-
nomenon, due to occasional ambiguities that reas-
sign the adjective to a different semantic class. The
existence of freely ordered stacked adjectives is a ro-
bust phenomenon, which needs to be addressed.

2The upper threshold was included as an additional filter
against potential multiword expressions. Of course, the bound-
ary between phrases that are at least partially compositional and
those that are fully lexicalized is not sharp, and we leave it to
further work to explore the interplay between the semantic fac-
tors we study here and patterns of lexicalization.

Model � M&L
CORP 0.41 0.43
W.ADD 0.41 0.44
F.ADD 0.40 –
MULT 0.33 0.46
LFM 0.40 –

Table 1: Correlation scores (Spearman’s �, all signif-
icant at p <0.001) between cosines of corpus-extracted
or model-generated AN vectors and phrase similarity rat-
ings collected in Mitchell and Lapata (2010), as well as
best reported results from Mitchell & Lapata (M&L).

Semantic vector construction For each of
the items in our vocabulary, we first build 10K-
dimensional vectors by recording the item’s
sentence-internal co-occurrence with the top 10K
most frequent content lemmas (nouns, adjectives,
verbs or adverbs) in the corpus. We built a rank
of these co-occurrence counts, and excluded as
stop words from the dimensions any element of
any POS whose rank was from 0 to 300. The raw
co-occurrence counts were then transformed into
(positive) Pointwise Mutual Information (pPMI)
scores (Church and Hanks, 1990). Next, we reduce
the full co-occurrence matrix to 300 dimensions
applying the Non-negative Matrix Factorization
(NMF) operation (Lin, 2007). We did not tune the
semantic vector construction parameters, since we
found them to work best in a number of independent
earlier experiments.

Corpus-extracted vectors (corp) were computed
for the ANs and for the flexible order and attested
rigid order AANs, and then mapped onto the 300-
dimension NMF-reduced semantic space. As a san-
ity check, the first row of Table 1 reports the corre-
lation between the AN phrase similarity ratings col-
lected in Mitchell and Lapata (2010) and the cosines
of corpus-extracted vectors in our space, for the
same ANs. For the AAN vectors, which are sparser,
we used human judgements to build a reliable sub-
set to serve as our gold standard, as detailed in Sec-
tion 2.4.

2.2 Composition models

We focus on four composition functions proposed
in recent literature with high performance in a num-
ber of semantic tasks. We first consider meth-
ods proposed by Mitchell and Lapata (2010) in
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medieval old town contemp. political issue
fascinating town cultural topic
impressive cathedral contemporary debate
medieval street contemporary politics
rural poor people British naval power
poor rural people naval war
rural infrastructure British navy
rural people naval power
friendly helpful staff last live performance
near hotel final gig
helpful staff live dvd
quick service live release
creative new idea rapid social change
innovative effort social conflict
creative design social transition
dynamic part cultural consequence
national daily newspaper new regional government
national newspaper regional government
major newspaper local reform
daily newspaper regional council
daily national newspaper fresh organic vegetable
national daily newspaper organic vegetable
well-known journalist organic fruit
weekly column organic product

Table 2: Examples of the nearest neighbors of the gold
standard, both flexible order (left column) and rigid order
(right column) AANs.

similarity. For example, the nearest neighbors to the
corpus-extracted vectors for medieval old town and
rapid social change include phrases which describe
quite complex associations, cf. Table 2. In addition,
we find that the nearest neighbors for flexible order
AAN vectors are not necessarily the same for both
adjective orders, as seen in the difference in neigh-
bors of national daily newspaper and daily national
newspaper. We can expect that the change in or-
der, when acceptable and frequent, does not neces-
sarily yield synonymous phrases, and that corpus-
extracted vector representations capture subtle dif-
ferences in meaning.

3 Results

3.1 Quality of model-generated AAN vectors

Our nearest neighbor analysis suggests that the
corpus-extracted AAN vectors in the gold standard
are meaningful, semantically coherent objects. We
can thus assess the quality of AANs recursively gen-
erated by composition models by how closely they

Gold FO RO
W.ADD 0.565 0.572 0.558
F.ADD 0.618 0.622 0.614
MULT 0.424 0.468 0.384
LFM 0.655 0.675 0.637

Table 3: Mean cosine similarities between the corpus-
extracted and model-generated gold AAN vectors. All
pairwise differences between models are significant ac-
cording to Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests (p<0.001).
For MULT and LFM, the difference between mean flexible
order (FO) and rigid order (RO) cosines is also signifi-
cant.

approximate these vectors. We find that the perfor-
mances of most composition models in approximat-
ing the vectors for the gold AANs is quite satisfac-
tory (cf. Table 3). To put this evaluation into per-
spective, note that 99% of the simulated distribu-
tion of pairwise cosines of corpus-extracted AANs
is below the mean cosine of the worst-performing
model (MULT), that is, a cosine of 0.424 is very sig-
nificantly above what is expected by chance for two
random corpus-extracted AAN vectors. Also, ob-
serve that the two more parameter-rich models are
better than W.ADD, and that LFM also significantly
outperforms F.ADD.

Further, the results show that the models are able
to approximate flexible order AAN vectors better
than rigid order AANs, significantly so for LFM and
MULT. This result is quite interesting because it sug-
gests that flexible order AANs express a more lit-
eral (or intersective) modification by both adjectives,
which is what we would expect to be better captured
by compositional models. Clearly, a more complex
modification process is occurring in the case of rigid
order AANs, as we predicted to be the case.

3.2 Distinguishing flexible vs. rigid order

In the results reported below, we test how both our
baseline �PMI measure and the distance from the
AAN and its component parts changes depending on
the type of adjective ordering to which the AAN be-
longs. From this point forward, we only use gold
standard items, where we are sure of the quality of
the corpus-extracted vectors. The first block of Ta-
ble 4 reports the t-normalized difference between
flexible order and rigid order mean cosines for the
corpus-extracted vectors.
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cos\ : ~x, ~y,~n, ~x · ~n, ~y · ~n
<latexit sha1_base64="0V0nlz7olNTRwI3v+UTLGBDZ6ps=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3qc4tYozDVe8hSuPiQOQ21sLoLU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3qc4tYozDVe8hSuPiQOQ21sLoLU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BBcGNCzUZXxDndIxAwIoi/4Qxbc=">AAACX3icdZBdaxNBFIYnq21jbOu2vRJvBoMgImG30ib1qqgX3ogRjC1kQzg7OUmHzs4sM2dLl2X/Vv+L4JWg/8E7J19gRA8M8/Cej5nzprmSjqLoayO4d39re6f5oPVwd2//UXhw+MWZwgocCKOMvUzBoZIaByRJ4WVuEbJU4UV6/Xaev7hB66TRn6nMcZTBTMupFEBeGof9RBjHE9Azha95coOiuq1fLqFcg17DbZ2IiaFNsdwQx2E76nTjXvekxxfQOztdQvfVCY870SLabBX9cfgrmRhRZKhJKHBuGEc5jSqwJIXCupUUDnMQ1zDDoUcNGbpRtdi85s+8MuFTY/3RxBfqnx0VZM6VWeorM6Ar93duLv4rNyxo2htVUucFoRbLh6aF4mT43EY+kRYFqdIDCCv9X7m4AguCvNmt5B36XSx+8HM/5miBjH1RJWBnmdR1tbpb3qu1Ifz/MDjunHXiT1H7/M3KtCZ7wp6y5yxmXXbO3rM+GzDB7tg39oP9bHwPmsF+EC5Lg8aq54htRPD4N8cBuzU=</latexit>
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LINGUISTIC ASPECTS OF COMPOSITIONALITY

▸ Composition depends on representation and purpose
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Initial Data Goal [Best] 
Method

Mitchell & 
Lapata (2010) Adjective, noun vectors Examine composition 

methods Multiplication

Baroni & 
Zamparelli 

(2010)
Noun, noun phrase vectors Represent adjective as 

matrix Linear mapping

Hartung et al 
(2017)

Adjective, noun, property 
name vectors

Learn adjective property 
from composition

Weighted 
addition

Boleda et al 
(2013)

Adjective, noun, phrase 
vectors

Effect of intensionality on 
composition function

Lexical Function 
(linear mapping)

Vecchi et al 
(2013) Adjective, noun Learn adjective ordering Weighted 

Addition
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GROUNDED COMPOSITION

▸ Abstract vs. concrete phrases 

▸  Images as visual phrases 

▸ What information each modality provides
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Shutova et al 
(2016) 

Lazaridou et 
al (2014) 

Collell & 
Moens (2016) 

How is composition affected by the addition of visual 
information?



COMPOSITIONALITY IN DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

ABSTRACT COMPOSITION
▸ Metaphor comes from combining imagery of different domains 

liquid    ←  ‘pour money’    →    finance 

▸ Goal: Use visual information to separate abstract vs. concrete 

▸ Data: Wikipedia, ImageNet; MOH and TSV for testing 

▸ Limitations: 
▸ Dependent on visual representation being incoherent for metaphors 
▸ Assume composition is addition
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Shutova et al (2016)

‘pour’
…~x

<latexit sha1_base64="PA26KuOKg9xOOFAnC6NKct8T0Nk=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm8EiuCqJUpMuxKIblxWMFdpSJtNpO3RyYWZSLKHgK7hxoeLWR3Hvzrdxmiio6A8DH/9/DnPO8WPOpLKsd6MwN7+wuFRcNldW19Y3SptbVzJKBKEeiXgkrn0sKWch9RRTnF7HguLA57Tpj85meXNMhWRReKkmMe0EeBCyPiNYaavZHlOS3ky7pbJVcWzXqbooA7d2lINzWEV2xcpUPnk1j28BoNEtvbV7EUkCGirCsZQt24pVJ8VCMcLp1GwnksaYjPCAtjSGOKCyk2bjTtGednqoHwn9QoUy93tHigMpJ4GvKwOshvJ3NjP/ylqJ6rudlIVxomhI8o/6CUcqQrPdUY8JShSfaMBEMD0rIkMsMFH6QqY+wtem6H/wDiq1in1hleunkKsIO7AL+2CDA3U4hwZ4QGAEd/AAj0Zs3BtPxnNeWjA+e7bhh4yXDyMIkdE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gaIVH7bJaKfTPxpCK8jslO2iZng=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWARXIVEqUkXYtGNywrGFtpQJtNJO3RyYWZSLKEP4caFihsXPop7N+LbOE0UVPSHgY//P4c55/gJo0Ka5rtWmptfWFwqL+srq2vrG5XNrSsRpxwTF8cs5m0fCcJoRFxJJSPthBMU+oy0/NHZLG+NCRc0ji7lJCFeiAYRDShGUlmt7pjg7Hraq1RNw7Ycu+bAHJz6UQH2YQ1ahpmrevKiHydPb3qzV3nt9mOchiSSmCEhOpaZSC9DXFLMyFTvpoIkCI/QgHQURigkwsvycadwTzl9GMRcvUjC3P3ekaFQiEnoq8oQyaH4nc3Mv7JOKgPHy2iUpJJEuPgoSBmUMZztDvuUEyzZRAHCnKpZIR4ijrBUF9LVEb42hf+De2DUDevCrDZOQaEy2AG7YB9YwAYNcA6awAUYjMANuAP3WqLdag/aY1Fa0j57tsEPac8fEyOTRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gaIVH7bJaKfTPxpCK8jslO2iZng=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWARXIVEqUkXYtGNywrGFtpQJtNJO3RyYWZSLKEP4caFihsXPop7N+LbOE0UVPSHgY//P4c55/gJo0Ka5rtWmptfWFwqL+srq2vrG5XNrSsRpxwTF8cs5m0fCcJoRFxJJSPthBMU+oy0/NHZLG+NCRc0ji7lJCFeiAYRDShGUlmt7pjg7Hraq1RNw7Ycu+bAHJz6UQH2YQ1ahpmrevKiHydPb3qzV3nt9mOchiSSmCEhOpaZSC9DXFLMyFTvpoIkCI/QgHQURigkwsvycadwTzl9GMRcvUjC3P3ekaFQiEnoq8oQyaH4nc3Mv7JOKgPHy2iUpJJEuPgoSBmUMZztDvuUEyzZRAHCnKpZIR4ijrBUF9LVEb42hf+De2DUDevCrDZOQaEy2AG7YB9YwAYNcA6awAUYjMANuAP3WqLdag/aY1Fa0j57tsEPac8fEyOTRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="45th9CN5k9x4RJU/0K+1oLCwE8k=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iUmvRW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3XywuymW0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N27SCij4YeLw3w8y8IOVMKsv6MEorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gTiaZINQjCU9EJ8CSchZTTzHFaScVFEcBp+1gfDX32xMqJEviWzVNqR/hYcxCRrDSUrs3oSS/n/WrNct0bNepu6ggbuNiQZzzOrJNq0ANlmj1q++9QUKyiMaKcCxl17ZS5edYKEY4nVV6maQpJmM8pF1NYxxR6efFuTN0opUBChOhK1aoUL9P5DiSchoFujPCaiR/e3PxL6+bqdD1cxanmaIxWSwKM45Ugua/owETlCg+1QQTwfStiIywwETphCo6hK9P0f/EOzMbpn1j1ZqXyzTKcATHcAo2ONCEa2iBBwTG8ABP8GykxqPxYrwuWkvGcuYQfsB4+wS1jpAE</latexit>

‘money’
…~y

<latexit sha1_base64="J8vhQyuxyOkPgRR9qYdqIl9qE6Y=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh71sFgETyFRattb0YvHFqwttKFstpt26WYTdjeFEvojvHhQ8epf8Hd48+ZPcdsoqOiDgcd7M8zM82POlHacNyu3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf3blSUSEJbJOKR7PhYUc4EbWmmOe3EkuLQ57Ttjy/nfntCpWKRuNbTmHohHgoWMIK1kdq9CSXpdNYvlhy74lYr5SpakGrtPCOVszJybWeBUv3wpfkOAI1+8bU3iEgSUqEJx0p1XSfWXoqlZoTTWaGXKBpjMsZD2jVU4JAqL12cO0PHRhmgIJKmhEYL9ftEikOlpqFvOkOsR+q3Nxf/8rqJDqpeykScaCpItihIONIRmv+OBkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsISE20SKpgQvj5F/5PWqV2z3aYJ4wIy5OEAjuAEXKhAHa6gAS0gMIZbuIcHK7burEfrKWvNWZ8z+/AD1vMHxMeSSg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yXYKQUX32YHamxSPdi7hha7iqGk=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchUSpSXdFNy5bMLbQhjKZTtqhkwczk0IIXfoBblyouPUX+h3u/AZ/wmmioKIHLhzOuZd77/FiRoU0jDdtYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2q7s7N6IKOGYODhiEe94SBBGQ+JIKhnpxJygwGOk7Y0v5357QrigUXgt05i4ARqG1KcYSSW1exOCs3Tar1QN3TJtq2bDnNj184JYZzVo6kaOauNg1nq/PZw1+5XX3iDCSUBCiRkSomsasXQzxCXFjEzLvUSQGOExGpKuoiEKiHCz/NwpPFbKAPoRVxVKmKvfJzIUCJEGnuoMkByJ395c/MvrJtK33YyGcSJJiItFfsKgjOD8dzignGDJUkUQ5lTdCvEIcYSlSqisQvj6FP5PnFO9rpstFcYFKFAC++AInAATWKABrkATOACDMbgDD+BRi7V77Ul7LloXtM+ZPfAD2ssHoaaTsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yXYKQUX32YHamxSPdi7hha7iqGk=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchUSpSXdFNy5bMLbQhjKZTtqhkwczk0IIXfoBblyouPUX+h3u/AZ/wmmioKIHLhzOuZd77/FiRoU0jDdtYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2q7s7N6IKOGYODhiEe94SBBGQ+JIKhnpxJygwGOk7Y0v5357QrigUXgt05i4ARqG1KcYSSW1exOCs3Tar1QN3TJtq2bDnNj184JYZzVo6kaOauNg1nq/PZw1+5XX3iDCSUBCiRkSomsasXQzxCXFjEzLvUSQGOExGpKuoiEKiHCz/NwpPFbKAPoRVxVKmKvfJzIUCJEGnuoMkByJ395c/MvrJtK33YyGcSJJiItFfsKgjOD8dzignGDJUkUQ5lTdCvEIcYSlSqisQvj6FP5PnFO9rpstFcYFKFAC++AInAATWKABrkATOACDMbgDD+BRi7V77Ul7LloXtM+ZPfAD2ssHoaaTsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HrtNHJW1A3Uema/A9ZzqHRTBPWY=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4ColSk96KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlmw92N4UQ+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9xm1ZQ0QcDj/dmmJkXpJxJZVkfxsrq2vrGZmWrur2zu7dfOzi8l0kmKHg04YnoBkQCZzF4iikO3VQAiQIOnWByPfc7UxCSJfGdylPwIzKKWcgoUVrq9KdAi3w2qNUt07Fdp+HikrjNywVxLhrYNq0SdbREe1B77w8TmkUQK8qJlD3bSpVfEKEY5TCr9jMJKaETMoKepjGJQPpFee4Mn2pliMNE6IoVLtXvEwWJpMyjQHdGRI3lb28u/uX1MhW6fsHiNFMQ08WiMONYJXj+Ox4yAVTxXBNCBdO3YjomglClE6rqEL4+xf8T79xsmvatVW9dLdOooGN0gs6QjRzUQjeojTxE0QQ9oCf0bKTGo/FivC5aV4zlzBH6AePtE7cSkAU=</latexit>

Text:

Image:

cos\
<latexit sha1_base64="z6bMgKXrPcAK5lHSvdXZpO5VDAE=">AAAB8HicdZDNSgMxFIXv1L86/lVdugkWwdUwo9RpF2LRjcsK1hY7Q8mkaRuayQxJRiil4EO4caHi1hdx7863MW0VVPRA4OOce8m9N0o5U9p1363c3PzC4lJ+2V5ZXVvfKGxuXakkk4TWScIT2YywopwJWtdMc9pMJcVxxGkjGpxN8sYNlYol4lIPUxrGuCdYlxGsjXUdkEQFWPQ4bReKruN7Zb9URlMoV45m4B+WkOe4UxVPXu3jWwCotQtvQSchWUyFJhwr1fLcVIcjLDUjnI7tIFM0xWSAe7RlUOCYqnA0nXiM9ozTQd1Emic0mrrfO0Y4VmoYR6YyxrqvfmcT86+sleluORwxkWaaCjL7qJtxpBM0WR91mKRE86EBTCQzsyLSxxITbY5kmyN8bYr+h/qBU3G8C7dYPYWZ8rADu7APHvhQhXOoQR0ICLiDB3i0lHVvPVnPs9Kc9dmzDT9kvXwAFSmS6Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MBc/oo66CcnxpbEvrHC8UhXMob0=">AAAB8HicdZDNSgMxFIUz9a+Of1WXboJFcFVmlDrThVh047KCtWJbSia9bUMzyZBkhFL6Fm5cqIg7X8S9G/FtTFsFFT0Q+DjnXnLvjRLOtPG8dyczMzs3v5BddJeWV1bXcusbF1qmikKVSi7VZUQ0cCagapjhcJkoIHHEoRb1T8Z57RqUZlKcm0ECzZh0BeswSoy1rhpU6gYRXQ6tXN4rBH4YFEM8gbB0MIVgv4j9gjdR/ujFPUye3txKK/faaEuaxiAM5UTruu8lpjkkyjDKYeQ2Ug0JoX3ShbpFQWLQzeFk4hHesU4bd6SyTxg8cb93DEms9SCObGVMTE//zsbmX1k9NZ2wOWQiSQ0IOv2ok3JsJB6vj9tMATV8YIFQxeysmPaIItTYI7n2CF+b4v+hulcoFfwzL18+RlNl0RbaRrvIRwEqo1NUQVVEkUA36A7dO9q5dR6cx2lpxvns2UQ/5Dx/AAVElF0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MBc/oo66CcnxpbEvrHC8UhXMob0=">AAAB8HicdZDNSgMxFIUz9a+Of1WXboJFcFVmlDrThVh047KCtWJbSia9bUMzyZBkhFL6Fm5cqIg7X8S9G/FtTFsFFT0Q+DjnXnLvjRLOtPG8dyczMzs3v5BddJeWV1bXcusbF1qmikKVSi7VZUQ0cCagapjhcJkoIHHEoRb1T8Z57RqUZlKcm0ECzZh0BeswSoy1rhpU6gYRXQ6tXN4rBH4YFEM8gbB0MIVgv4j9gjdR/ujFPUye3txKK/faaEuaxiAM5UTruu8lpjkkyjDKYeQ2Ug0JoX3ShbpFQWLQzeFk4hHesU4bd6SyTxg8cb93DEms9SCObGVMTE//zsbmX1k9NZ2wOWQiSQ0IOv2ok3JsJB6vj9tMATV8YIFQxeysmPaIItTYI7n2CF+b4v+hulcoFfwzL18+RlNl0RbaRrvIRwEqo1NUQVVEkUA36A7dO9q5dR6cx2lpxvns2UQ/5Dx/AAVElF0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TkkOwYAPQdy745phsbD/ORvND6k=">AAAB8HicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4ColSk96KXjxWMLbYhLLZbtqlm92wuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GbVpBRR8MPN6bYWZenDGqtON8WEvLK6tr65WN6ubW9s5ubW//VolcYhJgwYTsxkgRRjkJNNWMdDNJUBoz0onHlzO/c0+kooLf6ElGohQNOU0oRtpIdyEWKkR8yEi/Vndsz/W9hg9L4jfP58Q7a0DXdkrUwQLtfu09HAicp4RrzJBSPdfJdFQgqSlmZFoNc0UyhMdoSHqGcpQSFRXlxVN4bJQBTIQ0xTUs1e8TBUqVmqSx6UyRHqnf3kz8y+vlOvGjgvIs14Tj+aIkZ1ALOHsfDqgkWLOJIQhLam6FeIQkwtqEVDUhfH0K/yfBqd203Wun3rpYpFEBh+AInAAXeKAFrkAbBAADDh7AE3i2lPVovViv89YlazFzAH7AevsEp6+RHA==</latexit>

‘pour’
…~x

<latexit sha1_base64="PA26KuOKg9xOOFAnC6NKct8T0Nk=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm8EiuCqJUpMuxKIblxWMFdpSJtNpO3RyYWZSLKHgK7hxoeLWR3Hvzrdxmiio6A8DH/9/DnPO8WPOpLKsd6MwN7+wuFRcNldW19Y3SptbVzJKBKEeiXgkrn0sKWch9RRTnF7HguLA57Tpj85meXNMhWRReKkmMe0EeBCyPiNYaavZHlOS3ky7pbJVcWzXqbooA7d2lINzWEV2xcpUPnk1j28BoNEtvbV7EUkCGirCsZQt24pVJ8VCMcLp1GwnksaYjPCAtjSGOKCyk2bjTtGednqoHwn9QoUy93tHigMpJ4GvKwOshvJ3NjP/ylqJ6rudlIVxomhI8o/6CUcqQrPdUY8JShSfaMBEMD0rIkMsMFH6QqY+wtem6H/wDiq1in1hleunkKsIO7AL+2CDA3U4hwZ4QGAEd/AAj0Zs3BtPxnNeWjA+e7bhh4yXDyMIkdE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gaIVH7bJaKfTPxpCK8jslO2iZng=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWARXIVEqUkXYtGNywrGFtpQJtNJO3RyYWZSLKEP4caFihsXPop7N+LbOE0UVPSHgY//P4c55/gJo0Ka5rtWmptfWFwqL+srq2vrG5XNrSsRpxwTF8cs5m0fCcJoRFxJJSPthBMU+oy0/NHZLG+NCRc0ji7lJCFeiAYRDShGUlmt7pjg7Hraq1RNw7Ycu+bAHJz6UQH2YQ1ahpmrevKiHydPb3qzV3nt9mOchiSSmCEhOpaZSC9DXFLMyFTvpoIkCI/QgHQURigkwsvycadwTzl9GMRcvUjC3P3ekaFQiEnoq8oQyaH4nc3Mv7JOKgPHy2iUpJJEuPgoSBmUMZztDvuUEyzZRAHCnKpZIR4ijrBUF9LVEb42hf+De2DUDevCrDZOQaEy2AG7YB9YwAYNcA6awAUYjMANuAP3WqLdag/aY1Fa0j57tsEPac8fEyOTRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gaIVH7bJaKfTPxpCK8jslO2iZng=">AAAB7XicdZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWARXIVEqUkXYtGNywrGFtpQJtNJO3RyYWZSLKEP4caFihsXPop7N+LbOE0UVPSHgY//P4c55/gJo0Ka5rtWmptfWFwqL+srq2vrG5XNrSsRpxwTF8cs5m0fCcJoRFxJJSPthBMU+oy0/NHZLG+NCRc0ji7lJCFeiAYRDShGUlmt7pjg7Hraq1RNw7Ycu+bAHJz6UQH2YQ1ahpmrevKiHydPb3qzV3nt9mOchiSSmCEhOpaZSC9DXFLMyFTvpoIkCI/QgHQURigkwsvycadwTzl9GMRcvUjC3P3ekaFQiEnoq8oQyaH4nc3Mv7JOKgPHy2iUpJJEuPgoSBmUMZztDvuUEyzZRAHCnKpZIR4ijrBUF9LVEb42hf+De2DUDevCrDZOQaEy2AG7YB9YwAYNcA6awAUYjMANuAP3WqLdag/aY1Fa0j57tsEPac8fEyOTRQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="45th9CN5k9x4RJU/0K+1oLCwE8k=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iUmvRW9OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3XywuymW0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N27SCij4YeLw3w8y8IOVMKsv6MEorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gTiaZINQjCU9EJ8CSchZTTzHFaScVFEcBp+1gfDX32xMqJEviWzVNqR/hYcxCRrDSUrs3oSS/n/WrNct0bNepu6ggbuNiQZzzOrJNq0ANlmj1q++9QUKyiMaKcCxl17ZS5edYKEY4nVV6maQpJmM8pF1NYxxR6efFuTN0opUBChOhK1aoUL9P5DiSchoFujPCaiR/e3PxL6+bqdD1cxanmaIxWSwKM45Ugua/owETlCg+1QQTwfStiIywwETphCo6hK9P0f/EOzMbpn1j1ZqXyzTKcATHcAo2ONCEa2iBBwTG8ABP8GykxqPxYrwuWkvGcuYQfsB4+wS1jpAE</latexit>
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Figure 2: Images tagged with orange and liqueur are
mapped in linguistic space closer to the vector of the
phrase orange liqueur than to the orange or liqueur vec-
tors (t-SNE visualization) (the figure also shows the near-
est neighbours of phrase, adjective and noun in linguis-
tic space). The mapping is trained using solely noun-
annotated images.

associate the visual properties/attributes of the ob-
jects to the corresponding adjectives. As an exam-
ple, Figure 1 (left) displays the nearest attributes of
car, bird and puppy in the visual space and, inter-
estingly, the relative distance between the noun de-
noting objects and the adjective denoting attributes
is also preserved in the linguistic space (right).

We further observe that, as also highlighted by
recent work in object recognition, any object in an
image is, in a sense, a visual phrase (Sadeghi and
Farhadi, 2011; Divvala et al., 2014), i.e., the object
and its attributes are mutually dependent. For exam-
ple, we cannot visually isolate the object drum from
attributes such as wooden and round. Indeed, within
our data, in 80% of the cases the projected image
of an object is closer to the semantic representation
of a phrase describing it than to either the object or
attribute labels. See Figure 2 for an example.

Motivated by this observation, we turn to recent
work in distributional semantics defining a vector
decomposition framework (Dinu and Baroni, 2014)
which, given a vector encoding the meaning of a
phrase, aims at decoupling its constituents, produc-
ing vectors that can then be matched to a sequence
of words best capturing the semantics of the phrase.
We adopt this framework to decompose image rep-
resentations projected onto linguistic space into an

adjective-noun phrase. We show that the method
yields results comparable to those obtained when us-
ing attribute-labeled training data, while only requir-
ing object-annotated data. Interestingly, this decom-

positional approach also doubles the performance
of object/noun annotation over the standard zero-
shot approach (Experiment 2). Given the positive
results of our proposed method, we conclude with
an extrinsic evaluation (Experiment 3); we show
that attribute-centric representations of images cre-
ated with the decompositional approach boost per-
formance in an object classification task, supporting
claims about its practical utility.

In addition to contributions to image annotation,
our work suggests new test beds for distributional
semantic representations of nouns and associated
adjectives, and provides more in-depth evidence of
the potential of the decompositional approach.

2 General experimental setup
2.1 Cross-Modal Mapping
Our approach relies on cross-modal mapping

from a visual semantic space V, populated with
vector-based representations of images, onto a
linguistic (distributional semantic) space W of word
vectors. The mapping is performed by first inducing
a function fproj : Rd1 ! Rd2 from data points
(vi, wi), where vi 2 Rd1 is a vector representation
of an image tagged with an object or an attribute
(such as dog or metallic), and wi 2 Rd2 is the
linguistic vector representation of the corresponding
word. The mapping function can subsequently be
applied to any given image vi 2 V to obtain its
projection w0

i 2 W onto linguistic space:

w0
i = fproj(vi)

Specifically, we consider two mapping methods. In
the RIDGE regression approach, we learn a linear
function Fproj 2 Rd2⇥d1 by solving the Tikhonov-
Phillips regularization problem, which minimizes
the following objective:

||W Tr � FprojV
Tr||22 � ||�Fproj ||22,

where W Tr and V Tr are obtained by stacking the
word vectors wi and corresponding image vectors
vi, from the training set.4

4The parameter � is determined through cross-validation on
the training data.
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Figure 2: Images tagged with orange and liqueur are
mapped in linguistic space closer to the vector of the
phrase orange liqueur than to the orange or liqueur vec-
tors (t-SNE visualization) (the figure also shows the near-
est neighbours of phrase, adjective and noun in linguis-
tic space). The mapping is trained using solely noun-
annotated images.

associate the visual properties/attributes of the ob-
jects to the corresponding adjectives. As an exam-
ple, Figure 1 (left) displays the nearest attributes of
car, bird and puppy in the visual space and, inter-
estingly, the relative distance between the noun de-
noting objects and the adjective denoting attributes
is also preserved in the linguistic space (right).

We further observe that, as also highlighted by
recent work in object recognition, any object in an
image is, in a sense, a visual phrase (Sadeghi and
Farhadi, 2011; Divvala et al., 2014), i.e., the object
and its attributes are mutually dependent. For exam-
ple, we cannot visually isolate the object drum from
attributes such as wooden and round. Indeed, within
our data, in 80% of the cases the projected image
of an object is closer to the semantic representation
of a phrase describing it than to either the object or
attribute labels. See Figure 2 for an example.

Motivated by this observation, we turn to recent
work in distributional semantics defining a vector
decomposition framework (Dinu and Baroni, 2014)
which, given a vector encoding the meaning of a
phrase, aims at decoupling its constituents, produc-
ing vectors that can then be matched to a sequence
of words best capturing the semantics of the phrase.
We adopt this framework to decompose image rep-
resentations projected onto linguistic space into an

adjective-noun phrase. We show that the method
yields results comparable to those obtained when us-
ing attribute-labeled training data, while only requir-
ing object-annotated data. Interestingly, this decom-

positional approach also doubles the performance
of object/noun annotation over the standard zero-
shot approach (Experiment 2). Given the positive
results of our proposed method, we conclude with
an extrinsic evaluation (Experiment 3); we show
that attribute-centric representations of images cre-
ated with the decompositional approach boost per-
formance in an object classification task, supporting
claims about its practical utility.

In addition to contributions to image annotation,
our work suggests new test beds for distributional
semantic representations of nouns and associated
adjectives, and provides more in-depth evidence of
the potential of the decompositional approach.

2 General experimental setup
2.1 Cross-Modal Mapping
Our approach relies on cross-modal mapping

from a visual semantic space V, populated with
vector-based representations of images, onto a
linguistic (distributional semantic) space W of word
vectors. The mapping is performed by first inducing
a function fproj : Rd1 ! Rd2 from data points
(vi, wi), where vi 2 Rd1 is a vector representation
of an image tagged with an object or an attribute
(such as dog or metallic), and wi 2 Rd2 is the
linguistic vector representation of the corresponding
word. The mapping function can subsequently be
applied to any given image vi 2 V to obtain its
projection w0

i 2 W onto linguistic space:

w0
i = fproj(vi)

Specifically, we consider two mapping methods. In
the RIDGE regression approach, we learn a linear
function Fproj 2 Rd2⇥d1 by solving the Tikhonov-
Phillips regularization problem, which minimizes
the following objective:

||W Tr � FprojV
Tr||22 � ||�Fproj ||22,

where W Tr and V Tr are obtained by stacking the
word vectors wi and corresponding image vectors
vi, from the training set.4

4The parameter � is determined through cross-validation on
the training data.
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Figure 3: Performance of zero-shot attribute classification (as measured by AUC) compared to the supervised method
of Russakovsky and Fei-Fei (2010), where available. The dark-red horizontal line marks chance performance.

To further maximize the amount of training data
points, we conduct a leave-one-attribute-out evalua-
tion, in which the cross-modal mapping function is
repeatedly learned on all 72 attributes from the train-
ing set, as well as all but one attribute from the eval-
uation set (Section 2.4), and the associated images.
This results in 72+(25�1) = 96 training attributes
in total. On average, 45 images per attribute are
used. The performance is measured for the single
attribute that was excluded from training. A numeri-
cal summary of the experiment setup is presented in
the first row of Table 3.

3.2 Results and discussion

Russakovsky and Fei-Fei (2010) trained separate
SVM classifiers for each attribute in the evaluation
dataset in a cross-validation setting. This fully su-
pervised approach can be seen as an ambitious up-
per bound for zero-shot learning, and we directly
compare our performance to theirs using their figure
of merit, namely area under the ROC curve (AUC),
which is commonly used for binary classification
problems.11 A perfect classifier achieves an AUC of
1, whereas an AUC of 0.5 indicates random guess-
ing. For purposes of AUC computation, DIRA is
considered to label test images with a given adjec-
tive if the linguistic-space distance between their
mapped representation and the adjective is below
a certain threshold. AUC measures the aggregated
performance over all thresholds. To get a sense of

11Table 4 reports hit@k results for DIRA, which will be dis-
cussed below in the context of Experiment 2.

what AUC compares to in terms of precision and re-
call, the AUC of DIRA for furry is 0.74, while the
precision is 71% and the corresponding recall 14%.
For the more difficult blue case, AUC is at 0.5, pre-
cision and recall are 2% and 55%, respectively.

The AUC results are presented in Figure 3 (ig-
nore red bars for now). We observe first that, of the
two mapping functions we considered, RIDGE (blue
bars) clearly outperforms NCCA (yellow bars). Ac-
cording to a series of paired permutation tests,
RIDGE has a significantly larger AUC in 13/25
cases, NCCA in only 2. This is somewhat surpris-
ing given the better performance of NCCA in the
experiments of Gong et al. (2014). However, our
setup is quite different from theirs: They perform
all retrieval tasks by projecting the input visual and
language data onto a common multimodal space dif-

ferent from both input spaces. NCCA is a well-
suited algorithm for this. We aim instead at produc-
ing linguistic annotations of images, which is most
straightforwardly accomplished by projecting visual
representations onto linguistic space. Regression-
based learning (in our case, via RIDGE) is a more
natural choice for this purpose.

Coming now to a more general analysis of the re-
sults, as expected, and analogously to the supervised
setting, DIRA-RIDGE performance varies across at-
tributes. Some achieve performance close to the
supervised model (e.g., rectangular or wooden)
and, for 18 out of 25, the performance is well
above chance (bootstrap test). The exceptions are:
blue, square, round, vegetation, smooth, spotted and
striped. Interestingly, for the last 4 attributes in
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Figure 2: Images tagged with orange and liqueur are
mapped in linguistic space closer to the vector of the
phrase orange liqueur than to the orange or liqueur vec-
tors (t-SNE visualization) (the figure also shows the near-
est neighbours of phrase, adjective and noun in linguis-
tic space). The mapping is trained using solely noun-
annotated images.

associate the visual properties/attributes of the ob-
jects to the corresponding adjectives. As an exam-
ple, Figure 1 (left) displays the nearest attributes of
car, bird and puppy in the visual space and, inter-
estingly, the relative distance between the noun de-
noting objects and the adjective denoting attributes
is also preserved in the linguistic space (right).

We further observe that, as also highlighted by
recent work in object recognition, any object in an
image is, in a sense, a visual phrase (Sadeghi and
Farhadi, 2011; Divvala et al., 2014), i.e., the object
and its attributes are mutually dependent. For exam-
ple, we cannot visually isolate the object drum from
attributes such as wooden and round. Indeed, within
our data, in 80% of the cases the projected image
of an object is closer to the semantic representation
of a phrase describing it than to either the object or
attribute labels. See Figure 2 for an example.

Motivated by this observation, we turn to recent
work in distributional semantics defining a vector
decomposition framework (Dinu and Baroni, 2014)
which, given a vector encoding the meaning of a
phrase, aims at decoupling its constituents, produc-
ing vectors that can then be matched to a sequence
of words best capturing the semantics of the phrase.
We adopt this framework to decompose image rep-
resentations projected onto linguistic space into an

adjective-noun phrase. We show that the method
yields results comparable to those obtained when us-
ing attribute-labeled training data, while only requir-
ing object-annotated data. Interestingly, this decom-

positional approach also doubles the performance
of object/noun annotation over the standard zero-
shot approach (Experiment 2). Given the positive
results of our proposed method, we conclude with
an extrinsic evaluation (Experiment 3); we show
that attribute-centric representations of images cre-
ated with the decompositional approach boost per-
formance in an object classification task, supporting
claims about its practical utility.

In addition to contributions to image annotation,
our work suggests new test beds for distributional
semantic representations of nouns and associated
adjectives, and provides more in-depth evidence of
the potential of the decompositional approach.

2 General experimental setup
2.1 Cross-Modal Mapping
Our approach relies on cross-modal mapping

from a visual semantic space V, populated with
vector-based representations of images, onto a
linguistic (distributional semantic) space W of word
vectors. The mapping is performed by first inducing
a function fproj : Rd1 ! Rd2 from data points
(vi, wi), where vi 2 Rd1 is a vector representation
of an image tagged with an object or an attribute
(such as dog or metallic), and wi 2 Rd2 is the
linguistic vector representation of the corresponding
word. The mapping function can subsequently be
applied to any given image vi 2 V to obtain its
projection w0

i 2 W onto linguistic space:

w0
i = fproj(vi)

Specifically, we consider two mapping methods. In
the RIDGE regression approach, we learn a linear
function Fproj 2 Rd2⇥d1 by solving the Tikhonov-
Phillips regularization problem, which minimizes
the following objective:

||W Tr � FprojV
Tr||22 � ||�Fproj ||22,

where W Tr and V Tr are obtained by stacking the
word vectors wi and corresponding image vectors
vi, from the training set.4

4The parameter � is determined through cross-validation on
the training data.
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firm that the purely language-based models (LM,
SP) are producing generic abstract adjectives that
are not appropriate to describe images (e.g., crypto-

graphic key, homemade bread, Greek salad, beaten

yolk). The image-informed VLM and DIRO models
produce considerably more concrete adjectives. Not
surprisingly, DIRA, that was directly trained on con-
crete adjectives, produces the most concrete ones.
Importantly, DEC, despite being based on a cross-
modal function that was not explicitly exposed to
adjectives, produced adjectives that are approaching
the concreteness level of those of DIRA (both differ-
ences between DEC and DIRO, DEC and DIRA are
significant as by paired Mann-Whitney tests).

5 Using DEC for attribute-based object
classification

As discussed in the introduction, attributes can ef-
fectively be used for attribute-based object clas-
sification. In this section, we show that clas-
sifiers trained on attribute representations created
with DEC – which does not require any attribute-
annotated training data nor training a battery of at-
tribute classifiers – outperform (and are complemen-
tary to) standard BoVW features.

We use a subset of the Pascal VOC 2008 dataset.15

Specifically, following Farhadi et al. (2009), we use
the original VOC training set for training/validation,
and the VOC validation set for testing. One-vs-all
linear-SVM classifiers are trained for all VOC ob-
jects, using 3 alternative image representations.

First, we train directly on BoVW features
(PHOW, see Section 2.3), as in the classic object
recognition pipeline. We compare PHOW to an
attribute-centric approach with attribute labels auto-
matically generated by DEC. All VOC images are
projected onto the linguistic space using the cross-
modal mapping function trained with object-noun
data only (see Section 4.1), from which we further
removed all images depicting a VOC object. Each
image projection is then decomposed through DEC
into two vectors representing adjective and noun in-
formation. The final attribute-centric vector repre-
senting an image is created by recording the cosine
similarities of the DEC-generated adjective vector

15
http://pascallin.ecs.soton.ac.uk/

challenges/VOC/voc2008/

Image Object Predicted
Attributes

aeroplane thick, wet, dry,
cylindrical,
motionless,
translucent

dog cuddly, wild,
cute, furry,
white, coloured

Table 8: Two VOC images with some top attributes as-
signed by DEC: these attributes, together with their co-
sine similarities to the mapped image vectors, serve as
attribute-centric representations.

with all the adjectives in our linguistic space. Infor-
mally, this representation can be thought of as a vec-
tor of weights describing the appropriateness of each
adjective as an annotation for the image.16 This is
comparable to standard attribute-based classification
(Farhadi et al., 2009), in which images are repre-
sented as distributions over attributes estimated with
a set of ad hoc supervised attribute-specific classi-
fiers. Table 8 show examples of top attributes auto-
matically assigned by DEC. While not nearly as ac-
curate as manual annotation, many attributes are rel-
evant to the objects, both as specifically depicted in
the image (the aeroplane is wet), but also more pro-
totypically (aeroplanes are cylindrical in general).

We also perform feature-level fusion (FUSED) by
concatenating the PHOW and DEC features, and re-
ducing the resulting vector to 100 dimensions with
SVD (Bruni et al., 2014) (SVD dimensionality de-
termined by cross-validation on the training set).

5.1 Results
There is an improvement over PHOW visual features
when using DEC-based attribute vectors, with accu-
racy raising from 30.49% to 32.76%. The confusion
matrices in Figure 5 show that PHOW and DEC do
not only differ in quantitative performance, but make
different kinds of errors, in part pointing at the dif-
ferent modalities the two models tap into. PHOW,
for example, tends to confuse cats with sofas, prob-
ably because the former are often pictured lying on

16Given that the resulting representations are very dense, we
sparsify them by setting to zeros all adjective dimensions with
cosine below the global mean cosine value.

LM SP VLM DIRO DEC
@1 1 0 2 0 4
@5 2 3 7 2 15
@10 3 5 15 4 23
@20 9 10 30 9 35
@50 20 20 49 22 59
@100 35 34 61 44 70

Table 5: Percentage recall@k attribute retrieval scores.

DIRO DEC DIRA

@1 1 2 0
@5 3 10 0
@10 5 14 1
@20 9 20 2
@50 20 29 6
@100 33 41 12

Table 6: Percentage hit@k noun retrieval scores.

The DIRO method, which exploits visual in-
formation, performs numerically similarly to the
object-informed models LM and SP, with better
hit and recall at high ranks. Although worse than
DIRA, the relatively high performance of DIRO is
a promising result, suggesting object annotations to-
gether with linguistic knowledge extracted in an un-
supervised manner from large corpora can replace,
to some extent, manual attribute annotations. How-
ever, DIRO does not directly model any semantic

compatibility constraints between the retrieved ad-
jectives and the object present in the image (see ex-
amples below). Hence, the object-informed model
VLM, which combines visual information wit lin-
guistic co-occurrence statistics, doubles the perfor-
mance of DIRO, LM and SP.

Our DEC model, which treats images as visual
phrases and jointly decouples their semantics, out-
performs even VLM by a large margin. It also out-
performs DIRA, the standard zero-shot learning ap-
proach using attribute-adjective annotated data (see
also the attribute-by-attribute AUC comparison be-
tween DEC, DIRA and the fully-supervised ap-
proach of Russakovsky and Fei-Fei in Figure 3).

Interestingly, accounting for the phrasal nature of
visual information leads to substantial performance
improvement in object recognition through zero-
shot learning (i.e., tagging images with the depicted
nouns) as well. Table 6 provides the hit@k results
obtained with the DIRO and DEC methods for the
noun retrieval task in a search space of 10,000 most

Image Model Top item Top hit (Rank)

A: white, brown
N: dog

DEC
A: white white (1)
N: dog dog (1)

DIRO A: animal white (27)
N: goat dog (25)

LM A: stray brown (74)

VLM A: pet brown (17)

A: shiny, round
N: syrup

DEC
A: shiny shiny (1)
N: flan syrup (170)

DIRO A: crunchy shiny (15)
N: ramekin syrup (113)

LM A: chocolate shiny (84)

VLM A: chocolate shiny (17)

Table 7: Images with gold attribute-adjective and object-
noun labels, and highest-ranked items for each model
(Top item), as well as highest-ranked correct item and
rank (Top hit). Noun results for (V)LM are omitted since
these models have access to the gold noun label.

frequent nouns from our corpus. Note that DIRO

represents the label retrieval technique that has been
standardly used in conjunction with zero-shot learn-
ing for objects: The cross-modal function is trained
on images annotated with nouns that denote the ob-
jects they depict, and it is then used for noun label
retrieval of unseen objects through a nearest neigh-
bor search of the mapped image representation (the
DIRA column shows that zero-shot noun retrieval
using the mapping function trained on adjectives
works very poorly). DEC decomposes instead the
mapped image representation into two vectors de-
noting adjective and noun semantics, respectively,
and uses the latter to perform the nearest neigh-
bor search for a noun label. Although not directly
comparable, the results of DEC reported here are in
the same range of state-of-the-art zero-shot learning
models for object recognition (Frome et al., 2013).

Annotation examples Table 7 presents some in-
teresting patterns we observed in the results. The
first example illustrates the case in which conducting
adjective and noun retrieval independently results in
mixing information, which damages the DIRO ap-
proach: Adjectival and nominal properties are not
decoupled properly, since the animal property of the
depicted dog is reflected in both the animal adjec-
tive and the goat noun. At the same time, the white-
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Figure 1: Overview of our experimental setting. Attributes are learned from the embeddings of each
modality (left side), and afterwards new concepts are classified on whether the attribute is present or
not (classification) or to which degree the attribute is present (regression). For clarity, we omitted the
regression problem since its setting is identical to classification except for a continuous output Y instead
of 0/1.

(before the softmax layer) of a pre-trained AlexNet CNN model implemented with Caffe toolkit (Jia et
al., 2014). Other than CNN, there exist a variety of methods for obtaining visual features such as SIFT
(Lowe, 1999), HOG (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) or SURF (Bay et al., 2006); to name a few. An exhaustive
comparison will deviate from the goal of this paper, which is to show that at least some visual embeddings
are able to better represent certain attributes than state-of-the-art DMs. Thus, we employ an off-the-shelf
CNN model, as CNNs generally outperform the old approaches such as SIFT, HOG or SURF (LeCun
et al., 2015). Additionally, we have repeated our experiments with ResNet (He et al., 2015), a more
recent CNN model known to outperform AlexNet in image classification. Similar results are obtained
with both models, suggesting thus that our vision-language comparisons are relatively independent of
the CNN choice.

For each concept, several ways of integrating the representations from its individual images into a
single vector could be devised. Here, we apply the following two common approaches (Kiela and Bottou,
2014):

(i) Averaging: Computes the component-wise average of the CNN feature vectors of individual im-
ages. This is equivalent to the cluster center of the individual representations.

(ii) Maxpool: Computes the component-wise maximum of the CNN feature vectors of individual
images. This approach makes sense intuitively because CNN vector components can be interpreted as
“visual properties.”

For simplicity of notation we henceforth refer to the averaged and maxpooled visual representations
as V ISavg and V ISmax respectively.

3.2 Word Embeddings

We employ 300-dimensional GloVe vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) pre-trained in the largest available
corpus (840B tokens and a 2.2M words vocabulary from Common Crawl corpus) from the author’s
website1. For completeness, we have repeated our experiments with word2vec embeddings (Mikolov et
al., 2013) and we have found GloVe to perform slightly better. Thus, we report results with GloVe as it
provides a stronger baseline to compare visual representations with.

3.3 McRae et al. Dataset

The data set collected by McRae et al. (2005) consists of data gathered from human participants that
were asked to list properties—attributes—of concrete nouns. For each noun, 30 participants listed its
attributes. For example, for “airplane”, the attribute has wings (i.e., a form and surface attribute) was

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove
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From Fig. 2 (C) it can also be observed that our results align with Rubinstein et al. (2015)’s findings
with DMs. That is, from text-only embeddings, taxonomic attributes can be generally more accurately
predicted than most of the attributive properties (i.e., all attribute types from Tab. 1 except taxonomic).
We additionally find a similar behavior for visual embeddings (Fig. 2 A and B).

4.2 Visual Vs. Text Performance

Fig. 3 provides an answer to our first research question, showing that, clearly, neither vision nor lan-
guage absolutely dominates the other in grasping fine-grain semantic knowledge but they rather show
preference for different attributes. In general, visual embeddings (especially V ISavg) perform better
than GloVe in three main attribute types: motion, form and surface and color (Fig. 3 and 4). On the
other hand, GloVe clearly outperforms vision in encyclopedic and function attribute types (Fig. 3 and
4), which are seldom visual. For the taxonomic type, vision or language clearly dominate in different
individual attributes (Fig. 3). The visual performance gains with respect to GloVe (in e.g., is a bird)
are particularly interesting since previous research evidenced that taxonomic is the attribute type where
text-only DMs are the strongest (Baroni and Lenci, 2008; Rubinstein et al., 2015). Hence, these results
suggest that the representation of taxonomic knowledge can further benefit from visual grounding.

Figure 3: Difference of performance between V ISavg minus GloVe. Attributes are shown on the hor-
izontal axis and grouped by their type. Positive bars indicate better performance of visual embeddings
and negative bars otherwise. Results with V ISmax are omitted as they exhibit almost identical patterns
as V ISavg, yet slightly worse.

Interestingly, even in the attribute types where either vision or language generally dominate, there
are exceptions. For example, V ISavg seems to outperform GloVe in classifying lays eggs (i.e., an
encyclopedic attribute), while GloVe seems to capture better has a handle (a form and surface attribute)
which is predominantly visual. It is important to notice that visual attributes do not equal “less abstract”
knowledge. For example, the visual attribute has a handle clearly requires more abstract semantic
understanding than purely sensory visual attributes such as is green since the definition of “handle” is
clearly functionally-motivated rather than visual. For instance, the ball-shaped handle of a door has
virtually no visual resemblance with the handle of a bag, yet they both have the same function. All
this suggests that not only the attribute type is important but there are other factors to be taken into
account. More concretely, the visual resemblance among objects to which the same attribute applies
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CONCLUSION

▸ What we can do: 
▸ Recognize objects and their component parts 
▸ Handle vagueness of adjective modification 
▸ Quantify attribute exhibition in a class 
▸ Compose adjectives and nouns 

▸ Future considerations: 
▸ Applying quantifiers to properties of a single 

object (not just proportions of countable 
features) 

▸ Grounding comparative terms 
▸ Using attribute absence as a property of an 

object 
▸ Understanding human limits of differentiation
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▸ KL divergence 

▸ Jensen Shannon Divergence 

▸ Conditional distribution 

▸ Measure correlation with human  
similarity metrics using Pearson’s r
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<latexit sha1_base64="cPWxjx3tNYUhqJoqHLX7D1Ydhas=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1k6QQ43cD2ifCxdT7OCLEWkeARE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1k6QQ43cD2ifCxdT7OCLEWkeARE=">AAAClHicdVHdbtMwGHXC3+j46eACid18YiC1E4qSsdHuYtLEQOIGGBJlk5quchy3sWY7xnaGSppLXokX4Cl4Bq5B4g43KdJA45MsH51zPv+cL1GcGRuG3zz/0uUrV6+tXG+t3rh563Z77c57kxea0AHJea6PE2woZ5IOLLOcHitNsUg4PUpODxb60RnVhuXynZ0pOhJ4KtmEEWwdNW5/7kA8xULgk014DLHKmANd2IMY66lgclw2cqNVkHY+dGKbUbtgkpyn5acK5nDe1IX5HNSFrhp+rByJucpq0Xm63XF7Iwx2+ttP+j0Ig6fhdlSDnd3+VtiDKAjr2th/+OPL17PVn4fj9q84zUkhqLSEY2OGUajsqMTaMsJp1YoLQxUmp3hKhw5KLKgZlXVcFTxyTAqTXLslLdTs+Y4SC2NmInFOgW1m/tUW5EXasLCT/qhkUhWWStJcNCk42BwW2UPKNCWWzxzARDP3ViAZ1phYN6FW/Jy6v2j6yp37RlGNba43y+UcqnK5t1xWfwKB/4PBVrAbRG9dZs9QUytoHT1AHRShHtpHL9EhGiCCvntr3n1v3b/n7/kH/ovG6nvLnrvor/Jf/waSrcup</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1Usr4QV6I1PU2NubGRGQeeTUnzg=">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</latexit>

D(p, q) =
KX

j=1

pj log2
pj
qj

<latexit sha1_base64="7sJOte3pP0F9ER+/6/h9jRZ4gK8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OjuhKiec9s3hRklm5iAgDL879QY=">AAACP3icdVDdahQxGM3Un9a16qqX3gSLUEWGzNq624vCor1QRKzguoWddchkv9mmzV+TjLCEeQrBp/FK0HcQfACvxNvemd2toKIHkhzO+b4k3ymN4M4T8iVZOXf+wsXVtUuty+tXrl5rX7/x2unaMhgwLbQ9KKkDwRUMPPcCDowFKksBw/L48dwfvgXruFav/MzAWNKp4hVn1EepaJO9TXP/5C7exbmrZRGOdrPmzTNsiiOcCz0tOjivLGUhCk04iVvR3iDpdm/rQa+LSfqQbGULsr3T65AuzlKywEb/6buv/dXh+n7RPs0nmtUSlGeCOjfKiPHjQK3nTEDTymsHhrJjOoVRpIpKcOOwmKzBd6IywZW2cSmPF+rvHYFK52ayjJWS+kP3tzcX/+WNal/1xoErU3tQbPlQVQvsNZ7HhCfcAvNiFglllse/YnZIYxI+htnK9yDOYuF5vPeFAUu9tvdCTu1UctWEs7MVs/oVCP4/GXTSnTR7GTN7hJZYQ7fQbbSJMtRFffQE7aMBYug9+oA+oc/Jx+Rb8j35sSxdSc56bqI/kJz+BKu7smw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OjuhKiec9s3hRklm5iAgDL879QY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Trhkou0pEfw4bxzituK3suBxnn4=">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</latexit>

JS(p, q) =
1

2


D
⇣
p,

(p+ q)

2

⌘
+D

⇣
q,

(p+ q)

2

⌘�

<latexit sha1_base64="fwVN0NpG5p5Se6jFQ9bUuo6qoK4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IZjaf8QUw+/EYdV7mbgnwUJpsx0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IZjaf8QUw+/EYdV7mbgnwUJpsx0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zHr3/zyisEpR7tPobXLcRQ+hNFg=">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</latexit>

P (w2|w1) =
KX

z=1

P (w2|z)P (z|w1)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ij5hucZUJEf74e6vYSXfsQHwmOQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nhx9u2mvKFpke6zlUMSKSuwa28E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nhx9u2mvKFpke6zlUMSKSuwa28E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E3tkR/sRLaoKFPU8BL1rhF23swk=">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</latexit>

P (z|w1) / P (w1|z)P (z)
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and 152 pixels high. The average document length
is 133.85 words. The corpus has 542,414 words in
total. Our experiments used a vocabulary of 6,253
textual words. These were words that occurred at
least five times in the whole corpus, excluding
stopwords. The accompanying images were prepro-
cessed as follows. We first extracted SIFT features
from each image (150 on average) which we subse-
quently quantized into a discrete set of visual terms
using K-means. As we explain below, we deter-
mined an optimal value for K experimentally.

Evaluation Our evaluation experiments compared
the multimodal topic model against a standard text-
based topic model trained on the same corpus whilst
ignoring the images. Both models were assessed on
two related tasks, that have been previously used
to evaluate semantic representation models, namely
word association and word similarity.

In order to simulate word association, we used
the human norms collected by Nelson et al. (1999).3
These were established by presenting a large num-
ber of participants with a cue word (e.g., rice) and
asking them to name an associate word in response
(e.g., Chinese, wedding, food, white). For each word,
the norms provide a set of associates and the fre-
quencies with which they were named. We can thus
compute the probability distribution over associates
for each cue. Analogously, we can estimate the de-
gree of similarity between a cue and its associates
using our model (and any of the measures in Sec-
tion 3.3). And consequently examine (using corre-
lation analysis) the degree of linear relationship be-
tween the human cue-associate probabilities and the
automatically derived similarity values. We also re-
port how many times the word with the highest prob-
ability under the model was the first associate in the
norms. The norms contain 10,127 unique words in
total. Of these, we created semantic representations
for the 3,895 words that appeared in our corpus.

Our word similarity experiment used the Word-
Sim353 test collection (Finkelstein et al., 2002)
which consists of relatedness judgments for word
pairs. For each pair, a similarity judgment (on
a scale of 0 to 10) was elicited from human
subjects (e.g., tiger-cat are very similar, whereas
delay–racism are not). The average rating for each
pair represents an estimate of the perceived sim-
ilarity of the two words. The task varies slightly
from word association. Here, participants are asked

3http://www.usf.edu/Freeassociation.

Figure 2: Performance of multimodal topic model on pre-
dicting word association under varying topics and visual
terms (development set).

to rate perceived similarity rather than generate the
first word that came into their head in response to a
cue word. The collection contains similarity ratings
for 353 word pairs. Of these, we constructed seman-
tic representations for the 254 that appeared in our
corpus. We also evaluated how well model produced
similarities correlate with human ratings. Through-
out this paper we report correlation coefficients us-
ing Pearson’s r.

5 Experimental Results

Model Selection The multimodal topic model has
several parameters that must be instantiated. These
include the quantization of the image features, the
number of topics, the choice of similarity function,
and the values for � and �. We explored the pa-
rameter space on held-out data. Specifically, we fit
the parameters for the word association and similar-
ity models separately using a third of the associa-
tion norms and WordSim353 similarity judgments,
respectively. As mentioned in Section 3.1 we used
K-means to quantize the image features into a dis-
crete set of visual terms. We varied K from 250
to 2000. We also varied the number of topics from 25
to 750 for both the multimodal and text-based topic
models. The parameter � was set to 0.1 and � was
initialized randomly. The model was trained using
variational Bayes until convergence of its bound on
the likelihood objective. This took 1,000 iterations.

Figure 2 shows how word association perfor-
mance varies on the development set with different
numbers of topics (t) and visual terms (r) according
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Figure 3: Performance of multimodal topic model on pre-
dicting word similarity under varying topics and visual
terms (development set).

to three similarity measures: KL divergence, JS di-
vergence, and P(w2|w1), the probability of word w2
given w1 (see Section 3.3). Figure 3 shows results on
the development set for the word similarity task. As
far as word association is concerned, we obtain best
results with P(w2|w1), 750 visual terms and 750 top-
ics (r = 0.188). On word similarity, JS performs best
with 500 visual terms and 25 topics (r = 0.374). It is
not surprising that P(w2|w1) works best for word as-
sociation. The measure expresses the associative re-
lations between words as a conditional distribution
over potential response words w2 for cue word w1.
A symmetric function is more appropriate for word
similarity as the task involves measuring the degree
to which to words share some meaning (expressed
as topics in our model) rather than whether a word is
likely to be generated as a response to another word.
These differences also lead to different parametriza-
tions of the semantic space. A rich visual term vo-
cabulary (750 terms) is needed for modeling associ-
ation as broader aspects of word meaning are taken
into account, whereas a sparser more focused repre-
sentation (with 500 visual terms and 25 overall top-
ics) is better at isolating the common semantic con-
tent between two words. We explored the parame-
ter space for the text-based topic model in a sim-
ilar fashion. On the word association task the best
correlation coefficient was achieved with 750 top-
ics and P(w2|w1) (r = 0.139). On word similarity,
the best results were obtained with 75 topics and the
JS divergence (r = 0.309).

Model Word Association Word Similarity
UpperBnd 0.400 0.545
MixLDA 0.123 0.318
TxtLDA 0.077 0.247

Table 2: Model performance on word association and
similarity (test set).

Model Comparison Table 2 summarizes our re-
sults on the test set using the optimal set of pa-
rameters as established on the development set. The
first row shows how well humans agree with each
other on the two tasks (UpperBnd). We estimated
the intersubject correlation using leave-one-out re-
sampling4 (Weiss and Kulikowski, 1991). As can
be seen, in all cases the topic model based on tex-
tual and visual modalities (MixLDA) outperforms
the model relying solely on textual information
(TxtLDA). The differences in performance are sta-
tistically significant (p < 0.05) using a t-test (Cohen
and Cohen, 1983).

Steyvers and Griffiths (2007) also predict word
association using Nelson’s norms and a state-of-the-
art LDA model. Although they do not report correla-
tions, they compute how many times the word with
the highest probability P(w2|w1) under the model
was the first associate in the human norms. Using
a considerably larger corpus (37,651 documents),
they reach an accuracy of 16.15%. Our corpus con-
tains 3,361 documents, the MixLDA model per-
forms at 14.15% and the LDA model at 13.16%. Us-
ing a vector-based model trained on the BNC corpus
(100M words), Washtell and Markert (2009) report a
correlation of 0.167 on the same association data set,
whereas our model achieves a correlation of 0.123.
With respect to word similarity, Marton et al. (2009)
report correlations within the range of 0.31–0.54 us-
ing different instantiations of a vector-based model
trained on the BNC with a vocabulary of 33,000
words. Our MixLDA model obtains a correlation
of 0.318 with a vocabulary five times smaller (6,253
words). Although these results are not strictly com-
parable due to the different nature and size of the
training data, they give some indication of the qual-
ity of our model in the context of other approaches
that exploit only the textual modality. Besides, our
intent is not to report the best performance possible,

4We correlated the data obtained from each participant with
the ratings obtained from all other participants and report the
average.
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Figure 3: Performance of multimodal topic model on pre-
dicting word similarity under varying topics and visual
terms (development set).
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Model Comparison Table 2 summarizes our re-
sults on the test set using the optimal set of pa-
rameters as established on the development set. The
first row shows how well humans agree with each
other on the two tasks (UpperBnd). We estimated
the intersubject correlation using leave-one-out re-
sampling4 (Weiss and Kulikowski, 1991). As can
be seen, in all cases the topic model based on tex-
tual and visual modalities (MixLDA) outperforms
the model relying solely on textual information
(TxtLDA). The differences in performance are sta-
tistically significant (p < 0.05) using a t-test (Cohen
and Cohen, 1983).

Steyvers and Griffiths (2007) also predict word
association using Nelson’s norms and a state-of-the-
art LDA model. Although they do not report correla-
tions, they compute how many times the word with
the highest probability P(w2|w1) under the model
was the first associate in the human norms. Using
a considerably larger corpus (37,651 documents),
they reach an accuracy of 16.15%. Our corpus con-
tains 3,361 documents, the MixLDA model per-
forms at 14.15% and the LDA model at 13.16%. Us-
ing a vector-based model trained on the BNC corpus
(100M words), Washtell and Markert (2009) report a
correlation of 0.167 on the same association data set,
whereas our model achieves a correlation of 0.123.
With respect to word similarity, Marton et al. (2009)
report correlations within the range of 0.31–0.54 us-
ing different instantiations of a vector-based model
trained on the BNC with a vocabulary of 33,000
words. Our MixLDA model obtains a correlation
of 0.318 with a vocabulary five times smaller (6,253
words). Although these results are not strictly com-
parable due to the different nature and size of the
training data, they give some indication of the qual-
ity of our model in the context of other approaches
that exploit only the textual modality. Besides, our
intent is not to report the best performance possible,

4We correlated the data obtained from each participant with
the ratings obtained from all other participants and report the
average.
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GM-MIXTURE GM-LDA
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Corr-LDA

p(r,w, ✓, z,v) = p(✓|↵)
⇣ NY

n=1

p(zn|✓)p(rn|zn, µ,�)
⌘

⇣ MY

m=1

p(ym|N)p(wm|ym, z,�)
⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="zKMS845qwembw9eKyK95YnTaT4w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zKMS845qwembw9eKyK95YnTaT4w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zKMS845qwembw9eKyK95YnTaT4w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zKMS845qwembw9eKyK95YnTaT4w=">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</latexit>



METHODOLOGY: FROM LDA TO SKIPGRAM

BLEI & JORDAN (2003)

�126

q(✓, z,y) = q(✓|�)
⇣ NY

n=1

q(zn|�n)
⌘⇣ MY

m=1

q(ym|�m)
⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="oPw5Hi/3t+URmsuyNMHE+zuoTv0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oPw5Hi/3t+URmsuyNMHE+zuoTv0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oPw5Hi/3t+URmsuyNMHE+zuoTv0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oPw5Hi/3t+URmsuyNMHE+zuoTv0=">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</latexit>

Variational Inference:

�i = ↵i +
NX

n=1

�ni

<latexit sha1_base64="7uXT1Im85k9GbgMGZX//u3JRNQg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MiBum+pwHXt+QVsKJNkO9AtODBU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MiBum+pwHXt+QVsKJNkO9AtODBU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sYltomzNssE9D1rtZTl7uQWqpLc=">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</latexit>

Eq[log ✓i|�] = �(�i)� �(
P

�j)
<latexit sha1_base64="sVpqJdvVAr2e4FVTXv8rE8I6Hzs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqUEP5T4EAEHKD3Ctmef3hVrr9U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqUEP5T4EAEHKD3Ctmef3hVrr9U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ldWvVfaF1Fvkj6MSvTrpxmryHQ=">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</latexit>

�ni /p(rn|zn = i, µ,�) exp{Eq[log ✓i|�]}

· exp
(

MX

m=1

�mn log p(wm|ym = n, zm = i,�)

)

<latexit sha1_base64="NMRz4kv0K9gxM0XdSL1VlvhKbZY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NMRz4kv0K9gxM0XdSL1VlvhKbZY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NMRz4kv0K9gxM0XdSL1VlvhKbZY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NMRz4kv0K9gxM0XdSL1VlvhKbZY=">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</latexit>

�mn / exp

(
KX

i=1

�ni log p(wm|ym = n, zn = i,�)

)

<latexit sha1_base64="Q5aBev4j9oG+F66AM/2Bq58cAE0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q5aBev4j9oG+F66AM/2Bq58cAE0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q5aBev4j9oG+F66AM/2Bq58cAE0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q5aBev4j9oG+F66AM/2Bq58cAE0=">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</latexit>

p(w|r) ⇡
NX

n=1

X

zn

q(zn|�n)p(w|zn,�)
<latexit sha1_base64="sZUspa65Vf9clySso7I5u5A51Mo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sZUspa65Vf9clySso7I5u5A51Mo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sZUspa65Vf9clySso7I5u5A51Mo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sZUspa65Vf9clySso7I5u5A51Mo=">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</latexit>

p(w|r, rn) ⇡
X

zn

q(zn|�n)p(w|zn,�)
<latexit sha1_base64="hGciaKOtQUdOnTJtI6+yznaBd+k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGciaKOtQUdOnTJtI6+yznaBd+k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGciaKOtQUdOnTJtI6+yznaBd+k=">AAACMHicdVBNTxsxFPTSD0JKS4Ajl6dGlRIJrXZDQpIbggtHKhFAykYrr+MQC69tbC9tWPKXeuGfIC4cAHHtr8AJQQIEI1kez3uj5zeJ4szYILjx5j59/vJ1vrBQ/Lb4/cdSaXnlwMhME9ohkkt9lGBDORO0Y5nl9EhpitOE08PkZGdSPzyj2jAp9u1I0V6KjwUbMIKtk+LSrqr8uYgSyfu5Hq+DjkUVIqyUln8hMlka5+exGMNpxV1wAZEaMkeq4Gzu6cR1iBJqcTUulQO/0apvtJoQ+JtBPZySRrtVC5oQ+sEUZTTDXly6ivqSZCkVlnBsTDcMlO3lWFtGOB0Xo8xQhckJPqZdRwVOqenl043H8MspfRhI7Y6wMFVfOnKcGjNKE9eZYjs0b2sT8b1aN7ODVi9nQmWWCvI0aJBxsBIm8UGfaUosHzmCiWbur0CGWGNiXchFF8LzpvAx6dT8th/+rpe3tmdpFNAa+okqKERNtIV20R7qIIL+oWt0i+68S+/Gu/cenlrnvJlnFb2C9/8Ruayo5A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGciaKOtQUdOnTJtI6+yznaBd+k=">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</latexit>

Update posterior Dirichlet

Update posterior for each image region

Update posterior for each word

Approximate word dist:

Smoothing: add prior dist. to β

�i ⇠ Dir(⌘, ⌘, ..., ⌘)
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Figure 5: (Left) Caption perplexity on the test set for the ML estimates of the models (lower numbers are
better). Note the serious overfitting problem in GM-Mixture (values for K greater than five are off the graph)
and the slight overfitting problem in Corr-LDA. (Right) Caption perplexity for the empirical Bayes smoothed
estimates of the models. The overfitting problems in GM-Mixture and Corr-LDA have been corrected.
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Figure 6: Example images from the test set and their automatic annotations under different models.
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Figure 4: The per-image average negative log prob-
ability of the held-out test set as a function of the
number of hidden factors (lower numbers are bet-
ter). The horizontal line is the model that treats
the regions and captions as an independent Gaus-
sian and multinomial, respectively.

5. RESULTS
In this section, we present an evaluation of all three mod-

els on 7000 images and captions from the Corel database.
We held out 25% of the data for testing purposes and used
the remaining 75% to estimate parameters. Each image is
segmented into 6-10 regions and is associated with 2-4 cap-
tion words. The vocabulary contains 168 unique terms.

5.1 Test set likelihood
To evaluate how well a model fits the data, we computed

the per-image average negative log likelihood of the test set
on all three models for various values of K. A model which
better fits the data will assign a higher likelihood to the test
set (i.e., lower numbers are better in negative likelihood).

Figure 5 illustrates the results. As expected, GM-LDA
provides a much better fit than GM-Mixture. Further-
more, Corr-LDA provides as good a fit as GM-LDA. This
is somewhat surprising since GM-LDA is a less constrained
model. However, both models have the same number of pa-
rameters; their similar performance indicates that, on aver-
age, the number of hidden factors used to model a particular
image is adequate to model its caption.2

5.2 Automatic annotation
Given a segmented image without its caption, we can use

the mixture models described in Section 3 to compute a
distribution over words conditioned on the image, p(w | r).
This distribution reflects a prediction of the missing caption
words for that image.

2Empirically, when K = 200, we find that in only two images
of the test set does the GM-LDA model use more hidden
factors for the caption than it does for the image.

5.2.1 Caption perplexity
To measure the annotation quality of the models, we com-

puted the perplexity of the given captions under p(w | r) for
each image in the test set. Perplexity, which is used in the
language modeling community, is equivalent algebraically
to the inverse of the geometric mean per-word likelihood
(again, lower numbers are better):

perplexity = exp{− D
d=1

Md
m=1 log p(wm | rd)/

D
d=1 Md}.

Figure 5 (Left) shows the perplexity of the held-out cap-
tions under the maximum likelihood estimates of each model
for different values of K. We see that overfitting is a seri-
ous problem in the GM-Mixture model, and its perplexity
immediately grows off the graph (e.g., when K = 200, the
perplexity is 2922). Note that in related work [2], many
of the models considered are variants of GM-Mixture and
rely heavily on an ad-hoc smoothing procedure to correct
for overfitting.

Figure 5 (Right) illustrates the caption perplexity under
the smoothed estimates of each model using the empirical
Bayes procedure from Section 4.2.1. The overfitting of GM-
Mixture has been corrected. Once smoothed, it performs
better than GM-LDA despite the GM-LDA model’s supe-
rior performance in joint likelihood.

We found that GM-LDA does not provide good con-
ditional distributions for two reasons. First, it is “over-
smoothed.” Computing p(w | r) requires integrating a dif-
fuse posterior (due to the small number of regions) over all
the factor dimensions. Thus, the factors to which each re-
gion is associated are essentially washed out and, as K gets
large, the model’s performance approaches the performance
of the simple maximum likelihood estimate of the caption
words.

Second, GM-LDA easily allows caption words to be gen-
erated by factors that did not contribute to generating the
image regions (e.g., when K = 200, 54% of the caption
words in the test set are assigned to factors that do not
appear in their corresponding images). With this freedom,
the estimated conditional Gaussian parameters do not nec-
essarily reflect regions that are correctly annotated by the
corresponding conditional multinomial parameters. While
it better models the joint distribution of words and regions,
it fails to model the relationship between them.

Most notably, Corr-LDA finds much better predictive
distributions of words than either GM-LDA or GM-Mixture.
It provides as flexible a joint distribution as GM-LDA but
guarantees that the latent factors in the conditional Gaus-
sian (for image regions) correspond with the latent factors
in the conditional multinomial (for caption words). Fur-
thermore, by allowing caption words to be allocated to dif-
ferent factors, the Corr-LDA model achieves superior per-
formance to the GM-Mixture which is constrained to as-
sociating the entire image/caption to a single factor. Thus,
with Corr-LDA, we can achieve a competitive fit of the
joint distribution and find superior conditional distributions
of words given images.

5.2.2 Annotation examples
Figure 6 shows ten sample annotations—the top five words

from p(w | r)—computed by each of the three models for
K = 200. These examples illustrate the limitations and
power of the probabilistic models described in Section 3
when used for a practical discriminative task.
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Modality K ⇢

Text Only
Text Only (LDA) 200 .204

Bimodal mLDA
Text + Feature Norms 150 .310 ***
Text + Assoc. Norms 200 .328 **
Text + SURF 50 .251
Text + GIST 100 .204
Text + SURF Clusters 200 .159
Text + GIST Clusters 150 .233

3D mLDA
Text + FN + AN 250 .259
Text + FN + SURF 100 .286 *
Text + FN + GC 200 .261 *

Hybrid mLDA
FN, AN 150+200 .390 ***
FN, SURF 150+50 .350 ***
FN, GC 150+150 .340 ***
FN, AN, GC 150+200+150 .395 ***
FN, AN, SURF 150+200+50 .404 ***
FN, AN, SURF, GC 150+200+50+150 .406 ***

Table 1: Average rank correlations between
�sKL(wcompound, wconstituent) and our Composi-
tionality gold standard. The Hybrid models are the
concatenation of the corresponding Bimodal mLDA
models. Stars indicate statistical significance compared
to the text-only setting at the .05, .01 and .001 levels
using a two-tailed t-test.

combined with SURF clusters is our worst perform-
ing system, indicating our clusters of images with
common visual words are actively working against
us. The clusters based on GIST, on the other hand,
provide a minor improvement in compositionality
prediction.

All of our 3D models are better than the text-only
model, but they show a performance drop relative
to one or both of their comparable bimodal models.
The model combining text, feature norms, and as-
sociation norms is especially surprising: despite the
excellent performance of each of the bimodal mod-
els, the 3D model performs significantly worse than
either of its components (p < .05). This indicates
that these modalities provide new insight into word
meaning, but cannot be forced into the same latent
structure.

The hybrid models show massive performance in-

Modality K Assoc.
Text Only

Text Only (LDA) 200 .679
Bimodal mLDA

Text + Feature Norms 150 .676
Text + SURF 50 .789 ***
Text + GIST 100 .739 ***
Text + SURF Clusters 200 .618 ***
Text + GIST Clusters 150 .690

3D mLDA
Text + FN + SURF 100 .722 ***
Text + FN + GC 200 .601 ***

Hybrid mLDA
FN, SURF 150+50 .800 ***
FN, GC 150+150 .742 ***
FN, GC, SURF 150+150+50 .804 ***

Table 2: Average predicted rank similarity between cue
words and their associates. Stars indicate statistical sig-
nificance compared to the text-only modality, with gray
stars indicating the model is statistically worse than the
text model. The Hybrid models are the concatenation of
the corresponding Bimodal mLDA models.

creases across the board. Indeed, our 5 modality
hybrid model obtains a performance nearly twice
that of the text-only model. Not only do all 6 hy-
brid models do significantly better than the text-only
models, they show a highly significant improvement
over their individual components (p < .001 for all
16 comparisons). Furthermore, improvements gen-
erally continue to grow significantly with each addi-
tional modality we incorporate into the hybrid model
(p < .001 for all but the .404 to .406 compari-
son, which is not significant). Clearly, there is a
great deal to learn from combining three, four and
even five modalities, but the modalities are learn-
ing disjoint knowledge which cannot be forced into
a shared, latent structure.

6.2 Predicting Association Norms

Table 2 shows the average weighted predicted rank
similarity between all cue words and associates and
trials. Here we see that feature norms do not seem to
be improving performance on the association norms.
This is slightly unexpected, but consistent with the
result that feature norms seem to provide helpful, but
disjoint semantic information as association norms.
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concatenation of the corresponding Bimodal mLDA
models. Stars indicate statistical significance compared
to the text-only setting at the .05, .01 and .001 levels
using a two-tailed t-test.

combined with SURF clusters is our worst perform-
ing system, indicating our clusters of images with
common visual words are actively working against
us. The clusters based on GIST, on the other hand,
provide a minor improvement in compositionality
prediction.

All of our 3D models are better than the text-only
model, but they show a performance drop relative
to one or both of their comparable bimodal models.
The model combining text, feature norms, and as-
sociation norms is especially surprising: despite the
excellent performance of each of the bimodal mod-
els, the 3D model performs significantly worse than
either of its components (p < .05). This indicates
that these modalities provide new insight into word
meaning, but cannot be forced into the same latent
structure.

The hybrid models show massive performance in-
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FN, SURF 150+50 .800 ***
FN, GC 150+150 .742 ***
FN, GC, SURF 150+150+50 .804 ***

Table 2: Average predicted rank similarity between cue
words and their associates. Stars indicate statistical sig-
nificance compared to the text-only modality, with gray
stars indicating the model is statistically worse than the
text model. The Hybrid models are the concatenation of
the corresponding Bimodal mLDA models.

creases across the board. Indeed, our 5 modality
hybrid model obtains a performance nearly twice
that of the text-only model. Not only do all 6 hy-
brid models do significantly better than the text-only
models, they show a highly significant improvement
over their individual components (p < .001 for all
16 comparisons). Furthermore, improvements gen-
erally continue to grow significantly with each addi-
tional modality we incorporate into the hybrid model
(p < .001 for all but the .404 to .406 compari-
son, which is not significant). Clearly, there is a
great deal to learn from combining three, four and
even five modalities, but the modalities are learn-
ing disjoint knowledge which cannot be forced into
a shared, latent structure.

6.2 Predicting Association Norms

Table 2 shows the average weighted predicted rank
similarity between all cue words and associates and
trials. Here we see that feature norms do not seem to
be improving performance on the association norms.
This is slightly unexpected, but consistent with the
result that feature norms seem to provide helpful, but
disjoint semantic information as association norms.
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Model
MEN Simlex-999 SemSim VisSim

100% 42% 100% 29% 100% 85% 100% 85%
KIELA AND BOTTOU - 0.74 - 0.33 - 0.60 - 0.50
BRUNI ET AL. - 0.77 - 0.44 - 0.69 - 0.56
SILBERER AND LAPATA - - - - 0.70 - 0.64 -
CNN FEATURES - 0.62 - 0.54 - 0.55 - 0.56
SKIP-GRAM 0.70 0.68 0.33 0.29 0.62 0.62 0.48 0.48
CONCATENATION - 0.74 - 0.46 - 0.68 - 0.60
SVD 0.61 0.74 0.28 0.46 0.65 0.68 0.58 0.60
MMSKIP-GRAM-A 0.75 0.74 0.37 0.50 0.72 0.72 0.63 0.63
MMSKIP-GRAM-B 0.74 0.76 0.40 0.53 0.66 0.68 0.60 0.60

Table 1: Spearman correlation between model-generated similarities and human judgments. Right columns
report correlation on visual-coverage subsets (percentage of original benchmark covered by subsets on first
row of respective columns). First block reports results for out-of-the-box models; second block for visual
and textual representations alone; third block for our implementation of multimodal models.

Target SKIP-GRAM MMSKIP-GRAM-A MMSKIP-GRAM-B
donut fridge, diner, candy pizza, sushi, sandwich pizza, sushi, sandwich
owl pheasant, woodpecker, squirrel eagle, woodpecker, falcon eagle, falcon, hawk
mural sculpture, painting, portrait painting, portrait, sculpture painting, portrait, sculpture
tobacco coffee, cigarette, corn cigarette, cigar, corn cigarette, cigar, smoking
depth size, bottom, meter sea, underwater, level sea, size, underwater
chaos anarchy, despair, demon demon, anarchy, destruction demon, anarchy, shadow

Table 2: Ordered top 3 neighbours of example words in purely textual and multimodal spaces. Only donut

and owl were trained with direct visual information.

models pick taxonomically closer neighbours of
concrete objects, since often closely related things
also look similar (Bruni et al., 2014). In particular,
both multimodal models get rid of squirrels and
offer other birds of prey as nearest neighbours.
No direct visual evidence was used to induce the
embeddings of the remaining words in the table, that
are thus influenced by vision only by propagation.
The subtler but systematic changes we observe in
such cases suggest that this indirect propagation
is not only non-damaging with respect to purely
linguistic representations, but actually beneficial.
For the concrete mural concept, both multimodal
models rank paintings and portraits above less
closely related sculptures (they are not a form of
painting). For tobacco, both models rank cigarettes
and cigar over coffee, and MMSKIP-GRAM-B
avoids the arguably less common “crop” sense
cued by corn. The last two examples show how the
multimodal models turn up the embodiment level
in their representation of abstract words. For depth,
their neighbours suggest a concrete marine setup

over the more abstract measurement sense picked
by the MMSKIP-GRAM neighbours. For chaos,
they rank a demon, that is, a concrete agent of chaos
at the top, and replace the more abstract notion of
despair with equally gloomy but more imageable
shadows and destruction (more on abstract words
below).

5.2 Zero-shot image labeling and retrieval

The multimodal representations induced by our
models should be better suited than purely text-
based vectors to label or retrieve images. In particu-
lar, given that the quantitative and qualitative results
collected so far suggest that the models propagate
visual information across words, we apply them to
image labeling and retrieval in the challenging zero-
shot setup (see Section 2 above).3

3We will refer here, for conciseness’ sake, to image label-
ing/retrieval, but, as our visual vectors are aggregated represen-
tations of images, the tasks we’re modeling consist, more pre-
cisely, in labeling a set of pictures denoting the same object and
retrieving the corresponding set given the name of the object.
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Setup We take out as test set 25% of the 5.1K
words we have visual vectors for. The multimodal
models are re-trained without visual vectors for
these words, using the same hyperparameters as
above. For both tasks, the search for the correct
word label/image is conducted on the whole set of
5.1K word/visual vectors.

In the image labeling task, given a visual vector
representing an image, we map it onto word space,
and label the image with the word corresponding
to the nearest vector. To perform the vision-to-
language mapping, we train a Ridge regression by 5-
fold cross-validation on the test set (for SKIP-GRAM
only, we also add the remaining 75% of word-image
vector pairs used in estimating the multimodal mod-
els to the Ridge training data).4

In the image retrieval task, given a linguis-
tic/multimodal vector, we map it onto visual space,
and retrieve the nearest image. For SKIP-GRAM, we
use Ridge regression with the same training regime
as for the labeling task. For the multimodal mod-
els, since maximizing similarity to visual represen-
tations is already part of their training objective, we
do not fit an extra mapping function. For MMSKIP-
GRAM-A, we directly look for nearest neighbours
of the learned embeddings in visual space. For
MMSKIP-GRAM-B, we use the M

u!v mapping
function induced while learning word embeddings.

Results In image labeling (Table 3) SKIP-GRAM
is outperformed by both multimodal models, con-
firming that these models produce vectors that are
directly applicable to vision tasks thanks to visual
propagation. The most interesting results however
are achieved in image retrieval (Table 4), which
is essentially the task the multimodal models have
been implicitly optimized for, so that they could be
applied to it without any specific training. The strat-
egy of directly querying for the nearest visual vec-
tors of the MMSKIP-GRAM-A word embeddings
works remarkably well, outperforming on the higher
ranks SKIP-GRAM, which requires an ad-hoc map-
ping function. This suggests that the multimodal

4We use one fold to tune Ridge �, three to estimate the map-
ping matrix and test in the last fold. To enforce strict zero-shot
conditions, we exclude from the test fold labels occurring in
the LSVRC2012 set that was employed to train the CNN of
Krizhevsky et al. (2012), that we use to extract visual features.

P@1 P@2 P@10 P@20 P@50
SKIP-GRAM 1.5 2.6 14.2 23.5 36.1
MMSKIP-GRAM-A 2.1 3.7 16.7 24.6 37.6
MMSKIP-GRAM-B 2.2 5.1 20.2 28.5 43.5

Table 3: Percentage precision@k results in the zero-
shot image labeling task.

P@1 P@2 P@10 P@20 P@50
SKIP-GRAM 1.9 3.3 11.5 18.5 30.4
MMSKIP-GRAM-A 1.9 3.2 13.9 20.2 33.6
MMSKIP-GRAM-B 1.9 3.8 13.2 22.5 38.3

Table 4: Percentage precision@k results in the zero-
shot image retrieval task.

embeddings we are inducing, while general enough
to achieve good performance in the semantic tasks
discussed above, encode sufficient visual informa-
tion for direct application to image analysis tasks.
This is especially remarkable because the word vec-
tors we are testing were not matched with visual
representations at model training time, and are thus
multimodal only by propagation. The best perfor-
mance is achieved by MMSKIP-GRAM-B, confirm-
ing our claim that its M

u!v matrix acts as a multi-
modal mapping function.

5.3 Abstract words

We have already seen, through the depth and chaos

examples of Table 2, that the indirect influence of
visual information has interesting effects on the rep-
resentation of abstract terms. The latter have re-
ceived little attention in multimodal semantics, with
Hill and Korhonen (2014) concluding that abstract
nouns, in particular, do not benefit from propagated
perceptual information, and their representation is
even harmed when such information is forced on
them (see Figure 4 of their paper). Still, embod-
ied theories of cognition have provided considerable
evidence that abstract concepts are also grounded
in the senses (Barsalou, 2008; Lakoff and John-
son, 1999). Since the word representations produced
by MMSKIP-GRAM-A, including those pertaining
to abstract concepts, can be directly used to search
for near images in visual space, we decided to ver-
ify, experimentally, if these near images (of concrete
things) are relevant not only for concrete words, as
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Table 4: Percentage precision@k results in the zero-
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embeddings we are inducing, while general enough
to achieve good performance in the semantic tasks
discussed above, encode sufficient visual informa-
tion for direct application to image analysis tasks.
This is especially remarkable because the word vec-
tors we are testing were not matched with visual
representations at model training time, and are thus
multimodal only by propagation. The best perfor-
mance is achieved by MMSKIP-GRAM-B, confirm-
ing our claim that its M

u!v matrix acts as a multi-
modal mapping function.

5.3 Abstract words

We have already seen, through the depth and chaos

examples of Table 2, that the indirect influence of
visual information has interesting effects on the rep-
resentation of abstract terms. The latter have re-
ceived little attention in multimodal semantics, with
Hill and Korhonen (2014) concluding that abstract
nouns, in particular, do not benefit from propagated
perceptual information, and their representation is
even harmed when such information is forced on
them (see Figure 4 of their paper). Still, embod-
ied theories of cognition have provided considerable
evidence that abstract concepts are also grounded
in the senses (Barsalou, 2008; Lakoff and John-
son, 1999). Since the word representations produced
by MMSKIP-GRAM-A, including those pertaining
to abstract concepts, can be directly used to search
for near images in visual space, we decided to ver-
ify, experimentally, if these near images (of concrete
things) are relevant not only for concrete words, as
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MEN: General relatedness 
Simlex: Taxonomic sim. 
SemSim: Semantic sim. 
VisSim: Visual sim. 

Pickle —> hamburger 
PIckle —> cucumber 
Pickle —> onion 
Pickle —> zucchini

expected, but also for abstract ones, as predicted by
embodied views of meaning.

More precisely, we focused on the set of 200
words that were sampled across the USF norms con-
creteness spectrum by Kiela et al. (2014) (2 words
had to be excluded for technical reasons). This
set includes not only concrete (meat) and abstract
(thought) nouns, but also adjectives (boring), verbs
(teach), and even grammatical terms (how). Some
words in the set have relatively high concreteness
ratings, but are not particularly imageable, e.g.:
hot, smell, pain, sweet. For each word in the set,
we extracted the nearest neighbour picture of its
MMSKIP-GRAM-A representation, and matched it
with a random picture. The pictures were selected
from a set of 5,100, all labeled with distinct words
(the picture set includes, for each of the words as-
sociated to visual information as described in Sec-
tion 4, the nearest picture to its aggregated visual
representation). Since it is much more common for
concrete than abstract words to be directly repre-
sented by an image in the picture set, when search-
ing for the nearest neighbour we excluded the pic-
ture labeled with the word of interest, if present (e.g.,
we excluded the picture labeled tree when picking
the nearest neighbour of the word tree). We ran a
CrowdFlower5 survey in which we presented each
test word with the two associated images (random-
izing presentation order of nearest and random pic-
ture), and asked subjects which of the two pictures
they found more closely related to the word. We
collected minimally 20 judgments per word. Sub-
jects showed large agreement (median proportion of
majority choice at 90%), confirming that they under-
stood the task and behaved consistently.

We quantify performance in terms of proportion
of words for which the number of votes for the near-
est neighbour picture is significantly above chance
according to a two-tailed binomial test. We set sig-
nificance at p<0.05 after adjusting all p-values with
the Holm correction for running 198 statistical tests.
The results in Table 5 indicate that, in about half
the cases, the nearest picture to a word MMSKIP-
GRAM-A representation is meaningfully related to
the word. As expected, this is more often the case for
concrete than abstract words. Still, we also observe a

5http://www.crowdflower.com

global |words| unseen |words|
all 48% 198 30% 127
concrete 73% 99 53% 30
abstract 23% 99 23% 97

Table 5: Subjects’ preference for nearest visual
neighbour of words in Kiela et al. (2014) vs. random
pictures. Figure of merit is percentage proportion
of significant results in favor of nearest neighbour
across words. Results are reported for the whole set,
as well as for words above (concrete) and below (ab-

stract) the concreteness rating median. The unseen

column reports results when words exposed to direct
visual evidence during training are discarded. The
words columns report set cardinality.

Figure 2: Examples of nearest visual neighbours of
some abstract words: on the left, cases where sub-
jects preferred the neighbour to the random foil; on
the right, cases where they did not.

significant preference for the model-predicted near-
est picture for about one fourth of the abstract terms.
Whether a word was exposed to direct visual evi-
dence during training is of course making a big dif-
ference, and this factor interacts with concreteness,
as only two abstract words were matched with im-
ages during training.6 When we limit evaluation to
word representations that were not exposed to pic-
tures during training, the difference between con-
crete and abstract terms, while still large, becomes
less dramatic than if all words are considered.

Figure 2 shows four cases in which subjects ex-
pressed a strong preference for the nearest visual
neighbour of a word. Freedom, god and theory are
strikingly in agreement with the view, from embod-
ied theories, that abstract words are grounded in rel-

6In both cases, the images actually depict concrete senses of
the words: a memory board for memory and a stop sign for stop.
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Multinomial (properties compete) 

‣ cMult is multinomial over properties 

‣ w is Dirichlet with Q parameters 

bi-TM  

‣ cMult is Bernoulli mixture instead of 
independent properties (can 
represent co-occurrences) 

‣ no competition between 
properties
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the Count Multinomial model, we never explicitly

compute cMult. To sample from it, we first sample

an instance c ∈ {0, 1}|Q| from the independent

Bernoulli vector of c, cInd. From the properties

that apply to c, we sample one (with equal prob-

abilities) as the observed property. All priors for

the count-based models (Beta priors or Dirichlet

priors, respectively) are set to 1.

For the bi-TM, a pseudo-document for a known

concept c is generated as follows: Given an oc-

currence of known concept c with context item

w in the BNC, we sample a property q from

c (in the same way as for the Count Multi-

nomial model), and add ⟨w, q⟩ to the pseudo-

document for c. For training the bi-TM, we use

collapsed Gibbs sampling (Steyvers and Griffiths,

2007) with 500 iterations for burn-in. The Dirich-

let priors are uniformly set to 0.1 following

Roller and Schulte im Walde (2013). We use 50

topics throughout.

For all our models, we report the average per-

formance from 5 runs. For the PLS benchmark,

we use 50 components with otherwise default set-

tings, following Herbelot and Vecchi (2015a).

Evaluation. We test all models using 5-fold

cross validation and report average performance

across the 5 folds. We evaluate performance using

Mean Average Precision (MAP) , which tests to

what extent a model ranks definitional properties

in the same order as the gold data. Assume a sys-

tem that predicts a ranking of n datapoints, where

1 is the highest-ranked, and assume that each dat-

apoint i has a gold rating of I(i) ∈ {0, 1}. This

system obtains an Average Precision (AP) of

AP =
1!n

i=1
I(i)

n"

i=1

Preci · I(i)

where Preci is precision at a cutoff of i. Mean

Average Precision is the mean over multiple AP

values. In our case, n = |Q|, and we compare a

model-predicted ranking of property probabilities

with a binary gold rating of whether the property

applies to any instances of the given concept. For

the one-shot evaluation, we make a separate pre-

diction for each occurrence of an unknown con-

cept u in the BNC, and report MAP by averaging

over the AP values for all occurrences of u.

5 Results and Discussion

Multi-shot learning. While our focus in this pa-

per is on one-shot learning, we first test all mod-

Models
QMR Animal

BOW5 Syn Syn

Baseline 0.12 0.16 0.63
PLS 0.24 0.35 0.71
Count Mult. 0.13 0.25 0.64

Ind. 0.11 0.23 0.64
BernMix H1 0.11 0.17 0.65
BernMix H2 0.10 0.18 0.63

bi-TM plain 0.23 0.36 0.80
BernMix H2 0.20 0.34 0.81

Table 1: MAP scores, multi-shot learning on the

QMR and Animal datasets

els in a multi-shot setting. The aim is to see how

well they perform when given ample amounts of

training data, and to be able to compare their per-

formance to an existing multi-shot model (as we

will not have any related work to compare to for

the one-shot setting.) The results are shown in

Table 1, where Syn shows results that use syntac-

tic context (encoding selectional constraints) and

BOW5 is a bag-of-words context with a window

size of 5. We only compare our models to the

baseline and benchmark for now, and do an in-

depth comparison of our models when we get to

the one-shot task, which is our main focus.

Across all models, the syntactic context outper-

forms the bag-of-words context. We also tested

a bag-of-words context with window size 2 and

found it to have a performance halfway between

Syn and BOW5 throughout. This confirms our as-

sumption that it is reasonable to focus on syntactic

context, and for the rest of this paper, we test mod-

els with syntactic context only.

Focusing on Syn conditions now, we see that

almost all models outperform the property fre-

quency baseline, though the MAP scores for the

baseline do not fall far behind those of the weak-

est count-based models.6 The best of our mod-

els perform on par with the PLS benchmark of

Herbelot and Vecchi (2015a) on QMR, and on the

Animal dataset they outperform the benchmark.

Comparing the two datasets, we see that all mod-

els show better performance on the cleaner (and

smaller) Animal dataset than on QMR. This is

probably because QMR suffers from many false

6This is because MAP gives equal credit for all prop-
erties correctly predicted as non-zero. When we evaluate
with Generalized Average Precision (GAP) (Kishida, 2005),
which takes gold weights into account, the baseline model
is roughly 10 points below other models. This indicates our
models learn approximate property distributions. We omit
GAP scores because they correlate strongly with MAP for
non-baseline models.

Models
oracle AvgCos

all top20 top20

Q
M

R

Count Mult. 0.16 0.37 0.28
BernMix H1 0.14 0.33 0.21
BernMix H2 0.15 0.31 0.22

bi-TM plain 0.21 0.47 0.35
BernMix H2 0.18 0.45 0.34

A
n
im

al

Count Mult. 0.58 0.77 0.61
BernMix H1 0.60 0.80 0.57
BernMix H2 0.59 0.81 0.59

bi-TM plain 0.64 0.88 0.63
BernMix H2 0.65 0.89 0.66

Table 2: MAP scores, one-shot learning on the

QMR and Animal datasets

negatives (properties that apply but were not men-

tioned), while Animal does not. The Count In-

dependent model shows similar performance here

and throughout all later experiments to the Count

Multinomial (even though it matches the construc-

tion of the QMR and Animal datasets better), so to

avoid clutter we do not report on it further below.

One-shot learning. Table 2 shows the perfor-

mance of our models on the one-shot learning task.

We cannot evaluate the benchmark PLS as it is not

suitable for one-shot learning. The baseline is the

same as in Table 1. The numbers shown are Av-

erage Precision (AP) values for learning from a

single occurrence. Column all averages over all

occurrences of a target in the BNC (using only

context items that appeared at least 5 times in the

BNC), and column oracle top-20 averages over the

20 context items that have the highest AP for the

given target. As can be seen, AP varies widely

across sentences: When we average over all oc-

currences of a target in the BNC, performance is

close to baseline level.7 But the most informa-

tive instances yield excellent information about an

unknown concept, and lead to MAP values that

are much higher than those achieved in multi-shot

learning (Table 1). We explore this more below.

Comparing our models, we see that the bi-TM

does much better throughout than any of the count-

based models. Since the bi-TM model imple-

ments both cross-predicate selectional constraints

(H1) and property co-occurrence (H2), we find

both of our hypotheses confirmed by these re-

sults. The Bernoulli mixtures improved perfor-

mance on the Animal dataset, with no clear pattern

of which one improved performance more. On

7Context items with few occurrences in the corpus per-
form considerably worse than baseline, as their property dis-
tributions are dominated by the small number of concepts
with which they appear.

Count
Mult.

clothing, made of metal, differ-
ent colours, an animal, is long

bi-TM clothing, made of material, has -
sleeves, different colours,
worn by women

bi-TM
one-shot

clothing, is long, made of -
material, different colours,
has sleeves

Table 3: QMR: top 5 properties of gown. Top 2

entries: multi-shot. Last entry: one-shot, context

undo-dobj

QMR, adding a Bernoulli mixture model harms

performance across both the count-based and bi-

TM models. We suspect that this is because of

the false negative entries in QMR; an inspection

of Bernoulli mixture H2 components supports this

intuition, as the QMR ones were found to be of

poorer quality than those for the Animal data.

Comparing Tables 1 and 2 we see that they show

the same patterns of performance: Models that do

better on the multi-shot task also do better on the

one-shot task. This is encouraging in that it sug-

gests that it should be possible to build incremen-

tal models that do well both in a low-data and an

abundant-data setting.

Table 3 looks in more detail at what it is that the

models are learning by showing the five highest-

probability properties they are predicting for the

concept gown. The top two entries are multi-

shot models, the third shows the one-shot re-

sult from the context item with the highest AP.

The bi-TM results are very good in both the

multi-shot and the one-shot setting, giving high

probability to some quite specific properties like

has sleeves. The count-based model shows

a clear frequency bias in erroneously giving high

probabilities to the two overall most frequent

properties, made of metal and an animal.

This is due to the additive nature of the Count

model: In updating unknown concepts from con-

text items, frequent properties are more likely

to be sampled, and their effect accumulates as

the model does not take into account interactions

among context items. The bi-TM, which models

these interactions, is much more robust to the ef-

fect of property frequency.

Informativity. In Table 2 we saw that one-shot

performance averaged over all context items in the

whole corpus was quite bad, but that good, infor-

mative context items can yield high-quality prop-

erty information. Table 4 illustrates this point fur-

MAP: Mean Average Precision  
Measure what extent the model ranks definitional properties in the correct order

AP =
1Pn

i=1 I(i)

nX

i=1

Preci · I(i)
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Top undo-dobj (0.70), nylon-nmod (0.66),
pink-amod (0.65), retie-dobj (0.64), silk-
amod (0.64)

Bottom sport-nsubj (0.01), contemplate-dobj
(0.01), comic-amod (0.01), wait-nsubj
(0.01), fibrous-amod (0.01)

Table 4: QMR one-shot: AP for top and bottom 5

context items of gown

Model Freq. Entropy AvgCos

Q
M

R

Count Mult. 0.09 -0.12 0.18
Count BernMix H1 0.07 -0.10 0.17
Count BernMix H2 0.10 -0.09 0.17

bi-TM plain 0.15 -0.09 0.41·

bi-TM BernMix H2 0.16 -0.10 0.39·

A
n
i. bi-TM plain 0.25 -0.40 0.49*

bi-TM BernMix H2 0.23· -0.37· 0.52*

Table 5: Correlation of informativity with AP,

Spearman’s ρ. * and · indicate significance at

p < 0.05 and p < 0.1

ther. For the concept gown, it shows the five con-

text items that yielded the highest AP values, at

the top undo-obj, with an AP as high as 0.7.

This raises the question of whether we can pre-

dict the informativity of a context item.8 We test

three measures of informativity. The first is simply

the frequency of the context item, with the ratio-

nale that more frequent context items should have

more stable representations. Our second measure

is based on entropy. For each context item w,

we compute a distribution over properties as in

the count-independent model, and measure the en-

tropy of this distribution. If the distribution has

few properties account for a majority of the prob-

ability mass, then w will have a low entropy, and

would be expected to be more informative. Our

third measure is based on the same intuition, that

items with more “concentrated” selectional con-

straints should be more informative. If a context

item w has been observed to occur with known

concepts c1, . . . , cn, then this measure is the av-

erage cosine (AvgCos) of the property distribu-

tions (viewed as vectors) of any pair of ci, cj ∈
{c1, . . . , cn}.

We evaluate the three informativity measures

using Spearman’s rho to determine the correlation

of the informativity of a context item with the AP

it produces for each unknown concept. We expect

frequency and AvgCos to be positively correlated

8Lazaridou et al. (2016), who use a bag-of-words context
in one-shot experiments, propose an informativity measure
based on the number of contexst that constitute properties.
we cannot do that with our syntactic context.

Type MAP

Function 0.45
Taxonomic 0.62
Visual 0.34
Encyclopaedic 0.35
Perc 0.40

Table 6: QMR, bi-TM, one-shot: MAP by prop-

erty type over (oracle) top 20 context items

with AP, and entropy to be negatively correlated

with AP. The result is shown in Table 5. Again, all

measures work better on the Animal data than on

QMR, where they at best approach significance.

The correlation is much better on the bi-TM mod-

els than on the count-based models, which is prob-

ably due to their higher-quality predictions. Over-

all, AvgCos emerges as the most robust indicator

for informativity.9 We now test AvgCos, as our

best informativity measure, on its ability to se-

lect good context items. The last column of Ta-

ble 2 shows MAP results for the top 20 context

items based on their AvgCos values. The results

are much below the oracle MAP (unsurprisingly,

given the correlations in Table 5), but for QMR

they are at the level of the multi-shot results of Ta-

ble 1, showing that it is possible to some extent

to automatically choose informative examples for

one-shot learning.

Properties by type. McRae et al. (2005) clas-

sify properties based on the brain region taxon-

omy of Cree and McRae (2003). This enables us

to test what types of properties are learned most

easily in our fast-mapping setup by computing av-

erage AP separately by property type. To com-

bat sparseness, we group property types into five

groups, function (the function or use of an entity),

taxonomic, visual, encyclopaedic, and other per-

ceptual (e.g., sound). Intuitively, we would expect

our contexts to best reflect taxonomic and function

properties: Predicates that apply to noun target

concepts often express functions of those targets,

and manually specified selectional constraints are

often characterized in terms of taxonomic classes.

Table 6 confirms this intuition. Taxonomic prop-

erties achieve the highest MAP by a large margin,

followed by functional properties. Visual proper-

ties score the lowest.

9We also tested a binned variant of the frequency measure,
on the intuition that medium-frequency context items should
be more informative than either highly frequent or rare ones.
However, this measure did not show better performance than
the non-binned frequency measure.
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▸ Attribute classifiers 

▸ SVM trained on 4 features: color, texture, visual words, 
edges 

▸ Image representation: normalized vector of attribute 
classification scores 

▸ Comparison Models 
▸ Concatenation 
▸ CCA
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pw =
(sumiw2Iwscorea(iw))a=1,...,FPF

a=1

P
iw2Iw

scorea(iw)
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after discarding word-attribute pairs with a
log-likelihood ratio score less than 19.9 We also
discarded attributes co-occurring with less than
two different words.

7 Results

Our experiments were designed to answer four
questions: (1) Do visual attributes improve the
performance of distributional models? (2) Are
there performance differences among different
models, i.e., are some models better suited to the
integration of visual information? (3) How do
computational models fare against gold standard
norming data? (4) Does the attribute-based repre-
sentation bring advantages over more conventional
approaches based on raw image features?

Our results are broken down into seen (Table 5)
and unseen (Table 6) concepts. The former are
known to the attribute classifiers and form part
of our database, whereas the latter are unknown
and are not included in McRae et al.’s (2005)
norms. We report the correlation coefficients we
obtain when human-derived cue-associate proba-
bilities (Nelson et al., 1998) are compared against
the simple concatenation model (Concat), CCA,
and Andrews et al.’s (2009) attribute-topic model
(TopicAttr). We also report the performance of
a distributional model that is based solely on the
output of our attribute classifiers, i.e., without any
textual input (VisAttr) and conversely the perfor-
mance of a model that uses textual information
only (i.e., Strudel attributes) without any visual in-
put (TextAttr). The results are displayed as a cor-
relation matrix so that inter-model correlations can
also be observed.

As can be seen in Table 5 (second column), two
modalities are in most cases better than one when
evaluating model performance on seen data. Dif-
ferences in correlation coefficients between mod-
els with two versus one modality are all statis-
tically significant (p < 0.01 using a t-test), with
the exception of Concat when compared against
VisAttr. It is also interesting to note that Topi-
cAttr is the least correlated model when compared
against other bimodal models or single modali-
ties. This indicates that the latent space obtained
by this model is most distinct from its constituent
parts (i.e., visual and textual attributes). Perhaps
unsuprisingly Concat, CCA, VisAttr, and TextAttr
are also highly intercorrelated.

9Baroni et al. (2010) use a similar threshold of 19.51.

Nelson Concat CCA TopicAttr TextAttr
Concat 0.24
CCA 0.30 0.72
TopicAttr 0.26 0.55 0.28
TextAttr 0.21 0.80 0.83 0.34
VisAttr 0.23 0.65 0.52 0.40 0.39

Table 5: Correlation matrix for seen Nelson et al.
(1998) cue-associate pairs and five distributional
models. All correlation coefficients are statisti-
cally significant (p < 0.01, N = 435).

Nelson Concat CCA TopicAttr TextAttr
Concat 0.11
CCA 0.15 0.66
TopicAttr 0.17 0.69 0.48
TextAttr 0.11 0.65 0.25 0.39
VisAttr 0.13 0.57 0.87 0.57 0.34

Table 6: Correlation matrix for unseen Nelson
et al. (1998) cue-associate pairs and five distribu-
tional models. All correlation coefficients are sta-
tistically significant (p < 0.01, N = 1,716).

On unseen pairs (see Table 6), Concat fares
worse than CCA and TopicAttr, achieving simi-
lar performance to TextAttr. CCA and TopicAttr
are significantly better than TextAttr and VisAttr
(p < 0.01). This indicates that our attribute classi-
fiers generalize well beyond the concepts found in
our database and can produce useful visual infor-
mation even on unseen images. Compared to Con-
cat and CCA, TopicAttr obtains a better fit with the
human association norms on the unseen data.

To answer our third question, we obtained dis-
tributional models from McRae et al.’s (2005)
norms and assessed how well they predict Nelson
et al.’s (1998) word-associate similarities. Each
concept was represented as a vector with dimen-
sions corresponding to attributes generated by par-
ticipants of the norming study. Vector components
were set to the (normalized) frequency with which
participants generated the corresponding attribute
when presented with the concept. We measured
the similarity between two words using the co-
sine coefficient. Table 7 presents results for dif-
ferent model variants which we created by ma-
nipulating the number and type of attributes in-
volved. The first model uses the full set of at-
tributes present in the norms (All Attributes). The
second model (Text Attributes) uses all attributes
but those classified as visual (e.g., functional, en-

Models Seen
All Attributes 0.28
Text Attributes 0.20
Visual Attributes 0.25

Table 7: Model performance on seen Nelson et
al. (1998) cue-associate pairs; models are based
on gold human generated attributes (McRae et al.,
2005). All correlation coefficients are statistically
significant (p < 0.01, N = 435).

cyclopaedic). The third model (Visual Attributes)
considers solely visual attributes.

We observe a similar trend as with our compu-
tational models. Taking visual attributes into ac-
count increases the fit with Nelson’s (1998) associ-
ation norms, whereas visual and textual attributes
on their own perform worse. Interestingly, CCA’s
performance is comparable to the All Attributes
model (see Table 5, second column), despite us-
ing automatic attributes (both textual and visual).
Furthermore, visual attributes obtained through
our classifiers (see Table 5) achieve a marginally
lower correlation coefficient against human gener-
ated ones (see Table 7).

Finally, to address our last question, we com-
pared our approach against Feng and Lapata
(2010) who represent visual information via quan-
tized SIFT features. We trained their MixLDA
model on their corpus consisting of 3,361 BBC
news documents and corresponding images (Feng
and Lapata, 2008). We optimized the model pa-
rameters on a development set consisting of cue-
associate pairs from Nelson et al. (1998), exclud-
ing the concepts in McRae et al. (2005). We
used a vocabulary of approximately 6,000 words.
The best performing model on the development set
used 500 visual terms and 750 topics and the asso-
ciation measure proposed in Griffiths et al. (2007).
The test set consisted of 85 seen and 388 unseen
cue-associate pairs that were covered by our mod-
els and MixLDA.

Table 8 reports correlation coefficients for our
models and MixLDA against human probabili-
ties. All attribute-based models significantly out-
perform MixLDA on seen pairs (p < 0.05 using a
t-test). MixLDA performs on a par with the con-
catenation model on unseen pairs, however CCA,
TopicAttr, and VisAttr are all superior. Although
these comparisons should be taken with a grain
of salt, given that MixLDA and our models are

Models Seen Unseen
Concat 0.22 0.10
CCA 0.26 0.15
TopicAttr 0.23 0.19
TextAttr 0.20 0.08
VisAttr 0.21 0.13
MixLDA 0.16 0.11

Table 8: Model performance on a subset of Nelson
et al. (1998) cue-associate pairs. Seen are concepts
known to the attribute classifiers and covered by
MixLDA (N = 85). Unseen are concepts covered
by LDA but unknown to the attribute classifiers
(N = 388). All correlation coefficients are statisti-
cally significant (p < 0.05).

trained on different corpora (MixLDA assumes
that texts and images are collocated, whereas our
images do not have collateral text), they seem to
indicate that attribute-based information is indeed
beneficial.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we proposed the use of automatically
computed visual attributes as a way of physically
grounding word meaning. Our results demonstrate
that visual attributes improve the performance of
distributional models across the board. On a
word association task, CCA and the attribute-topic
model give a better fit to human data when com-
pared against simple concatenation and models
based on a single modality. CCA consistently out-
performs the attribute-topic model on seen data (it
is in fact slightly better over a model that uses gold
standard human generated attributes), whereas the
attribute-topic model generalizes better on unseen
data (see Tables 5, 6, and 8). Since the attribute-
based representation is general and text-based we
argue that it can be conveniently integrated with
any type of distributional model or indeed other
grounded models that rely on low-level image fea-
tures (Bruni et al., 2012a; Feng and Lapata, 2010)

In the future, we would like to extend our
database to actions and show that this attribute-
centric representation is useful for more applied
tasks such as image description generation and ob-
ject recognition. Finally, we have only scratched
the surface in terms of possible models for inte-
grating the textual and visual modality. Interest-
ing frameworks which we plan to explore are deep
belief networks and Bayesian non-parametrics.

Models Seen
All Attributes 0.28
Text Attributes 0.20
Visual Attributes 0.25

Table 7: Model performance on seen Nelson et
al. (1998) cue-associate pairs; models are based
on gold human generated attributes (McRae et al.,
2005). All correlation coefficients are statistically
significant (p < 0.01, N = 435).

cyclopaedic). The third model (Visual Attributes)
considers solely visual attributes.

We observe a similar trend as with our compu-
tational models. Taking visual attributes into ac-
count increases the fit with Nelson’s (1998) associ-
ation norms, whereas visual and textual attributes
on their own perform worse. Interestingly, CCA’s
performance is comparable to the All Attributes
model (see Table 5, second column), despite us-
ing automatic attributes (both textual and visual).
Furthermore, visual attributes obtained through
our classifiers (see Table 5) achieve a marginally
lower correlation coefficient against human gener-
ated ones (see Table 7).

Finally, to address our last question, we com-
pared our approach against Feng and Lapata
(2010) who represent visual information via quan-
tized SIFT features. We trained their MixLDA
model on their corpus consisting of 3,361 BBC
news documents and corresponding images (Feng
and Lapata, 2008). We optimized the model pa-
rameters on a development set consisting of cue-
associate pairs from Nelson et al. (1998), exclud-
ing the concepts in McRae et al. (2005). We
used a vocabulary of approximately 6,000 words.
The best performing model on the development set
used 500 visual terms and 750 topics and the asso-
ciation measure proposed in Griffiths et al. (2007).
The test set consisted of 85 seen and 388 unseen
cue-associate pairs that were covered by our mod-
els and MixLDA.

Table 8 reports correlation coefficients for our
models and MixLDA against human probabili-
ties. All attribute-based models significantly out-
perform MixLDA on seen pairs (p < 0.05 using a
t-test). MixLDA performs on a par with the con-
catenation model on unseen pairs, however CCA,
TopicAttr, and VisAttr are all superior. Although
these comparisons should be taken with a grain
of salt, given that MixLDA and our models are

Models Seen Unseen
Concat 0.22 0.10
CCA 0.26 0.15
TopicAttr 0.23 0.19
TextAttr 0.20 0.08
VisAttr 0.21 0.13
MixLDA 0.16 0.11

Table 8: Model performance on a subset of Nelson
et al. (1998) cue-associate pairs. Seen are concepts
known to the attribute classifiers and covered by
MixLDA (N = 85). Unseen are concepts covered
by LDA but unknown to the attribute classifiers
(N = 388). All correlation coefficients are statisti-
cally significant (p < 0.05).

trained on different corpora (MixLDA assumes
that texts and images are collocated, whereas our
images do not have collateral text), they seem to
indicate that attribute-based information is indeed
beneficial.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we proposed the use of automatically
computed visual attributes as a way of physically
grounding word meaning. Our results demonstrate
that visual attributes improve the performance of
distributional models across the board. On a
word association task, CCA and the attribute-topic
model give a better fit to human data when com-
pared against simple concatenation and models
based on a single modality. CCA consistently out-
performs the attribute-topic model on seen data (it
is in fact slightly better over a model that uses gold
standard human generated attributes), whereas the
attribute-topic model generalizes better on unseen
data (see Tables 5, 6, and 8). Since the attribute-
based representation is general and text-based we
argue that it can be conveniently integrated with
any type of distributional model or indeed other
grounded models that rely on low-level image fea-
tures (Bruni et al., 2012a; Feng and Lapata, 2010)

In the future, we would like to extend our
database to actions and show that this attribute-
centric representation is useful for more applied
tasks such as image description generation and ob-
ject recognition. Finally, we have only scratched
the surface in terms of possible models for inte-
grating the textual and visual modality. Interest-
ing frameworks which we plan to explore are deep
belief networks and Bayesian non-parametrics.
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▸ 4 zero-shot approaches 

▸ Linear Projection: 

▸ CCA: 

▸ SVD: 

▸ Neural Network (used hyperbolic tangent) 

▸
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PPPPPPModel
k 1 2 3 5 10 20

Chance 1.1 2.2 3.3 5.5 11.0 22.0
SVD 1.9 5.0 8.1 14.5 29.0 48.6
CCA 3.0 6.9 10.7 17.9 31.7 51.7
lin 2.4 6.4 10.5 18.7 33.0 55.0
NN 3.9 6.6 10.6 21.9 37.9 58.2

Table 2: Percentage accuracy among top k nearest
neighbors on CIFAR-100.

about the number of concept categories to set the
number of hidden units to 20 in order to avoid
tuning of this parameter. For the SVD model, we
set the number of dimensions to 300, a common
choice in distributional semantics, coherent with
the settings we used for the visual and linguistic
spaces.

First and foremost, all 4 models outperform
Chance by a large margin. Surprisingly, the very
simple lin method outperforms both CCA and SVD.
However, NN, an architecture that can capture
more complex, non-linear relations in features
across modalities, emerges as the best performing
model, confirming on a larger scale the recent find-
ings of Socher et al. (2013).

5.1.1 Concept Categorization
In order to gain qualitative insights into the perfor-
mance of the projection process of NN, we attempt
to investigate the role and interpretability of the
hidden layer. We achieve this by looking at which
visual concepts result in the highest hidden unit
activation.8 This is inspired by analogous quali-
tative analysis conducted in Topic Models (Grif-
fiths et al., 2007), where “topics” are interpreted
in terms of the words with the highest probability
under each of them.

Table 3 presents both seen and unseen con-
cepts corresponding to visual vectors that trigger
the highest activation for a subset of hidden units.
The table further reports, for each hidden unit, the
“correct” unseen concept for the category of the
top seen concepts, together with its rank in terms
of activation of the unit. The analysis demon-
strates that, although prior knowledge about cat-
egories was not explicitly used to train the net-
work, the latter induced an organization of con-
cepts into superordinate categories in which the

8For this post-hoc analysis, we include a sparsity param-
eter in the objective function of Equation 5 in order to get
more interpretable results; hidden units are therefore maxi-
mally activated by a only few concepts.

Unseen Concept Nearest Neighbors
tiger cat, microchip, kitten, vet, pet
bike spoke, wheel, brake, tyre, motorcycle
blossom bud, leaf, jasmine, petal, dandelion
bakery quiche, bread, pie, bagel, curry

Table 4: Top 5 neighbors in linguistic space after
visual vector projection of 4 unseen concepts.

hidden layer acts as a cross-modal concept cate-
gorization/organization system. When the induced
projection function maps an object onto the lin-
guistic space, the derived text vector will inherit
a mixture of textual features from the concepts
that activated the same hidden unit as the object.
This suggests a bias towards seen concepts. Fur-
thermore, in many cases of miscategorization, the
concepts are still semantically coherent with the
induced category, confirming that the projection
function is indeed capturing a latent, cross-modal
semantic space. A squirrel, although not a “large

omnivore”, is still an animal, while butterflies are
not flowers but often feed on their nectar.

5.2 Zero-shot Learning in ESP

For this experiment, we focus on NN, the best per-
forming model in the previous experiment. We
use a set of approximately 9,500 concepts, the in-
tersection of the ESP-based visual semantic space
with the linguistic space. For tuning the number
of hidden units of NN, we use the MEN-concrete
dataset of Bruni et al. (2014). Finally, we ran-
domly pick 70% of the concepts to induce the pro-
jection function fprojv!w and report results on the
remaining 30%. Note that the search space for the
correct label in this experiment is approximately
95 times larger than the one used for the experi-
ment presented in Section 5.1.

Although our experimental setup differs from
the one of Frome et al. (2013), thus preventing a
direct comparison, the results reported in Table 5
are on a comparable scale to theirs. We note that
previous work on zero-shot learning has used stan-
dard object recognition benchmarks. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first time this task has
been performed on a dataset as noisy as ESP. Over-
all, the results suggest that cross-modal mapping
could be applied in tasks where images exhibit a
more complex structure, e.g., caption generation
and event recognition.
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v!w w!v

cooker!potato dishwasher! corkscrew
clarinet! drum potato! corn
gorilla! elephant guitar! violin

scooter! car scarf! trouser

Table 6: Top-ranked concepts in cases where the
gold concepts received numerically high ranks.

XXXXXXXXContext
Mapping

v! w w! v

Chance 17 17
context 1 12.6 14.5
context 5 8.08 13.29
context 10 7.29 13.44
context 20 6.02 12.17
context full 5.52 5.88

Table 7: Mean rank results averaged across 34
concepts when mapping an image-based vector
and retrieving its linguistic neighbors (v ! w) as
well as when mapping a text-based vector and
retrieving its visual neighbors (w ! v). Lower
numbers cue better performance.

presented in Table 6 suggests that both textual
and visual representations, although capturing rel-
evant “topical” or “domain” information, are not
enough to single out the properties of the target
concept. As an example, the textual vector of dish-

washer contains kitchen-related dimensions such
as hfridge, oven, gas, hob, ..., sinki. After projecting
onto the visual space, its nearest visual neighbours
are the visual ones of the same-domain concepts
corkscrew and kettle. The latter is shown in Figure
3a, with a gas hob well in evidence. As a further
example, the visual vector for cooker is extracted
from pictures such as the one in Figure 3b. Not
surprisingly, when projecting it onto the linguis-
tic space, the nearest neighbours are other kitchen-
related terms, i.e., potato and dishwasher.

6 Conclusion

At the outset of this work, we considered the
problem of linking purely language-based distri-

(a) A kettle (b) A cooker

Figure 3: Two images from ESP.

butional semantic spaces with objects in the vi-
sual world by means of cross-modal mapping. We
compared recent models for this task both on a
benchmark object recognition dataset and on a
more realistic and noisier dataset covering a wide
range of concepts. The neural network architec-
ture emerged as the best performing approach, and
our qualitative analysis revealed that it induced a
categorical organization of concepts. Most impor-
tantly, our results suggest the viability of cross-
modal mapping for grounded word-meaning ac-
quisition in a simulation of fast mapping.

Given the success of NN, we plan to experi-
ment in the future with more sophisticated neural
network architectures inspired by recent work in
machine translation (Gao et al., 2013) and mul-
timodal deep learning (Srivastava and Salakhut-
dinov, 2012). Furthermore, we intend to adopt
visual attributes (Farhadi et al., 2009; Silberer
et al., 2013) as visual representations, since they
should allow a better understanding of how cross-
modal mapping works, thanks to their linguistic
interpretability. The error analysis in Section 5.3
suggests that automated localization techniques
(van de Sande et al., 2011), distinguishing an ob-
ject from its surroundings, might drastically im-
prove mapping accuracy. Similarly, in the textual
domain, models that extract collocates of a word
that are more likely to denote conceptual proper-
ties (Kelly et al., 2012) might lead to more infor-
mative and discriminative linguistic vectors. Fi-
nally, the lack of large child-directed speech cor-
pora constrained the experimental design of fast
mapping simulations; we plan to run more realis-
tic experiments with true nonce words and using
source corpora (e.g., the Simple Wikipedia, child
stories, portions of CHILDES) that contain sen-
tences more akin to those a child might effectively
hear or read in her word-learning years.
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METHODOLOGY: ATTRIBUTE-BASED LEARNING

CHEN ET AL
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2
||w||2 + CS

X

i

⇠i + CO

X

j
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⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="gkl42AjchjL5xYmKxFyVA/3RZJw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N0OVbNST8VHjVv1RWHvp2Y51VyY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N0OVbNST8VHjVv1RWHvp2Y51VyY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NPWGEmyoYz8eq+j/v+rNlB9GLyw=">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</latexit>

s.t. yiw
Txi � 1� ⇠i; 8i 2 J

yjw
Txj � 1� �j ; 8j 2 O

⇠i � 0; �j � 0
<latexit sha1_base64="b0Ryt/ovhOmPV3ANe1zDlKDrRwU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b0Ryt/ovhOmPV3ANe1zDlKDrRwU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b0Ryt/ovhOmPV3ANe1zDlKDrRwU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b0Ryt/ovhOmPV3ANe1zDlKDrRwU=">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</latexit>

Category-Specific Attributes

Selective Sharing

W ⇤ = argmin
W

X

m,n

log(1 + exp((1� 2ymn )xT
nw

m)) + �
DX

d=1

LX

l=1

||wSl
d ||2

<latexit sha1_base64="njvt20r6u2oq5ntMOxZO+ZOWcvk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h19Xzz/etZ81mjv1G8ZchCthw8s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h19Xzz/etZ81mjv1G8ZchCthw8s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q+l/zZj39QlFvx6i5frruRKOgww=">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</latexit>

||V ||1
<latexit sha1_base64="78H6OKZ2L1ylpkr0fxuPZn/E0gk=">AAACFnicdVDPaxNBFH4brY2xtane7GUwCkXKspsmTdJTQA9exAjmB2RDmJ28TYbMzi4zs4WwydE/oMe2f0xP4rVX/xYvThKFKvrBwMf3vffmvS9MBdfG8747hQcPdx7tFh+XnuztPz0oHz7r6SRTDLssEYkahFSj4BK7hhuBg1QhjUOB/XD+du33L1BpnsjPZpHiKKZTySPOqLFSf7nsLZdjf1yueG69WTttNojnnnk1f0PqrWbVaxDf9TaotF98eQUWnXH5RzBJWBajNExQrYe+l5pRTpXhTOCqFGQaU8rmdIpDSyWNUY/yzbor8toqExIlyj5pyEa935HTWOtFHNrKmJqZ/ttbi//yhpmJmqOcyzQzKNn2oygTxCRkfTuZcIXMiIUllCludyVsRhVlxiZUCt6hvUXhBzv3Y4qKmkS9yQOqpjGXK3vbNDhZs5JN63ck5P+kW3Vbrv/JpnYOWxThCF7CMfjQgDa8hw50gcEcLuEabpwr59b56nzblhacXz3P4Q84dz8BjsyhmQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DCtw6qMxxQkE70GyAdbeAs6y294=">AAACFnicdVDLSgMxFM34tr6q7nQTLIKIDDO+2roq6MKNqGCt0Cklk962oZnMkGSEMi2u/ACX6r/oSty69UfcuDFtFVT0QOBwzr039x4/4kxpx3m1hoZHRsfGJyZTU9Mzs3Pp+YVzFcaSQpGGPJQXPlHAmYCiZprDRSSBBD6Hkt/a7/mlS5CKheJMtyOoBKQhWJ1Roo1U6nTOO52qW01nHHsnt72Vy2LH3nW23T7Zyec2nSx2baePTGHpOvN2dfRwUk2/e7WQxgEITTlRquw6ka4kRGpGOXRTXqwgIrRFGlA2VJAAVCXpr9vFq0ap4XoozRMa99XvHQkJlGoHvqkMiG6q315P/Msrx7qeqyRMRLEGQQcf1WOOdYh7t+Mak0A1bxtCqGRmV0ybRBKqTUIp7wDMLRKOzNzjCCTRoVxPPCIbARNdc1vD2+ixlEnrKxL8Pylu2nnbPTWp7aEBJtAyWkFryEVZVECH6AQVEUUtdIPu0L11az1aT9bzoHTI+uxZRD9gvXwASjSkGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DCtw6qMxxQkE70GyAdbeAs6y294=">AAACFnicdVDLSgMxFM34tr6q7nQTLIKIDDO+2roq6MKNqGCt0Cklk962oZnMkGSEMi2u/ACX6r/oSty69UfcuDFtFVT0QOBwzr039x4/4kxpx3m1hoZHRsfGJyZTU9Mzs3Pp+YVzFcaSQpGGPJQXPlHAmYCiZprDRSSBBD6Hkt/a7/mlS5CKheJMtyOoBKQhWJ1Roo1U6nTOO52qW01nHHsnt72Vy2LH3nW23T7Zyec2nSx2baePTGHpOvN2dfRwUk2/e7WQxgEITTlRquw6ka4kRGpGOXRTXqwgIrRFGlA2VJAAVCXpr9vFq0ap4XoozRMa99XvHQkJlGoHvqkMiG6q315P/Msrx7qeqyRMRLEGQQcf1WOOdYh7t+Mak0A1bxtCqGRmV0ybRBKqTUIp7wDMLRKOzNzjCCTRoVxPPCIbARNdc1vD2+ixlEnrKxL8Pylu2nnbPTWp7aEBJtAyWkFryEVZVECH6AQVEUUtdIPu0L11az1aT9bzoHTI+uxZRD9gvXwASjSkGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7dDOLYFohJ95A2t2HkM/4gUX3fI=">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</latexit>
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Table 1: Summary of VAE variants. x represents some form of image, and y represents some form of annotation.
For notational simplicity, we omit scaling factors for the ELBO terms. The objective in (Pandey and Dukkipati,
2017) cannot be expressed using our notation, since it does not correspond to a log likelihood of their model,
even after rescaling.

Name Ref Model Objective

VAE (Kingma et al., 2014) p(z)p(x|z) elbo(x|z; z|x)

triple ELBO This p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z) elbo(x, y|z; z|x, y)
+elbo(x|z; z|x) + elbo(y|z; z|y)

JMVAE (Suzuki et al., 2017) p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z) elbo(x, y|z; z|x, y)
�↵KL(q(z|x, y), q(z|x))
�↵KL(q(z|x, y), q(z|y))

bi-VCCA (Wang et al., 2016) p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z) µ elbo(x, y|z; z|x)
+(1� µ)elbo(x, y|z; z|y)

JVAE-Pu (Pu et al., 2016) p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z) elbo(x, y|z; z|x) + elbo(x|z; z|x)

JVAE-Kingma (Kingma et al., 2014) p(z)p(y)p(x|z, y) elbo(x|y, z; z|x, y) + log p(y)

CVAE-Yan (Yan et al., 2016) p(z)p(x|y, z) elbo(x|y, z; z|x, y)
CVAE-Sohn (Sohn et al., 2015) p(z|x)p(y|x, z) elbo(y|x, z; z|x, y; z|x)
CMMA (Pandey et al., 2017) p(z|y)p(x|z) See text.
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Figure 2: Summary of different (joint) VAEs. Circles are random variables, downward pointing arrows represent
the generative (decoding) process, upnward pointing arrows (with dotted lines) represent the inference (encoding)
process, and black squares represent “inference factors”. Method names are defined in Table 1.

4 Related Work

The most closely related work is (Higgins et al., 2017), which came out 2 months after our paper
was posted to arxiv. In their paper, they also fit a joint VAE to images and attribute vectors, but their
objective function is slightly different. In particular, they replace the first term in our triple ELBO
objective (Equation 5), Eq(z|x,y)[log p(x, y|z)]�KL(q(z|x, y), p(z)), with KL(q(z|x), q(z|y)), thus
avoiding the need to fit a q(z|x, y) inference network. (They still need aligned pairs from Dxy for
training, but they generate y by sampling from q(z|x) using an inference network q(z|x) which was
"pretrained" in an unsupervised way on Dx.) Their reverse KL term., KL(q(z|x), q(z|y)), encourages
the q(z|y) posterior to "cover" the posterior induced by the corresponding images q(z|x).

We do not need the reverse KL term, due to our need to generate aligned Dxy data. In particular, we
must use the same latent point z ⇠ q(z|x, y) when generating an image x and an attribute vector y;
let us denote the part of latent space that is sampled from (i.e., the support of q(z|x, y)) by Zxy . Now
consider what happens when we fit the single modality datasets, Dx and Dy. When generating x,
we sample from Zx, and when generating y, we sample from Zy. Since we use the same decoder
in both the paired and unpaired settings, we find that Zx ⇡ Zy ⇡ Zxy. Furthermore, the KL terms
KL(q(z|y), p(z)), KL(q(z|x), p(z)) and KL(q(z|x, y), p(z)) encourage the posteriors to be broad,
so that Zxy does not collapse to a single shared point.

(In addition to the above, rather technical, difference, (Higgins et al., 2017) consider learning logical
combinations of two concepts, and learning mappings between different textual synonyms, which is
something we cannot yet do with our model.)

In the sections below, we briefly summarize a variety of other papers that are also related, albeit not
as closely as (Higgins et al., 2017).
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▸ Product of Experts:

▸ Attribute Independence:

p(y|z) =
Q

k2A p(yk|z)
<latexit sha1_base64="7spA7EoLtQqgaUYDTkGLCll1QGw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3Frq1vP8VGYYjxOAv1hlIkd1GzY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3Frq1vP8VGYYjxOAv1hlIkd1GzY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="80Z7NUhHzIUaltlpH8Alv8TjSuY=">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</latexit>

correctness(S, yO) =
1

|S|

X

x2S

1

|O|

X

k2O

I(ŷ(x)k = yk)
<latexit sha1_base64="gm7yH9y3StR1bIE00vf9W9QI1mc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qlbkZGPHHvkMbHg19bY2R0LDETA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qlbkZGPHHvkMbHg19bY2R0LDETA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7BbEV5F0vytvPynMC+EiHeBQqZI=">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</latexit>

coverage(S, yO) =
1

|M|
X

k2M

(1� JS(pk, qk))
<latexit sha1_base64="JBZ5BrfuyTP3medywV72JfWKKC8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wXkPJ3yFY8uymZMwerWvMGdnbHQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wXkPJ3yFY8uymZMwerWvMGdnbHQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SzB0LoleX5cUTgiOcbjKZifY9O8=">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</latexit>

Frac. of attr. that match desc.

Meas. diversity of underspec attr.

p(x, y, z) = p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z)
<latexit sha1_base64="zR9YgNFBEzvQBJrOadDJW3puWUY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KZkHf3jY7ocKHW4s3LvNsG/HBXk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KZkHf3jY7ocKHW4s3LvNsG/HBXk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aw8CmKOeSgd8RqPHlnObrqDrnXI=">AAACBXicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2Zfr1pGMCSBgjzmmaYuAqlNS4NMQUXmjaMOzvtgZl70NFdt+ittWlS07T+06980fgQVdWAuh3Pu5c49TsCZVAh9GLGFxaXllfhqYm19Y3PL3N65kn4oCK0Sn/ui7mBJOfNoVTHFaT0QFLsOpzVncDbxa9dUSOZ7lyoKaMvFPY91GcFKS21zP0jdZGCUgcM0PIFBapjWwu2kRrq2zSSy8sXcUbEAkXWMcvaU5EvFLCpA20JTJMEclbb53uz4JHSppwjHUjZsFKjWCAvFCKfjRDOUNMBkgHu0oamHXSpbo+kZY3iolQ7s+kI/T8Gp+n1ihF0pI9fRnS5Wffnbm4h/eY1QdYutEfOCUFGPzBZ1Qw6VDyeZwA4TlCgeaYKJYPqvkPSxwETp5BI6hK9L4f+kmrVKln2BkuXTeRpxsAcOQArYoADK4BxUQBUQcAcewBN4Nu6NR+PFeJ21xoz5zC74AePtE394ltQ=</latexit>

q(z|x, y), q(z|x), q(z|y)
<latexit sha1_base64="w4notK8Q+5wOsAUhEQ8wSqCVGE4=">AAACAHicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rt0IboJFaLEMM2pt3YluXCpYW2hLyaRpG5p5mGTEserGH3HhxoWKWz/DnX9jOlVQ0QOXezjnXpJ73JAzqWz73UiNjU9MTqWnMzOzc/ML5uLSqQwiQWiFBDwQNRdLyplPK4opTmuhoNhzOa26/YOhXz2nQrLAP1FxSJse7vqswwhWWmqZK2e5y6uLQpwvoIR99jjfMrO2VSxvb5VLyLZ27G0nIcXd8qZdQo5lJ8jurTU27gDgqGW+NdoBiTzqK8KxlHXHDlVzgIVihNPrTCOSNMSkj7u0rqmPPSqbg+SCa7SulTbqBEKXr1Cift8YYE/K2HP1pIdVT/72huJfXj1SnXJzwPwwUtQno4c6EUcqQMM4UJsJShSPNcFEMP1XRHpYYKJ0aBkdwtel6H9S2bR2LedYh7EPI6RhFdYgBw6UYA8O4QgqQOAG7uERnoxb48F4Nl5Goynjc2cZfsB4/QAnTJce</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xpmrH7zVJ8prn+WqjmNJINQRyhE=">AAACAHicdVDLTgIxFO34RHyNujFx00BMIJLJDILAjujGJSYiJEBIpxRo6DxsO8YRceMv+AluXKhx62e4428sAyZq9CQ39+Sce9PeY/uMCmmaY21ufmFxaTm2El9dW9/Y1Le2L4QXcEyq2GMer9tIEEZdUpVUMlL3OUGOzUjNHpxM/NoV4YJ67rkMfdJyUM+lXYqRVFJb371M3dxeZ8J0BkZs1sN0W0+aRr6YOywWoGkcmTkrIvlSMWsWoGWYEZLlRPPgYVwOK239o9nxcOAQV2KGhGhYpi9bQ8QlxYyM4s1AEB/hAeqRhqIucohoDaMLRnBfKR3Y9bgqV8JI/b4xRI4QoWOrSQfJvvjtTcS/vEYgu8XWkLp+IImLpw91AwalBydxwA7lBEsWKoIwp+qvEPcRR1iq0OIqhK9L4f+kmjVKhnWmwjgGU8TAHkiAFLBAAZTBKaiAKsDgDjyCZ/Ci3WtP2qv2Nh2d02Y7O+AHtPdPLzCYpA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xpmrH7zVJ8prn+WqjmNJINQRyhE=">AAACAHicdVDLTgIxFO34RHyNujFx00BMIJLJDILAjujGJSYiJEBIpxRo6DxsO8YRceMv+AluXKhx62e4428sAyZq9CQ39+Sce9PeY/uMCmmaY21ufmFxaTm2El9dW9/Y1Le2L4QXcEyq2GMer9tIEEZdUpVUMlL3OUGOzUjNHpxM/NoV4YJ67rkMfdJyUM+lXYqRVFJb371M3dxeZ8J0BkZs1sN0W0+aRr6YOywWoGkcmTkrIvlSMWsWoGWYEZLlRPPgYVwOK239o9nxcOAQV2KGhGhYpi9bQ8QlxYyM4s1AEB/hAeqRhqIucohoDaMLRnBfKR3Y9bgqV8JI/b4xRI4QoWOrSQfJvvjtTcS/vEYgu8XWkLp+IImLpw91AwalBydxwA7lBEsWKoIwp+qvEPcRR1iq0OIqhK9L4f+kmjVKhnWmwjgGU8TAHkiAFLBAAZTBKaiAKsDgDjyCZ/Ci3WtP2qv2Nh2d02Y7O+AHtPdPLzCYpA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H8dufnqyuG/vdnDinr/QyG1+L54=">AAACAHicdVDLTgIxFO34RHyhbkzcNBITSMikgyCwI7pxiYkjJEBIpxRo6DxsO8YRceOvuHGhxq2f4c6/sQyYqNGT3NyTc+5Ne48TcCYVQh/G3PzC4tJyYiW5ura+sZna2r6QfigItYnPfdFwsKScedRWTHHaCATFrsNp3RmeTPz6FRWS+d65igLadnHfYz1GsNJSJ7V7mbm5vc5F2RyM2axH2U4qjcxiuXBYLkFkHqGCFZNipZxHJWiZKEYazFDrpN5bXZ+ELvUU4VjKpoUC1R5hoRjhdJxshZIGmAxxnzY19bBLZXsUXzCGB1rpwp4vdHkKxur3jRF2pYxcR0+6WA3kb28i/uU1Q9Urt0fMC0JFPTJ9qBdyqHw4iQN2maBE8UgTTATTf4VkgAUmSoeW1CF8XQr/J3berJjWGUpXj2dpJMAe2AcZYIESqIJTUAM2IOAOPIAn8GzcG4/Gi/E6HZ0zZjs74AeMt08WVpWV</latexit>

p(y|x) =
R
p(y|z)q(z|x)dz
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Table 2: Comparison of different approaches on MNIST-a test set. Higher numbers are better. Error bars (in
parentheses) are standard error of the mean. For concrete concepts (where all 4 attributes are specified), we do
not use a PoE inference network, and we do not report coverage. Hyperparameter settings for each result are
discussed in the supplementary material.

Method #Attributes Coverage (%) Correctness (%) PoE? Training set

triple ELBO 4 - 90.76 (0.11) N iid
JMVAE 4 - 86.38 (0.14) N iid

bi-VCCA 4 - 80.57 (0.26) N iid

triple ELBO 3 90.76 (0.21) 77.79 (0.30) Y iid
JMVAE 3 89.99 (0.20) 79.30 (0.26) Y iid

bi-VCCA 3 85.60 (0.34) 75.52 (0.43) Y iid

triple ELBO 2 90.58 (0.17) 80.10 (0.47) Y iid
JMVAE 2 89.55 (0.30) 77.32 (0.44) Y iid

bi-VCCA 2 85.75 (0.32) 75.98 (0.78) Y iid

triple ELBO 1 91.55 (0.05) 81.90 (0.48) Y iid
JMVAE 1 89.50 (0.09) 81.06 (0.23) Y iid

bi-VCCA 1 87.77 (0.10) 76.33 (0.67) Y iid

triple ELBO 4 - 83.10 (0.07) N comp
JMVAE 4 - 79.34 (0.52) N comp

bi-VCCA 4 - 75.18 (0.51) N comp

5.2.5 Evaluating correctness.

We start by evaluating the quality of models in terms of how correct their samples are. More precisely,
for models trained on the iid dataset, we consider each of the 240 concrete concepts, and generate 10
images from each. For each generated image, we evaluate how many of the attributes were correctly
predicted, and then compute the average correctness for that concept, and then average over concepts.

The results are shown in Table 2. Focusing on the concrete iid concepts (first block of the table), we
see that triple ELBO (90.76%) outperforms JMVAE (86.38%), and both methods do significantly
better than bi-VCCA (80.57%). To gain more insight, Figure 7 shows 4 samples from each of these
3 methods for 2 different concrete concepts, one chosen at random (bottom row), and one chosen
where the discrepancy in correctness between triple ELBO and bi-VCCA was maximal.

We see that the images generated by bi-VCCA are much blurrier than the other methods, and are con-
sidered incorrect by the observation classifier. The blurriness is because of the Eq(z|y)[log p(x, y|z)]
term, as we discussed above. For all of our experiments, we use a value of µ = 0.7, which reduces
blurriness, and yields the best correctness score on the validation set. Nevertheless, this does not
completely eliminate bluriness, as we can see.

From Figure 7 we see that the JMVAE samples look good. However, it sometimes makes mistakes by
generating fragments of digit where there should not be any. This is illustrated in the bottom row,
bottom left JMVAE sample, where there is some “ghosting” when generating the digit 1. This may
be because there is no KL(q(z|y), p(y)) term, which encourages the posterior to be close to the prior,
reducing the chance of the model sampling a z vector far from the “familiar” part of latent space.

Table 2 also shows that the correctness scores for all methods are lower on abstract concepts than
for concrete concepts. For example, triple ELBO drops from 90.76% to 77.79% when we move
from conditioning on 4 attributes to 3. There are two reasons for this. First, when evaluating abstract
concepts, we have to use the PoE inference network, which is somewhat less accurate than models that
do not make the PoE assumption. Second, abstract concepts are effectively novel concepts that have
never been seen before (since the model is trained only on concrete concepts). Indeed, we see that the
correctness on abstract concepts is comparable to the correctness on concrete, but compositionally
novel, concepts, as shown in the last block of the table. (We discuss the compositional results in more
detail below.)
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Table 1: Summary of VAE variants. x represents some form of image, and y represents some form of annotation.
For notational simplicity, we omit scaling factors for the ELBO terms. The objective in (Pandey and Dukkipati,
2017) cannot be expressed using our notation, since it does not correspond to a log likelihood of their model,
even after rescaling.

Name Ref Model Objective

VAE (Kingma et al., 2014) p(z)p(x|z) elbo(x|z; z|x)

triple ELBO This p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z) elbo(x, y|z; z|x, y)
+elbo(x|z; z|x) + elbo(y|z; z|y)

JMVAE (Suzuki et al., 2017) p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z) elbo(x, y|z; z|x, y)
�↵KL(q(z|x, y), q(z|x))
�↵KL(q(z|x, y), q(z|y))

bi-VCCA (Wang et al., 2016) p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z) µ elbo(x, y|z; z|x)
+(1� µ)elbo(x, y|z; z|y)

JVAE-Pu (Pu et al., 2016) p(z)p(x|z)p(y|z) elbo(x, y|z; z|x) + elbo(x|z; z|x)

JVAE-Kingma (Kingma et al., 2014) p(z)p(y)p(x|z, y) elbo(x|y, z; z|x, y) + log p(y)

CVAE-Yan (Yan et al., 2016) p(z)p(x|y, z) elbo(x|y, z; z|x, y)
CVAE-Sohn (Sohn et al., 2015) p(z|x)p(y|x, z) elbo(y|x, z; z|x, y; z|x)
CMMA (Pandey et al., 2017) p(z|y)p(x|z) See text.
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Figure 2: Summary of different (joint) VAEs. Circles are random variables, downward pointing arrows represent
the generative (decoding) process, upnward pointing arrows (with dotted lines) represent the inference (encoding)
process, and black squares represent “inference factors”. Method names are defined in Table 1.

4 Related Work

The most closely related work is (Higgins et al., 2017), which came out 2 months after our paper
was posted to arxiv. In their paper, they also fit a joint VAE to images and attribute vectors, but their
objective function is slightly different. In particular, they replace the first term in our triple ELBO
objective (Equation 5), Eq(z|x,y)[log p(x, y|z)]�KL(q(z|x, y), p(z)), with KL(q(z|x), q(z|y)), thus
avoiding the need to fit a q(z|x, y) inference network. (They still need aligned pairs from Dxy for
training, but they generate y by sampling from q(z|x) using an inference network q(z|x) which was
"pretrained" in an unsupervised way on Dx.) Their reverse KL term., KL(q(z|x), q(z|y)), encourages
the q(z|y) posterior to "cover" the posterior induced by the corresponding images q(z|x).

We do not need the reverse KL term, due to our need to generate aligned Dxy data. In particular, we
must use the same latent point z ⇠ q(z|x, y) when generating an image x and an attribute vector y;
let us denote the part of latent space that is sampled from (i.e., the support of q(z|x, y)) by Zxy . Now
consider what happens when we fit the single modality datasets, Dx and Dy. When generating x,
we sample from Zx, and when generating y, we sample from Zy. Since we use the same decoder
in both the paired and unpaired settings, we find that Zx ⇡ Zy ⇡ Zxy. Furthermore, the KL terms
KL(q(z|y), p(z)), KL(q(z|x), p(z)) and KL(q(z|x, y), p(z)) encourage the posteriors to be broad,
so that Zxy does not collapse to a single shared point.

(In addition to the above, rather technical, difference, (Higgins et al., 2017) consider learning logical
combinations of two concepts, and learning mappings between different textual synonyms, which is
something we cannot yet do with our model.)

In the sections below, we briefly summarize a variety of other papers that are also related, albeit not
as closely as (Higgins et al., 2017).
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Method Pairwise Accuracy Avg. ⌧ Avg. |⌧ | Avg. ⇢ Avg. |⇢|
Web Baseline 48.2% N/A N/A N/A N/A
Divide-and-Conquer 50.6% 0.45 0.53 0.52 0.62
Sheinman and Tokunaga (2009) 55.5% N/A N/A N/A N/A
MILP 69.6% 0.57 0.65 0.64 0.73
MILP with synonymy 78.2% 0.57 0.66 0.67 0.80
Inter-Annotator Agreement 78.0% 0.67 0.76 0.75 0.86

Table 3: Main test results

Predicted Class
Weaker Tie Stronger

True Class
Weaker 117 127 15

Tie 5 42 15
Stronger 11 122 115

Table 4: Confusion matrix (Web baseline)

rank correlation measure scores are undefined for
their approach. This is because in some cases their
method placed all words on the same position in the
scale, which these measures cannot handle even in
their tie-corrected versions. Overall, the Sheinman
and Tokunaga approach does not aggregate informa-
tion sufficiently well at the global level and often
fails to make use of transitive inference.

MILP Our MILP exploits the same pairwise
scores to induce significantly more accurate pair-
wise labels with 69.6% accuracy, a 41% relative
error reduction over the Web baseline, 38% over
Divide-and-Conquer, and 32% over Sheinman and
Tokunaga (2009). We further see that our MILP
method is able to exploit external synonymy (equiv-
alence) information (using synonyms marked by the
annotators). The accuracy of the pairwise scores as
well as the quality of the overall ranking increase
even further to 78.2%, approaching the human inter-
annotator agreement. In terms of average correlation
coefficients, we observe similar improvement trends
from the MILP, but of different magnitudes, because
these averages give small clusters the same weight
as larger ones.

4.4 Analysis
Confusion Matrices For a given approach, we
can study the confusion matrix obtained by cross-
tabulating the gold classification with the predicted

Predicted Class
Weaker Tie Stronger

True Class
Weaker 177 29 53

Tie 9 24 29
Stronger 15 38 195

Table 5: Confusion matrix (MILP)

classification of every unique pair of adjectives in
the ground truth data. Table 4 shows the confusion
matrix for the Web baseline. We observe that due to
the sparsity of pairwise intensity order evidence, the
baseline method predicts too many ties.

Table 5 provides the confusion matrix for the
MILP (without external equivalence information)
for comparison. Although the middle column still
shows that the MILP predicts more ties than humans
annotators, we find that a clear majority of all unique
pairs are now correctly placed along the diagonal.
This confirms that our MILP successfully infers new
ordering decisions, although it uses the same input
(corpus evidence) as the baseline. The remaining
ties are mostly just the result of pairs for which there
simply is no evidence at all in the input Web counts.
Note that this problem could for instance be circum-
vented by relying on a crowdsourcing approach: A
few dispersed tie-breakers are enough to allow our
MILP to correct many other predictions.

Predicted Examples Finally, in Table 6, we pro-
vide a selection of real results obtained by our algo-
rithm. For instance, it correctly inferred that terri-

fying is more intense than creepy or scary, although
the Web pattern counts did not provide any explicit
information about these words pairs. In some cases,
however, the Web evidence did not suffice to draw
the right conclusions, or it was misleading due to is-
sues like polysemy (as for the word funny).
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<latexit sha1_base64="8W13z2EciFWzUUbkgZKUxdScPtY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="31KtZkQsxfcHuj2ZSf3sAWagTys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="31KtZkQsxfcHuj2ZSf3sAWagTys=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bZrV2Al9+eGqmgscRu4S5eG+qAQ=">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</latexit>

ES(✓) =
R ✓
�1 �(b)�(b|u0, ✓)db+

R1
✓ �(b)�(b|u1, ✓)db

<latexit sha1_base64="Mdit94iyxx8986Mu28N/ZYxq6rs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pigx5XCgANhEe+n/QybovKGPkVI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pigx5XCgANhEe+n/QybovKGPkVI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nrwC3kYE6Furvm/3duW2ViCc9rE=">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</latexit>

U(✓) = ES(✓)�
R1
✓ �(b) · cdb

<latexit sha1_base64="m9NSVkB8F49co9uWajudZd++Cw8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpHqFpGdSDQg2lC2Sk+IWrPy6Gk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpHqFpGdSDQg2lC2Sk+IWrPy6Gk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="itW1BKE+0YiMjceG9XUfSInqXCA=">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</latexit>

Pr(✓) / (exp(� · U(✓))
<latexit sha1_base64="az2oXToDUlEqOqAG8EhzdJlbGBQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MV1pPh+//os+uvX5NgCqaFJ2/T0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MV1pPh+//os+uvX5NgCqaFJ2/T0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yu81p0qOp0JBSXsr2gNI1BBn6rY=">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</latexit>

Listener believes correct height:

Expected success:

Utility:

Threshold distribution:
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Figure 1 SOM predictions for Gaussian prior N(0,1), with l = 4.

people stick to the strictly optimal threshold. If l = 0, then Pr(q) reduces to a
uniform distribution, meaning that there is no optimality consideration at all. When
l ! •, the soft-max function strictly maximizes the utility. We should assume that
l takes some value in between for actual language use. For instance, if we have
three thresholds whose utilities are 1, 2, and 3, with l = 4 we will have Pr(q1) =

exp(4⇥1)
exp(4⇥1)+exp(4⇥2)+exp(4⇥3) = .0003 and similarly Pr(q2) = .018, Pr(q3) = .9817. We
can see that the optimal threshold q3 has the greatest probability, and even the least
optimal threshold q1 has a small probability to be selected.

Combining (2), (7) and (8), we have a full production model at our disposal,
and the corresponding interpretation model for listeners can be derived by applying
Bayes’ rule.

(9) r(h | u1) µ f 0(h) ·s(u1 | h,Pr0)

Note that Pr0(q) and f 0(h) are correlated the same way as before, but in general
the listener’s prior world knowledge f 0(h) need not be the same as the speaker’s.
Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, in the simplest case, we assume that prior world
knowledge is in the common ground, i.e., f 0(h) = f(h).

Fig. 1 shows predictions by the SOM for the Gaussian distribution f(h) ⇠
N(0,1), with all parameters the same for both the speaker and the listener. We can
see from Fig. 1(a) that the SOM predicts that the distribution of the threshold, Pr(q),
peaks slightly to the right of the average height, and that the posterior of height after
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Figure 1 SOM predictions for Gaussian prior N(0,1), with l = 4.

people stick to the strictly optimal threshold. If l = 0, then Pr(q) reduces to a
uniform distribution, meaning that there is no optimality consideration at all. When
l ! •, the soft-max function strictly maximizes the utility. We should assume that
l takes some value in between for actual language use. For instance, if we have
three thresholds whose utilities are 1, 2, and 3, with l = 4 we will have Pr(q1) =

exp(4⇥1)
exp(4⇥1)+exp(4⇥2)+exp(4⇥3) = .0003 and similarly Pr(q2) = .018, Pr(q3) = .9817. We
can see that the optimal threshold q3 has the greatest probability, and even the least
optimal threshold q1 has a small probability to be selected.

Combining (2), (7) and (8), we have a full production model at our disposal,
and the corresponding interpretation model for listeners can be derived by applying
Bayes’ rule.

(9) r(h | u1) µ f 0(h) ·s(u1 | h,Pr0)

Note that Pr0(q) and f 0(h) are correlated the same way as before, but in general
the listener’s prior world knowledge f 0(h) need not be the same as the speaker’s.
Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, in the simplest case, we assume that prior world
knowledge is in the common ground, i.e., f 0(h) = f(h).

Fig. 1 shows predictions by the SOM for the Gaussian distribution f(h) ⇠
N(0,1), with all parameters the same for both the speaker and the listener. We can
see from Fig. 1(a) that the SOM predicts that the distribution of the threshold, Pr(q),
peaks slightly to the right of the average height, and that the posterior of height after
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Figure 2 Correspondence between beta distributions and scale structures.

K = 1/B(a,b ) is a normalization constant. Indeed, there is a tight correspondence
between parameters of the beta distribution and scale types (Fig. 2). If a,b > 1,
both endpoints have zero probability mass, which corresponds to open scales. If
a > 1,b  1, the lower endpoint has zero probability mass and the upper endpoint
has nonzero probability mass, which corresponds to upper closed scales. Similarly,
a  1,b > 1 corresponds to lower closed scales. Finally, if a,b  1, both endpoints
have nonzero probability mass, which corresponds to totally closed scales.

The remainder of this section is dedicated to demonstrating that the SOM predicts
the following correspondence between endpoint probability mass and the optimal
threshold:6

(11) (i) If there is a sufficient amount of probability mass at the upper end-
point, then the maximal threshold is always optimal and so we obtain
a maximum-standard reading, as in The line is straight, which is true,
strictly speaking, only when the line is completely straight.

(ii) If (i) is not the case and the probability mass at the lower endpoint is
sufficiently larger than elsewhere, then the non-minimal threshold7 is
optimal and so we obtain a minimum-standard reading, as in The line is

6 For now we always assume c = 0, and in the end we will show that this assumption is not crucial.
7 By non-minimal threshold we mean the one that corresponds to the non-minimal reading. In discrete

cases this simply means the second minimal degree. In continuous scales, it means the utility function
is decreasing on non-minimal degrees.
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K = 1/B(a,b ) is a normalization constant. Indeed, there is a tight correspondence
between parameters of the beta distribution and scale types (Fig. 2). If a,b > 1,
both endpoints have zero probability mass, which corresponds to open scales. If
a > 1,b  1, the lower endpoint has zero probability mass and the upper endpoint
has nonzero probability mass, which corresponds to upper closed scales. Similarly,
a  1,b > 1 corresponds to lower closed scales. Finally, if a,b  1, both endpoints
have nonzero probability mass, which corresponds to totally closed scales.

The remainder of this section is dedicated to demonstrating that the SOM predicts
the following correspondence between endpoint probability mass and the optimal
threshold:6

(11) (i) If there is a sufficient amount of probability mass at the upper end-
point, then the maximal threshold is always optimal and so we obtain
a maximum-standard reading, as in The line is straight, which is true,
strictly speaking, only when the line is completely straight.

(ii) If (i) is not the case and the probability mass at the lower endpoint is
sufficiently larger than elsewhere, then the non-minimal threshold7 is
optimal and so we obtain a minimum-standard reading, as in The line is

6 For now we always assume c = 0, and in the end we will show that this assumption is not crucial.
7 By non-minimal threshold we mean the one that corresponds to the non-minimal reading. In discrete

cases this simply means the second minimal degree. In continuous scales, it means the utility function
is decreasing on non-minimal degrees.
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▸ Pragmatic Listener

MODIFIERS: ADJECTIVE GRADABILITY

LASSITER & GOODMAN (2015)
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{∅, ‘small’, ‘large’}
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much more information about the true state than a literal listener could, using the observation that
the utterance chosen was SOME.

(20)
PL1(n = 6�u = SOME) = PS1(u=SOME�n=6)×PL1(n=6)∑

n′∈{0,...,6}PS1(u=SOME�n′)×PL1(n′)
≈ .001×.01

0+.01+.01+.01+.01+.01+.001×.01≈ .015

L1’s posterior probabilities for the other states (1-5) are much higher, around .197 each.

Upshot. The posterior probability of n = 6, given the observed utterance SOME, is much lower
for the pragmatic listener L1 than it is for a literal listener. The difference is driven by the fact that
the pragmatic listener considers not only what the speaker actually chose to say, but also other
things that the speaker could have chosen. The pragmatic listener reasons about the latent causes of
the speaker’s observed choice, using a model which predicts what choices would likely have been
observed given various possible configurations of the latent causes (states of the world). This type
of reasoning derives the intuitive inference that n is probably not six when SOME is used — i.e.,
that some strongly implicates not all.

Figure 3
Posterior distributions of the literal (left) and pragmatic (right) listeners, given the
various possible utterances under consideration. When u = SOME, the pragmatic
listener uses the speaker’s utterance preferences (Figure 4) to draw a strong “not all”
inference.

Figures 3 and 4 summarize the results just described. Note that the difference between the L0
and L1 posteriors in Figure 3 lies entirely in P(n�u = SOME): the probability that n = 6 is much lower
at L1, with the leftover probability divided evenly among the other true states 1-5. This difference is
driven by the fact that L1’s reasoning about the actual state n is “fed through” the speaker model in
Figure 4, in which there is a large difference in the probability of using SOME vs. ALL in this state.
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Our representation is motivated by Barker (2002)
and Lassiter (2009), who show how sets of possi-
ble thresholds1 can account for many of our intu-
itions about the use of vague language. Their analy-
sis invites us to capture semantic variability through
two geometric constructs. First, there is a certain

interval, parameterized by two points, µ
Lower and

µ
Upper, within which a color description definitely

applies. Outside this interval are regions of bor-
derline cases, delimited by probabilistically-varying
thresholds ⌧

Lower and ⌧
Upper, where the color de-

scription sometimes applies. We represent the po-
sition of the threshold with a �(↵,�) distribution, a
standard statistical tool to model processes that start,
continue indefinitely, and stop, like waiting times.2

We can determine a likelihood that a description fits
a color by marginalizing over the thresholds: this
gives the black curve visualized in Figure 3. As we
describe in Section 3.3, we can use this to account
for the graded responses from subjects that we ob-
serve near color boundaries.

We summarize with a formal definition of our se-
mantic representation. Let X be the 3D space of
HSV colors and let x 2 X be a measured color
value. Each color label k has definite boundaries,
µ

Lower and µ
Upper in X , delimiting a box of HSV

color space. Surrounding the definite region are
regions of uncertainty: the set of possible bound-
aries beyond µ. These are represented by probabil-
ity distributions over lower and upper threshold val-
ues in each dimension. We’ll represent these thresh-
olds by ⌧

j,d

k
where k 2 K indexes the color label,

j 2 {Lower/L, Upper/U} indexes the boundary,
and d 2 {H, S, V} indexes color components. We
assume the thresholds are distributed as follows:
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The meaning of a color term is thus a “blurry box”.
The distribution lets us determine the probability of

1We treat the terms “boundary”, “threshold”, and “standard”
to be synonymous, but useful in different contexts.

2� distributions rise quickly away from the origin point,
then trail off from the peak in an open-ended exponential de-
cay. One intuition for applying them in this case is Graff Fara’s
(2000) suggestion that a particular categorization decision in-
volves waiting to find a natural break among salient colors.
However, we choose them for mathematical convenience rather
than psychological or linguistic considerations.

Figure 4: The Rational Observer observes a color patch,
x. The applicability of each label (ktrue) is based upon
the label parameters (↵,�, µ) and x. The label (ksaid)
is sampled proportional to the applicability and a back-
ground weight: how often a label is said when it applies.

a point x falling into the color category k as in Eq. 2.
We also use the compact notation in Eq. 3.
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3.3 Rational Observer Model

Our goal is to learn probabilistic representations
of the meanings of color terms from subjects’ re-
sponses. To do this, we need not only a framework
for representing colors but also a model of how sub-
jects choose color terms. Inspired by rational anal-
ysis (Anderson, 1991), we assume that speakers’
choices match their communicative goals and their
semantic knowledge. We leverage this assumption
to derive a Bayes Rational Observer model linking
semantics to observed color descriptions.

The graphical model in Figure 4 formalizes our
approach. We start from an observed color patch, x.
The Rational Observer uses the ⌧ -distributions for
each color description k to determine the likelihood
that the speaker judges k applicable. As defined in
Eq. 3, the likelihood is the subset of possible bound-
aries which contain the target color value. Normally,
many descriptions will be applicable. Which the
speaker chooses depends further on the availabil-

ity of the label—a background measure of how fre-
quently a label is chosen when it’s applicable. In-
tuitively, availability creates a bias for easy descrip-
tions, capturing how natural or ordinary a descrip-
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Thresholds:

Probability of x falling in category k:

tion is in language use, how easily it springs to mind
or how easily it is understood.

We formalize this as a generative model. As we
explain in Section 4, we infer the parameters from
our data. In Eq. 4, we consider the conditional dis-
tribution of a subject observing a color patch given
HSV value x and labeling it k:

(4)P (ksaid, ktrue|x) = P (ksaid|ktrue)P (ktrue|x)

In this equation, ksaid is the event that the subject
responds to x with label k and k

true is the event that
the subject judges k true of the HSV value x. The
two factors of Eq. 4 are respectively the availability

and applicability of the color label.
Availability: The prior P (ksaid|ktrue) quantifies

the rate at which label k is used when it applies. We
refer to this quantity as the availability and denote
it as ↵k. Availability captures the observed bias for
frequent color terms. When multiple color labels fit
a color value, those with higher availability will be
used more often, but those with lower availability
will still get used. This effect is partially responsible
for the long tail of subjects’ responses.

Applicability: The second factor, P (ktrue|x),
is the probability that k is true of, or applies to,
the color value x. We calculate the applicability
by marginalizing over all possible thresholds as in
Eq. 3. In other words, we calculate the probabil-
ity mass of the boundaries which allow for this de-
scription to apply. We treat each applicability judg-
ment as independent of others. This implies that the
relative frequency at which we see a color descrip-
tion used is directly proportional to the proportion of
boundaries which license it.

For clearer notation and parameter estimation, we
track thresholds with a piecewise function �

d

k
(xd) as

in Eq. 5 and Figure 3.
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(5)

Finally, Eq. 6 rewrites Eq. 4 to make the applica-
bility and availability explicit. The model treats this
equation as the probability of success for a Bernoulli
trial and the data as sampled from Categorical dis-
tributions formed by the set of K Bernoulli random

variables. This is discussed further in Section 4.2.

(6)P (ksaid, ktrue|x) = ↵k

Y

d

�
d

k
(xd)

4 Learning Experiment

We worked with Randall Munroe’s crowdsourced
corpus of color judgments, and fit the model us-
ing the Metropolis-Hastings Markov Chain Monte
Carlo, a Gaussian random walk optimization
method. This form of approximate Bayesian infer-
ence is described in Section 4.2.

4.1 Munroe Color Corpus

In 2010, Munroe elicited descriptions of color
patches over the web. His platform asked users
for background information such as sex, color-
blindness, and monitor type, then presented color
patches and let the user freely name them. The setup
didn’t ensure that users see controlled colors or that
users’ responses are reliable, but the experiment col-
lected over 3.4M items pairing RGB values with text
descriptions. Munroe’s methodology, data and re-
sults are published online (Munroe, 2010).3

Munroe summarizes his results with 954 idealized
colors—RGB values that best exemplify high fre-
quency color labels. In effect, Munroe’s summary
offers a prototype theory of color vocabulary, like
that of Andreas and Klein (2014). An alternative
theory, which we explore, is that variability in the
applicability of labels is an important part of peo-
ple’s knowledge of color semantics. We compare
the two theories explicitly in Section 5.

Our experiments focus on a subset of Munroe’s
data comprising 2,176,417 data points and 829 color
descriptions, divided into a training set of 70%,
a 5% development set, and a held-out test set of
25%. To minimize variability in language use, we
selected data from users who self-report as non-
colorblind English speakers. This accounts for
2.5M of Munroe’s 3.4M items. To get our sub-
set, we further restrict attention to labels used 100
times or more, to ensure that there’s substantial ev-
idence of each term’s breadth of applicability. We
hand curated the responses to correct some mi-
nor spelling variations involving a single-character

3http://blog.xkcd.com/2010/05/03/
color-survey-results/
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colors—RGB values that best exemplify high fre-
quency color labels. In effect, Munroe’s summary
offers a prototype theory of color vocabulary, like
that of Andreas and Klein (2014). An alternative
theory, which we explore, is that variability in the
applicability of labels is an important part of peo-
ple’s knowledge of color semantics. We compare
the two theories explicitly in Section 5.

Our experiments focus on a subset of Munroe’s
data comprising 2,176,417 data points and 829 color
descriptions, divided into a training set of 70%,
a 5% development set, and a held-out test set of
25%. To minimize variability in language use, we
selected data from users who self-report as non-
colorblind English speakers. This accounts for
2.5M of Munroe’s 3.4M items. To get our sub-
set, we further restrict attention to labels used 100
times or more, to ensure that there’s substantial ev-
idence of each term’s breadth of applicability. We
hand curated the responses to correct some mi-
nor spelling variations involving a single-character

3http://blog.xkcd.com/2010/05/03/
color-survey-results/
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tion is in language use, how easily it springs to mind
or how easily it is understood.

We formalize this as a generative model. As we
explain in Section 4, we infer the parameters from
our data. In Eq. 4, we consider the conditional dis-
tribution of a subject observing a color patch given
HSV value x and labeling it k:

(4)P (ksaid, ktrue|x) = P (ksaid|ktrue)P (ktrue|x)

In this equation, ksaid is the event that the subject
responds to x with label k and k

true is the event that
the subject judges k true of the HSV value x. The
two factors of Eq. 4 are respectively the availability

and applicability of the color label.
Availability: The prior P (ksaid|ktrue) quantifies

the rate at which label k is used when it applies. We
refer to this quantity as the availability and denote
it as ↵k. Availability captures the observed bias for
frequent color terms. When multiple color labels fit
a color value, those with higher availability will be
used more often, but those with lower availability
will still get used. This effect is partially responsible
for the long tail of subjects’ responses.

Applicability: The second factor, P (ktrue|x),
is the probability that k is true of, or applies to,
the color value x. We calculate the applicability
by marginalizing over all possible thresholds as in
Eq. 3. In other words, we calculate the probabil-
ity mass of the boundaries which allow for this de-
scription to apply. We treat each applicability judg-
ment as independent of others. This implies that the
relative frequency at which we see a color descrip-
tion used is directly proportional to the proportion of
boundaries which license it.

For clearer notation and parameter estimation, we
track thresholds with a piecewise function �

d

k
(xd) as

in Eq. 5 and Figure 3.
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Finally, Eq. 6 rewrites Eq. 4 to make the applica-
bility and availability explicit. The model treats this
equation as the probability of success for a Bernoulli
trial and the data as sampled from Categorical dis-
tributions formed by the set of K Bernoulli random

variables. This is discussed further in Section 4.2.

(6)P (ksaid, ktrue|x) = ↵k
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d
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4 Learning Experiment

We worked with Randall Munroe’s crowdsourced
corpus of color judgments, and fit the model us-
ing the Metropolis-Hastings Markov Chain Monte
Carlo, a Gaussian random walk optimization
method. This form of approximate Bayesian infer-
ence is described in Section 4.2.

4.1 Munroe Color Corpus

In 2010, Munroe elicited descriptions of color
patches over the web. His platform asked users
for background information such as sex, color-
blindness, and monitor type, then presented color
patches and let the user freely name them. The setup
didn’t ensure that users see controlled colors or that
users’ responses are reliable, but the experiment col-
lected over 3.4M items pairing RGB values with text
descriptions. Munroe’s methodology, data and re-
sults are published online (Munroe, 2010).3

Munroe summarizes his results with 954 idealized
colors—RGB values that best exemplify high fre-
quency color labels. In effect, Munroe’s summary
offers a prototype theory of color vocabulary, like
that of Andreas and Klein (2014). An alternative
theory, which we explore, is that variability in the
applicability of labels is an important part of peo-
ple’s knowledge of color semantics. We compare
the two theories explicitly in Section 5.

Our experiments focus on a subset of Munroe’s
data comprising 2,176,417 data points and 829 color
descriptions, divided into a training set of 70%,
a 5% development set, and a held-out test set of
25%. To minimize variability in language use, we
selected data from users who self-report as non-
colorblind English speakers. This accounts for
2.5M of Munroe’s 3.4M items. To get our sub-
set, we further restrict attention to labels used 100
times or more, to ensure that there’s substantial ev-
idence of each term’s breadth of applicability. We
hand curated the responses to correct some mi-
nor spelling variations involving a single-character

3http://blog.xkcd.com/2010/05/03/
color-survey-results/
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change (“yellow green” vs “yellow-green”; “fuch-
sia” vs “fuschia”, “fushia”, “fuchia”, and “fucsia”)
and to remove high-frequency spam labels. We are
left with 829 color labels that fit these restrictions.
Finally, we used python’s colorsys to convert from
RGB to HSV, where we hypothesize color meanings
can be represented more simply. We include these
data sets with our release at http://mcmahan.
io/lux/ so our results can be replicated.

4.2 Fitting the Model Parameters

Optimization of the model’s parameters is framed in
a Bayesian framework and interpreted as maximiz-
ing the likelihood of the data given the parameters.
We fit each label and each dimension independently.
The data on each dimension is binned, as in Figure 3,
so we have Binomial random variables for each bin.
For each color label k, the probability of success is
based on the model’s parameters. Non-k data in the
bin are observations of failure. This gives Eq. 7:

P (nd

i,k
|nd

i , Z
d

k
,�k) ⇠ Bin(nd

i , Z
d

k
�
d

k
(i)) (7)

Here n
d

i
is the number of data points in bin i on di-

mension d, nd

i,k
is the number of data points for la-

bel k in bin i on dimension d, and Z
d

k
is a normal-

ization constant, implicitly reflecting both the avail-
ability ↵k and the distribution of responses of the
term across other color dimensions. The optimiza-
tion process is a parameter search method which
uses as an objective function the probability of nd

i,k

in Eq. 7 for all d,i, and k.
Parameter Search: We adopt a Bayesian coor-

dinate descent which sequentially samples the cer-
tain region parameter, µ, and the shape and rate pa-
rameters (↵ and �) of the � distributions for all d
and k independently. It also samples the estimated
normalization constant, Zd

K
. More specifically, the

sampling is done using Metropolis-Hastings Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (Metropolis et al., 1953; Chib
and Greenberg, 1995), which performs a Gaussian
random walk on the parameters4. For each sample,
the likelihood of the data, derived from the Bino-
mial variables, is compared for the new and old set

4We set the standard deviation of the sampling Gaussian to
be 1 for each µ and 0.3 for each ↵ and � after finding experi-
mentally that it led to effective parameter search (Gelman et al.,
1996).

of parameters. The new parameters are accepted
proportionally to the ratio of the two likelihoods.
Multiple chains were run using 4 different bin sizes
per dimension and monitored for convergence using
the generalized Gelman-Rubin diagnostic method
(Brooks and Gelman, 1998). This methodology
leaves us not only with the Monte Carlo estimate
of the expected value for each parameter, but also a
sampling distribution that quantifies the uncertainty
in the parameters themselves.

Availability: Availability is estimated as the ratio
of the observed frequency of a label to its expected
frequency given the parameters which define its dis-
tribution. The expected frequency, a marginalization
of the color space for the � function, is calculated
using the midpoint integration approximation.

(8)
↵k =

P (ksaid, ktrue)

P (ktrue)

=
count(k)/NR

x
P (ktrue|x)P (x)

5 Model Evaluation

LUX explains Munroe’s data via speakers’ rational
use of probabilistic meanings, represented as sim-
ple “blurry boxes”. In this section, we assess the
effectiveness of this explanation. We anticipate two
arguments against our model: first, that the represen-
tation is too simple; second, that factoring speakers’
choices through a model of meaning is too cumber-
some. We rebut these arguments by providing met-
rics and results that suggest that LUX escapes these
objections and captures almost all of the structure in
subjects’ responses.

5.1 Alternative Models

To test LUX’s representations, we built a brute-force
histogram model (HM) that discretizes HSV space
and tracks frequency distributions of labels directly
in each discretized bin. Similar histogram models
have been developed by Chuang et al. (2008) and
(Heer and Stone, 2012) to build interfaces for inter-
acting with color that are informed by human cat-
egorization and naming. More precisely, our HM
uses a linear interpolation method (Chen and Good-
man, 1996) to combine three histograms of various
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MCMAHAN & STONE (2015)

�152

TOP
1

TOP
5

TOP
10

LUX 39.55% 69.80% 80.46%
HM 39.40% 71.89% 82.53%
GM 39.05% 69.25% 79.99%

Table 1: Decision-based results. The percentage of cor-
rect responses of 544,764 test-set data points are shown.

�LL �LLV AIC Perp
LUX 1.13*107 2.05*106 4.13*106 13.61
HM 1.13*107 2.09*106 4.82*106 14.41
GM 1.34*107 2.08*106 4.17*106 14.14

Table 2: Likelihood-based evaluation results: negative
log likelihood of the data, negative log likelihood of
labels given points, number of parameters, Akaike In-
formation Criterion and perplexity of labels given color
values. Parameter counts for AIC are 15751 for LUX,
315669 for HM and 5803 for GM.

GM’s constrained frameworks for modeling choices.
However, the differences in the table, though nu-
merically small, are significant (by Binomial test)
at p < .02 or less. In particular, the fact that LUX
wins TOP

1 hints that its representations enable bet-
ter generalization than HM or GM. The success of
HM at TOP

5 and TOP
10, meanwhile, suggests

that some qualitative aspects of people’s use of color
words do escape the strong assumptions of LUX and
GM—a point we return to below.

At the same time, we draw a general lesson from
the overall patterns of results in Table 1. Language
users must be quite uncertain about how speakers
will describe colors. Speakers do not seem to choose
the most likely color label in a majority of responses;
their behavior shows a long tail. These results are in
line with the probabilistic models of meaning and
speaker choice we have developed.

Table 2 summarizes the likelihood based metrics.
GM’s estimates don’t fit the distribution of the test
data as a whole: GM is a good model of what labels
speakers give but not a good model of the points that
get particular labels. By contrast, LUX tops out ev-
ery row in the table. HM is flexible enough in prin-
ciple to mirror LUX’s predictions; HM must suffer

circumstances, our model is only applicable 87% of the time,
and thus the performance metrics should be scaled down. We
do not explicitly report the scaled numbers.

from sparse data, given its vast number of parame-
ters. By contrast, LUX is able to capture the dis-
tributions of speaker responses in deeper and more
flexible ways by using semantics as an abstraction.

Our analysis of patterns of error in LUX sug-
gests that LUX would best improved by more faith-
ful models of linguistic meaning, rather than more
elaborate models of subjects’ choices or more pow-
erful learning methods. For one thing, neither LUX
nor the simple prototype model captures ambiguity,
which sometimes arises in Munroe’s data. An exam-
ple is the color label melon, which has a multimodal
distribution in the reddish-orange and green areas of
color space shown in Figure 5—most likely corre-
sponding to people thinking about the distinct col-
ors of the flesh of watermelon, cantaloupe and hon-
eydew. Interestingly, our model captures the more
common usage.

A different modeling challenge is illustrated by
the behavior of greenish in Figure 6. Greenish seems
to be an exception to the general assumption that
color terms label convex categories. Actually, green-

ish seems to fit the boundary of green—the areas that
are not definitely green but not definitely not green.
(Linguists often appeal to such concepts in the liter-
ature on vagueness.) This is not a convex area so,
not surprisingly, our model finds a poor match. Ad-
ditional research is needed to understand when it’s
appropriate to give meanings more complex repre-
sentations and how they can be learned.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

Natural language color descriptions provide an ex-
pressive, precise but open-ended vocabulary to char-
acterize real-world objects. This paper documents

Figure 5: For the Hue dimension, the data for “melon” is
plotted against the LUX model’s � curve.
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HM: Histogram model (bins colorspace and counts frequency) 

GM:                       Gaussian model w/ diagonal covarianceP (x|ktrue)
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Figure 6: For the Hue dimension, the data for “greenish”
is plotted against the LUX model’s � curve.

and releases Lexicon of Uncertain Color Standards
(LUX), which provides semantic representations of
829 English color labels, derived from a large cor-
pus of attested descriptions. Our evaluation shows
that LUX provides a precise description of speak-
ers’ free-text labels of color patches. Our expec-
tation therefore is that LUX will serve as a useful
resource for building systems for situated language
understanding and generation that need to describe
colors to English-speaking users.

Our work in LUX has built closely on linguis-
tic approaches to color meaning and psychological
approaches to modeling experimental subjects. Be-
cause LUX bridges linguistic theory, psychologi-
cal data, and system building, LUX also affords a
unique set of resources for future research at the in-
tersection of semantics and pragmatics of dialogue.

For example, our work explains subjects’ deci-
sions as a straightforward reflection of their com-
municative goals in a probabilistic setting. Our
measures of availability and applicability can be
seen as offering computational interpretations of the
Gricean Maxims of Manner and Quality (Grice,
1975). However, these particular interpretations
don’t give rise to implicatures on our model—
largely because our Rational Observer is so inclusive
and variable in the descriptions it offers. To show
this, we can analyze what an idealized hearer learns
about an underlying color x when the speaker uses a
color term k: this is P (x|ksaid). The model predic-

tions are formalized in Eq. 11.

P (x|ksaid) = P (x|ksaid, ktrue)

=
P (ksaid, ktrue|x)P (x)

P (ksaid, ktrue)

=
P (ksaid|ktrue)P (ktrue|x)P (x)

P (ksaid|ktrue)P (ktrue)

=
↵kP (ktrue|x)P (x)

↵kP (ktrue)
= P (x|ktrue)

(11)

We apply Bayes’s rule, exploiting our model as-
sumption that the speaker says k only when the
speaker first judges that k is true. Our model also
tells us that, given that k is true, the speaker’s choice
of whether to say k depends only on the availabil-
ity ↵k of the term k. Simplifying, we find that the
pragmatic posterior—what we think the speaker was
looking at when she said this word—coincides with
the semantic posterior—what we think the word is
true of. Intuitively, the hearer knows that the term is
true because the speaker has used the word, indepen-
dent of the color x the speaker is describing. Sim-
ilarly, in our model of speaker choice, the speaker
does not take x into account in choosing one of the
applicable words to say (one way the speaker could
do this, for example, would be to prefer terms that
were more informative about the target color x). In-
stead, the speaker simply samples from the candi-
dates. That’s why the speaker’s choice reveals only
what the semantics says about x.

Technically, this makes semantics a Nash equi-

librium, where the information the hearer recov-
ers from an utterance is exactly the information
the speaker intends to express—in keeping with a
longstanding tradition in the philosophy of language
(Lewis, 1969; Cumming, 2013). By contrast, re-
searchers such as Smith et al. (2013) adopt broadly
similar formal assumptions but predict asymme-
tries where sophisticated listeners can second-guess
naive speakers’ choices and recover “extra” infor-
mation that the speaker has revealed incidentally
and unintentionally. The difference between this ap-
proach and ours eventually leads to a difference in
the priors over utterances, but it’s best explained
through the different utilities that motivate speak-
ers’ different choices in the first place. Smith et al.
(2013) assume speakers want to be informative; we
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(a) The L0 agent processes tokens ui of a color descrip-
tion u sequentially. The final representation is trans-
formed into a Gaussian distribution in color space, which
is used to score the context colors c1 . . . c3.
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(b) The S0 agent processes the target color ct in context
and produces tokens ui of a color description sequen-
tially. Each step in production is conditioned by the con-
text representation h and the previous word produced.

Figure 3: The neural base speaker and listener agents.

Speaker-based listener The definitions of s1 (2)
and l2 (3) give a general method of deriving a
speaker from a listener and vice versa. This sug-
gests an alternative formulation of a pragmatic lis-
tener, starting from a literal speaker:

s0(u | t,L) / L(u, t)e�(u) (4)
l1(t | u,L) / s0(u | t,L)P (t) (5)

Here, it is the speaker that reasons about the seman-
tics, while the listener reasons about this speaker.

Both of these versions of RSA pose problems with
scalability, stemming from the set of messages U
and the interpretation function L. In most versions
of RSA, these are specified by hand (but see Mon-
roe and Potts 2015). This presents a serious practi-
cal obstacle to applying RSA to large data sets con-
taining realistic utterances. The set U also raises a
more fundamental issue: if this set is not finite (as
one would expect from a compositional grammar),
then in general there is no exact way to normalize
the s1 scores, since the denominator must sum over
all messages. The same problem applies to s0, un-
less L factorizes in an unrealistically clean way.

Over the next few subsections, we overcome these
obstacles by replacing l0 and s0 with RNN-based lis-
tener agents, denoted with capital letters: L0, S0.
We use the S0 agent both as a base model for a prag-
matic listener analogous to l1 in (5) and to acquire

sample utterances for approximating the normaliza-
tion required in defining the s1 agent in (2).

4.1 Base listener

Our base listener agent L0 (Figure 3a) is an LSTM
encoder model that predicts a Gaussian distribution
over colors in a transformed representation space.
The input words are embedded in a 100-dimensional
vector space. Word embeddings are initialized to
random normally-distributed vectors (µ = 0, � =
0.01) and trained. The sequence of word vectors is
used as input to an LSTM with 100-dimensional hid-
den state, and a linear transformation is applied to
the output representation to produce the parameters
µ and ⌃ of a quadratic form4

score(f) = �(f � µ)T⌃(f � µ)

where f is a vector representation of a color. Each
color is represented in its simplest form as a three-
dimensional vector in RGB space. These RGB vec-
tors are then Fourier-transformed as in Monroe et al.
(2016) to obtain the representation f .

The values of score(f) for each of the K con-
text colors are normalized in log space to produce a
probability distribution over the context colors. We
denote this distribution by L0(t | u,C; ✓), where ✓

4The quadratic form is not guaranteed to be negative definite
and thus define a Gaussian; however, it is for > 95% of inputs.
The distribution over context colors is well-defined regardless.
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s0(u | t,L) / L(u, t)e�(u) (4)
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We use the S0 agent both as a base model for a prag-
matic listener analogous to l1 in (5) and to acquire

sample utterances for approximating the normaliza-
tion required in defining the s1 agent in (2).

4.1 Base listener

Our base listener agent L0 (Figure 3a) is an LSTM
encoder model that predicts a Gaussian distribution
over colors in a transformed representation space.
The input words are embedded in a 100-dimensional
vector space. Word embeddings are initialized to
random normally-distributed vectors (µ = 0, � =
0.01) and trained. The sequence of word vectors is
used as input to an LSTM with 100-dimensional hid-
den state, and a linear transformation is applied to
the output representation to produce the parameters
µ and ⌃ of a quadratic form4

score(f) = �(f � µ)T⌃(f � µ)

where f is a vector representation of a color. Each
color is represented in its simplest form as a three-
dimensional vector in RGB space. These RGB vec-
tors are then Fourier-transformed as in Monroe et al.
(2016) to obtain the representation f .

The values of score(f) for each of the K con-
text colors are normalized in log space to produce a
probability distribution over the context colors. We
denote this distribution by L0(t | u,C; ✓), where ✓

4The quadratic form is not guaranteed to be negative definite
and thus define a Gaussian; however, it is for > 95% of inputs.
The distribution over context colors is well-defined regardless.
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model accuracy (%) perplexity

L0 83.30 1.73
L1 = L(S0) 80.51 1.59
L2 = L(S(L0)) 83.95 1.51
La = L0 · L1 84.72 1.47
Lb = L0 · L2 83.98 1.50
Le = La · Lb 84.84 1.45

human 90.40

L0 85.08 1.62
Le 86.98 1.39

human 91.08

Table 3: Accuracy and perplexity of the base and prag-
matic listeners and various blends (weighted averages,
denoted A ·B). Top: dev set; bottom: test set.

WordNet specificity Humans used more “high
specificity” words (by WordNet hypernymy depth)
when the colors were closer together. Our pragmatic
speaker showed a similar effect (z = 2.65, p =
0.008 and z = 2.1, p = 0.036, respectively).

5.2 Listener accuracy

Table 3 shows the accuracy and perplexity of the
base listener L0, the pragmatic listeners L1 and L2,
and the blended models La, Lb, and Le at resolving
the human-written color references. Accuracy dif-
ferences are significant9 for all pairs except L2/Lb

and La/Le. As we expected, the speaker-based L1

alone performs the worst of all the models. How-
ever, blending it with L0 doesn’t drag down L0’s
performance but rather produces a considerable im-
provement compared to both of the original mod-
els, consistent with our expectation that the listener-
based and speaker-based models have complemen-
tary strengths.

We observe that L2 significantly outperforms its
own base model L0, showing that pragmatic rea-
soning on its own contributes positively. Blending
the pragmatic models with the base listener also im-
proves over both individually, although not signifi-
cantly in the case of Lb over L2. Finally, the most
effective listener combines both pragmatic models
with the base listener. Plotting the number of ex-

9p < 0.012, approximate permutation test (Padó, 2006) with
Bonferroni correction, 10,000 samples.
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Figure 4: Human and model reference game performance
(top) and fraction of examples improved and declined
from L0 to Le (bottom) on the dev set, by condition.

amples changed by condition on the dev set (Fig-
ure 4) reveals that the primary gain from including
the pragmatic models is in the close and split condi-
tions, when the model has to distinguish highly sim-
ilar colors and often cannot rely only on basic color
terms. On the test set, the final ensemble improves
significantly10 over the base model on both metrics.

6 Model analysis

Examining the full probability tables for various dev
set examples offers insight into the value of each
model in isolation and how they complement each
other when blended together. In particular, we see
that the listener-based (L2) and speaker-based (L1)
pragmatic listeners each overcome a different kind
of “blind spot” in the neural base listener’s under-
standing ability.

First, we inspect examples in which L2 is supe-
rior to L0. In most of these examples, the alternative
utterances sampled from S0 for one of the referents
i fail to identify their intended referent to L0. The
pragmatic listener interprets this to mean that refer-
ent i is inherently difficult to refer to, and it compen-
sates by increasing referent i’s probability.

This is beneficial when i is the true target. The
10p < 0.001, approximate permutation test, 10,000 samples.

L0 xxxx xxxx xxxx

blue 9 91 <1

true blue 11 89 <1
light blue <1 >99 <1
brightest <1 >99 <1
bright blue <1 >99 <1
red <1 1 99

purple <1 2 98

S1 xxxx xxxx xxxx

blue 41 19 <1

true blue 47 19 <1
light blue 5 20 <1
brightest <1 20 <1
bright blue 2 20 <1
red 1 2 50

purple 5 1 50

L2 xxxx xxxx xxxx

blue 68 32 <1

S0 5.71 7.63 0.01
L1 43 57 <1

La 50 50 <1
Lb 68 32 <1
Le 59 41 <1

L0 xxxx xxxx xxxx

drab green not the bluer one <1 <1 >99

gray 96 4 <1
blue dull green 24 76 <1
blue <1 >99 <1
bluish <1 >99 <1
green 4 1 95

yellow <1 <1 >99

S1 xxxx xxxx xxxx

drab green not the bluer one 1 <1 34

gray 58 5 <1
blue dull green 27 28 <1
blue 2 32 <1
bluish 1 32 <1
green 10 3 33
yellow <1 <1 34

L2 xxxx xxxx xxxx

drab green not the bluer one 5 <1 95

S0 (⇥10�9) 5.85 0.38 <0.01
L1 94 6 <1

La 92 6 2
Lb 8 1 91

Le 63 6 32

Figure 5: Conditional probabilities (%) of all agents for two dev set examples. The target color is boxed, and the
human utterances (blue, drab green not the bluer one) are bolded. Boxed cells for alternative utterances indicate the
intended target; largest probabilities are in bold. S0 probabilities (italics) are normalized across all utterances. Sample
sizes are reduced to save space; here, m = 2 and n = 1 (see Section 4.3).

left column of Figure 5 shows one such example: a
context consisting of a somewhat prototypical blue,
a bright cyan, and a purple-tinged brown, with the
utterance blue. The base listener interprets this as
referring to the cyan with 91% probability, perhaps
due to the extreme saturation of the cyan maximally
activating certain parts of the neural network. How-
ever, when the pragmatic model takes samples from
S0 to probe the space of alternative utterances, it
becomes apparent that indicating the more ordinary
blue to the listener is difficult: for the utterances
chosen by S0 intending this referent (true blue, light
blue), the listener also chooses the cyan with >89%

confidence.
Pragmatic reasoning overcomes this difficulty.

Only two utterances in the alternative set (the ac-
tual utterance blue and the sampled alternative true
blue) result in any appreciable probability mass on
the true target, so the pragmatic listener’s model of
the speaker predicts that the speaker would usually
choose one of these two utterances for the prototyp-
ical blue. However, if the target were the cyan, the
speaker would have many good options. Therefore,
the fact that the speaker chose blue is interpreted as
evidence for the true target. This mirrors the back-
and-forth reasoning behind the definition of conver-

Figure 6: L0’s log marginal probability density, marginal-
izing over V (value) in HSV space, of color conditioned
on the utterance drab green not the bluer one. White
regions have higher probability. Labeled colors are the
three colors from the right column of Figure 5.

sational implicature (Grice, 1975).
This reasoning can be harmful when i is one of

the distractors: the pragmatic listener is then in dan-
ger of overweighting the distractor and incorrectly
choosing it. This is a likely reason for the small per-
formance difference between L0 and L2. Still, the
fact that L2 is more accurate overall, in addition to
the negative value of �b discovered in grid search,
suggests that the pragmatic reasoning provides value
on its own.

However, the final performance improves greatly
when we incorporate both listener-based and
speaker-based agents. To explain this improvement,
we examine examples in which both listener-based
agents L0 and L2 give the wrong answer but are
overridden by the speaker-based L1 to produce the
correct referent. The discrepancy between the two
kinds of models in many of these examples can be
explained by the fact that the speaker takes the con-
text as input, while the listener does not. The listener
is thus asked to predict a region of color space from
the utterance a priori, while the speaker can take into
account relationships between the context colors in
scoring utterances.

The right column of Figure 5 shows an example of
this. The context contains a grayish green (the tar-
get), a grayish blue-green (“distractor 1”), and a yel-
lowish green (“distractor 2”). The utterance from the
human speaker is drab green not the bluer one, pre-
sumably intending drab to exclude the brighter yel-
lowish green. However, the L0 listener must choose
a region of color space to predict based on the utter-

ance alone, without seeing the other context colors.
Figure 6 shows a visualization of the listener’s

prediction. The figure is a heatmap of the proba-
bility density output by the listener, as a function of
hue and saturation in HSV (hue, saturation, value)
space. We use HSV here, rather than the RGB
coordinate system used by the model, because the
semantic constraints are more clearly expressed in
terms of hue and saturation components: the color
should be drab (low-saturation) and green (near 120
on the hue spectrum) but not blue (near 240 in hue).
The utterance does not constrain the value (roughly,
brightness–darkness) component, so we sum over
this component to summarize the 3-dimensional dis-
tribution in 2 dimensions.

The L0 model correctly interprets all of these
constraints: it gives higher probability to low-
saturation colors and greens, while avoiding bluer
colors. However, the result is a probability distri-
bution nearly centered at distractor 2, the brighter
green. In fact, if we were not comparing it to the
other colors in the context, distractor 2 would be a
very good example of a drab green that is not bluish.

The speaker S0, however, produces utterances
conditioned on the context; it has successfully
learned that drab would be more likely as a descrip-
tion of the grayish green than as a description of the
yellowish one in this context. The speaker-based
listener L1 therefore predicts the true target, with
greater confidence than L0 or L2. This prediction
results in the blends La and Le preferring the true
target, allowing the speaker’s perspective to override
the listener’s.

7 Related work

Prior work combining machine learning with prob-
abilistic pragmatic reasoning models has largely fo-
cused on the speaker side, i.e., generation. Golland
et al. (2010) develop a pragmatic speaker model,
S(L0), that reasons about log-linear listeners trained
on human utterances containing spatial references
in virtual-world environments. Tellex et al. (2014)
apply a similar technique, under the name inverse
semantics, to create a robot that can informatively
ask humans for assistance in accomplishing tasks.
Meo et al. (2014) evaluate a model of color descrip-
tion generation (McMahan and Stone, 2015) on the
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human S0 S1
far split close far split close far split close

# Chars 7.8 12.3 14.9 9.0 12.8 16.6 9.0 12.8 16.4
# Words 1.7 2.7 3.3 2.0 2.8 3.7 2.0 2.8 3.7
% Comparatives 1.7 14.2 12.8 3.6 8.8 13.1 4.2 9.0 13.7
% High Specificity 7.0 7.6 7.4 6.4 8.4 7.6 6.8 7.9 7.5
% Negatives 2.8 10.0 12.9 4.8 8.9 13.3 4.4 8.5 14.1
% Superlatives 2.2 6.1 16.7 4.7 9.7 17.2 4.8 10.3 16.6

Table 2: Corpus statistics and statistics of samples from artificial speakers (rates per utterance). S0: RNN speaker; S1:
pragmatic speaker derived from RNN listener (see Section 4.3). The human and artificial speakers show many of the
same correlations between language use and context type.

Comparatives and superlatives As noted in Sec-
tion 1, comparative morphology implicitly encodes
a dependence on the context; a speaker who refers
to the target color as the darker blue is presuppos-
ing that there is another (lighter) blue in the con-
text. Similarly, superlatives like the bluest one or
the lightest one presuppose that all the colors can be
compared along a specific semantic dimension. We
thus expect to see this morphology more often where
two or more of the colors are comparable in this way.
To test this, we used the Stanford CoreNLP part-of-
speech tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) to mark the
presence or absence of comparatives (JJR or RBR)
and superlatives (JJS or RBS) for each message.

We found two related patterns across conditions.
First, participants were significantly more likely to
use both comparatives (z = 37.39) and superla-
tives (z = 31.32) when one or more distractors
were close to the target. Second, we found evidence
of an asymmetry in the use of these constructions
across the split and close contexts. Comparatives
were used significantly more often in the split con-
text (z = 4.4), where only one distractor was close
to the target, while superlatives were much more
likely to be used in the close condition (z = 32.72).3

Negatives In our referential contexts, negation is
likely to play a role similar to that of comparatives:
a phrase like not the red or blue one singles out the
third color, and blue but not bright blue achieves a
more nuanced kind of comparison. Thus, as with

3We used Helmert coding to test these specific patterns: the
first regression coefficient compares the ‘far’ condition to the
mean of the other two conditions, and the second regression co-
efficient compares the ‘split’ condition to the ‘close’ condition.

comparatives, we expect negation to be more likely
where one or more distractors are close to the tar-
get. To test this, we counted occurrences of the
string ‘not’ (by far the most frequent negation in the
corpus). Compared to the baseline far context, we
found that participants were more likely to use neg-
ative constructions when one (z = 27.36) or both
(z = 34.32) distractors were close to the target.

WordNet specificity We expect speakers to prefer
basic color terms wherever they suffice to achieve
the communicative goal, since such terms are most
likely to succeed with the widest range of listeners.
Thus, a speaker might choose blue even for a clear
periwinkle color. However, as the colors get closer
together, the basic terms become too ambiguous,
and thus the risk of specific terms becomes worth-
while (though lengthy descriptions might be a safer
strategy, as discussed above). To evaluate this idea,
we use WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) to derive a speci-
ficity hierarchy for color terms, and we hypothesized
that split or close conditions will tend to lead speak-
ers to go lower in this hierarchy.

For each message, we transformed adjectives into
their closest noun forms (e.g. ‘reddish’ ! ‘red’),
filtered to include only nouns with ‘color’ in their
hypernym paths, calculated the depth of the hyper-
nym path of each color word, and took the maxi-
mum depth occurring in a message. For instance, the
message “deep magenta, purple with some pink” re-
ceived a score of 9. It has three color terms: “purple”
and “pink,” which have the basic-level depth of 7,
and “magenta,” which is a highly specific color term
with a depth of 9. Finally, because there weren’t
meaningful differences between words at depths of

model accuracy (%) perplexity

L0 83.30 1.73
L1 = L(S0) 80.51 1.59
L2 = L(S(L0)) 83.95 1.51
La = L0 · L1 84.72 1.47
Lb = L0 · L2 83.98 1.50
Le = La · Lb 84.84 1.45

human 90.40

L0 85.08 1.62
Le 86.98 1.39

human 91.08

Table 3: Accuracy and perplexity of the base and prag-
matic listeners and various blends (weighted averages,
denoted A ·B). Top: dev set; bottom: test set.

WordNet specificity Humans used more “high
specificity” words (by WordNet hypernymy depth)
when the colors were closer together. Our pragmatic
speaker showed a similar effect (z = 2.65, p =
0.008 and z = 2.1, p = 0.036, respectively).

5.2 Listener accuracy

Table 3 shows the accuracy and perplexity of the
base listener L0, the pragmatic listeners L1 and L2,
and the blended models La, Lb, and Le at resolving
the human-written color references. Accuracy dif-
ferences are significant9 for all pairs except L2/Lb

and La/Le. As we expected, the speaker-based L1

alone performs the worst of all the models. How-
ever, blending it with L0 doesn’t drag down L0’s
performance but rather produces a considerable im-
provement compared to both of the original mod-
els, consistent with our expectation that the listener-
based and speaker-based models have complemen-
tary strengths.

We observe that L2 significantly outperforms its
own base model L0, showing that pragmatic rea-
soning on its own contributes positively. Blending
the pragmatic models with the base listener also im-
proves over both individually, although not signifi-
cantly in the case of Lb over L2. Finally, the most
effective listener combines both pragmatic models
with the base listener. Plotting the number of ex-

9p < 0.012, approximate permutation test (Padó, 2006) with
Bonferroni correction, 10,000 samples.

Figure 4: Human and model reference game performance
(top) and fraction of examples improved and declined
from L0 to Le (bottom) on the dev set, by condition.

amples changed by condition on the dev set (Fig-
ure 4) reveals that the primary gain from including
the pragmatic models is in the close and split condi-
tions, when the model has to distinguish highly sim-
ilar colors and often cannot rely only on basic color
terms. On the test set, the final ensemble improves
significantly10 over the base model on both metrics.

6 Model analysis

Examining the full probability tables for various dev
set examples offers insight into the value of each
model in isolation and how they complement each
other when blended together. In particular, we see
that the listener-based (L2) and speaker-based (L1)
pragmatic listeners each overcome a different kind
of “blind spot” in the neural base listener’s under-
standing ability.

First, we inspect examples in which L2 is supe-
rior to L0. In most of these examples, the alternative
utterances sampled from S0 for one of the referents
i fail to identify their intended referent to L0. The
pragmatic listener interprets this to mean that refer-
ent i is inherently difficult to refer to, and it compen-
sates by increasing referent i’s probability.

This is beneficial when i is the true target. The
10p < 0.001, approximate permutation test, 10,000 samples.
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This vector tells us that the set of horses includes
the set of mammals (the number of horses that are also
mammals divided by the number of horses comes to 1,
i.e. all horses are mammals), and that the set of horses
and the set of things that are scaly are disjoint (no horse
is scaly). We also learn that a great majority of horses
have four legs and that some are brown.

In the following, we experiment with 3 model-
theoretic spaces built from the McRae and AD datasets
described in §3. As both datasets are annotated with
natural language quantifiers rather than cardinality ra-
tios, we convert the annotation into a numerical for-
mat, where ALL ! 1, MOST ! 0.95, SOME ! 0.35,
FEW ! 0.05, and NO ! 0. These values correspond
to the weights giving the best inter-annotator agree-
ment in Herbelot and Vecchi (2015), when calculating
weighted Cohen’s kappa on QMR.

In each model-theoretic space, a concept is repre-
sented as a vector in which the dimensions are features
(has buttons, is green), and the values of the vectors
along each dimension are quantifiers (in numerical for-
mat). When a feature does not occur with a concept
in QMR, the concept’s vector receives a weight of 0
on the corresponding dimension.8 We define 3 spaces
as follows. The McRae-based model-theoretic space
(MTQMR) contains 541 concepts, as described in §3.1.
The second space is constructed specifically for the ad-
ditional animal data from §3.2 (MTAD). Finally, we
merge the two into a single space of 555 unique con-
cepts (MTQMR+AD).

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental setup

To map from one semantic representation to another,
we learn a function f : DS ! MT that transforms
a distributional semantic vector for a concept to its
model-theoretic equivalent.

Following previous research showing that similari-
ties amongst word representations can be maintained
within linear transformations (Mikolov et al., 2013b;
Frome et al., 2013), we learn the mapping as a linear
relationship between the distributional representation
of a word and its model-theoretic representation. We
estimate the coefficients of the function using (multi-
variate) partial least squares regression (PLSR) as im-
plemented in the R pls package (Mevik and Wehrens,
2007).

We learn a function from the distributional space to
each of the model-theoretic spaces (c.f. §4). The dis-
tribution of training and test items is outlined in Ta-
ble 2, expressed as a number of concept vectors. We
also include the number of quantified instances in the
test set (i.e. the number of actual concept-feature pairs
that were explicitly annotated in QMR/AD and that

8No transformations or dimensionality reductions were
performed on the MT spaces.

Space # train # test # dims # test
vec. vec. inst.

MTQMR 400 141 2172 1570
MTAD 60 12 54 648
MTQMR+AD 410 145 2193 1595

Table 2: Distribution of training/test items for each
model-theoretic semantic space. We also provide the
number of dimensions for each space, and the actual
number of concept-feature instances tested on.

we can thus evaluate – this is a portion of each concept
vector in the spaces including QMR data).

5.2 Results

We first consider a preliminary quantitative analysis to
better understand the behavior of the transformations,
while a more qualitative analysis is provided in §6. The
results in Table 3 show the degree to which predicted
values for each dimension in a model-theoretic space
correlate with the gold annotations, operationalised as
the Spearman ⇢ (rank-order correlation). Wherever ap-
propriate, we also report the mean Spearman correla-
tion between the three human annotators for the par-
ticular test set under consideration, showing how much
they agreed on their judgements.9 These figures pro-
vide an upper bound performance for the system, i.e.
we will consider having reached human performance if
the correlation between system and gold standard is in
the same range as the agreement between humans. For
each mapping tested, Table 3 provides details about the
training data used to learn the mapping function and
the test data for the respective results. Also for each
mapping, results are reported when learned from either
the co-occurrence distributional space (DScooc) or the
context-predicting distributional space (DSMikolov).

The top section of the table reports results for the
QMR and AD dataset taken separately, as well as their
concatenation. Performance on the domain-specific
AD is very promising, at 0.641 correlation, calculated
over 648 test instances. The results when trained on
just the QMR features (MTQMR) are much lower (0.35
over 1570 test instances), which we put down to the
wider variety of concepts in that dataset; we however
observe a substantial increase in performance when
we train and test over the two datasets (MTQMR+AD:
0.569 over 1595 instances).

We investigate whether merging the datasets gen-
erally benefits QMR concepts or just the animals
(see middle section in Table 3). The result on the
MTanimals test set, which includes animals from the
AD and QMR datasets, shows that this category fares
indeed very well, at ⇢ = 0.663. But while augment-
ing the training data with category-specific datapoints
benefits that category, it does not improve the results

9These figures are only available for the QMR dataset, as
AD only contains one annotation per subject-predicate pair.
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Model-Theoretic Distributional
train test DScooc DSMikolov human
MTQMR MTQMR 0.350 0.346 0.624
MTAD MTAD 0.641 0.634 –
MTQMR+AD MTQMR+AD 0.569 0.523 –
MTQMR+AD MTanimals 0.663 0.612 –
MTQMR+AD MTno-animals 0.353 0.341 –
MTQMR MTQMRanimals 0.419 0.405 –
MTQMR+AD MTQMRanimals 0.666 0.600 0.663

Table 3: (Spearman) correlations of mapped dimensions with gold annotations for all test items. The table reports
results (⇢) when mapped from a distributional space (DScooc or DSMikolov) to each MT space, as well as the
correlation with human annotations when available. The train/test data for the mappings is specified in Table 2.
For further analysis we report the results when tested only on animal test items (animals), or on all test items but
animals (no-animals). MTanimals contains test items from both AD and the animal section of the McRae norms.
See text for more details.

for concepts of other classes (c.f. compare MTanimals

with MTno-animals).
Finally, we quantify the specific improvement to the

QMR animal concepts by comparing the correlation
obtained on MTQMRanimals (a test set consisting only
of QMR animal features) after training on a) the QMR
data alone and b) the merged dataset (third section of
Table 3). Performance increases from 0.419 to 0.666 on
that specific set. This is in line with the inter-annotator
agreement (0.663).

To summarise, we find that the best correlations
with the gold annotations are seen when we in-
clude the animal-only dataset in training (MTAD

and MTQMR+AD) and test on just animal concepts
(MTAD, MTanimals and MTQMRanimals ). As one
might expect, category-specific training data yields
high performance when tested on the same category.
Although this expectation seems intuitive, it is worth
noting that our system produces promisingly high cor-
relations, reaching human-performance on a subset of
our data. The assumption we can draw from these
results is that, given a reasonable amount of training
data for a category, we can proficiently generate model-
theoretic representations for concept-feature pairs from
a distributional space. The empirical question remains
whether this can be generalized for all categories in the
QMR dataset.

It is important to keep in mind that the MT spaces
are not full matrices, meaning that we have ‘miss-
ing values’ for various dimensions when a concept
is converted into a vector. For example, the feature
has a tail is not among the annotated features for bear
in QMR and has a weight of 0, even though most bears
have a tail. This is a consequence of the original McRae
dataset, rather than the design of our approach. But
it follows that in this quantitative analysis, we are not
able to confirm the accuracy of the predicted values
on dimensions for which we do not have gold anno-
tations. This may also affect the performance of the
system by including ‘false’ 0 weights in the training

% of gold in...
top 5 neighbours 19% (27/145)

top 10 neighbours 29% (42/145)
top 20 neighbours 46% (67/145)

Table 4: Percentage of gold vectors found in the top
neighbours of the mapped concepts, shown for the
DScooc !MTQMR+AD transformation.

data. Although this does not affect our reported cor-
relation results – we test the correlations on those val-
ues for which we have gold annotations only – it does
open the door to a natural next step in the evaluation.
In order to judge the performance of the system on the
missing gold dimensions, we need a manual analysis
to assess the quality of the whole vectors, which goes
hand-in-hand with obtaining additional annotations for
the missing dimensions. It seems, therefore, that an ac-
tive learning strategy would allow us to not only eval-
uate the model-theoretic vectors more fully, but also
improve the system by capturing new data.10

In this analysis, we focused primarily on the com-
parison between transformations using various truth-
theoretic datasets for training and generation. We leave
it to further work to extensively compare the effect of
varying the type of the distributional space. Our re-
sults show, however, that the Mikolov model performs
slightly worse than the co-occurrence space (cooc), dis-
proving the idea that predictive models always outper-
form count-based models.

6 Discussion

To further assess the quality of the produced space, we
perform a nearest-neighbour analysis of our results to
evaluate the coherence of the estimated vectors: for

10As suggested by a reviewer, one could also treat the miss-
ing entries as latent dimensions and define the loss function
on only the known entries. We leave it to future work to test
this promising option to resolve the issue of data sparsity.
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bear housefly plum cottage
an animal an insect a fruit has a roof
a mammal is small grows on trees used for shelter⇤
has eyes flies tastes sweet has doors⇤

is muscular is slender⇤ is edible a house
has a head crawls⇤ is round has windows
has 4 legs stings⇤ is small is small
has a heart has legs has skin a building⇤
is terrestrial is large⇤ is juicy used for living in

has hair a bug⇤ tastes good made of wood⇤
is brown has wings has seeds⇤ made by humans⇤

walks is black is green⇤ worn on feet⇤
is wooly is terrestrial⇤ has peel⇤ has rooms⇤

has a tail⇤ hibernates⇤ is orange⇤ used for storing farm equipment⇤
a carnivore has a heart⇤ is citrus⇤ found on farms⇤

is large has eyes is yellow⇤ found in the country
a predator has antennae⇤ has vitamin C⇤ an appliance⇤
is furry⇤ bites⇤ has leaves⇤ has tenants⇤

roosts jumps⇤ has a pit has a bathroom⇤

is stout has a head⇤ has a stem⇤ requires rent⇤
hunted by people is grey⇤ grows in warm climates⇤ requires a landlord⇤

Table 6: Example of 20 most weighted contexts in the predicted model-theoretic vectors for 4 test concepts, shown
for the DScooc !MTMcRae+AD transformation. Features marked with an asterisk (⇤) are not among the concept’s
features in the gold data.

Gold
no few some most all

M
ap

pe
d

no 0 -0.05 -0.35 -0.95 -1
few -0.05 0 0.2 0.9 0.95
some -0.35 -0.2 0 0.6 0.65
most -0.95 -0.9 -0.6 0 0.05
all -1 -0.95 -0.65 -0.05 0

Table 7: Distance matrix for the evaluation of the natu-
ral language quantifiers generation step.

We set a distance matrix, which we will use for pe-
nalising errors. This matrix, shown in Table 7, is ba-
sically equivalent to the matrix used by Herbelot and
Vecchi (2015) to calculate weighted kappa between
annotators, with the difference that all errors involv-
ing NO cause incorrect inferences and receive special
treatment. Cases where the gold quantifier entails the
mapped quantifier (all cats |= some cats) have posi-
tive distances, while cases where the entailment doesn’t
hold have negative distances. Using the distance ma-
trix, we give a score to each instance in our test data as
follows:

s =

(
1� d if d � 0
d if d < 0

(1)

where d is obtained from the distance matrix.
This has the effect that when the mapped quantifier

equals the gold quantifier, the system scores 1; when
the mapped value deviates from the gold standard but
produces a true sentence (some dogs are mammals), the
system gets a partial score proportional to the distance
between its output and the gold data; when the map-
ping results in a false sentence (all dogs are black), the

Gold
no few some most all

M
ap

pe
d

no 238 66 20 4 2
few 53 45 30 19 12
some 6 1 2 3 2
most 4 6 4 16 56
all 0 0 0 2 3

Table 8: Confusion matrix for the results of the natural
language quantifiers generation.

system is penalised with minus points.

In what follows, we report the average performance
of the system as P =

P
sm

N where sm is the score
assigned to a particular test instance, and N is the
number of test instances. We evaluate on the 648 test
instances of MTAD, as this is the only dataset con-
taining a fair number of negatively quantified concept-
predicate pairs. We perform 5-fold cross-evaluation on
this data, using 4 folds to set the t thresholds, and test-
ing on one fold. We obtain an average P of 0.61. Infer-
ence is preserved in 73% of cases (also averaged over
the 5 folds).

Table 8 shows the confusion matrix for our results.
We note that the system classifies NO-quantified in-
stances with good accuracy (72% – most confusions
being with FEW). Because of the penalty given to
instances that violate proper entailment, the system
is conservative and prefers FEW to SOME, as well as
MOST to ALL. Table 9 shows randomly selected in-
stances, together with their mapped quantifier and the
label from the gold standard.
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Model-Theoretic Distributional
train test DScooc DSMikolov human
MTQMR MTQMR 0.350 0.346 0.624
MTAD MTAD 0.641 0.634 –
MTQMR+AD MTQMR+AD 0.569 0.523 –
MTQMR+AD MTanimals 0.663 0.612 –
MTQMR+AD MTno-animals 0.353 0.341 –
MTQMR MTQMRanimals 0.419 0.405 –
MTQMR+AD MTQMRanimals 0.666 0.600 0.663

Table 3: (Spearman) correlations of mapped dimensions with gold annotations for all test items. The table reports
results (⇢) when mapped from a distributional space (DScooc or DSMikolov) to each MT space, as well as the
correlation with human annotations when available. The train/test data for the mappings is specified in Table 2.
For further analysis we report the results when tested only on animal test items (animals), or on all test items but
animals (no-animals). MTanimals contains test items from both AD and the animal section of the McRae norms.
See text for more details.

for concepts of other classes (c.f. compare MTanimals

with MTno-animals).
Finally, we quantify the specific improvement to the

QMR animal concepts by comparing the correlation
obtained on MTQMRanimals (a test set consisting only
of QMR animal features) after training on a) the QMR
data alone and b) the merged dataset (third section of
Table 3). Performance increases from 0.419 to 0.666 on
that specific set. This is in line with the inter-annotator
agreement (0.663).

To summarise, we find that the best correlations
with the gold annotations are seen when we in-
clude the animal-only dataset in training (MTAD

and MTQMR+AD) and test on just animal concepts
(MTAD, MTanimals and MTQMRanimals ). As one
might expect, category-specific training data yields
high performance when tested on the same category.
Although this expectation seems intuitive, it is worth
noting that our system produces promisingly high cor-
relations, reaching human-performance on a subset of
our data. The assumption we can draw from these
results is that, given a reasonable amount of training
data for a category, we can proficiently generate model-
theoretic representations for concept-feature pairs from
a distributional space. The empirical question remains
whether this can be generalized for all categories in the
QMR dataset.

It is important to keep in mind that the MT spaces
are not full matrices, meaning that we have ‘miss-
ing values’ for various dimensions when a concept
is converted into a vector. For example, the feature
has a tail is not among the annotated features for bear
in QMR and has a weight of 0, even though most bears
have a tail. This is a consequence of the original McRae
dataset, rather than the design of our approach. But
it follows that in this quantitative analysis, we are not
able to confirm the accuracy of the predicted values
on dimensions for which we do not have gold anno-
tations. This may also affect the performance of the
system by including ‘false’ 0 weights in the training

% of gold in...
top 5 neighbours 19% (27/145)

top 10 neighbours 29% (42/145)
top 20 neighbours 46% (67/145)

Table 4: Percentage of gold vectors found in the top
neighbours of the mapped concepts, shown for the
DScooc !MTQMR+AD transformation.

data. Although this does not affect our reported cor-
relation results – we test the correlations on those val-
ues for which we have gold annotations only – it does
open the door to a natural next step in the evaluation.
In order to judge the performance of the system on the
missing gold dimensions, we need a manual analysis
to assess the quality of the whole vectors, which goes
hand-in-hand with obtaining additional annotations for
the missing dimensions. It seems, therefore, that an ac-
tive learning strategy would allow us to not only eval-
uate the model-theoretic vectors more fully, but also
improve the system by capturing new data.10

In this analysis, we focused primarily on the com-
parison between transformations using various truth-
theoretic datasets for training and generation. We leave
it to further work to extensively compare the effect of
varying the type of the distributional space. Our re-
sults show, however, that the Mikolov model performs
slightly worse than the co-occurrence space (cooc), dis-
proving the idea that predictive models always outper-
form count-based models.

6 Discussion

To further assess the quality of the produced space, we
perform a nearest-neighbour analysis of our results to
evaluate the coherence of the estimated vectors: for

10As suggested by a reviewer, one could also treat the miss-
ing entries as latent dimensions and define the loss function
on only the known entries. We leave it to future work to test
this promising option to resolve the issue of data sparsity.
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bear housefly plum cottage
an animal an insect a fruit has a roof
a mammal is small grows on trees used for shelter⇤
has eyes flies tastes sweet has doors⇤

is muscular is slender⇤ is edible a house
has a head crawls⇤ is round has windows
has 4 legs stings⇤ is small is small
has a heart has legs has skin a building⇤
is terrestrial is large⇤ is juicy used for living in

has hair a bug⇤ tastes good made of wood⇤
is brown has wings has seeds⇤ made by humans⇤

walks is black is green⇤ worn on feet⇤
is wooly is terrestrial⇤ has peel⇤ has rooms⇤

has a tail⇤ hibernates⇤ is orange⇤ used for storing farm equipment⇤
a carnivore has a heart⇤ is citrus⇤ found on farms⇤

is large has eyes is yellow⇤ found in the country
a predator has antennae⇤ has vitamin C⇤ an appliance⇤
is furry⇤ bites⇤ has leaves⇤ has tenants⇤

roosts jumps⇤ has a pit has a bathroom⇤

is stout has a head⇤ has a stem⇤ requires rent⇤
hunted by people is grey⇤ grows in warm climates⇤ requires a landlord⇤

Table 6: Example of 20 most weighted contexts in the predicted model-theoretic vectors for 4 test concepts, shown
for the DScooc !MTMcRae+AD transformation. Features marked with an asterisk (⇤) are not among the concept’s
features in the gold data.

Gold
no few some most all

M
ap

pe
d

no 0 -0.05 -0.35 -0.95 -1
few -0.05 0 0.2 0.9 0.95
some -0.35 -0.2 0 0.6 0.65
most -0.95 -0.9 -0.6 0 0.05
all -1 -0.95 -0.65 -0.05 0

Table 7: Distance matrix for the evaluation of the natu-
ral language quantifiers generation step.

We set a distance matrix, which we will use for pe-
nalising errors. This matrix, shown in Table 7, is ba-
sically equivalent to the matrix used by Herbelot and
Vecchi (2015) to calculate weighted kappa between
annotators, with the difference that all errors involv-
ing NO cause incorrect inferences and receive special
treatment. Cases where the gold quantifier entails the
mapped quantifier (all cats |= some cats) have posi-
tive distances, while cases where the entailment doesn’t
hold have negative distances. Using the distance ma-
trix, we give a score to each instance in our test data as
follows:

s =

(
1� d if d � 0
d if d < 0

(1)

where d is obtained from the distance matrix.
This has the effect that when the mapped quantifier

equals the gold quantifier, the system scores 1; when
the mapped value deviates from the gold standard but
produces a true sentence (some dogs are mammals), the
system gets a partial score proportional to the distance
between its output and the gold data; when the map-
ping results in a false sentence (all dogs are black), the

Gold
no few some most all

M
ap

pe
d

no 238 66 20 4 2
few 53 45 30 19 12
some 6 1 2 3 2
most 4 6 4 16 56
all 0 0 0 2 3

Table 8: Confusion matrix for the results of the natural
language quantifiers generation.

system is penalised with minus points.

In what follows, we report the average performance
of the system as P =

P
sm

N where sm is the score
assigned to a particular test instance, and N is the
number of test instances. We evaluate on the 648 test
instances of MTAD, as this is the only dataset con-
taining a fair number of negatively quantified concept-
predicate pairs. We perform 5-fold cross-evaluation on
this data, using 4 folds to set the t thresholds, and test-
ing on one fold. We obtain an average P of 0.61. Infer-
ence is preserved in 73% of cases (also averaged over
the 5 folds).

Table 8 shows the confusion matrix for our results.
We note that the system classifies NO-quantified in-
stances with good accuracy (72% – most confusions
being with FEW). Because of the penalty given to
instances that violate proper entailment, the system
is conservative and prefers FEW to SOME, as well as
MOST to ALL. Table 9 shows randomly selected in-
stances, together with their mapped quantifier and the
label from the gold standard.
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Instance Mapped Gold
raven a bird most all
pigeon has hair few no
elephant has eyes most all
crab is blind few few
snail a predator no no
octopus is stout no few
turtle roosts no few
moose is yellow no no
cobra hunted by people some some
snail forages few no
chicken is nocturnal few no
moose has a heart most all
pigeon hunted by people no few
cobra bites few most

Table 9: Examples of mapped concept-predicate pairs

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced an approach to map from
distributional to model-theoretic semantic vectors. Us-
ing traditional distributional representations for a con-
cept, we showed that we are able to generate vecto-
rial representations that encapsulate generalised quan-
tifiers.

We found that with a relatively “cheap” linear func-
tion – cheap in that it is easy to learn and requires mod-
est training data – we can reproduce the quantifiers in
our gold annotation with high correlation, reaching hu-
man performance on a domain-specific test set. In fu-
ture work, we will however explore the effect of more
powerful functions to learn the transformations from
distributional to model-theoretic spaces.

Our qualitative analysis showed that our predicted
model-theoretic vectors sensibly model the concepts
under consideration, even for features which do not
have gold annotations. This is not only a promising
result for our approach, but it provides potential as a
next step to this work: expanding our training data with
non-zero dimensions in an active learning procedure.
We also experimented with generating natural language
quantifiers from the mapped vectorial representations,
producing ‘true’ quantified sentences with a 73% accu-
racy.

We note that our approach gives a systematic way
to disambiguate non-explicitly quantified sentences
such as generics, opening up new possibilities for im-
proved semantic parsing and recognising entailment.
Right now, many parsers give the same broad anal-
ysis to Mosquitoes are insects and Mosquitoes carry
malaria, involving an underspecified/generic quanti-
fier. This prevents inferring, for instance, that Mandie
the mosquito is definitely an insect but may or may
not carry malaria. In contrast, our system would at-
tribute the most plausible quantifiers to those sentences
(all/few), allowing us to produce correct inferences.

The focus of this paper was concept-predicate pairs

out of context. That is, we considered quantified sen-
tences where the restrictor was the entire set denoted
by a lexical item. A natural next step is to inves-
tigate the quantification of statements involving con-
textualised subsets. For instance, we should obtain a
different quantifier for taxis are yellow depending on
whether the sentence starts with In London... or In New
York... In future work, we will test our system on such
context-specific examples, using contextualised vector
representations such as the ones proposed by e.g. Erk
and Padó (2008) and Dinu and Lapata (2010).

We conclude by noting again that the set-theoretic
models produced in this work differ from formal se-
mantics models in important ways. They do not rep-
resent the world per se, but rather some shared beliefs
about the world, induced from an annotated dataset of
feature norms. This calls for a modified version of the
standard denotation function and for the replacement of
the truth function with a ‘plausibility’ function, which
would indicate how likely a stereotypical speaker might
be to agree with a particular sentence. While this would
be a fundamental departure from the core philosophy of
model theory, we feel that it may be a worthwhile en-
deavour, allowing us to preserve the immense benefits
of the set-theoretic apparatus in a cognitively plausible
fashion. Following this aim, we hope to expand the pre-
liminary framework presented here into a more expres-
sive vector-based interpretation of set theory, catering
for aspects not covered in this paper (e.g. cardinality,
non-intersective modification) and refining our notion
of a model, together with its relation to meaning.
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Figure 2: Quantification Memory Network model

Models familiar unseen unseen

quantities colors

RNN 65.7 62.0 49.7
Counting 86.5 78.4 32.8
qMN 88.8 97.0 54.9

-softmax 85.9 66.6 54.4
-softmax/gist 51.4 51.8 44.4

Table 1: Model accuracies (in %).

10 colors and tested on 5 additional, unseen colors.
We expect that the use of the gist in our model,
which implements global quantification over ob-
jects of a certain property, will allow it to general-
ize well when tested against unseen quantities.

5 Results

As shown in Table 1, having exact number infor-
mation is not necessary for learning to quantify:
The qMN model, which does not explicitly count,
is more accurate than the Counting model in all
test conditions. Even though both models outper-
form the RNN model when tested on unseen num-
ber of objects, only the qMN model truly general-
izes the learnt quantification operation. The per-
formance of all models drops when tested on un-
seen colors, though qMN still performs best and the
decrease in performance in Counting is much
worse than in the qMNmodel (-53.7 vs. -34). Lines
“-softmax” and “-softmax/gist” in Table 1 show
that both the softmax and the “gist” are crucial el-
ements of the model; removing them causes sig-
nificant performance drops in all test conditions.

By looking at the confusion matrices for the
qMN model we observe that there is generally

more confusion between no and some than in pairs
involving all; the gist for some is an average of
potentially several different colors, and thus less
straightforwardly interpretable. In the ‘familiar’
test, most of the errors come from situations in
which the model confused “some” with “no” and

the image contains just 1 or at most 2 occurrences
of the queried color. Hence, the increase in per-
formance from the familiar to the unseen quantity
test (+8.2) is due to the absence of very small car-
dinalities in the image (the lowest is 4 items.) As
for all, in both the ‘familiar’ and the ‘unseen quan-
tities’ conditions it’s nearly always classified cor-
rectly. This is to be expected because in this case,
the “gist” computation produces a vector which
should be cleanly equivalent to the query (minus
the effect of noise). When moving to unseen prop-
erties performance decreases, indicating that the
network might have overfitted to the particular col-
ors in the training set. Although we’ll need to
address this behaviour in further work, we don’t
consider it a weakness of a quantification model
per se: the problem to be solved is one of ob-
ject/property recognition and not of quantification.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that a memory network can learn
to quantify objects of a certain property, given
some visually grounded training data involving
small sets. Given that the number of memory
cells is parametric, the model should in principle
be able to scale to much larger number of cells.
Our future work will focus on modelling the entire
quantifier meaning, varying not only the quantifier
scope but also its restriction.
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lin nn-cos nn-dot

mAP P2 mAP P2 mAP P2

no 0.78 0.65 0.87 0.77 0.54 0.37
few 0.59 0.39 0.68 0.51 0.59 0.43
most 0.61 0.36 0.60 0.29 0.62 0.45
all 0.75 0.66 1 1 0.33 0.12
one 0.44 0.30 0.38 0.21 0.61 0.45
two 0.35 0.15 0.38 0.21 0.57 0.43
three 0.38 0.16 0.36 0.13 0.56 0.40
four 0.65 0.47 0.75 0.60 0.76 0.61

Table 2: R-target. mAP and P2 for each model.

dot product between input and output. We evalu-
ate the mapping functions by means of a retrieval
task aimed at picking up the correct scenarios from
Test among the set of 8 scenarios built upon the
same target object. Recall that in Test there are 2
combinations * 4 C/Q classes for each concept.

Results As reported in Table 2, nn-cos is over-
all the best model for Qs, whereas nn-dot is the
best model for Cs. In particular, mean average
precision (mAP) is higher in nn-cos for 3 out of
4 Qs, with only most reaching slightly better mAP
in Q nn-dot due to the high number of cases con-
founded with all by the Q nn-cos model (see Ta-
ble 3). Conversely, both mAP and precision at top-
2 positions (P2) for Cs are always higher in nn-dot
compared to the other models. From a qualita-
tive analysis of the results, it emerges that both the
best-predictive models make ‘plausible’ errors, i.e.
they confound Cs/Qs that are close to each other
in the ordered scale. Table 3 reports the confu-
sion matrices for the best performing models. Be-
sides retrieving more cases of all instead of (cor-
rect) most, the Q nn-cos model often confounds
few with no. Similarly, the C nn-dot model often
confounds three with four, one with two, two with
three, and so on. Overall, both models pick up
very few or no responses that are on the opposite
end of the ‘scale’, thus suggesting that the mean-
ing representation they learn encodes, to a certain
extent, information about the ordered position of
the quantified expressions.

4 Discussion

We propose that the meaning of Cs and Qs can
be learned by means of a language-to-vision map-
ping, and we show that two models capitalizing on
dot product and cosine better account for Cs and
Qs, respectively. In future research, we plan to fur-
ther investigate this issue by using real-scene im-
ages to avoid constraining the visual data. More-
over, we plan to experiment with a broader set of

no few most all
no 288 88 0 0
few 141 191 38 6
most 0 0 111 265
all 0 0 0 376

one two three four
one 168 113 54 41
two 64 136 124 52
three 23 80 130 145
four 10 24 72 272

Table 3: Top: Q nn-cos, number of cases retrieved
in top-2 positions. Bottom: same for C nn-dot.

quantifiers (e.g. some, almost all, etc.) and higher
cardinals. The latter investigation, in particular,
would allow us to verify whether our approach is
suitable for the (potentially infinite) set of ‘car-
dinal functions’ beyond the subitizing range. If
so, we might observe that the models keep mak-
ing cognitively plausible errors, picking items that
are close to the target one in the ordered scale.
This evidence, we believe, would further motivate
our ‘one quantifed expression, one function’ ap-
proach, which is partially inspired by the evidence
that, in human brain, so-called number neurons are
tuned to preferred numbers (Nieder, 2016). Sim-
plifying somewhat, each number would activate
specific neurons. Finally, we believe that taking
into account speakers’ uses of Cs and Qs would
constitute the natural next step toward a complete
modelling of the meaning of quantified expres-
sions.
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Train-q Train-c

no few most all one two three four
0/1 1/6 2/3 1/1 1/1 2/2 3/3 4/4
0/2 2/5 3/4 2/2 1/3 2/3 3/4 4/5
0/3 2/7 3/5 3/3 1/4 2/5 3/5 4/6
0/4 3/8 4/5 4/4 1/6 2/7 3/8 4/7

Test-q Test-c

no few most all one two three four
0/5 1/7 4/6 5/5 1/2 2/4 3/7 4/8
0/8 4/9 6/8 9/9 1/7 2/9 3/9 4/9

Table 1: Combinations in Train and Test.

(i.e. their exact number can be immediately and
effortlessly grasped) due to which they are usu-
ally referred to as ‘subitizing’ range (Piazza et al.,
2011; Railo et al., 2016).

2.1 Building the scenarios

We use images from ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009).
Starting from the full list of 203 concepts and cor-
responding images extracted by Cassani (2014),
we discarded those concepts whose corresponding
word had low/null frequency in the large corpus
used in (Baroni et al., 2014). To get rid of issues
related to concept identification, we used a single
representation for each of the 188 selected con-
cepts. Technically, we computed a centroid vec-
tor by averaging the 4096-dimension visual fea-
tures of the corresponding images, which were
extracted from the fc7 of a CNN (Simonyan and
Zisserman, 2014). We used the VGG-19 model
pretrained on the ImageNet ILSVRC data (Rus-
sakovsky et al., 2015) implemented in the Mat-
ConvNet toolbox (Vedaldi and Lenc, 2015). Cen-
troid vectors were reduced to 100-d via PCA and
further normalized to length 1 before being used to
build the scenarios. When building the scenarios,
we put the constraint that distractors have to be
different from each other. Moreover, only distrac-
tors whose visual cosine similarity with respect to
the target is lower than the average are selected.
For each scenario, target and distractor vectors are
summed together. As a result, each scenario is rep-
resented by a 100-d vector.

We also experimented with scenarios where
vectors are concatenated to obtain a 900-d vector
(empty ‘cells’ are filled with 0s vectors) and fur-
ther reduced to 100-d via PCA. Since the pattern
of results in the only-vision evaluation (see § 3.1)
turned out to be similar to the results obtained in
the ‘summed’ setting, due to space limitations we
will only focus on the ‘summed’ setting.

Figure 2: Left: quantifiers against cosine distance.
Right: cardinals against dot product.

2.2 Datasets

We built one dataset for Cs and one for Qs, each
containing 4512 scenarios.1 We then split each
of the two in one 3008-datapoint Training Dataset
(Train) for training and validation and one 1504-
datapoint Testing Dataset (Test) for testing. The
two datasets were split according to their ‘com-
binations’, that is the mixture of targets and dis-
tractors in the scenario. As reported in Table 1,
we kept 4 different combinations for each C/Q
in Train and 2 in Test. Note that the numerator
refers to the number of targets, the denominator to
the total number of objects. The number of dis-
tractors is thus given by the difference between
the two values. To illustrate, in Train-q ‘few’ is
represented by scenarios 1/6, 2/5, 2/7, and 3/8,
whereas in Test-q ‘few’ is represented by scenarios
1/7 and 4/9. The initial 4512 scenarios have been
obtained by building a total of 24 different sce-
narios (6 combinations * 4 C/Q classes) for each
of the 188 objects. A particular effort has been
paid in making the datasets as balanced as pos-
sible. When designing the combinations for ‘few’
and ‘most’, for example, we controlled for the pro-
portion of targets in the scene, in order to avoid
making one of the two easier to learn. Also, com-
binations were thought to avoid biasing cardinals
toward fixed proportions of targets/distractors.

3 Experiments

3.1 Only-vision evaluation

As a first step, we carry out a preliminary evalu-
ation aimed at exploring our visual data. If our
intuition about the information encoded by the
two similarity measures is correct (see § 1), we

1A visual representation of our scenarios is provided in
the rightmost side of Figure 4, while Figure 1 is only intended
to provide a more intuitive overview of the task.
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containing 4512 scenarios.1 We then split each
of the two in one 3008-datapoint Training Dataset
(Train) for training and validation and one 1504-
datapoint Testing Dataset (Test) for testing. The
two datasets were split according to their ‘com-
binations’, that is the mixture of targets and dis-
tractors in the scenario. As reported in Table 1,
we kept 4 different combinations for each C/Q
in Train and 2 in Test. Note that the numerator
refers to the number of targets, the denominator to
the total number of objects. The number of dis-
tractors is thus given by the difference between
the two values. To illustrate, in Train-q ‘few’ is
represented by scenarios 1/6, 2/5, 2/7, and 3/8,
whereas in Test-q ‘few’ is represented by scenarios
1/7 and 4/9. The initial 4512 scenarios have been
obtained by building a total of 24 different sce-
narios (6 combinations * 4 C/Q classes) for each
of the 188 objects. A particular effort has been
paid in making the datasets as balanced as pos-
sible. When designing the combinations for ‘few’
and ‘most’, for example, we controlled for the pro-
portion of targets in the scene, in order to avoid
making one of the two easier to learn. Also, com-
binations were thought to avoid biasing cardinals
toward fixed proportions of targets/distractors.

3 Experiments
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As a first step, we carry out a preliminary evalu-
ation aimed at exploring our visual data. If our
intuition about the information encoded by the
two similarity measures is correct (see § 1), we
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Figure 3: Left: quantifiers against dot product.
Right: cardinals against cosine distance.

should observe that cosine is more effective than
dot product in distinguishing between different
Qs, while the latter should be better than cosine
for Cs. Moreover, Qs/Cs should lie on an ordered
scale. To test our hypothesis, we compute cosine
distances (i.e. 1�cosine, to avoid negative values)
and dot product similarity for each target-scenario
pair in both Train and Test (e.g. dog vs 2/5 dogs).
Figure 2 reports the distribution of Qs with respect
to cosine (left) and Cs with respect to dot product
(right) in Train. As can be seen from the boxplots,
both Qs and Cs are ordered on a scale. In par-
ticular, cosine distance is highest in no scenarios
(where the target is not present), lowest in all sce-
narios. For Cs, dot product is highest in four sce-
narios, lowest in one scenarios.

Our intuition is further confirmed by the results
of a radial-kernel SVM classifier fed with either
cosine or dot product similarities as predictors.2

Qs are better predicted by cosine than dot product
(78.6% vs 63.8%), whereas dot product is a better
predictor of Cs than cosine (68.7% vs 44.7%). As
shown in Figure 3, the ordered scale is indeed rep-
resented to a much lesser extent when Qs are plot-
ted against dot product (left) and Cs against cosine
(right). A similar pattern of SVM results and sim-
ilar plots emerged when experimenting with Test.

3.2 Cross-modal mapping

Our core proposal is that the meaning of each C/Q
can be learned by means of a cross-modal map-
ping between the linguistic representation of the
target object (e.g. dog, mug, etc.) and a num-
ber of scenarios representing the target object in
a given C/Q setting (e.g. ‘two’/‘few’ dogs). In our
approach, each word (e.g. dog) is represented by

2We experimented with linear, polynomial, and radial ker-
nels. We only report results obtained with default radial ker-
nel, that turned out to be the overall best model.

Figure 4: One learning event of our proposed
cross-modal mapping. Cosine is used for quan-
tifiers (few), dot product for cardinals (two).

a 400-d embedding built with the CBOW architec-
ture of word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and the
best-predictive parameters of Baroni et al. (2014)
on a 2.8B tokens corpus. The original 400-d vec-
tors are further reduced to 100-d via PCA before
being fed into the model.

Figure 4 reports a single learning event of our
proposed model. Each C/Q (e.g. two, few) is
learned as a separate function that maps each
of the 188 words representing our selected con-
cepts to its corresponding 4 scenarios in Train (see
§ 2.2). To illustrate, the meaning of few is learned
by mapping each word into the 4 visual scenes
where the amount of ‘targetness’ is less than 50%
(see § 2), whereas two is learned by mapping each
word to the scenarios where the number of tar-
gets is 2, and so on. This mapping, we conjec-
ture, would mimic the multimodal mechanism by
which children acquire the meaning of both Cs and
Qs (see Halberda et al. (2008)). Once learned, the
function representing each C/Q can be evaluated
against scenarios containing an unseen mixture of
(known) target objects and distractors. If it has
encoded the correct meaning of the quantified ex-
pression, the function will retrieve the unseen sce-
narios containing the correct quantity (either exact
or fuzzy) of target objects.

We experiment with three different models: lin-
ear (lin), cosine neural network (nn-cos), dot-
product neural network (nn-dot). The first model
is a simple linear mapping. The second is a single-
layer neural network (activation function ReLU)
that maximizes the cosine similarity between input
(linguistic) and output vector (visual). The third is
a similar neural network that approximates to 1 the
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position functions we evaluated, expressed in terms of the vector components for each
model.

5.3. Evaluation

We evaluated the proposed composition models via correlation analysis. Specifically, the
elicited similarity ratings correlated with our models’ predictions using Spearman’s q corre-
lation coefficient.12 Given some composition function, f(Æ,Æ), and two phrases a1b 1 and a2b 2,
we applied f to the vectors u1 and v1 representing a1 and b 1, respectively, to produce a com-
posite representation, p1. Analogously, vectors u2 and v2 yield p2 as a representation for
a2b 2. Under this set-up, we can calculate the similarity of two phrases by measuring their
distance in semantic space. A large number of such measures have been proposed in the lit-
erature (for an overview, see Bullinaria & Levy, 2007; Weeds, 2003). We opted for the
widely used cosine measure (see Eq. 28) due to its simplicity and good performance in sim-
ulating word similarity ratings (Bullinaria & Levy, 2007; Griffiths et al., 2007; McDonald,
2000).

5.4. Results

Table 6 shows the correlation of the subjects’ similarity ratings with the models’ predic-
tions when using a simple co-occurrence-based semantic space. All models are significantly
correlated with the human judgments (p < .01). The only exception is circular convolution
when applied to noun–noun combinations. Let us first consider the simpler composition
models based on vector addition (see additive and Kintsch in the table). Within this class
of models we observe that Kintsch’s model fails to improve on the simple additive model
and is significantly13 worse (p < .01) than the standard additive model for the noun
compounds.

Within the class of multiplicative models (see multiplicative, tensor product, and circular
convolution in Table 6), the simple multiplicative model significantly (p < .01) outperforms
all other models. Specifically, both tensor products and circular convolution are significantly

Table 5
Composition functions considered in our experiments

Model Function

Additive pi ¼ ui + vi

Kintsch pi ¼ ui + vi + ni

Multiplicative pi ¼ uiÆvi

Tensor product pi,j ¼ ui Ævj

Circular convolution pi ¼
P

jujÆvi)j

Weighted additive pi ¼ avi + bui

Dilation pi ¼ vi

P
jujuj + (k ) 1)ui

P
jujvj

Head only pi ¼ vi

Target unit pi ¼ vi(t1t2)

1414 J. Mitchell, M. Lapata ⁄ Cognitive Science 34 (2010)
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worse (p < .01). The multiplicative model is also significantly better than the additive one
(p < .01). These results are observed across the board, with adjective–noun, noun–noun,
and verb–object combinations. It is worth noting that circular convolution is the worst per-
forming model. The tensor product itself, from which circular convolution is derived, is sig-
nificantly better (p < .01) in all experiments. This indicates that the manner in which
circular convolution projects the tensor product down onto a lower dimensional space does
not preserve any useful information the product may have contained. In addition, the fact
that the tensor product is significantly worse than the simple multiplicative model indicates
that the off-diagonal elements of the product, which are discarded in the simple multiplica-
tive model, are probably not contributing much to the composition.

We next consider the weighted additive and dilation models. Recall that these models are
parametrized; in dilation models the modifier dilates the head by a factor k, whereas the
weighted additive model weights the constituents in the summation differentially. As shown
in Table 6 the two models perform similarly. This is not entirely surprising, as both consist
of a sum of the constituents multiplied by scalar factors (see Eqs. 10 and 24). The perfor-
mance of these models does not differ significantly, except in the case of verb–object combi-
nations where the dilation model performs significantly better (p < .01). We conjecture that
the dilation model is more accurate at capturing selectional restrictions. This model also
fares similar to the multiplicative model. The two models yield correlations that are not sig-
nificantly different, except in the case of noun–noun combinations, where the multiplicative
model is better (p < .01).

The two noncompositional models, target unit and head only, perform worse than multi-
plicative composition, with this difference reaching significance (p < .01) for noun–noun
and verb–object combinations. In general, the target unit model performs better than the
head-only model (it obtains significantly (p < .01) better correlations for noun–noun combi-
nations). This is not surprising; the target unit model may be noncompositional but, never-
theless, represents the semantics of the two words participating in the composition more
faithfully, whereas the head-only model offers a more impoverished representation as it is
based solely on the meaning of the head.

Table 6
Correlation coefficients of model predictions with subject similarity ratings
(Spearman’s q) using a simple semantic space

Model Adjective–Noun Noun–Noun Verb–Object

Additive .36 .39 .30
Kintsch .32 .22 .29
Multiplicative .46 .49 .37
Tensor product .41 .36 .33
Convolution .09 .05 .10
Weighted additive .44 .41 .34
Dilation .44 .41 .38
Target unit .43 .34 .29
Head only .43 .17 .24
Humans .52 .49 .55
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In sum, we find that the multiplicative, weighted additive, and dilation models perform
best overall. The multiplicative model has a slight advantage as it has no parameters (other
than the semantic space representing the individual words) and is conceptually simpler than
the other two models. On the down side, it does not take syntactic information into account,
whereas the other two can modulate the role of syntactic structure by tuning the appropriate
weights. We should also note that in all cases our compositional models fall behind the
human upper bound (see the last row in Table 6). The multiplicative model comes close
when applied to noun–noun combinations.

We now turn our attention to the compositional models which employ the LDA topic
model. As can be seen in Table 7, Kintsch’s model remains worse than the simple additive
model for all constructions considered here (and the differences are statistically significant,
p < .01). Regarding compositional models based on multiplication, we observe that tensor
products and the simple multiplicative model yield comparable performances for noun–
noun and verb–object combinations. They differ for adjective–nouns with the tensor product
being significantly better (p < .01). Circular convolution remains the worst performing
model. Not surprisingly, weighted additive and dilation models obtain almost identical per-
formances. And they are not significantly different from the simple additive model. The
noncompositional model (head only) is significantly worse than these models. Comparing
the spatial and topic-based representations reveals that the multiplicative composition model
on the simple semantic space is significantly (p < .01) better than the dilation model with
LDA, except in the verb–object experiment, where there is no significant difference between
them.

In conclusion, we observe that dilation models perform consistently well across represen-
tations. This is not entirely unexpected as they are more flexible than other compositional
models due to their parametric nature. They can be tuned to model more faithfully specific
syntactic constructions while being sensitive to the underlying semantic representation. Our
results also indicate that additive composition functions work best with the LDA topic
model, whereas a multiplicative composition function produced the most predictive similar-
ity values with a simple semantic space. We attribute the disparity in performance to the
sparsity of the LDA representations. The simple semantic space contains highly distributed

Table 7
Correlation coefficients of model predictions with subject similarity ratings
(Spearman’s q) using the LDA topic model

Model Adjective–Noun Noun–Noun Verb–Object

Additive .37 .45 .40
Kintsch .30 .28 .33
Multiplicative .25 .45 .34
Tensor product .39 .43 .33
Convolution .15 .17 .12
Weighted additive .38 .46 .40
Dilation .38 .45 .41
Head only .35 .27 .17
Humans .52 .49 .55
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Quartile ranks of observed ANs in cosine-
ranked list of predicted AN vectors
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related to the definition of the adjective (mental ac-

tivity, historical event, green colour, quick and little

cost for easy N), and so on.

American N black N easy N

Am. representative black face easy start
Am. territory black hand quick
Am. source black (n) little cost
green N historical N mental N

green (n) historical mental activity
red road hist. event mental experience
green colour hist. content mental energy
necessary N nice N young N

necessary nice youthful
necessary degree good bit young doctor
sufficient nice break young staff

Table 1: Nearest 3 neighbors of centroids of ANs that
share the same adjective.

How about the neighbors of specific ANs? Ta-
ble 2 reports the nearest 3 neighbors of 9 randomly
selected ANs involving different adjectives (we in-
spected a larger random set, coming to similar con-
clusions to the ones emerging from this table).

bad electronic historical

luck communication map

bad elec. storage topographical
bad weekend elec. transmission atlas
good spirit purpose hist. material
important route nice girl little war

important transport good girl great war
important road big girl major war
major road guy small war
red cover special collection young husband

black cover general collection small son
hardback small collection small daughter
red label archives mistress

Table 2: Nearest 3 neighbors of specific ANs.

The nearest neighbors of the corpus-based AN
vectors in Table 2 make in general intuitive sense.
Importantly, the neighbors pick up the composite
meaning rather than that of the adjective or noun
alone. For example, cover is an ambiguous word,
but the hardback neighbor relates to its “front of a
book” meaning that is the most natural one in com-
bination with red. Similarly, it makes more sense
that a young husband (rather than an old one) would
have small sons and daughters (not to mention the

mistress!).
We realize that the evidence presented here is

of a very preliminary and intuitive nature. Indeed,
we will argue in the next section that there are
cases in which the corpus-derived AN vector might
not be a good approximation to our semantic in-
tuitions about the AN, and a model-composed AN
vector is a better semantic surrogate. One of the
most important avenues for further work will be to
come to a better characterization of the behaviour of
corpus-observed ANs, where they work and where
the don’t. Still, the neighbors of average and AN-
specific vectors of Tables 1 and 2 suggest that, for
the bulk of ANs, such corpus-based co-occurrence
vectors are semantically reasonable.

6 Study 2: Predicting AN vectors

Having tentatively established that the sort of vec-
tors we can harvest for ANs by directly collecting
their corpus co-occurrences are reasonable represen-
tations of their composite meaning, we move on to
the core question of whether it is possible to recon-
struct the vector for an unobserved AN from infor-
mation about its components. We use nearness to
the corpus-observed vectors of held-out ANs as a
very direct way to evaluate the quality of model-
generated ANs, since we just saw that the observed
ANs look reasonable (but see the caveats at the end
of this section). We leave it to further work to as-
sess the quality of the generated ANs in an applied
setting, for example adapting Mitchell and Lapata’s
paraphrasing task to ANs. Since the observed vec-
tors look like plausible representations of compos-
ite meaning, we expect that the closer the model-
generated vectors are to the observed ones, the better
they should also perform in any task that requires ac-
cess to the composite meaning, and thus that the re-
sults of the current evaluation should correlate with
applied performance.

More in detail, we evaluate here the composition
methods (and the adjective and noun baselines) by
computing, for each of them, the cosine of the test
set AN vectors they generate (the “predicted” ANs)
with the 41K vectors representing our extended vo-
cabulary in semantic space, and looking at the posi-
tion of the corresponding observed ANs (that were
not used for training, in the supervised approaches)
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tations of their composite meaning, we move on to
the core question of whether it is possible to recon-
struct the vector for an unobserved AN from infor-
mation about its components. We use nearness to
the corpus-observed vectors of held-out ANs as a
very direct way to evaluate the quality of model-
generated ANs, since we just saw that the observed
ANs look reasonable (but see the caveats at the end
of this section). We leave it to further work to as-
sess the quality of the generated ANs in an applied
setting, for example adapting Mitchell and Lapata’s
paraphrasing task to ANs. Since the observed vec-
tors look like plausible representations of compos-
ite meaning, we expect that the closer the model-
generated vectors are to the observed ones, the better
they should also perform in any task that requires ac-
cess to the composite meaning, and thus that the re-
sults of the current evaluation should correlate with
applied performance.

More in detail, we evaluate here the composition
methods (and the adjective and noun baselines) by
computing, for each of them, the cosine of the test
set AN vectors they generate (the “predicted” ANs)
with the 41K vectors representing our extended vo-
cabulary in semantic space, and looking at the posi-
tion of the corresponding observed ANs (that were
not used for training, in the supervised approaches)

in the cosine-ranked lists. The lower the rank, the
better the approximation. For efficiency reasons, we
flatten out the ranks after the top 1,000 neighbors.

The results are summarized in Table 3 by the me-
dian and the other quartiles, calculated across all
26,440 ANs in the test set. These measures (unlike
mean and variance) are not affected by the cut-off
after 1K neighbors. To put the reported results into
perspective, a model with a first quartile rank of 999
does very significantly better than chance (the bino-
mial probability of 1/4 or more of 26,440 trials be-
ing successful with ⇡ = 0.024 is virtually 0, where
the latter quantity is the probability of an observed
AN being at rank 999 or lower according to a geo-
metric distribution with ⇡=1/40999).

method 25% median 75%

alm 17 170 �1K
add 27 257 �1K
noun 72 448 �1K
mult 279 �1K �1K
slm 629 �1K �1K
adj �1K �1K �1K

Table 3: Quartile ranks of observed ANs in cosine-ranked
lists of predicted AN neighbors.

Our proposed method, alm, emerges as the best
approach. The difference with the second best
model, add (the only other model that does better
than the non-trivial baseline of using the compo-
nent noun vector as a surrogate for AN), is highly
statistically significant (Wilcoxon signed rank test,
p< 0.00001). If we randomly downsample the AN
set to keep an equal number of ANs per adjective
(200), the difference is still significant with p below
the same threshold, indicating that the general result
is not due to a better performance of alm on a few
common adjectives.1

Among the alternative models, the fact that the
performance of add is decidedly better than that of
mult is remarkable, since earlier studies found that

1The semantic space in which we rank the observed ANs
with respect to their predicted counterparts also contain the ob-
served vectors of nouns and ANs that were used to train alm.
We do not see how this should affect performance, but we nev-
ertheless repeated the evaluation leaving out, for each AN, the
observed items used in training, and we obtained the same re-
sults reported in the main text (same ordering of method perfor-
mance, and very significant difference between alm and add).

multiplicative models are, in general, better than ad-
ditive ones in compositionality tasks (see Section 2
above). This might depend on the nature of AN
composition, but there are also more technical is-
sues at hand: (i) we are not sure that previous stud-
ies normalized before summing like we did, and
(ii) the multiplicative model, as discussed in Section
4, does not benefit from SVD reduction. The sin-
gle linear mapping model (slm) proposed by Gue-
vara (2010) is doing even worse than the multiplica-
tive method, suggesting that a single set of weights
does not provide enough flexibility to model a vari-
ety of adjective transformations successfully. This
is at odds with Guevara’s experiment in which slm

outperformed mult and add on the task of ranking
predicted ANs with respect to a target observed AN.
Besides various differences in task definition and
model implementation, Guevara trained his model
on ANs that include a wide variety of adjectives,
whereas our training data were limited to ANs con-
taining one of our 36 test set adjectives. Future work
should re-evalute the performance of Guevara’s ap-
proach in our task, but under his training regime.

Looking now at the alm results in more detail, the
best median ranks are obtained for very frequent ad-
jectives. The top ones are new (median rank: 34),
great (79), American (82), large (82) and different

(97). There is a high inverse correlation between
median rank and adjective frequency (Spearman’s
⇢ =�0.56). Although from a statistical perspec-
tive it is expected that we get better results where
we have more data, from a linguistic point of view it
is interesting that alm works best with extremely fre-
quent, highly polysemous adjectives like new, large

and different, that border on function words – a do-
main where distributional semantics has generally
not been tested.

Although, in relative terms and considering the
difficulty of the task, alm performs well, it is still far
from perfect – for 27% alm-predicted ANs, the ob-
served vector is not even in the top 1K neighbor set!
A qualitative look at some of the most problematic
examples indicates however that a good proportion
of them might actually not be instances where our
model got the AN vector wrong, but cases of anoma-
lous observed ANs. The left side of Table 4 com-
pares the nearest neighbors (excluding each other)
of the observed and alm-predicted vectors in 10 ran-

Nearest neighbors of centroid ANs Nearest neighbors of specific ANs



▸ Matrix: learned adjective matrix 

▸ Centroid: center of all ANs containing the adjective 

▸ Vector: traditional co-occurrence 

▸ Random: constraint that no cluster is left empty
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method, accepting all of CLUTO’s default values
for this choice. Cluster quality is evaluated by per-
centage purity (Zhao and Karypis, 2003). If ni

r is
the number of items from the i-th true (gold stan-
dard) class assigned to the r-th cluster, n is the to-
tal number of items and k the number of clusters,
then: Purity = 1

n

Pk
r=1max

i
(ni

r). We calculate
empirical 95% confidence intervals around purity by
a heuristic bootstrap procedure based on 10K resam-
plings of the data set (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994).
The random baseline distribution is obtained by 10K
random assignments of adjectives to the clusters, un-
der the constraint that no cluster is empty.

Table 5 shows that all methods are significantly
better than chance. Our two “indirect” represen-
tations achieve similar performance, and they are
(slightly) better than the traditional method based on
adjective co-occurrence vectors. We conclude that,
although our approach does not provide a direct en-
coding of adjective meaning in terms of such inde-
pendently collected vectors, it does have meaningful
ways to represent their semantic properties.

input purity

matrix 73.7 (68.4-94.7)
centroid 73.7 (63.2-94.7)
vector 68.4 (63.2-89.5)
random 45.9 (36.8-57.9)

Table 5: Percentage purity in adjective clustering with
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

8 Conclusion

The work we reported constitutes an encouraging
start for our approach to modeling (AN) composi-
tion. We suggested, along the way, various direc-
tions for further studies. We consider the following
issues to be the most pressing ones.

We currently train each adjective-specific model
separately: We should explore hierarchical model-
ing approaches that exploit similarities across adjec-
tives (and possibly syntactic constructions) to esti-
mate better models.

Evaluation-wise, the differences between ob-
served and predicted ANs must be analyzed more
extensively, to support the claim that, when their
vectors differ, model-based prediction improves on
the observed vector. Evaluation in a more applied

task should also be pursued – in particular, we will
design a paraphrasing task similar to the one pro-
posed by Mitchell and Lapata to evaluate noun-verb
constructions.

Since we do not collect vectors for the “functor”
component of a composition process (for AN con-
structions, the adjective), our approach naturally ex-
tends to processes that involve bound morphemes,
such as affixation, where we would not need to col-
lect independent co-occurrence information for the
affixes. For example, to account for re- prefixation
we do not need to collect a re- vector (required by all
other approaches to composition), but simply vec-
tors for a set of V/reV pairs, where both members of
the pairs are words (e.g., consider/reconsider).

Our approach can also deal, out-of-the-box, with
recursive constructions (sad little red hat), and can
be easily extended to more abstract constructions,
such as determiner N (mapping dog to the/a/one

dog). Still, we need to design a good testing scenario
to evaluate the quality of such model-generated con-
structions.

Ultimately, we want to compose larger and larger
constituents, up to full sentences. It remains to be
seen if the approach we proposed will scale up to
such challenges.
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▸ 36 adjectives: 
▸ size (big, great, huge, large, major, small, little), 
▸ denominal (American, European, national, mental, historical, electronic) 
▸ colors (white, black, red, green) 
▸ positive evaluation (nice, excellent, important, appropriate) 
▸ temporal (old, recent, new, young, current), modal (necessary, possible) 
▸ common abstract antonymous pairs (difficult, easy, good, bad, special, general, different, common) 

▸ 1420 nouns (occurring ≥ 300 times w/ adjective)
▸ Semantic space
▸ LMI scores of co-occurrence counts w/ 10k most common 

words
▸ SVD to 300D
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Subset
Num. Num.

Example Phrases
Attributes Train. Triples

Core 10 72 silvery hair (COLOR), huge wave (SIZE), longstanding conflict (DURATION)
Selected 23 153 sufficient food (QUANTITY), grave decision (IMPORTANCE), broad river (WIDTH)
Measurable 65 261 heavy load (WEIGHT), short hair (LENGTH), slow walker (SPEED)
Property 73 300 young people (AGE), high mountain (HEIGHT), straight line (SHAPE)
All 254 869 dry paint (WETNESS), scentless wisp (SMELL), vehement defense (STRENGTH)

Table 1: Overview of subsets of attributes contained in HeiPLAS data, together with example phrases

Compositional Model P@1 P@5

pr
ed

ic
tm

od
el

s

Adjective 0.33 0.50
Noun 0.03 0.10
Vector Addition (�) 0.24 0.45
Weighted Vector Addition 0.33 0.51
Vector Multiplication (�) 0.00 0.02
Adj. Dilation (� = 2) 0.06 0.18
Noun Dilation (� = 2) 0.33 0.51

Full Add. Weighted Noun 0.33 0.54
Full Add. Weighted Adjective 0.46 0.71
Full Add. Weighted Adj. and Noun 0.56 0.75

Trained Tensor Product (⌦) 0.44 0.57

co
un

t C-LDA (Hartung, 2015) 0.09 n/a
L-LDA (Hartung, 2015) 0.16 n/a

Table 2: Results of Experiment 1; evaluation on
all phrases from HeiPLAS-Test

In comparison to the best full additive model,
the tensor product underperforms by more than
10 points in P@1 and also falls short of weight-
ing only the adjective. This is in line with a gen-
eral preference of word embeddings for additive
models (Mikolov et al., 2013a), which is also con-
firmed by the non-parametric composition func-
tions. On the other hand, we conjecture that the
relatively small size of the training set used here
is not sufficient for optimally tuning the 3003 pa-
rameters in the learned tensor.

4.3 Experiment 2: Generalization Power

In this experiment, we are interested in assessing
the generalization power of the best-performing
composition function as trained in Experiment 1.
More precisely, we investigate the hypothesis that
a full additive model captures a generalized com-
positional process in the semantics of attribute-
denoting adjective-noun phrases rather than the
lexical meaning of individual attributes (cf. Bride
et al. (2015)).

We evaluate this hypothesis wrt. (i) the fit of the
composition function to different subsets of testing

Figure 1: Attribute selection performance of the
full additive model after training on all attributes,
specific subsets, and in zero-shot learning

attributes, and (ii) its predictive capacity in a zero-
shot learning scenario.

Subsets of Testing Attributes. First, we com-
pare the fit of the composition function that has
been trained on all attributes (cf. Experiment 1)
on the different subsets of attributes in HeiPLAS-
Test, as displayed in Table 1.

The results of this experiment are shown in Fig-
ure 1. As can be seen from the solid bars in the
plot, the attribute selection performance on indi-
vidual subsets is considerably stronger than on
the entire inventory, ranging from P@1=0.82 on
the Core subset to P@1=0.64 on the Property and
Measurable subsets (compared to P@1=0.56 on
all attributes; cf. Table 2). The cross-hatched bars
in the figure indicate the relative differences that
result from re-training a composition function on
the specific subset of interest. The improvements
are consistently small (max. +0.08 on the Selected
and Measurable subsets); in case of the Property
subset, there is no difference at all.

Zero-Shot Learning. As defined by Palatucci et
al. (2009), zero-shot learning is the task of learn-
ing a classifier for predicting novel class labels un-
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Vector Addition (�) 0.24 0.45
Weighted Vector Addition 0.33 0.51
Vector Multiplication (�) 0.00 0.02
Adj. Dilation (� = 2) 0.06 0.18
Noun Dilation (� = 2) 0.33 0.51

Full Add. Weighted Noun 0.33 0.54
Full Add. Weighted Adjective 0.46 0.71
Full Add. Weighted Adj. and Noun 0.56 0.75

Trained Tensor Product (⌦) 0.44 0.57

co
un

t C-LDA (Hartung, 2015) 0.09 n/a
L-LDA (Hartung, 2015) 0.16 n/a

Table 2: Results of Experiment 1; evaluation on
all phrases from HeiPLAS-Test

In comparison to the best full additive model,
the tensor product underperforms by more than
10 points in P@1 and also falls short of weight-
ing only the adjective. This is in line with a gen-
eral preference of word embeddings for additive
models (Mikolov et al., 2013a), which is also con-
firmed by the non-parametric composition func-
tions. On the other hand, we conjecture that the
relatively small size of the training set used here
is not sufficient for optimally tuning the 3003 pa-
rameters in the learned tensor.

4.3 Experiment 2: Generalization Power

In this experiment, we are interested in assessing
the generalization power of the best-performing
composition function as trained in Experiment 1.
More precisely, we investigate the hypothesis that
a full additive model captures a generalized com-
positional process in the semantics of attribute-
denoting adjective-noun phrases rather than the
lexical meaning of individual attributes (cf. Bride
et al. (2015)).

We evaluate this hypothesis wrt. (i) the fit of the
composition function to different subsets of testing

Figure 1: Attribute selection performance of the
full additive model after training on all attributes,
specific subsets, and in zero-shot learning

attributes, and (ii) its predictive capacity in a zero-
shot learning scenario.

Subsets of Testing Attributes. First, we com-
pare the fit of the composition function that has
been trained on all attributes (cf. Experiment 1)
on the different subsets of attributes in HeiPLAS-
Test, as displayed in Table 1.

The results of this experiment are shown in Fig-
ure 1. As can be seen from the solid bars in the
plot, the attribute selection performance on indi-
vidual subsets is considerably stronger than on
the entire inventory, ranging from P@1=0.82 on
the Core subset to P@1=0.64 on the Property and
Measurable subsets (compared to P@1=0.56 on
all attributes; cf. Table 2). The cross-hatched bars
in the figure indicate the relative differences that
result from re-training a composition function on
the specific subset of interest. The improvements
are consistently small (max. +0.08 on the Selected
and Measurable subsets); in case of the Property
subset, there is no difference at all.

Zero-Shot Learning. As defined by Palatucci et
al. (2009), zero-shot learning is the task of learn-
ing a classifier for predicting novel class labels un-
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Underlying Word � � Weighted Full

Representation Addition Additive

word2vec 0.36 0.48 0.42 0.50

M&L-BoW 0.46 0.36 0.44 n/a
M&L-Topic 0.25 0.37 0.38 n/a

C-LDA 0.28 0.19 n/a n/a

Table 3: Results of Experiment 3 (Spearman’s ⇢
between human judgments and model predictions)

With respect to weighted addition, all results re-
ported in Table 3 are based on the weighting pa-
rameters (↵=0.88; �=0.12) that have been found
as optimal by Mitchell and Lapata (2010). Based
on a grid search, we find ↵=0.60 and �=0.40 to
be the best weighting parameters on our data. In
this setting, the performance of the weighted vec-
tor addition model on word2vec embeddings can
be increased to ⇢=0.47, which is still slightly be-
low unweighted vector addition on embeddings
(⇢=0.48). Apparently, scalar weights in pointwise
vector addition are quite sensitive to the under-
lying word representation. In the particular case
of using word embeddings for similarity predic-
tion, the contribution of the noun to the compo-
sitional semantics of the phrase seems to be rela-
tively stronger than in the attribute selection task
(cf. Experiment 1).

In total, these results indicate that composition-
ality functions optimized on the task of attribute
selection can be effectively transferred to similar-
ity prediction. This suggests that attribute mean-
ing might be a prominent source of similarity in
adjective-noun phrases, which will be subject to a
closer investigation in the next experiment.

5.3 Experiment 4: Interpreting the Source of

Similarity

Research in distributional semantics tends to fo-
cus on the degree of similarity between words or
phrases, while the source of similarity is largely
neglected (cf. Hartung (2015)). In this experiment,
we hypothesize that attribute meaning provides a
plausible explanation for the observed degree of
similarity in phrase pairs from the M&L data set.

Experimental Procedure. For a given phrase
pair, we compute the top-5 most similar attributes
for each phrase in terms of their nearest neigh-
bours in S (cf. Section 3.2). Then, both phrases
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Figure 2: ASTA-5 scores over different levels of
human similarity ratings (cf. Experiment 4)

are compared wrt. the proportion of shared at-
tributes within these top-5 predictions. Averag-
ing this score over all phrase pairs which were as-
signed a particular similarity rating by the human
judges yields an Average Shared Top-5 Attributes
(ASTA-5) score for this similarity level.

Results. Figure 2 plots ASTA-5 scores at differ-
ent levels of human similarity ratings. We observe
a general trend across all compositionality func-
tions investigated: The higher the rating cutoff,
the higher the number of shared attributes. Thus,
with increasing similarity between two phrases
(according to human ratings), the proportion of
shared attributes in their compositional semantics
tends to increase as well. Moreover, for highly
similar pairs (rating cutoff>5), the full additive
vector addition model yields the highest ASTA-5
scores.

Beyond this quantitative analysis, two of the au-
thors manually investigated the shared attributes in
38 high-similarity phrase pairs (rating cutoff>4)
as predicted by the weighted vector addition
model wrt. their potential as plausible sources of
similarity. We find that in 28 phrase pairs (73.6%),
the predicted attribute is considered a plausible
source of similarity, in eight others (26.4%), the
predicted attribute does not explain the high sim-
ilarity. The agreement between the annotators in
terms of Fleiss’ Kappa amounts to  = 0.62.

5.4 Discussion

Our results show that a full additive compositional
model trained to target attribute meaning improves
performance on similarity prediction. This sup-
ports the interpretation that attributes are (at least)

Underlying Word � � Weighted Full

Representation Addition Additive

word2vec 0.36 0.48 0.42 0.50

M&L-BoW 0.46 0.36 0.44 n/a
M&L-Topic 0.25 0.37 0.38 n/a

C-LDA 0.28 0.19 n/a n/a

Table 3: Results of Experiment 3 (Spearman’s ⇢
between human judgments and model predictions)

With respect to weighted addition, all results re-
ported in Table 3 are based on the weighting pa-
rameters (↵=0.88; �=0.12) that have been found
as optimal by Mitchell and Lapata (2010). Based
on a grid search, we find ↵=0.60 and �=0.40 to
be the best weighting parameters on our data. In
this setting, the performance of the weighted vec-
tor addition model on word2vec embeddings can
be increased to ⇢=0.47, which is still slightly be-
low unweighted vector addition on embeddings
(⇢=0.48). Apparently, scalar weights in pointwise
vector addition are quite sensitive to the under-
lying word representation. In the particular case
of using word embeddings for similarity predic-
tion, the contribution of the noun to the compo-
sitional semantics of the phrase seems to be rela-
tively stronger than in the attribute selection task
(cf. Experiment 1).

In total, these results indicate that composition-
ality functions optimized on the task of attribute
selection can be effectively transferred to similar-
ity prediction. This suggests that attribute mean-
ing might be a prominent source of similarity in
adjective-noun phrases, which will be subject to a
closer investigation in the next experiment.

5.3 Experiment 4: Interpreting the Source of

Similarity

Research in distributional semantics tends to fo-
cus on the degree of similarity between words or
phrases, while the source of similarity is largely
neglected (cf. Hartung (2015)). In this experiment,
we hypothesize that attribute meaning provides a
plausible explanation for the observed degree of
similarity in phrase pairs from the M&L data set.

Experimental Procedure. For a given phrase
pair, we compute the top-5 most similar attributes
for each phrase in terms of their nearest neigh-
bours in S (cf. Section 3.2). Then, both phrases

Figure 2: ASTA-5 scores over different levels of
human similarity ratings (cf. Experiment 4)

are compared wrt. the proportion of shared at-
tributes within these top-5 predictions. Averag-
ing this score over all phrase pairs which were as-
signed a particular similarity rating by the human
judges yields an Average Shared Top-5 Attributes
(ASTA-5) score for this similarity level.

Results. Figure 2 plots ASTA-5 scores at differ-
ent levels of human similarity ratings. We observe
a general trend across all compositionality func-
tions investigated: The higher the rating cutoff,
the higher the number of shared attributes. Thus,
with increasing similarity between two phrases
(according to human ratings), the proportion of
shared attributes in their compositional semantics
tends to increase as well. Moreover, for highly
similar pairs (rating cutoff>5), the full additive
vector addition model yields the highest ASTA-5
scores.

Beyond this quantitative analysis, two of the au-
thors manually investigated the shared attributes in
38 high-similarity phrase pairs (rating cutoff>4)
as predicted by the weighted vector addition
model wrt. their potential as plausible sources of
similarity. We find that in 28 phrase pairs (73.6%),
the predicted attribute is considered a plausible
source of similarity, in eight others (26.4%), the
predicted attribute does not explain the high sim-
ilarity. The agreement between the annotators in
terms of Fleiss’ Kappa amounts to  = 0.62.

5.4 Discussion

Our results show that a full additive compositional
model trained to target attribute meaning improves
performance on similarity prediction. This sup-
ports the interpretation that attributes are (at least)
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Figure 1: Distribution of cosines for observed vectors, by adjective type (intensional, I, or non-
intensional, N). From left to right, adjective vs. noun, adjective vs. phrase, and noun vs. phrase cosines.

Monosemous Polysemous

I alleged accomplice, former surname, mock charge, putative point, past range
necessary competence

N modern aircraft, severe hypertension, nasty review, ripe shock, meagre part
wide disparity
Typical Nontypical

I former mayor, likely threat, alleged killer former retreat, likely base, alleged fact
N severe pain, free download, wide perspective severe budget, free attention, wide detail

Table 3: Examples of adjective-noun phrases for the two factors analyzed (polysemy of the head noun,
typicality of the attribute) by adjective type: I(ntensional), N(on-intensional). See text for details.

and the previous results, in the observed data there is absolutely no difference in these measures between
intensional and non-intensional modification: The distributions overlap completely. In a preliminary
study, we paired phrases on the basis of the noun (e.g. former bassist-male bassist) instead of on the
basis of the adjective as in the present experiments. With that design, too, we obtained no difference
between the two types of phrases. We therefore take this to be a robust negative result, which suggests
that the differences observed in our previous work were due to our having chosen a very narrow set of
adjectives (color terms) for comparison to the intensional adjectives.

This result is surprising insofar as intensional and non-intensional adjectives have often been assumed
to denote very different types of properties. One possibility is that the tools we are using are not the
right ones: Perhaps using bags-of-words as the dimensions cannot capture the differences, or perhaps
these differences are not apparent in the cosines between phrase and adjective/noun vectors. However,
these results may also mean that all kinds of adjectival modification share properties that have gone
unappreciated.

If the type of modification does not explain the differences in the observed data, what does? An
analysis reveals two relevant factors. The first one is the polysemy of the head noun. We find that, the
more polysemous a noun is, the less similar its vector is to the corresponding phrase vector. It is plausible
that modifying a noun has a larger impact when the noun is polysemous, as the adjective narrows down
the meaning of the noun; indeed, adjectives have been independently shown to be powerful word sense
disambiguators of nouns (Justeson and Katz, 1995). In distributional terms, the adjective notably “shifts”
the vector of polysemous nouns, but for monosemous nouns there is just not much shifting room.

This is reasonable but unsurprising; what is more worthy of attention is that this effect is invariant
to adjective type. Both non-intensional and intensional adjectives have meaning modulating power, as
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medieval old town contemp. political issue
fascinating town cultural topic
impressive cathedral contemporary debate
medieval street contemporary politics
rural poor people British naval power
poor rural people naval war
rural infrastructure British navy
rural people naval power
friendly helpful staff last live performance
near hotel final gig
helpful staff live dvd
quick service live release
creative new idea rapid social change
innovative effort social conflict
creative design social transition
dynamic part cultural consequence
national daily newspaper new regional government
national newspaper regional government
major newspaper local reform
daily newspaper regional council
daily national newspaper fresh organic vegetable
national daily newspaper organic vegetable
well-known journalist organic fruit
weekly column organic product

Table 2: Examples of the nearest neighbors of the gold
standard, both flexible order (left column) and rigid order
(right column) AANs.

similarity. For example, the nearest neighbors to the
corpus-extracted vectors for medieval old town and
rapid social change include phrases which describe
quite complex associations, cf. Table 2. In addition,
we find that the nearest neighbors for flexible order
AAN vectors are not necessarily the same for both
adjective orders, as seen in the difference in neigh-
bors of national daily newspaper and daily national
newspaper. We can expect that the change in or-
der, when acceptable and frequent, does not neces-
sarily yield synonymous phrases, and that corpus-
extracted vector representations capture subtle dif-
ferences in meaning.

3 Results

3.1 Quality of model-generated AAN vectors

Our nearest neighbor analysis suggests that the
corpus-extracted AAN vectors in the gold standard
are meaningful, semantically coherent objects. We
can thus assess the quality of AANs recursively gen-
erated by composition models by how closely they

Gold FO RO
W.ADD 0.565 0.572 0.558
F.ADD 0.618 0.622 0.614
MULT 0.424 0.468 0.384
LFM 0.655 0.675 0.637

Table 3: Mean cosine similarities between the corpus-
extracted and model-generated gold AAN vectors. All
pairwise differences between models are significant ac-
cording to Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests (p<0.001).
For MULT and LFM, the difference between mean flexible
order (FO) and rigid order (RO) cosines is also signifi-
cant.

approximate these vectors. We find that the perfor-
mances of most composition models in approximat-
ing the vectors for the gold AANs is quite satisfac-
tory (cf. Table 3). To put this evaluation into per-
spective, note that 99% of the simulated distribu-
tion of pairwise cosines of corpus-extracted AANs
is below the mean cosine of the worst-performing
model (MULT), that is, a cosine of 0.424 is very sig-
nificantly above what is expected by chance for two
random corpus-extracted AAN vectors. Also, ob-
serve that the two more parameter-rich models are
better than W.ADD, and that LFM also significantly
outperforms F.ADD.

Further, the results show that the models are able
to approximate flexible order AAN vectors better
than rigid order AANs, significantly so for LFM and
MULT. This result is quite interesting because it sug-
gests that flexible order AANs express a more lit-
eral (or intersective) modification by both adjectives,
which is what we would expect to be better captured
by compositional models. Clearly, a more complex
modification process is occurring in the case of rigid
order AANs, as we predicted to be the case.

3.2 Distinguishing flexible vs. rigid order

In the results reported below, we test how both our
baseline �PMI measure and the distance from the
AAN and its component parts changes depending on
the type of adjective ordering to which the AAN be-
longs. From this point forward, we only use gold
standard items, where we are sure of the quality of
the corpus-extracted vectors. The first block of Ta-
ble 4 reports the t-normalized difference between
flexible order and rigid order mean cosines for the
corpus-extracted vectors.
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Measure t sig.

CORP

cosAx 2.478
cosAy -4.348 * RO>FO
cosN 4.656 * FO>RO
cosAxN 5.913 * FO>RO
cosAyN 1.970

W.ADD

cosAx 4.805 * FO>RO
cosAy -1.109
cosN 1.140
cosAxN 1.059
cosAyN 0.584

F.ADD

cosAx 2.050
cosAy -1.451
cosN 4.493 * FO>RO
cosAxN -0.445
cosAyN 2.300

MULT

cosAx 3.830 * FO>RO
cosAy -0.503
cosN 5.090 * FO>RO
cosAxN 4.435 * FO>RO
cosAyN 3.900 * FO>RO

LFM

cosAx -1.649
cosAy -1.272
cosN 5.539 * FO>RO
cosAxN 3.336 * FO>RO
cosAyN 4.215 * FO>RO

�PMI 8.701 * FO>RO

Table 4: Flexible vs. Rigid Order AANs. t-normalized
differences between flexible order (FO) and rigid order
(FO) mean cosines (or mean �PMI values) for corpus-
extracted and model-generated vectors. For significant
differences (p<0.05 after Bonferroni correction), the last
column reports whether mean cosine (or �PMI) is larger
for flexible order (FO) or rigid order (RO) class.

These results show, in accordance with our con-
siderations in Section 2.3 above: (i) flexible or-
der AxAyNs are closer to AxN and the component
N than rigid order AxAyNs, and (ii) rigid order
AxAyNs are closer to their Ay (flexible order AANs
are also closer to Ax but the effect does not reach
significance).8 The results imply that the degree of
modification of the Ay on the noun is a significant
indicator of the type of ordering present.

8As an aside, the fact that mean cosines are significantly
larger for the flexible order class in two cases but for the rigid or-
der class in another addresses the concern, raised by a reviewer,
that the words and phrases in one of the two classes might sys-
tematically inhabit denser regions of the space than those of the
other class, thus distorting results based on comparing mean
cosines.

In particular, rigid order AxAyNs are heavily
modified by Ay, distorting the meaning of the head
noun in the direction of the closest adjective quite
drastically, and only undergoing a slight modifica-
tion when the Ax is added. In other words, in rigid
order phrases, for example rapid social change, the
AyN expresses a single concept (probably a “kind”,
in the terminology of formal semantics), strongly re-
lated to social, social change, which is then mod-
ified by the Ax. Thus, the change is not both so-
cial and rapid, rather, the social change is rapid. On
the other hand, flexible order AANs maintain the se-
mantic value of the head noun while being modi-
fied only slightly by both adjectives, almost equiv-
alently. For example, in the phrase friendly help-
ful staff, one is saying that the staff is both friendly
and helpful. Most importantly, the corpus-extracted
distributional representations are able to model this
phenomenon inherently and can significantly distin-
guish the two adjective orders.

The results of the composition models (cf. Ta-
ble 4) show that for all models at least some prop-
erties do distinguish flexible and rigid order AANs,
although only MULT and LFM capture the two prop-
erties that show the largest effect for the corpus-
extracted vectors, namely the asymmetry in similar-
ity to the noun and the AxN (flexible order AANs
being more similar to both).

It is worth remarking that MULT approximated the
patterns observed in the corpus vectors quite well,
despite producing order-insensitive representations
of recursive structures. For flexible order AANs, or-
der is indeed only slightly affecting the meaning, so
it stands to reason that MULT has no problems mod-
eling this class. For rigid order AANs, where we
consider here the attested-order only, evidently the
order-insensitive MULT representation is sufficient
to capture their relations to their constituents.

Finally, we see that the �PMI measure is the best
at distinguishing between the two classes of AAN
ordering. This confirms our hypothesis that a lot has
to do with how integrated Ay and N are. While it
is somewhat disappointing that �PMI outperforms
all distributional semantic cues, note that this mea-
sure conflates semantic and lexical factors, as the
high PMI of AyN in at least some rigid order AANs
might be also a cue of the fact that the latter bigram
is a lexicalized phrase (as discussed in footnote 2, it
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is unlikely that our filtering strategies sifted out all
multiword expressions). Moreover, �PMI does not
produce a semantic representation of the phrase (see
how composed distributional vectors approximate of
high quality AAN vectors in Table 3). Finally, this
measure will not scale up to cases where the ANs
are not attested, whereas measures based on compo-
sition only need corpus-harvested representations of
adjectives and nouns.

3.3 Properties of the correct adjective order

Having shown that flexible order and rigid order
AANs are significantly distinguished by various
properties, we proceed now to test whether those
same properties also allow us to distinguish between
correct (corpus-attested) and wrong (unattested) ad-
jective ordering in rigid AANs (recall that we are
working with cases where the attested-order occurs
more than 20 times in the corpus, and both adjec-
tives modify the nouns at least 10 times, so we are
confident that there is a true asymmetry).

We expect that the fundamental property that dis-
tinguishes the orders is again found in the degree
of modification of both component adjectives. We
predict that the single concept created by the AyN
in attested-order rigid AANs, such as legal status
in formal legal status, is an effect of the modifica-
tion strength of the Ay on the head noun, and when
seen in the incorrect ordering, i.e., ?legal formal sta-
tus, the strong modification of legal will still domi-
nate the meaning of the AAN. Composition models
should be able to capture this effect based on the dis-
tance from both the component adjectives and ANs.

Clearly, we cannot run these analyses on corpus-
extracted vectors since the unattested order, by def-
inition, is not seen in our corpus, and therefore we
cannot collect co-occurrence statistics for the AAN
phrase. Thus, we test our measures of adjective or-
dering on the model-generated AAN vectors, for all
gold rigid order AANs in both orders.

We also consider the �PMI measure which was
so effective in distinguishing flexible vs. rigid or-
der AANs. We expect that the greater association
with AyN for attested-order AANs will again lead
to large, negative differences in PMI scores, while
the expectation that unattested-order AANs will be
highly associated with their AxN will correspond to
large, positive differences in PMI.

Measure t sig.

W.ADD

cosAx -7.840 * U>A
cosAy 7.924 * A>U
cosN 2.394
cosAxN -5.462 * U>A
cosAyN 3.627 * A>U

F.ADD

cosAx -8.418 * U>A
cosAy 6.534 * A>U
cosN -1.927
cosAxN -3.583 * U>A
cosAyN -2.185

MULT

cosAx -5.100 * U>A
cosAy 5.100 * A>U
cosN 0.000
cosAxN -0.598
cosAyN 0.598

LFM

cosAx -7.498 * U>A
cosAy 7.227 * A>U
cosN -2.172
cosAxN -5.792 * U>A
cosAyN 0.774

�PMI -11.448 * U>A

Table 5: Attested- vs. unattested-order rigid order

AANs. t-normalized mean paired cosine (or �PMI) dif-
ferences between attested (A) and unattested (U) AANs
with their components. For significant differences (paired
t-test p<0.05 after Bonferroni correction), last column
reports whether cosines (or �PMI) are on average larger
for A or U.

Across all composition models, we find that the
distance between the model-generated AAN and its
component adjectives, Ax and Ay, are significant in-
dicators of attested vs. unattested adjective ordering
(cf. Table 5). Specifically, we find that rigid order
AANs in the correct order are closest to their Ay,
while we can detect the unattested order when the
rigid order AAN is closer to its Ax. This finding
is quite interesting, since it shows that the order in
which the composition functions are applied does
not alter the fact that the modification of one ad-
jective in rigid order AANs (the Ay in the case of
attested-order rigid order AANs) is much stronger
than the other. Unlike the measures that differenti-
ated flexible and rigid order AANs, here we see that
the distance from the component N is not an indi-
cator of the correct adjective ordering (trivially so
for MULT, where attested and unattested AANs are
identical).

Next, we find that for W.ADD, F.ADD and LFM,
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Features Method P R F1
Linguistic WORDCOS 0.73 0.80 0.76

PHRASCOS1 0.43 0.96 0.57
Visual WORDCOS 0.50 0.95 0.66

PHRASCOS1 0.60 0.91 0.73
Multimodal WORDMID 0.59 0.85 0.70

PHRASMID 0.54 0.93 0.68
WORDLATE 0.69 0.72 0.70
PHRASLATE 0.50 1.00 0.67
MIXLATE 0.67 0.96 0.79

Table 2: System performance on Tsvetkov et al. test set (TSV-
TEST) in terms of precision (P ), recall (R) and F-score (F1)

PHRASECOS1 for both verbs and adjectives by 17-
19%. This suggests that linguistic word embeddings
already successfully capture domain and composi-
tional information necessary for metaphor identifi-
cation. In contrast, the visual PHRASECOS1 model,
when applied in isolation, tends to outperform the
visual WORDCOS model. PHRASCOS1 measures
to what extent the meaning of the phrase can be
composed by simple combination of the represen-
tations of individual words. In metaphorical lan-
guage, however, a meaning transfer takes place and
this is no longer the case. Particularly in visual data,
where no linguistic conventionality and stylistic ef-
fects take place, PHRASCOS1 captures this prop-
erty. For adjectives this trend was more evident than
for verbs. The visual PHRASECOS1 model, even
when applied on its own, attains a high F-score of
0.73 on TSV-TEST, suggesting that concreteness and
other visual features are highly informative in iden-
tification of adjectival metaphors. This effect was
present, though not as pronounced, for verbal meta-
phors, where the vision-only PHRASECOS1 attains
an F-score of 0.66.

The multimodal model, integrating linguistic and
visual embeddings, outperforms the linguistic mod-
els for both verbs and adjectives, clearly demon-
strating the utility of visual features across word
classes. The late fusion method MIXLATE, which
combines the linguistic WORDCOS score and the vi-
sual PHRASECOS1, attains an F-score of 0.75 for
verbs and 0.79 for adjectives, which makes it best-
performing among our fusion strategies. When the
same type of scoring (i.e. either WORDCOS or
PHRASCOS1) is used with both linguistic and visual

embeddings, middle and late fusion techniques at-
tain comparable levels of performance, with WORD-
COS being the leading measure. The reason behind
the higher performance of MIXLATE is likely to be
the combination of different scoring methods, one of
which is more suitable for the linguistic model and
the other for the visual one.

The differences between verbs and adjectives with
respect to the utility of visual information can be ex-
plained by the following two factors. Firstly, pre-
vious psycholinguistic research on abstractness and
concreteness (Hill et al., 2014) suggests that humans
find it easier to judge the level of concreteness of ad-
jectives and nouns than that of verbs. It is thus possi-
ble that visual representations capture the concrete-
ness of adjectives and nouns more accurately than
that of verbs. Besides concreteness, it is also likely
that perceptual properties in general are more im-
portant for the semantics of nouns (e.g. objects) and
adjectives (their attributes), than for the semantics
of verbs (actions), since the latter are grounded in
our motor activity and not merely perception. Sec-
ondly, following the majority of multimodal seman-
tic models, we used images as our visual data rather
than videos. However, some verbs, e.g. stative verbs
and verbs for continuous actions, may be better cap-
tured in video than images. We thus expect that
using video data along with the images as input to
the acquisition of visual embeddings is likely to im-
prove metaphor identification performance for ver-
bal metaphors. However, we leave the investigation
of this issue for future work.

In an additional experiment, we evaluated our
methods on the larger TSV-TRAIN dataset (specifi-
cally using its portion that was not employed for de-
velopment purposes) and the trends observed were
the same. MIXLATE attained an F-score of 0.71,
outperforming language-only and vision-only mod-
els. The performance of all scoring methods on TSV-
TRAIN was lower than that on the TSV-TEST. This
may be the result of the fact that the labelling of TSV-
TRAIN was less consistent than that of TSV-TEST.
As TSV-TEST is a set of metaphors annotated by 5
annotators with a high agreement, the evaluation on
TSV-TEST is likely to be more reliable (Tsvetkov et
al., 2014).

It is important to note that, unlike other super-
vised approaches to metaphor, our methods do not
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Metaphorical: Literal:
bald assertion cold beer
blind alley cold weather
breezy disregard huge number
dry wit dead animal
dumb luck deep sea
foggy brain gold coin
healthy balance dry skin
hollow mockery honest opinion
honest meal empty can
juicy scandal good idea
spicy language foggy night
stale cliché frosty morning
steep discount firm mattress

Figure 2: Annotated adjective–noun pairs from TSV-TEST

tated test set. Metaphorical phrases that depend on
wider context for their interpretation (e.g. drowning
students) were removed. The training set was anno-
tated by one annotator only, and it is thus likely that
the annotations are less reliable than those in the test
set. We thus evaluate our methods on Tsvetkov et
al.’s test set (TSV-TEST). However, we will also re-
port results on TSV-TRAIN to confirm whether the
observed trends hold in a larger, though likely nois-
ier, dataset.

We selected the above two datasets since they in-
clude examples for different senses (both metaphor-
ical and literal) of the same verbs or adjectives. This
allows us to test the extent to which our model is
able to discriminate between different word senses,
as opposed to merely selecting the most frequent
class for a given word.

4.2 Experimental setup

We divided the verb- and adjective-noun datasets
into development and test sets. The verb–noun de-
velopment set contained 80 instances from MOH (40
literal and 40 metaphorical), leaving us with the test
set of 567 verb-noun pairs from MOH. We cre-
ated the adjective–noun development set using 80
adjective-noun pairs (40 literal and 40 metaphorical)
from TSV-TRAIN, leaving all of the 222 adjective–
noun pairs in TSV-TEST for evaluation. In a separate
experiment, we also applied our methods to the re-
mainder of TSV-TRAIN (1688 adjective–noun pairs)
to evaluate our system on a larger adjective dataset.

We used the development sets to determine an op-

Features Method P R F1
Linguistic WORDCOS 0.67 0.76 0.71

PHRASCOS1 0.38 0.94 0.54
Visual WORDCOS 0.49 0.97 0.65

PHRASCOS1 0.56 0.79 0.66
Multimodal WORDMID 0.56 0.86 0.68

PHRASMID 0.44 0.93 0.59
WORDLATE 0.49 0.96 0.65
PHRASLATE 0.41 0.92 0.57
MIXLATE 0.65 0.87 0.75

Table 1: System performance on Mohammad et al. dataset
(MOH) in terms of precision (P ), recall (R) and F-score (F1)

timal threshold value for each of our scoring meth-
ods. The thresholds for verb-noun and adjective-
noun phrases were optimized independently using
the corresponding development sets. We experi-
mented with the three phrase-level scoring methods
on the development sets, and found that PHRAS-
COS1 consistently outperformed PHRASCOS2 and
PHRASCOS3 for both verb–noun and adjective–
noun phrases. We thus report results for PHRAS-
COS1 on our test sets.

We first evaluated the performance of WORDCOS
and PHRASCOS1 using linguistic and visual repre-
sentations in isolation, and then evaluated the mul-
timodal models using middle and late fusion strate-
gies. In middle fusion, we concatenated the linguis-
tic and visual vectors, and then applied WORDCOS
and PHRASCOS1 methods to the resulting multi-
modal vectors. We will refer to these methods as
WORDMID and PHRASMID respectively. In late
fusion, we used an average of linguistic and vi-
sual scores to determine metaphoricity. We exper-
imented with three different scoring methods: (1)
WORDLATE, where linguistic and visual WORD-
COS scores were combined; (2) PHRASLATE, where
linguistic and visual PHRASCOS1 scores were com-
bined; and (3) MIXLATE, where linguistic and
WORDCOS and visual PHRASCOS1 scores were
combined.

4.3 Results and discussion
We evaluated the performance of our methods on
the MOH and TSV-TEST test sets in terms of preci-
sion, recall and F-score and the results are presented
in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. When using lin-
guistic embeddings alone, WORDCOS outperforms
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Figure 3: Performance of zero-shot attribute classification (as measured by AUC) compared to the supervised method
of Russakovsky and Fei-Fei (2010), where available. The dark-red horizontal line marks chance performance.

To further maximize the amount of training data
points, we conduct a leave-one-attribute-out evalua-
tion, in which the cross-modal mapping function is
repeatedly learned on all 72 attributes from the train-
ing set, as well as all but one attribute from the eval-
uation set (Section 2.4), and the associated images.
This results in 72+(25�1) = 96 training attributes
in total. On average, 45 images per attribute are
used. The performance is measured for the single
attribute that was excluded from training. A numeri-
cal summary of the experiment setup is presented in
the first row of Table 3.

3.2 Results and discussion

Russakovsky and Fei-Fei (2010) trained separate
SVM classifiers for each attribute in the evaluation
dataset in a cross-validation setting. This fully su-
pervised approach can be seen as an ambitious up-
per bound for zero-shot learning, and we directly
compare our performance to theirs using their figure
of merit, namely area under the ROC curve (AUC),
which is commonly used for binary classification
problems.11 A perfect classifier achieves an AUC of
1, whereas an AUC of 0.5 indicates random guess-
ing. For purposes of AUC computation, DIRA is
considered to label test images with a given adjec-
tive if the linguistic-space distance between their
mapped representation and the adjective is below
a certain threshold. AUC measures the aggregated
performance over all thresholds. To get a sense of

11Table 4 reports hit@k results for DIRA, which will be dis-
cussed below in the context of Experiment 2.

what AUC compares to in terms of precision and re-
call, the AUC of DIRA for furry is 0.74, while the
precision is 71% and the corresponding recall 14%.
For the more difficult blue case, AUC is at 0.5, pre-
cision and recall are 2% and 55%, respectively.

The AUC results are presented in Figure 3 (ig-
nore red bars for now). We observe first that, of the
two mapping functions we considered, RIDGE (blue
bars) clearly outperforms NCCA (yellow bars). Ac-
cording to a series of paired permutation tests,
RIDGE has a significantly larger AUC in 13/25
cases, NCCA in only 2. This is somewhat surpris-
ing given the better performance of NCCA in the
experiments of Gong et al. (2014). However, our
setup is quite different from theirs: They perform
all retrieval tasks by projecting the input visual and
language data onto a common multimodal space dif-

ferent from both input spaces. NCCA is a well-
suited algorithm for this. We aim instead at produc-
ing linguistic annotations of images, which is most
straightforwardly accomplished by projecting visual
representations onto linguistic space. Regression-
based learning (in our case, via RIDGE) is a more
natural choice for this purpose.

Coming now to a more general analysis of the re-
sults, as expected, and analogously to the supervised
setting, DIRA-RIDGE performance varies across at-
tributes. Some achieve performance close to the
supervised model (e.g., rectangular or wooden)
and, for 18 out of 25, the performance is well
above chance (bootstrap test). The exceptions are:
blue, square, round, vegetation, smooth, spotted and
striped. Interestingly, for the last 4 attributes in
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Figure 2: Images tagged with orange and liqueur are
mapped in linguistic space closer to the vector of the
phrase orange liqueur than to the orange or liqueur vec-
tors (t-SNE visualization) (the figure also shows the near-
est neighbours of phrase, adjective and noun in linguis-
tic space). The mapping is trained using solely noun-
annotated images.

associate the visual properties/attributes of the ob-
jects to the corresponding adjectives. As an exam-
ple, Figure 1 (left) displays the nearest attributes of
car, bird and puppy in the visual space and, inter-
estingly, the relative distance between the noun de-
noting objects and the adjective denoting attributes
is also preserved in the linguistic space (right).

We further observe that, as also highlighted by
recent work in object recognition, any object in an
image is, in a sense, a visual phrase (Sadeghi and
Farhadi, 2011; Divvala et al., 2014), i.e., the object
and its attributes are mutually dependent. For exam-
ple, we cannot visually isolate the object drum from
attributes such as wooden and round. Indeed, within
our data, in 80% of the cases the projected image
of an object is closer to the semantic representation
of a phrase describing it than to either the object or
attribute labels. See Figure 2 for an example.

Motivated by this observation, we turn to recent
work in distributional semantics defining a vector
decomposition framework (Dinu and Baroni, 2014)
which, given a vector encoding the meaning of a
phrase, aims at decoupling its constituents, produc-
ing vectors that can then be matched to a sequence
of words best capturing the semantics of the phrase.
We adopt this framework to decompose image rep-
resentations projected onto linguistic space into an

adjective-noun phrase. We show that the method
yields results comparable to those obtained when us-
ing attribute-labeled training data, while only requir-
ing object-annotated data. Interestingly, this decom-

positional approach also doubles the performance
of object/noun annotation over the standard zero-
shot approach (Experiment 2). Given the positive
results of our proposed method, we conclude with
an extrinsic evaluation (Experiment 3); we show
that attribute-centric representations of images cre-
ated with the decompositional approach boost per-
formance in an object classification task, supporting
claims about its practical utility.

In addition to contributions to image annotation,
our work suggests new test beds for distributional
semantic representations of nouns and associated
adjectives, and provides more in-depth evidence of
the potential of the decompositional approach.

2 General experimental setup
2.1 Cross-Modal Mapping
Our approach relies on cross-modal mapping

from a visual semantic space V, populated with
vector-based representations of images, onto a
linguistic (distributional semantic) space W of word
vectors. The mapping is performed by first inducing
a function fproj : Rd1 ! Rd2 from data points
(vi, wi), where vi 2 Rd1 is a vector representation
of an image tagged with an object or an attribute
(such as dog or metallic), and wi 2 Rd2 is the
linguistic vector representation of the corresponding
word. The mapping function can subsequently be
applied to any given image vi 2 V to obtain its
projection w0

i 2 W onto linguistic space:

w0
i = fproj(vi)

Specifically, we consider two mapping methods. In
the RIDGE regression approach, we learn a linear
function Fproj 2 Rd2⇥d1 by solving the Tikhonov-
Phillips regularization problem, which minimizes
the following objective:

||W Tr � FprojV
Tr||22 � ||�Fproj ||22,

where W Tr and V Tr are obtained by stacking the
word vectors wi and corresponding image vectors
vi, from the training set.4

4The parameter � is determined through cross-validation on
the training data.

Ridge Regression:

Decomposition:

Second, motivated by the success of Canonical
Correlations Analysis (CCA) (Hotelling, 1936) in
several vision-and-language tasks, such as image
and caption retrieval (Gong et al., 2014; Hardoon et
al., 2004; Hodosh et al., 2013), we adapt normalized

Canonical Correlations Analysis (NCCA) to our
setup. Given two paired observation matrices X
and Y , in our case W Tr and V Tr, CCA seeks two
projection matrices A and B that maximize the
correlation between ATX and BTY . This can be
solved efficiently by applying SVD to

Ĉ1/2
XXĈXY Ĉ

1/2
Y Y = U⌃V T

where Ĉ stands for the covariance matrix. Finally,
the projection matrices are defined as A = Ĉ1/2

XXU

and B = Ĉ1/2
Y Y V . Gong et al. (2014) propose a nor-

malized variant of CCA, in which the projection ma-
trices are further scaled by some power � of the sin-
gular values ⌃ returned by the SVD solution. In our
experiments, we tune the choice of � on the training
data. Trivially, if � = 0, NCCA reduces to CCA.

Note that other mapping functions could also be
used. We leave a more extensive exploration of pos-
sible alternatives to further research, since the details
of how the vision-to-text conversion is conducted are
not crucial for the current study. As increasingly
more effective mapping methods are developed, we
can easily plug them into our architecture.

Through the selected cross-modal mapping func-
tion, any image can be projected onto linguistic
space, where the word (possibly of the appropriate
part of speech) corresponding to the nearest vector
is returned as a candidate label for the image (fol-
lowing standard practice in distributional semantics,
we measure proximity by the cosine measure).

2.2 Decomposition
Dinu and Baroni (2014) have recently proposed a
general decomposition framework that, given a dis-
tributional vector encoding a phrase meaning and
the syntactic structure of that phrase, decomposes
it into a set of vectors expected to express the se-
mantics of the words that composed the phrase. In
our setup, we are interested in a decomposition func-
tion fDec : Rd2 ! R2d2 which, given a visual vec-
tor projected onto the linguistic space, assumes it
represents the meaning of an adjective-noun phrase,
and decomposes it into two vectors corresponding to

the adjective and noun constituents [wadj ;wnoun] =
fDec(wAN ). We take fDec to be a linear function
and, following Dinu and Baroni (2014), we use as
training data vectors of adjective-noun bigrams di-
rectly extracted from the corpus together with the
concatenation of the corresponding adjective and
noun word vectors. We estimate fDec by solving a
ridge regression problem minimizing the following
objective:

||[W Tr
adj ;W

Tr
noun]� FdecW

Tr
AN ||22 � ||�Fdec||22

where W Tr
adj , W

Tr
noun, W Tr

AN are the matrices obtained
by stacking the training data vectors. The � param-
eter is tuned through generalized cross-validation
(Hastie et al., 2009).

2.3 Representational Spaces
Linguistic Space We construct distributional vec-
tors from text through the method recently proposed
by Mikolov et al. (2013), to which we feed a cor-
pus of 2.8 billion words obtained by concatenating
English Wikipedia, ukWaC and BNC.5 Specifically,
we used the CBOW algorithm, which induces vec-
tors by predicting a target word given the words sur-
rounding it. We construct vectors of 300 dimensions
considering a context window of 5 words to either
side of the target, setting the sub-sampling option to
1e-05 and the negative sampling parameter to 5.6

Visual Spaces Following standard practice, im-
ages are represented as bags of visual words
(BoVW) (Sivic and Zisserman, 2003).7 Local low-
level image features are clustered into a set of visual

words that act as higher-level descriptors. In our
case, we use PHOW-color image features, a vari-
ant of dense SIFT (Bosch et al., 2007), and a vi-
sual vocabulary of 600 words. Spatial information
is preserved with a two-level spatial pyramid rep-
resentation (Lazebnik et al., 2006), achieving a fi-
nal dimensionality of 12,000. The entire pipeline
is implemented using the VLFeat library (Vedaldi
and Fulkerson, 2010), and its setup is identical to the

5
http://wacky.sslmit.unibo.it, http:

//www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk

6The parameters are tuned on the MEN word similarity
dataset (Bruni et al., 2014).

7In future research, we might obtain a performance boost
simply by using the more advanced visual features recently in-
troduced by Krizhevsky et al. (2012).

Category Attributes
Color black, blue, brown, gray, green,

orange, pink, red, violet, white, yellow

Pattern spotted, striped

Shape long, round, rectangular, square

Texture furry, smooth, rough, shiny, metallic,

vegetation, wooden, wet

Table 1: List of attributes in the evaluation dataset.

Image Attributes Object
furry cat
white
smooth

green cocktail
shiny

Table 2: Sample annotations from the evaluation dataset.

toolkit’s basic recognition sample application.8 We
apply Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (Evert,
2005) to the BoVW counts, and reduce the resulting
vectors to 300 dimensions using SVD.

2.4 Evaluation Dataset

For evaluation purposes, we use the dataset consist-
ing of images annotated with adjective-noun phrases
introduced in Russakovsky and Fei-Fei (2010),
which pertains to 384 WordNet/ImageNet synsets
with 25 images per synset. The images were manu-
ally annotated with 25 attribute-denoting adjectives
related to texture, color, pattern and shape, respect-
ing the constraints that a color must cover a signifi-
cant part of the target object, and all other attributes
must pertain to the object as a whole (as opposed
to parts). Table 1 lists the 25 attributes and Table 2
illustrates sample annotations.9

In order to increase annotation quality, we only
consider attributes with full annotator consensus, for
a total of 8,449 annotated images, with 2.7 attributes
per-image on average. Furthermore, to make the lin-
guistic annotation more natural and avoid sparsity
problems, we renamed excessively specific objects
with a noun denoting a more general category, fol-
lowing recent work on entry-level categories (Or-

8
http://www.vlfeat.org/applications/

apps.html

9Although vegetation is a noun, we have kept it in the eval-
uation set, treating it as an adjective.

Training Evaluation
#im. #attr. #obj. #im. #attr. #obj.

Exp. 1 10,749 97 - leave-one-attribute-out

Exp. 2 23,000 - 750 8,449 25 203

Table 3: Summary of training and evaluation sets.

donez et al., 2013); e.g., colobus guereza was re-
labeled as monkey. The final evaluation dataset con-
tains 203 distinct objects.

3 Experiment 1: Zero-shot attribute
learning

In Section 1, we showed that there is a signifi-
cant correlation between pairwise similarities of ad-
jectives in a language-based distributional seman-
tic space and those of visual feature vectors ex-
tracted from images labeled with the corresponding
attributes. In the first experiment, we test whether
this correspondence in attribute-adjective similar-
ity structure across modalities suffices to success-
fully apply zero-shot labeling. We learn a cross-
modal function from an annotated dataset and use
it to label images from an evaluation dataset with
attributes outside the training set. We will refer to
this approach as DIRA, for Direct Retrieval using
Attribute annotation. Note that this is the first time
that zero-shot techniques are used in the attribute
domain. In the present evaluation, we distinguish
DIRA-RIDGE and DIRA-NCCA, according to the
cross-modal function used to project from images to
linguistic representations (see Section 2.1 above).

3.1 Cross-modal training and evaluation
To gather sufficient data to train a cross-modal
mapping function for attributes/adjectives, we com-
bine the publicly available datasets of Farhadi et al.
(2009) and Ferrari and Zisserman (2007) with at-
tributes and associated images extracted from MIR-
FLICKR (Huiskes and Lew, 2008).10 The resulting
dataset contains 72 distinct attributes and 2,300 im-
ages. Each image-attribute pair represents a training
data point (v, wadj), where v is the vector represen-
tation of the image, and wadj is the linguistic vector
of the attribute (corresponding to an adjective). No
information about the depicted object is needed.

10We filtered out attributes not expressed by adjectives, such
as wheel or leg.
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we project its visual representation onto the lin-
guistic space and decompose the resulting vector
w0 into two candidate adjective and noun vectors:
[w0

adj ;w
0
noun] = fDec(w0). We then search the lin-

guistic space for adjectives and nouns whose vectors
are nearest to w0

adj and w0
noun, respectively.

4.3 Object-informed models

A cross-modal function trained exclusively on
object-noun data might be able to capture only pro-
totypical characteristics of an object, as induced
from text, independently of whether they are de-
picted in an image. Although the gold annotation
of our dataset should already penalize this image-
independent labeling strategy (see Section 2.4), we
control for this behaviour by comparing against
three models that have access to the gold noun an-
notations of the image and favor adjectives that are
typical modifiers of the nouns.

LM We build a bigram Language Model by using
the Berkeley LM toolkit (Pauls and Klein, 2012)12

on the one-trillion-token Google Web1T corpus13

and smooth probabilities with the “Stupid” back-
off technique (Brants et al., 2007). Given an
image with object-noun annotation, we score all
attributes-adjectives based on the language-model-
derived conditional probability p(adjective|noun).
All images of the same object produce identical
rankings. As an example, among the top attributes
of cocktail we find heady, creamy and fruity.

VLM LM does not exploit visual information
about the image to be annotated. A natural way to
enhance it is to combine it with DIRO, our cross-
modal mapping adjective retrieval method. In the
visually-enriched Language Model, we interpolate
(using equal weights) the ranks produced by the
two models. In the resulting combination, attributes
that are both linguistically sensible and likely to be
present in the given image should be ranked high-
est. We expect this approach to be challenging to
beat. MacKenzie (2014) recently introduced a simi-
lar model in a supervised setting, where it improved
over standard attribute classifiers.

12
https://code.google.com/p/berkeleylm/

13
https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/

LDC2006T13

LM SP VLM DIRO DEC DIRA

@1 2 0 5 1 10 7
@5 5 7 16 4 31 23
@10 8 9 29 9 44 37
@20 18 17 50 19 59 51
@50 33 32 72 43 81 68
@100 56 55 82 67 89 77

Table 4: Percentage hit@k attribute retrieval scores.

SP The Selectional Preference model robustly
captures semantic restrictions imposed by a noun on
the adjectives modifying it (Erk et al., 2010). Con-
cretely, for each noun denoting a target object, we
identify a set of adjectives ADJnoun that co-occur
with it in a modifier relation more that 20 times.
By averaging the linguistic vectors of these adjec-
tives, we obtain a vector wprototypical

noun , which should
capture the semantics of the prototypical adjectives
for that noun. Adjectives that have higher similar-
ity with this prototype vector are expected to denote
typical attributes of the corresponding noun and will
be ranked as more probable attributes. Similarly to
LM, all images of the same object produce identical
rankings. As an example, among the top attributes
of cocktail we find fantastic, delicious and perfect.

4.4 Results
We evaluate the performance of the models on
attribute-denoting adjective retrieval, using a search
space containing the top 5,000 most frequent ad-
jectives in our corpus. Tables 4 and 5 present
hit@k and recall@k results, respectively (k 2
{1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100}). Hit@k measures the per-
centage of images for which at least one gold at-
tribute exists among the top k retrieved attributes.
Recall@k measures the proportion of gold attributes
retrieved among the top k, relative to the total num-
ber of gold attributes for each image.14

First of all, we observe that LM and SP – the two
models that have access to gold object-noun annota-
tion and are entirely language-based – although well
above the random baseline (k/5,000), achieve rather
low performance. This confirms that to model our
test set accurately, it is not sufficient to predict typi-
cal attributes of the depicted objects.

14Due to the leave-one-attribute-out approach used to train
and test DIRA (see Section 3), it is not possible to compute
recall results for this model.

LM SP VLM DIRO DEC
@1 1 0 2 0 4
@5 2 3 7 2 15
@10 3 5 15 4 23
@20 9 10 30 9 35
@50 20 20 49 22 59
@100 35 34 61 44 70

Table 5: Percentage recall@k attribute retrieval scores.

DIRO DEC DIRA

@1 1 2 0
@5 3 10 0
@10 5 14 1
@20 9 20 2
@50 20 29 6
@100 33 41 12

Table 6: Percentage hit@k noun retrieval scores.

The DIRO method, which exploits visual in-
formation, performs numerically similarly to the
object-informed models LM and SP, with better
hit and recall at high ranks. Although worse than
DIRA, the relatively high performance of DIRO is
a promising result, suggesting object annotations to-
gether with linguistic knowledge extracted in an un-
supervised manner from large corpora can replace,
to some extent, manual attribute annotations. How-
ever, DIRO does not directly model any semantic

compatibility constraints between the retrieved ad-
jectives and the object present in the image (see ex-
amples below). Hence, the object-informed model
VLM, which combines visual information wit lin-
guistic co-occurrence statistics, doubles the perfor-
mance of DIRO, LM and SP.

Our DEC model, which treats images as visual
phrases and jointly decouples their semantics, out-
performs even VLM by a large margin. It also out-
performs DIRA, the standard zero-shot learning ap-
proach using attribute-adjective annotated data (see
also the attribute-by-attribute AUC comparison be-
tween DEC, DIRA and the fully-supervised ap-
proach of Russakovsky and Fei-Fei in Figure 3).

Interestingly, accounting for the phrasal nature of
visual information leads to substantial performance
improvement in object recognition through zero-
shot learning (i.e., tagging images with the depicted
nouns) as well. Table 6 provides the hit@k results
obtained with the DIRO and DEC methods for the
noun retrieval task in a search space of 10,000 most

Image Model Top item Top hit (Rank)

A: white, brown
N: dog

DEC
A: white white (1)
N: dog dog (1)

DIRO A: animal white (27)
N: goat dog (25)

LM A: stray brown (74)

VLM A: pet brown (17)

A: shiny, round
N: syrup

DEC
A: shiny shiny (1)
N: flan syrup (170)

DIRO A: crunchy shiny (15)
N: ramekin syrup (113)

LM A: chocolate shiny (84)

VLM A: chocolate shiny (17)

Table 7: Images with gold attribute-adjective and object-
noun labels, and highest-ranked items for each model
(Top item), as well as highest-ranked correct item and
rank (Top hit). Noun results for (V)LM are omitted since
these models have access to the gold noun label.

frequent nouns from our corpus. Note that DIRO

represents the label retrieval technique that has been
standardly used in conjunction with zero-shot learn-
ing for objects: The cross-modal function is trained
on images annotated with nouns that denote the ob-
jects they depict, and it is then used for noun label
retrieval of unseen objects through a nearest neigh-
bor search of the mapped image representation (the
DIRA column shows that zero-shot noun retrieval
using the mapping function trained on adjectives
works very poorly). DEC decomposes instead the
mapped image representation into two vectors de-
noting adjective and noun semantics, respectively,
and uses the latter to perform the nearest neigh-
bor search for a noun label. Although not directly
comparable, the results of DEC reported here are in
the same range of state-of-the-art zero-shot learning
models for object recognition (Frome et al., 2013).

Annotation examples Table 7 presents some in-
teresting patterns we observed in the results. The
first example illustrates the case in which conducting
adjective and noun retrieval independently results in
mixing information, which damages the DIRO ap-
proach: Adjectival and nominal properties are not
decoupled properly, since the animal property of the
depicted dog is reflected in both the animal adjec-
tive and the goat noun. At the same time, the white-

LM SP VLM DIRO DEC
@1 1 0 2 0 4
@5 2 3 7 2 15
@10 3 5 15 4 23
@20 9 10 30 9 35
@50 20 20 49 22 59
@100 35 34 61 44 70

Table 5: Percentage recall@k attribute retrieval scores.

DIRO DEC DIRA

@1 1 2 0
@5 3 10 0
@10 5 14 1
@20 9 20 2
@50 20 29 6
@100 33 41 12

Table 6: Percentage hit@k noun retrieval scores.

The DIRO method, which exploits visual in-
formation, performs numerically similarly to the
object-informed models LM and SP, with better
hit and recall at high ranks. Although worse than
DIRA, the relatively high performance of DIRO is
a promising result, suggesting object annotations to-
gether with linguistic knowledge extracted in an un-
supervised manner from large corpora can replace,
to some extent, manual attribute annotations. How-
ever, DIRO does not directly model any semantic

compatibility constraints between the retrieved ad-
jectives and the object present in the image (see ex-
amples below). Hence, the object-informed model
VLM, which combines visual information wit lin-
guistic co-occurrence statistics, doubles the perfor-
mance of DIRO, LM and SP.

Our DEC model, which treats images as visual
phrases and jointly decouples their semantics, out-
performs even VLM by a large margin. It also out-
performs DIRA, the standard zero-shot learning ap-
proach using attribute-adjective annotated data (see
also the attribute-by-attribute AUC comparison be-
tween DEC, DIRA and the fully-supervised ap-
proach of Russakovsky and Fei-Fei in Figure 3).

Interestingly, accounting for the phrasal nature of
visual information leads to substantial performance
improvement in object recognition through zero-
shot learning (i.e., tagging images with the depicted
nouns) as well. Table 6 provides the hit@k results
obtained with the DIRO and DEC methods for the
noun retrieval task in a search space of 10,000 most

Image Model Top item Top hit (Rank)

A: white, brown
N: dog

DEC
A: white white (1)
N: dog dog (1)

DIRO A: animal white (27)
N: goat dog (25)

LM A: stray brown (74)

VLM A: pet brown (17)

A: shiny, round
N: syrup

DEC
A: shiny shiny (1)
N: flan syrup (170)

DIRO A: crunchy shiny (15)
N: ramekin syrup (113)

LM A: chocolate shiny (84)

VLM A: chocolate shiny (17)

Table 7: Images with gold attribute-adjective and object-
noun labels, and highest-ranked items for each model
(Top item), as well as highest-ranked correct item and
rank (Top hit). Noun results for (V)LM are omitted since
these models have access to the gold noun label.

frequent nouns from our corpus. Note that DIRO

represents the label retrieval technique that has been
standardly used in conjunction with zero-shot learn-
ing for objects: The cross-modal function is trained
on images annotated with nouns that denote the ob-
jects they depict, and it is then used for noun label
retrieval of unseen objects through a nearest neigh-
bor search of the mapped image representation (the
DIRA column shows that zero-shot noun retrieval
using the mapping function trained on adjectives
works very poorly). DEC decomposes instead the
mapped image representation into two vectors de-
noting adjective and noun semantics, respectively,
and uses the latter to perform the nearest neigh-
bor search for a noun label. Although not directly
comparable, the results of DEC reported here are in
the same range of state-of-the-art zero-shot learning
models for object recognition (Frome et al., 2013).

Annotation examples Table 7 presents some in-
teresting patterns we observed in the results. The
first example illustrates the case in which conducting
adjective and noun retrieval independently results in
mixing information, which damages the DIRO ap-
proach: Adjectival and nominal properties are not
decoupled properly, since the animal property of the
depicted dog is reflected in both the animal adjec-
tive and the goat noun. At the same time, the white-

ness of the object (an adjectival property) influences
noun selection, since goats tend to be white. Instead,
DEC unpacks the visual semantics in an accurate
and meaningful way, producing correct attribute and
noun annotations that form acceptable phrases. LM
and VLM are negatively affected by co-occurrence
statistics and guess stray and pet as adjectives, both
typical but generic and abstract dog properties.

In the next example, DIRO predicts a reason-
able noun label (ramekin), focusing on the container
rather than the liquid it contains. By ignoring the
relation between the adjective and the noun, the re-
sulting adjective annotation (crunchy) is semanti-
cally incompatible with the noun label, emphasizing
the inability of this method to account for semantic
relations between attributes-adjectives and object-
nouns. DEC, on the other hand, mistakenly anno-
tates the object as flan instead of syrup. However,
having captured the right general category of the ob-
ject (“smooth gelatinous items that reflect light”),
it ranks a semantically appropriate and correct at-
tribute (shiny) at the top. Finally, LM and VLM
choose chocolate, an attribute semantically appro-
priate for syrup but irrelevant for the target image.

Semantic plausibility of phrases The examples
above suggest that one fundamental way in which
DEC improves over DIRO is by producing seman-
tically coherent adjective-noun combinations. More
systematic evidence for this conjecture is provided
by a follow-up experiment on the linguistic qual-
ity of the generated phrases. We randomly sampled
2 images for each of the 203 objects in our data
set. For each image, we let the two models gen-
erate 9 descriptive phrases by combining their re-
spective top 3 adjective and noun predictions. From
the resulting lists of 3,654 phrases, we picked the
200 most common ones for each model, with only
1/8 of these common phrases being shared by both.
The selected phrases were presented (in random or-
der and concealing their origin) to two linguistically-
sophisticated annotators, who were asked to rate
their degree of semantic plausibility on a 1-3 scale
(the annotators were not shown the corresponding
images and had to evaluate phrases purely on lin-
guistic/semantic grounds). Since the two judges
were largely in agreement (⇢=0.63), we averaged
their ratings. The mean averaged plausibility score

DEC LM vLM DIRO DIRA
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Figure 4: Distributions of (per-image) concreteness
scores across different models. Red line marks median
values, box edges correspond to 1st and 3rd quartiles, the
wiskers extend to the most extreme data points and out-
liers are plotted individually.

for DIRO phrases was 1.74 (s.d.: 0.76), for DEC it
was 2.48 (s.d.: 0.64), with the difference significant
according to a Mann-Whitney test. The two anno-
tators agreed in assigning the lowest score (“com-
pletely implausible”) to more than 1/3 of the DIRO

phrases (74/200; e.g., tinned tostada, animal bird,

hollow hyrax), but they unanimously assigned the
lowest score to only 7/200 DEC phrases (e.g., cylin-

drical bed-sheet, sweet ramekin, wooden meat). We
thus have solid quantitative support that the superior-
ity of DEC is partially due to how it learns to jointly
account for adjective and noun semantics, producing
phrases that are linguistically more meaningful.

Adjective concreteness We can gain further in-
sight into the nature of the adjectives chosen by
the models by considering the fact that phrases that
are meant to describe an object in a picture should
mostly contain concrete adjectives, and thus the de-
gree of concreteness of the adjectives produced by a
model is an indirect measure of its quality. Follow-
ing Hill and Korhonen (2014), we define the con-
creteness of an adjective as the average concreteness
score of the nouns it modifies in our text corpus.
Noun concreteness scores are taken, in turn, from
Turney et al. (2011). For each test image and model,
we obtain a concreteness score by averaging the con-
creteness of the top 5 adjectives that the model se-
lected for the image. Figure 4 reports the distribu-
tions of the resulting scores across models. We con-

Concreteness: 
Average concreteness 
of the nouns the 
adjective modifies in 
the corpus
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Figure 5: Confusion matrices for PHOW (top) and DEC
(bottom). Warmer-color cells correspond to higher pro-
portions of images with gold row label tagged by an algo-
rithm with the column label (e.g., the first cells show that
DEC tags a larger proportion of aeroplanes correctly).

the latter. DEC, on the other hand, tends to con-
fuse chairs with TV monitors, partially misguided
by the taxonomic information encoded in language
(both are pieces of furniture). Indeed, the combined
FUSED approach outperforms both representations
by a large margin (35.81%), confirming that the
linguistically-enriched information brought by DEC
is to a certain extent complementary to the lower-
level visual evidence directly exploited by PHOW.
Overall, the performance of our system is quite close
to the one obtained by Farhadi et al. (2009) with en-
sembles of supervised attribute classifiers trained on
manually annotated data (the most comparable ac-
curacy from their Table 1 is at 34.3%).17

17Farhadi and colleagues reduce the bias for the people cat-
egory by reporting mean per-class accuracy; we directly ex-
cluded people from our version of the data set.

6 Conclusion

We extended zero-shot image labeling beyond ob-
jects, showing that it is possible to tag images with
attribute-denoting adjectives that were not seen dur-
ing training. For some attributes, performance was
comparable to that of per-attribute supervised classi-
fiers. We further showed that attributes are implicitly

induced when learning to map visual vectors of ob-
jects to their linguistic realizations as nouns, and that
improvements in both attribute and noun retrieval
are attained by treating images as visual phrases,
whose linguistic representations must be decom-
posed into a coherent word sequence. The resulting
model outperformed a set of strong rivals. While the
performance of the zero-shot decompositional ap-
proach in the adjective-noun phrase labeling alone
might still be low for practical applications, this
model can still produce attribute-based representa-
tions that significantly improve performance in a
supervised object recognition task, when combined
with standard visual features.

By mapping attributes and objects to phrases in
a linguistic space, we are also likely to produce
more natural descriptions than those currently used
in computer vision (fluffy kittens rather than 2-boxy

tables). In future work, we want to delve more
into the linguistic and pragmatic naturalness of at-
tributes: Can we predict not just which attributes
of a depicted object are true, but which are more
salient and thus more likely to be mentioned (red

car over metal car)? Can we pick the most appro-
priate adjective to denote an attribute given the ob-
ject in the picture (moist, rather than damp lips)?
We should also address attribute dependencies: by
ignoring them, we currently get undesired results,
such as the aeroplane in Table 8 being tagged as both
wet and dry. More ambitiously, inspired by Karpa-
thy et al. (2014), we plan to associate image frag-

ments with phrases of arbitrary syntactic structures
(e.g., PPs for backgrounds, a VPs for main events),
paving the way to full-fledged caption generation.
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▸ Image representations: 

▸ (i) Averaging: Component-wise average of the CNN 
feature vectors of individual images. (i.e. cluster center 
of individual representations) 

▸ (ii) Maxpool: Computes the component-wise maximum 
of the CNN feature vectors of individual image (i.e. 
vector components “visual properties.” ) 

▸
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3.6 Experimental Setup

In both classification and regression we perform 2 runs of 5-fold stratified cross validation. That is, we
create 5 (stratified) disjoint splits, repeating it with two different seeds. The use of 5 folds is convenient
since the data set is small and contains just a few instances of the minority class—which ranges from
6.25% to 30.5% of the data. Thus, the use of 4/5-th of the data for learning (and 1/5-th for testing) is
more likely to yield well-learned attributes than smaller training proportions. To handle class imbalance
in classification we set the training class weights inversely proportional to the class priors.

This work relies on the basic assumption that, if a given attribute can be predicted using some em-
beddings as input (e.g., by means of a classifier or a regressor), then these embeddings contain encoded
information about this attribute. The inverse is not necessarily true, that is, if an attribute cannot be pre-
dicted from a given embedding, this does not necessarily mean that the information is not present. In this
case, the bottleneck might be any sort of technical issue such as our classifier choice, regularizer choice,
data scaling, etc. Thus, in order to validate our conclusions, we repeated the same experiments with dif-
ferent classifier choices (SVM, logistic regression, bagging ensemble of decision trees and AdaBoost);
different regressors (SVM, neural networks, ensemble of regression trees and gradient boosting); and
data scalings (max/min scaling and component-wise centering plus normalizing by the standard devia-
tion). We found results to be notably stable across classifier and regressor choices. We report results with
a linear SVM regressor and a linear SVM classifier, both implemented with the scikit machine learning
toolkit (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Data scaling affected only the performance of V ISmax, conceivably
because their values are extreme by definition.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Intra-Modality Performance per Attribute Type

Figure 2: Averages of F1 (classification) and Spearman (regression) measures per attribute type (i.e.,
averaging individual attributes) for V ISavg (A), V ISmax (B) and GloVe (C). Error bars show standard
error.

As a first noteworthy finding, one may observe from Fig. 2 the—perhaps unexpected—resemblance
that visual and textual representations present at predicting different types of attributes, which suggests
interesting commonalities between visual and textual representations. Further, this seems to indicate
that some attribute types are genuinely more difficult to predict than others (e.g., tactile), conceivably
because the nouns to which these attributes apply tend to have little in common in terms of both, visual
resemblance and word co-occurrences in similar contexts. This can be further appreciated in Fig. 5
(bottom row) from the scattered pattern of the attribute is soft, which proves to be a difficult target for
both, vision and language. In turn, this suggests that neither vision nor language might be sufficiently
informative about certain attribute types (e.g., tactile or sound).

2812

Figure 4: Averages of performance difference per attribute type. For each attribute type (e.g., taxonomic,
taste, etc.), the bar indicates the average performance difference of its set of attributes. Plot A shows
performance difference between V ISavg and GloVe and B between V ISmax and GloVe. As in Fig. 3,
positive bars indicate better performance of visual embeddings and negative bars otherwise. Error bars
show standard error.

Figure 5: T-SNE visualization (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) of the V ISavg embeddings (left column) and
of the GloVe embeddings (right column). Red triangles show the positive class for the attribute a weapon

(top row) and is soft (bottom row), while blue circles correspond to the negative class words.

seems to play a role. For example, a weapon and is a bird are both taxonomic attributes although GloVe
clearly dominates in the first and vision in the second one (Fig. 3). A closer inspection reveals that
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▸ Pragmatic listener can start 
from a literal speaker or a 
pragmatic speaker  

▸ Set of utterances      and      
usually specified by hand 

▸ If      not finite, cannot


